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Amendments To Thesis
'An Investigation of the Weak Links in the Seismic Load Path of Unreinforced

Masonry Buildings'

A1 Replace on Page 53, Figure 4.2.1the text 'Rigid Frame Fixed to Laboratory
Strong Floor'' with 'Stationary Reference Datum'.

A2 Insert the following regression coefficients to the figures indicated

Figure4.4.3 R=0.999
Figure 4.4.4 R=0.996
Figure4.4.5 R=0.997
Figure4.4.6 R=0.998
Figure4.4.7 R=0.999
Figure 4.4.8R=0.988

The regression coefficient R for the plots indicate a very good correlation of the
test data with a straight line.

A3 Insert the following paragraph as a new second paragraph on page 106:
Under the assumption adopted of unreinforced masonry building systems having
stiff shear waìl and diaphragms the restrained translation of floors providing equal
input motions at the base on top of wall specimens is appropriate. This is not the
case however where floor diaphragms are flexible such as those constructed of
timber. Where this is the case the response of the floor diaphragm may govern the
wall response with possibly quite different inputs at the base and top of the wall.
Here a different dynamic stability problem than that being investigated in the
current research project may develop as it is possible that the walls will not crack
at mid-height but will rock about their base after a crack forms at the base bed -

joint. Consequently these systems will have a much lower frequency thari thaf of
the individual wall panel.

A4 Insert the following paragraph as a new third paragraph on page 219:
The following points summarise the salient findings of the bending tests:
. Confirmation of mid-height cracking and dynamic stability problems
. Damping associated with the rocking walls was determined and generally

found to be of the order of 5Vo. Rayleigh Damping was found to best
approximate the damping by combining both stiffness and mass proportional
damping components. Increases in damping where found at high and low
frequencies,

. The force displacement relationship for URM walls cracked at mid height was
assessed via push tests. Here the variation in the force displacement
relationship with wall slenderness, boundary conditions, precompression and
degradation due to rocking cycles where determined. A tri-linear approximation
of the force displacement relationship was proposed to best approximate the true
relationship with empirically derived points to define the initial stiffness and
plateau for various levels of wall degradation.

. The effective resonant frequency associated with the frequency for maximum
displacement amplification was determined for URM walls cracked at mid



height for various slenderness, boundary conditions, precompression and
degradation due to rocking cycles.

Both displacement and acceleration responses were recorded for walls
subjected to transient, impulse and free vibration for later comparison with
an al ytically derived response.

a

A5 Insert the following paragraph as the final paragraph on page220:
Since the current research project has focussed on the one-way bending of
unreinforced masonry walls to now take jnto account the two-way bending action
which is often observed in seismic failure modes further research is required.
Further as the assumption of the restrained translation of floors providing equal
input motions at the base on top of wall specimens appropriate for unreinforced
masonry building systems having stiff shear wall and diaphragms has been
adopted fulther research is requiled to take into account flexible floor diaphragms
and shear walls.

A6 Typographical errors:
page9,line l4
page l6,1ine 6
page 43,line 3
page 47,line 8

page 49,line l1
page 51, title
page 221, I 0'r' Citation
Throughout document

replace'earthquake' with'earthquakes'
replace 'Masonry' with 'masonry'
replace 'Section 0' with 'Section 2.4'
replace 'Chapter 0' with 'Chaprter 4'
replace 'f6"' with 'f¿'
replace'Connection' with'Connections'
replace'P.D.' with'D.P.'
replace 'Nigel Priestly' with 'Nigel Pliestley'

A7 Insert the following paragraph as the final paragraph on page 47.
Along with variations in local material properties the wide variety of test
configurations discussed above may also be responsible for the wide scatter of
reported results. In particular in-plane tests are seen to be particularly sensitive to
variation in test configuration. Typically an average shear stress along the friction
plane is used to determine the friction coefficient. Accordingly where three high
brick plisms have been used for in plane testing the average shear stress and thus
frictional coefficient determined may be significantly effected by the end
conditions and the moment induced at the friction plane. By adopting wallets with
multiple brick lengths the effect of the end conditions and the variation in normal
stresses over the friction plane is reduced.

Insert the following paragraph as the final paragraph on page 54.
The results of the in plane tests presented in Figures 4.4.6to 4.4.8 show a

regression coefficient of near unity thus indicating a very good linear correlation.
Although in plane tests are always difficult due to the nature of pure shear tests the
good linear correlation indicates the assumption of a uniform shear stress for the
derivation of the average friction coefficient is appropriate. In reality, due to the
height of the lead weights a lever arm and thus overturning moment exists so that
a triangular stress profile is likely. Here the increase in frictional resistance at the
end subject to the increased vertical stress is offset by the decrease at the opposite



end. As a result the average frictional resistance is unaffected and thus the
derivation of the average frictional resistance remains appropriate.

Due to the length of the four brick wallets any end effects are also not apparent in
this test series.

A8 Add to Section 3.3.2last paragraph on page 42: Expected differential movements
associated with tirne dependant behaviour of URM walls including concrete
shrinkage or clay masonry expansion are generally in the order of around 3mm per
meter run of wall. This is dependant on ¡nany factors as has been briefly
discussed.

Tests associated with the time dependant movement of URM connections
containing DPC have recently been undertaken at the University of Newcastle,
New South Wales, Australia. These tests have highlighted that under shrinkage
creep the frictional resistance force appears to be less than under dynamic loading.
Consequently, the connections have been observed to slip undel the time
dependant forces but are less likely to slip under dynamic loading.

A9 Insert the following paragraph as the final paragraph on page 49:
It is widely recognised that vertical accelerations associatecl with seismic loading
may effectively reduce the gravitational force at the friction interface of DPC
connections. As a result, the frictional resistance and thus the shear resistive
capacity of the connection is also reduced. The SAA Masonry Code takes this
reduction into account in the derivation of the frictional resistance in Equation
3.4.1 by the application of the 0.9 factor applied to the gravitiational force. The
shear friction strength of the shear section under earthquake actions is thus defined
by

Vt" = 0.9 G,c k,

410 Page 55, last paragraph replace 'Although these four specimen tests were carried
out at only one value of vertical compressive stress (0.164MPa) both in-plane and
out-of-plane shaking were examined so that a total of eight tests were undertaken.'
'With 'Since each of the four standard and centered connection specimen where
tested at only one value of vertical compressive stress (0.164MPa) a total of eight
tests were undertaken.'

Page 57, first paragraph replace 'The slip joint tests were performed over a range
of three normal compression stresses being 0.04, 0.18 and 0.33 MPa conducted
only in the in-plane direction.'With 'The slip joint tests were performed over a
range of three normal compression stresses being 0.04, 0.I 8 and 0.33 MPa
conducted both in the in-plane and out-of-plane directions.'

All It is noted that the term 'overburden' used throughout the document may be more
commonly referred to as 'Pre-compression'.

Ã12 It is noted that in Section 6.3.1 the Characteristic bond strength should have been
calculated taking into account the specimen size. Also the standard deviation



values reported being based on three tests are relatively meaningless however are
provided as indicative for the quality of masonry.

413 Page 115 second paragraph replace 'The brickwork modulus was then calculated
for each specimen as the chold modulus between 57o and 33Vo of the ultimate
brickwork compressive strength, f',n.' with 'The brickwork modulus was then
calculated for each specimen as the chord modulus associated with the linear
portion of developed stress - strain curve.'

Page 115 last paragraph replace 'Table Ç3.2 presents a summary of the modulus
test results ranging from 3,300 MPa to 16,000 MPa for the l lOmm specimens and
6,'/00 MPa to 9,800 MPa for the 50mm specimens. While the results varied
significantly the modulus values were typically found to be relatively high as
expected of modern masonry.' With 'Table 6.3.2 presents a summary of the
modulus test results ranging from 4,000 MPa to 10,000 MPa for the l10mm
specimens and 5,000 MPa to 8,000 MPa for the 50mm specimens. It is suspected
that the large apparent variation in the brickwork modulus is due to
inconsistencies in the preparation of the five brick prisms. Here any slight
eccentricity of construction causes non uniform loading of he prism so that the
modulus calculation in some cases may have been slightly modified. The modulus
results attained however are provided typically the results are quite high as would
be expected of modern masonry.'



Replace Table 6.3.2Brickwork Modulus Test Results with
Table 6.3.2 Brickwork Modulus Test Results

Specimen No. Specimen
Thickness

Modulus
E- (MPa)

Ultimate Compressive
Load (N)

Masonry Compressi.ve
Strength, f'- (MPa)

l lOmm 330.000 13

2 l1Omm 10,000 332,000 13.1
J l1Omm 5.000 336,000 13.3
4 I .l 0rnrn 4,000 333,000 13.1

5 llOmm 9,000 360,000 t4.2
6 llOmm 338,000 \3.4
1 l1Omm 9,000 313,000 t2.4
8 l10lnm 5,400 245,000 9.1
t1 l1Omm 8,000 359,000 14.2
t2 l1Omrn I 1,000 397,000 15.1
13 I lOlnm 397,000 15.1

AVERAGE 11Omm 7,700 339,000 13.4
STANDARD
DEVIATION

2,500 47,528 1.64

l0 50mm 8,000 307.000 26.1
14 50mm 5,000 303,000 26.3

AVERAGE 50mm 6.s00 305.000 26.5
STANDARD
DEVIATION

2,Loo 2,824 0.28
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ABSTRACT

A large proportion of domestic and low rise building stock in Australia is of unreinforced

masonry (URM) construction and has not been designed to resist earthquake loads.

Previous researchers have identifred that under current Australian design conditions the

two predominant weak links in the seismic load path for URM buildings are the shear

connections between the walls and floor or roof and out-of-plane wall flexure.

This report documents the experimental and analytical research undertaken at The

University of Adelaide aimed at providing the fundamental tools required to successfully

avoid the identified brittle 'weak link' failures in the design of new and the assessment of
existing URM buildings. This was achieved for the DPC connections through an

extensive series of shaking table tests, which provided realistic data on the dynamic

capacity of these connections. For the out-of-plane failure of walls in the upper stories of

URM buildings, an extensive series of shaking table tests was used to develop a botter

understanding of the physical processes governing the collapse behaviour. Following this

realistic anal¡ical models were developed to provide accurate and reliable assessment of

actual wall capacities. Since these were necessarily complex, a further refinement was

undertaken to produce a more simplistic but rational analysis procedure for practical

applications based on the 'Displacement-based' failure criteria.
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I.. INTRODUCTION

From the time of earliest civilisation, the use of masonry has provided a successful

building technique. Examples of early stone masonry construction can be found dating as

far back as c. 9000 BC in Israel and to the better known pyramids of Egypt constructed

around c. 2800 - 2000 BC. Later, along with the emergent Roman Empire in around 700

BC, the use of masonry became widespread. Notable cities were established and

developed throughout the colony comprising elaborate masonry palaces, churches,

bridges and aqueducts. Over the centuries significant advancements have been made in

the processes of masoffy construction and to this day world cities have substantial

building stock comprised of unreinforced masonry (LJRM).

The main characteristics of masoffy that have enabled it to endure as a building medium

through the ages are both the simplicity of laying stones or bricks on top of one another

and the ready availability of materials and labour. Aesthetically, masoffy is available in

a vast array of colour and texture. Due to the small modular size of bricks and blocks it is

also extremely versatile in application in that it can be used to form a great variety of

shapes and sizes of walls, piers, arches, domes or chimneys. Furthermore masonry's

exceptional fire resistance prompted Charles II to insist that all buildings built after the

1666 Great Fire of t¡ndon be constructed of brick or stone. Durability, sound insulation

and thermal mass are other advantageous characteristics of masonry construction.

In contrast, from its very foundation, the intrinsic drawback of masonry construction has

been its poor seismic performance. While recent earthquakes have heightened modern

awareness of this problem (Benuska 1990, Page 1990, Somers 1994, Pham 1995,

Bruneau 1996, Spence 1999, Alcocer 1999,Pujol 1999) it is also evident that the problem

existed even from the early days of the Roman Empire (Dobbins 1994). One remarkable

example was the city of Pompeii. l,ocated near the Bay of Naples in ltaly, Pompeii,
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having been incorporated as a Roman Colony in 808C, had an estimated population of
between 8,000 and 12,000 people. It is believed that the final years of the city were
framed by two natural disasters. The first \ryas a devastating earthquake in 62 AD which
caused considerable damage to the city's masonry infrastructure requiring large scale

rebuilding. The second, a cataclysmic eruption of Mount Versuvius 17 years later,

desfroyed Pompeii and the neighboring city of Herculaneum. The eruption of 79 AD is
significant here as the resulting ash layer preserved much of the evidence of the
earthquake damage that would have otherwise been obscured had Pompeii endured

throughout antiquity. Figure 1.1.1 shows an ancient depiction taken from the house of
Lucius Caecilius Iucundus of damage to the Temple of Jupiter and The Arch of Triumph
at Pompeii during the 62 AD earthquake.

Figure 1.1.1 Depiction of Damage During the 62 AD Earthquake in pompeü
(Kozak Collection, Earthquake Engineering Research Center, University of Califomia, Berkeley)

Unlike modern steel and reinforced concrete construction it is clear that the development

of masonry construction followed a different path. Throughout history, forms of
structural masonry passed from generation to generation and evolved from trial and error
as opposed to that of specialised research. As a consequence, methods have tended to be

less sophisticated and more empirically based with generally little if any consideration
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given to seismic action until comparatively recently. These buildings have thus tended to

be at greater seismic risk than comparable new buildings. This is not only because they

have not been designed for seismic loading requirements but also because they are less

capable of dissipating energy through large inelastic deformations during an earthquake.

Historically this has resulted in an abundance of seismically induced catastrophic

masonry failures often with a high loss of life. For example 50 years ago it was

customary to support floors on stone or masonry corbels. During an earthquake the floor

and walls would vibrate typically eventuating in the floor slipping from the corbel and

collapsing dramatically.

In response to the observed damage to un-engineered or poorly constructed buildings,

public prejudice developed against the use of structural URM. A consequence has been

its disappearance from modern construction in regions of high seismicity with a

respective increase in the popularity of steel and concrete construction. Owing to this

shift in focus comparatively little research has been undertaken on the ultimate dynamic

behaviour of URM construction.

Although the performance of URM buildings when subjected to earthquake excitation

has typically been poor there is also signif,rcant evidence suggesting that these buildings

do not necessarily perform poorly in areas of low to moderate seismicity (Scrivener 1993,

Tomazevic and lùy'eiss 1994, Abrams 1995). This was highlighted in 1989 in Australia by

the Mr5.6 Newcastle eafthquake. Here it was reported (Melchers 1990, Griffith 1991,

Page 1992, Murphy 1993) that while older masonry buildings, typically in poor condition

and not having been designed with any consideration to lateral loading, suffered

significant damage, many other masonry buildings performed well suffering only minor

or no damage at all. These findings have placed an increased pressure on engineers in

regions of low to moderate seismicity to continue taking advantage of the significant

beneficial characteristics of masonry construction by designing and detailing URM

buildings to perform adequately during an earthquake.
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The current URM research focus is therefore twofold. Firstly, there is a need to
rationalise the design of new URM buildings for regions of low to moderate seismicity.

This involves the identification of weaknesses in masonry construction practices and

correlating these to observed catastrophic failures. Consequent development and

implementation of design guidelines would then prevent future occurrences of similar
brittle failures occurring in newly designed structures.

Secondly, there is a need to assess the seismic vulnerability of the large numbers of URM
building stock of unknown quality and condition in cities around the world. These

structures were generally constructed prior to mandatory earthquake design requirements

and due to the sporadic nature of earthquake loading many remain untested against

seismic action. Earthquakes have repeatedly impressed the need to review the seismic

adequacy of existing masonry buildings. As a recent example historically significant
structures in Italy, having stood for hundreds of years, have failed dramatically under

seismic loading. These failures clearly illustrate the potential risk in assuming age-old

structures will last forever and the possible physical and social consequence of inaction.
With these constant reminders owners are now recognising that they must reconcile the
potential for structural retrofitting with the level of seismic risk.

The distinction is drawn between the development of analysis and design procedures for
new and existing buildings since for the design of a new building a ceftain degree of
conservatism may impose only a minor economic penalty. In contrast, the same degree

of conservatism for the review of an existing structure may impose substantial economic
penalty and hence cross the line of being economically viable to seismically retrofit.
Should the imposed economic penalty be deemed too great historically or socially

significant structures could be lost.

The research challenge therefore lay in establishing a better understanding of the physical

processes governing the collapse behaviour thus permitting the development of realistic,

accurate assessment methodologies for the determination of the dynamic capacity of
URM buildings and their constituent components.
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1.1. Study Objectives and Key Outcomes

The specific focus of the current research project was an investigation of the brittle 'weak

links' in the seismic load path for Australian URM buildings under earthquake loading.

As is discussed in more detail in Chapter (2) the 'weak links' are evident through the

review of damage surveillance documentation and have been confirmed through an

analytical study (Klopp 1998) as:

( 1) The limited force capacity of connections between floors and walls, in particular the

friction dependent connections containing damp proof course (DPC) membranes and

(2) the out-of-plane failure of walls in the upper stories of URM buildings.

The primary intention of the cunent project \Mas therefore to provide the fundamental

tools required to successfully avoid the identified brittle 'weak link' failures in the design

of new and the assessment of existing tlRM buildings. This was achieved for the DPC

connections through an extensive series of shaking table tests, which provided realistic

data on the dynamic capacity of these connections. For the out-of-plane failure of walls

in the upper stories of URM buildings, an extensive series of shaking table tests was used

to develop a better understanding of the physical processes governing the collapse

behaviour. Following this realistic analytical models were developed to provide accurate

and reliable assessment of actual wall capacities. Since these were necessarily complex,

a further refinement was undertaken to produce a more simplistic but rational analysis

procedure for practical applications. To encourage the ready introduction and acceptance

into the real design environment, where optimisation of design output is often the driving

force, it was necessary that the simplihed procedure be formulated through easily

understood and familiar concepts while still encompassing the essential ingredients of the

dynamic behaviour.

Since a building's structural capacity is related to its weakest link, by avoiding the

identif,red brittle 'weak link' failure modes the overall effective structural capacity and

thus seismic performance will improve. An additional beneht is that with a better
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understanding of the physical process governing the dynamic collapse behaviour,

designers will more readily be able to adopt the desirable 'Capacity' type design

approach discussed further in Chapter (2). Where this enables more ductile failure modes

to be activated, the structure's effective capacity and energy dissipating characteristics

will be further enhanced.

Although specifically related to Australian construction practices and conditions, it is
expected that these research outcomes are sufficiently general so that they will be easily

extrapolated to other regions of similar seismicity and construction techniques.

1.2. Brief Outline of Report

To set the overall scene a general overview of earthquakes and URM is presented in
Chapter (2) where the basic aspects of seismicity and URM performance, both

internationally and in Australia are covered. Following this, a brief review of the

development of seismic design criteria and URM construction practices in Australia are

presented as these dictate the standard of the existing URM buitding stock. This includes

the results of a survey performed as part of the current research project to catalogue

typical URM wall connections and levels of applied overburden stress based on

Australian masonry construction. A review of the vulnerability of LJRM failure modes

from reconnaissance documentation is then presented to conñrm the typical weak link
URM failure patterns in areas of moderate intensity shaking.

Chapters (3) and (4) are devoted to the shear capacity of URM connections containing

DPC membranes being, the first of the previously identified weak links. Chapter (3)

commences with a general description of connections containing DPC membranes. A
specihc literature survey covering previous experimental and related work is then

presented. Chapter (3) concludes with the specific research requirement to be undertaken

within the scope of this project being the experimental dete¡mination of dynamic friction
data for DPC connections typically used in Australian masonry construction.
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Chapter (4) presents the results of a series of dynamic friction tests for DPC connections.

Here the experimentally determined dynamic friction coefficients ¿re compared with

static test results (Page 1995, Griffith et al 1998) for connections of the same

configuration and concludes with recommendations on the suitability of current codified

friction coefficients.

Chapters (5) to (8) are devoted to the out-of-plane failure of walls in the upper stories of

URM buildings being the second of the weak links to be investigated. This is specifically

related to the dynamic stability of simply supported tlRM walls subjected to transient

out-of-plane forces.

Chapter (5) introduces the physical considerations that must be assessed for out-of-plane

analysis including boundary conditions and dynamic stabilising effects. Following this a

specific literature review is presented which hightights key aspects of previous related

experimental and analytical work. Further to the literature review a critical assessment of

currently available analysis and design methodologies for face-loaded URM walls under

one-way bending action subjected to transient excitations is presented. Here it is found

that the existing methods have serious limitations for the realistic prediction of the

ultimate dynamic wall capacity.

In Chapter (6) the key results of an extensive series of static push and shaking table tests

on simply supported face loaded LJRM walls are presented. Here the results of static,

impulse and free vibration tests are used to examine the non-linear force-displacement (F-

Â), frequency-displacement (fA) and damping characteristics of URM walls. Harmonic

and transient excitations are also used to examine the dynamic response at various

excitation frequency and amplitude content and for later confirmation of the

comprehensive analytical model.

Chapter (7) describes the development of a comprehensive analytical model for the semi-

rigid rocking response of post cracked URM walls subjected to out-of-plane forces. The

computer software ROWMANRY, developed as part of the current research project to
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the highly non-linear time-history analysis (THA), is also presented. Results of
experimental work as described in Chapter (6) are then used to calibrate and confirm the

accuracy of the analytical results.

In Chapter (8) a rational simplistic displacement-based (DB) analysis procedure is

presented for the prediction of the ultimate capacity of face loaded URM walls. A brief
description of the displacement-based design methodology is provided and followed by

key aspects as it is applied to rocking URM walls. In order to confirm the effectiveness

of the linearised DB analysis, comparisons with experimental and comprehensive TFIA

results are presented. Similar comparisons are also made with currently available

ultimate analysis methodologies where it is concluded that the linea¡ised DB
methodology provides the most effective estimate of ultimate wall capacity.

Chapter (9) summarises the results of the study, highlighting key outcomes, design

recommendations and future research requirements.

8



2. EARTHQUAKES AND UNREINFORCEI)

MASONRY

2.1. Introduction

Earthquakes pose a substantial threat to life with an average fatality rate this century of

around 10,000 deaths per year (McCue t992). Damage to unreinforced masonry (uRM)

buildings and elements is a ubiquitous aspect of many earthquakes and as such URM has

a poor seismic performance record throughout the world. It has been reported (Scrivener

1993), however, that the poor overall public perception of URM can generally be

attributed to media reports not mentioning typical causes of the failures such as:

- buildings not designed to any engineering code, let alone an earthquake code;

- poorly constructed of adobe, mud brick or weak clay bricks with weak mortar of

mud or earth or with insufficient cement; and

- un-connected structural elements often with heavy roofs

In many instances the damage level has been enormous with masonry littering streets and

in larger earthquakes the complete collapse of URM buildings. This severe damage has

often been responsible for a non-commensurable loss of life and injury during

earthquake, which is both unacceptable and unnecessary. The spectacular nature of the

damage has therefore tended to obscure the satisfactory performance of many other URM

buildings in earthquakes. This is supported by research (Griffrth 1991, Page 1992,

Schrivener 1993, Tomazevic and \ileiss 1994, Abrarns 1995) indicating that URM

buildings can satisfactorily withstand moderate levels of ground shaking if designed,

detailed and constructed with consideration to seismic loading.

This Chapter provides a general overview of the seismicity, URM construction and

seismic performance in Australia. Aspects which are applicable for Australian conditions

are clarified and vulnerable weak links in URM buildings designed to current practices

9
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are identified. To quantify the performance of IJRM buildings in areas of moderate

seismicity, a summary of observed damage patterns for Australian and relevant

international earthquakes is presented. This section concludes with the specific research

focus to be addressed within the scope of this report.

2.2. A¡ustralian Seismicity

While it is possible for an earthquake to occur at any location their occurrence frequency

is unevenly distributed over the earth. The majority of earthquakes are found to occur

along relatively narrow continuous belts at the convergent boundaries of the major crustal

plates. Here, inter-plate earthquakes contribute more than 90Vo of the earth's release of
seismic energy (Bolt 1996) with the remaining released as interior or intra-plate type

events. Further, approximately 75Vo of the total energy release is believed to occur along

the edges of the Pacific ocean, where the thinner Pacific plate is being forced beneath the

thicker continental crust (BGS 1999). This is demonstrated in active inter-plate regions

such as Japan, California or Papua New Guinea where the major plates interact at

velocities of up to 100 mm/year. As a consequence, it can take only tens to hundreds of
years for sufficient strain energy to build culminating in the release of a large magnitude

earthquake. In contrast, for an intra-plate region it may take hundreds of thousands of
years for similar levels of compressive stress and strain energy to develop. Thus, due to

the paucity of records this type of event is far more difficult to forecast.

The long return period of major earthquakes and the absence of interim perceptible

seismic activity in intra-plate regions has led to these areas being referred to as being of
low seismicity or low seismic risk. A common misconception follows that this infers

weak ground motion while the reality is that strong ground motion can still occur but less

frequently. In probabilistic terms there is a much reduced likelihood of intra-plate strong

ground motion occurring at a particular time and place than inter-plate. This aspect

substantially impacts on building code provisions where the design basis event is
prescribed in probabilistic terms, rather than on maximum earthquake potential. Thus for
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intra-plate regions the design event magnitude will be smaller than for inter-plate regions

(Somerville et al 1998).

The ea¡liest earthquake reported in Australia was in June 1788 at Port Jackson (Sydney)

where the First Fleet settlers were shaken by a strong local earthquake lasting for not

more than two or three seconds. Since this time small earthquakes have been reported

under most of the major Australian cities (AGSO 1999).

The Australian continent lies whoþ within the Indo-Australian tectonic plate (refer

Figure 2.2.1) and as such is only subjected to intra-plate earthquakes. The closest

Australian city to an active plate boundary is Darwin, which is regularly but lightly

shaken by earthquakes along the subducting Java Trench in the Banda Sea.

Pacific Plate

Convergent plate
boundary
Inter-Plate RegionDirection of

crustal plaæ
movement --+

\\
Indo-Ausüalia Plate v

High Seismicity Zones
Separating major crustal
plaæs

Antårctic Plate

Since earthquakes only occur in the earth's outer crust where rocks a¡e cold enough to be

brittle, in Australia, earthquakes typically only occur to a depth of a¡ound 20km (Gibson

i

Figure 2.2.1 Australia's Tectonic Location

Ausüalia
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1990). This limitation constrains the vertical fault dimension so that for the release of a
large amount of strain energy the rupture would need to be very long. By practically

limiting the fault length to around 100km the maximum magnitude of earthquake that

could be realistically expected in Australia is around Ms 7.5. This assumption is

supported by studies of prehistoric Australian fault scarps where no scarp longer than

45km has yet been found (Denham 1992). It is therefore not unreasonable to argue that a

maximum credible earthquake of this magnitude be adopted for earthquake risk in
Australia.

Over the relatively short-recorded seismic history in Australia the largest known

earthquake occurred in 1906 off of the Northwest Coast of the continent with an

estimated magnitude of 7.2. On land the 1941 Meeberrie earthquake, which was felt over

most of Western Australia, appears to have been the largest having a magnitude of
approximately 7 (Denham 1992).

In 1968 a magnitude 6.9 earthquake devastated the Western Australian agricultural

township of Meckering. Here although no people died, 85 dwellings were severely

damaged being predominantly of unreinforced masonry construction. Later, in 1954,

Adelaide was subjected to a damaging magnitude 5.5 earthquake. Here again there were

no fatalities however over 30,000 dwellings sustained damage (hish 1992) costing at the

time in excess of 4 million pounds or $91m in 1995 dollars (AGSO 1999). More

recently, in 1988, a magnitude 6.8 earthquake having a 35km fault length and maximum

surface displacement of 2.0m (AGSO 1999) struck Tennant Creek in the Northern

Territory of Australia. Fortunately due to the remoteness of the area there was only

moderate damage caused.

By far the most devastating and expensive, although not the largest seismic event in
Australia's brief recorded history, was the 1989 Newcastle earthquake. Despite by world

standards being only a moderate magnitude 5.6 the earthquake caused massive damage to

both property and infrastructure with damage estimates of over a billion dollars at the

time of the earthquake (Melchers 1990, Blong 1992). It is also the only earthquake in
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recorded Australian history to have been responsible for the loss of life with thirteen

people killed and over one hundred injured. Furthermore, it was only the fortunate

timing of the event that saved many more from being killed or injured (Melchers 1990).

Attributed to the vastness of the Australian continent it has been fortunate that previous

large magnitude Australian earthquakes have occurred far from populated centers causing

only relatively low-level property damage. With an ever-increasing population density

and aging building stock the potential for earthquake disaster in Australia is becoming a

far greater threat to our society so that earthquake hazud must now be fully considered in

risk assessment scenarios. To further place the seismic risk of Australian cities into

perspective it has been reported (Blong 1993) that a design magnitude event, i.e. a 500

year return period earthquake, in Melbourne or Sydney could result in more than 500

deaths and $8 billion dollars worth of damage to domestic construction alone.

2.3. URM Building Stock in Australia

Due to Australia's modest level of seismicity and the many advantageous characteristics

of masonry, the use of URM as a building medium in Australia has been widely

embraced. The majority of Australian URM building stock is of either or

commercial low-rise construction although some taller buildings, up have

been constructed. For housing, masonry is often used as a veneer although with older

homes in the 'Western states cavity wall construction is more prevalent. Single skin

grouted or partially grouted masonry is also popular in the north of Australia (Page

1995). V/ith a large proportion of LJRM building stock comprising single occupancy

housing, multiple occupancy residence (three to four storey 'walk up' flats) and low rise

commercial buildings, URM is prevalent in the inner suburban areas of Australian cities.

In these areas the population densities are often the highest and combined with the

relative older age of the URM building stock the potential seismic vulnerability of these

areas is appreciable.

7
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The historical development and implementation of the Australian Earthquake Loading

Code provides an insight into the current thinking in AustraHa on the seismic

vulnerability of existing URM building stock. As highlighted in Section 2.2, even though

there had been a number of Australian earthquakes greater in magnitude 5.0, the first
Australian Earthquake Code, AS2l2l, was not published until 1979 as a response to the

1968 Meckering earthquake. Due to the lack of prior Australian strong ground motion

and research, this standard was based largely on requirements in the 1977 Structural

Engineers Association of California (SEAOC) Code and the 1976 Uniform Building

Code (UBC). After its release AS2l2l was seldom used and with the seismic zone map

having most of the country located in 'zone 0', which did not require seismic loading to

be considered, very few buildings were designed for earthquake loading. In fact, only the

South Australian and Commonwealth Governments actually used the code and in some

states with seismic design requirements these were ignored as they were not gazetted by

state authorities. It is possible that the misconception that design for wind also provided

for earthquakes led to this oversight.

With an increased understanding of earthquakes, 452121 was due for revision in 1989

when the Newcastle earthquake struck giving impetus and point to the deliberation. The

revised standard was again adapted from codes developed by Ameerican institutions such

as the Applied Technology Council (ATC), The National Hazatd Reduction Program

(NEHRP) and SEAOC before being incorporated into the Australian Loading Code in
1993 as the SAA Earthquake Loading Code, 4S1170.4-1993. This, the current standard,

ensures that for every building constructed in Australia a minimum consideration is given

to seismic loading. The level required varies in sophistication from simple detailing to

comprehensive dynamic analysis depending on structural category and regularity. For

masonry the general detailing provisions are referenced from the respective material

standard being the SAA Masonry Code, 453700-1998. As a consequence of the recent

development of earthquake codes almost all of Australia's existing URM building stock

was constructed in the absence of mandatory earthquake design requirements.
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Unlike other popular methods, masonry construction is labour intensive in nature and

consequently quality is particularly sensitive to workmanship. Paradoxically, unlike more

modern construction methods, masonry is often not subjected to a high degree of quality

control due largely to its traditional background. For these reasons finished product

quality has been highly variable and is often not indicative of the designer's assumptions.

For URM buildings having relatively low levels of overburden stress a critical property

of masonry is the bond between brick units and mortar known as the flexural tensile

strength. This is also possibly the most variable and sensitive property to workmanship

with variations of 30Vo to 35Vo found to be not unusual. The factors influencing bond

strength have been well-documented (Taylor-Firth 1990, Van den Boon 1994, DeVitis

1995,Lawrence 1995, Page 1998) and include the suction of the masonry units, the water

retention of the mortar, the morta¡ ingredients, the use of additives and the method of

laying.

A recent study (Nawar 1994) which documented current masonry construction practices

on building sites in Sydney identified large gaps between the designers intent and actual

practices. Here it was found that over 50Vo of the sites inspected had serious omissions

capable of compromising the long-term performance of the masonry. In a second study

(Zsembery 1995) the measurement of flexural bond strength at 19 sites in the Melbourne

area was undertaken where a significant va¡iation in the results was also found.

The 1989 Newcastle earthquake highlighted the vulnerability of non seismicaþ designed

buildings with a significant proportion of the damage attributed to the lack of

consideration to ea¡thquake loading and inadequate standards of URM design, detailing

and construction (Melchers 1990, Page 7992). An additional finding was that the real

masonry quality was much lower than would have been expected (Page 1992). In many

cases damage surveillance reported that in what appeared to be sound outer masomy

skins, problems such as inadequately frlled bed and perpend joints and inadequate tying

or support of one or both of the skins was evident. In older structures poor maintenance

and wall tie corrosion also played a significant role in exacerbating the damage. The
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presence of weak lime mortars is also thought to have been responsible for a high
proportion of the billion dolla¡s worth of damage during the Newcastle earthquake. It
followed that the resistance of the effectively pre-cracked LJRM walls was left to rely
solely on stabilising gravity effects.

While deficiencies associated with poor workmanship and maintenance are the

responsibility of the Masonry industry as a whole, their existence and consequent

influence on structural durability and ductility must be recognised. As the Newcastle

situation is not unique in Australia it must be assumed that the same scen¿rio of non-

seismically designed buildings in poorly maintained condition, constructed of poor

quality materials and concentrated in inner suburban areas where population densities are

greatest exist in other Australian cities.

In recognition of the need to strengthen existing buildings with an assessed inadequate

seismic resistance the voluntary code 'strengthening of Existing Buildings for
Earthquakes',453826-1998, has recently been released in Australia. This requires the

designer to consider the same philosophical approach as 4S1170.4-1993 by establishing

clear load paths for the transmission of vertical and lateral loads. Many existing masonry

structures would be economically infeasible to upgrade to a capacity able to withstand the

full loads specihed in AS1l7O.4-1993. 453826-1998 therefore specifies lower th¡eshold

values for retrofitting structures based on the buildings use classification being either

33Vo or 66Vo of the full A51170.4-1993 specihed loads. In the absence of realistic

dynamic anaþsis methodologies the rationale here is that with the long return period of
large magnitude earthquakes, a greater degree of risk is acceptable in existing buildings
than that allowed in the design and construction of new buildings.

In the ideal situation structural engineers retained to investigate the seismic resistance of
a URM building would have at their disposal tools enabling them to prepare a realistic,

neither unduly conservative nor permissive, statement of the seismic resistive capacity of
both structural and architectural components. Since the traditional design methodologies

inherently provide conservative assessment of the seismic vulnerability of a URM
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building, adoption of these techniques may lead to the possibility of incorrectly labeling a

seismically adequate building as unsafe. In contrast overestimating the dynamic capacity

of elements to resist damaging cycles of seismic excitation could lead to a false and

dangerous sense of security. In this context, the benefit of developing better tools to

accurately determine the seismic resistance capacity of URM buildings and components

is apparent.

The first stage of the current research project was to survey and catalogue URM

connection details and overburden stress levels typical of Australian masonry

construction. Figures 2.3.1 to 2.3.5 show construction drawings of the most

predominantly used URM connections.

Figure 2.3.1 shows a 'cornice' type connection frequently used for internal non-

loadbearing URM partition walls. Often return walls are not incorporated into the

internal partition walls so that one-way bending predominates. Since the cornice

connection provides only horizontal restraint, the wall acts as a propped cantilever under

face loading.

Figure 2.3.2 and Figure 2.3.3 show conìmon connection details used in cavity wall

construction. V/here both brick leaves are laid on flat, the roof truss is typically

supported on the internal loadbearing leaf using a 'wooden top plate'. Alternatively,

often for economy of material use, the external leaf is laid brick on flat but the internal

leaf is brick on edge. In this case the internal leaf is unsuitable for roof support and the

roof truss is supported on the outer loadbearing leaf. For either case nails or masonry

anchors are used to fix the top plate to the tlRM wall providing a positive connection to

resist horizontal shearing forces. Light gauge steel trusses and wall plates are now also

used as an alternative to timber. To resist wind uplift a galvanised strap is typically

detailed being fixed to the roof truss and hooked around a support bar in the wall

approximately l.2mbelow the top (Figure 2.3.3).
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Connections sholvn in Figure 2.3.4 andFigure 2.3.5 are often used between concrete slab

and loadbearing masonry elements. As will be discussed in Chapter 3, this type of
connection is typically detailed to meet serviceability design criteria.

Since, in general, only one wall leaf of cavity wall construction is loadbearing with the

other supporting only its own weight, the loadbearing leaf has a superior lateral strength.

Both URM wall leaves are connected via wall ties. The stiffer loadbearing wall therefore

must carry the combined inertia load from the dynamic response of both of the URM wall
leaves. Past earthquakes, in particular the Newcastle earthquake (Page 1992), have
demonstrated that wall ties can corrode thus becoming ineffective or that they may pull
out from deteriorated weak lime mortar under lateral loading. This often leads to the

weaker non-loadbearing outer leaf acting as an individual element being extremely

vulnerable to earthquake damage with a peeling off of the outer leaf commonly reported.

Ceiling under
trussed roof

Timber or plaster
cornice

Figure 2.3.1 Internal Partition Wall 'Cornice' Connection Detail

75 x25mmwooden
top plate

Non-loadbearing Nails or masonry anchors @
outer leaf 720 centers (third perpend)

f-oadbearing inner leaf -
Brick on flat

Figure 2.3.2 URM Cavity Wall to Roof Truss Connection Detail (Inner Loadbearing)
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Truss connection -
and hoop iron strips

Galv strap for wind uplift Non-loadbearing
internal leaf -
Brick on edge

Figure 2.3.3 URM Cavity \üall to Roof Truss Connection Detail (Outcr Loadbearing)
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Figure 2.3.4 URM Wall to Inter Story Floor Slab DPC Connection Detail
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Figure 2.3.5 URM Wall to Ground Floor Slab DPC Connection lÞtail
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A second outcome of this survey was the determination of typical levels of overburden

stress in Australia. This involved the analysis of numerous existing two to four story tall
LJRM buildings. Structural configurations included cavity and veneer URM consüuction,

concrete slab and timber floor diaphragms and both light gauge galvanised and heavy

tiled roof diaphragms. The conclusion of this survey was that overburden stress typically
ranged from 0.4MPa in the lower stories reducing to less than 0.1MPa in the upper

stories.

2.4. URM Vulnerability in Moderate Seismicity Regions

2.4.1. Failure Modes of LIRM Elements (Related to Seismic Load Path)

While the earthquake ground motion itself does not constitute a direct threat to life safety

the subsequent failure of man made structures does. During an earthquake a building is

subjected to a series of random ground displacements. As the structure reacts to these

displacements inertial forces are induced. The structural response to these inertia forces

is dependent on the natural frequencies and inherent damping of the building, and its
components, which themselves are dependent on the structural mass and stiffness.

To assist in illustrating elemental failure modes within a URM building it is pertinent to

describe the path that seismic input energy follows (Priestly 1985, Bruneau 1994, Calvi et

al 1996) as is shown in Figure 2.4.I. When subjected to seismic ground motion, the

foundation transmits seismic energy to the stiffest elements of the LJRM building beirrg

the in-plane sûuctural walls. The response of the shear walls, which itself is dependent

on height, stiffrress and overburden stress excite the floor diaphragm, through the wall to
floor connection, with a motion that has now been filtered by the shear wall. Following
this the floor diaphragm response excites the out-of-pl¿¡1s vvalls, through the wall to floor
connection, such that its dynamic characteristics directly influence the severity of the out-

of-plane wall excitation. The input excitation at the top of the face-loaded walls need

therefore not necessarily be in phase or even of the same magnitude as the bottom.
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Floor diaphragm response
amplifies accelerations and
transmits load to out-of-plane

Shaking
motion \ Parapet wall

walls

In-plane shear walls
response filærs the
ground motion and
transmits to floor
diaphragms e

Earthquake Excitation at
footings

.<-
Out-of-plane wall

Figure 2.4.1 Seismic Load Path for Unreinforced Masonry Building

2.42. Review of the Seismic Performance of URM Buildings

As has been discussed in Section 2.2 the most damaging and therefore relevant

earthquake in Australia's recorded history was the 1989 Newcastle earthquake, Mr 5.6.

The earthquake intensity in outer Newcastle has been assessed at MM6.0Cí.5 (McCue

1990, Melchers 1990) while for inner Newcastle areas the general level of damage was

consistent with an intensity of MM7.0t0.5. Mean soft soil amplification factors of 3+1

are therefore considered indicative for the inner areas of Newcastle.

In reviewing damage patterns in Newcastle (Bubb 1990, Donaldson 1990, toke 1990,

Pederson 1990, Melchers 1990, Jordan et al 1990, Page 1990:1992, Griffith 1991,

Welhelm 1998) it is apparent that timber housing performed best followed by brick

veneer construction and that cavity brick construction was worst affected. It is noted

however that the latter mainly consisted of older buildings, many at least 60 years old,

and with significant structural deterioration. With few exceptions modern buildings
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performed better with damage conflned to masonry cladding and infill. The nature of the

damage can be summarised as:

- extensive cracking and deterioration of walls due to in-plane racking

- tilting of walls under transverse forces including sliding at damp proof courses

- partial loss of roof support by sliding from support walls

- cracking of walls in flexure under the action of transverse forces

- loss of end walls under transverse forces due to corroded wall ties

- gable end and parapet failures

LJRM parapet wall failure was the major form of damage in both older and newer

buildings and constituted a signif,rcant safety hazard both during and after the earthquake.

Often the collapse of parapets onto awnings preempted failure of the awnings in turn
leading to out-of-plane wall collapse. The most widespread incidence of parapet failure
was at the Tighes Hill Campus of the Newcastle Technical College as shown in Figure

2.4.2.

Figure 2.4.2Panpet Failure, Tighes Hill Campus, Newcastle Technical College
(Newcastle Earthqu.ake Study, The Institution of Etrgineers, Ar¡stralia, 1990)
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A study (Murphy & Stewa¡t 1993) of 651 Government buildings damaged during the

earthquake at 300 different locations found that parapets on buildings founded on

alluvium soil appear to have been the most haza¡dous with 55Vo of these incurring

hazardous damage as opposed to l77o on non-alluvium. This then suggested that the

amplified gtound motion on the soft alluvium \ryas substantial enough to cause the parapet

walls to become unstable. In contrast, on non-alluvium soil areas where there was less

ground motion amplification the parapets were less prone to becoming unstable, although

base cracking of parapets was still observed.

The Australian experience of IJRM performing poorly in earthquakes is not unique.

However, care must be taken when reviewing overseas URM research papers as the

lessons learnt from their experience is typically determined from different standards of

URM construction. Often the type of masonry construction and materials being referred

to bear little resemblance to materials and practices used in Australia. For example, after

both the 1997 labalpar, India, Ms 6.0, and 1999 Mexico, Ms 6.7, earthquakes, the

collapse and severe damage to URM housing was reported (Jain et al 1997, Alcocer

1999). The implication for poor URM performance is apparent. \With poor quality

materials such as burnt brick in mud mortar and very weak adobe masonry being the

predominantly used building materials, these bear little resemblance to materials used'in

Australia and as such few lessons can be learnt. Figure 2.4.3 gives an indication of the

typical quality of masonry in the Jabalpar earthquake.

Similar examples can be made of Greek (Fardis 1995) and Italian (Spence et al 1999)

earthquakes where damage to URM buildings often dating as far back as the middle ages

are being reported.
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Figure 2.4.3 lldasonry Darmge During 1997 Jabalpar, India Earthquake
(Jain er at 1997)

An analogy can however be drawn between earthquake damage to URM in some US,

New Zealand and Chinese cities where simila¡ LJRM construction types, materials and

seismic design histories to that in Australia exist. For example, like Ausfialia, many of
these cities comprise old LJRM buildings in inner suburban areas that havg been designed

with Iittle or no consideration for seismic action. Similarly weak lime mortars and poor

maintenance are also commonly found. Recent events in seismically active a¡eas where

ordinances have been place to upgrade vulnerable URM buildings have also enabled

comparisons of reEofitted and un-reftofitted damage to be made.

Selected documented events include: 1933 long Beach, California (Fatemi t999),1935
Helena, Montana (James 1999), 1971 San Fernando, California (Iæeds lg72), 1975

Imperial Valley, California and Mexico (Blakie et al 1992), 1983 Colinga, California
(Blakie et al1992),1983 Borah Peak, Idaho (Reitherman 1985), 1987 Whittier Narrows,

California (Deppe 1988, Hart 1988, Moore et al 1988), 1989 l¡ma Prieta, California
(Benuska 1990, Lizundia et al1994),1994 Northridge, California (Somers 1996), 1855
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and 1942 Wairarapa, Central New Zealand (Grapes & Downes 1997, Blakie et al 1992),

1931 Hawke's Bay, East Coast New Zealand (Blakie et all992),1990 Weber, East Coast

New Zealand (Blakie etal7992),Tangshan, China, 1976 (Yuxian1979).

2.43. Common tlRM Element Failure Modes

Blakie et al1992 has presented URM damage data relevant for MM6 to MM8 intensities

as could be expected for regions of moderate seismicity although some examples of high

intensity shaking to MM10 are also included. At MM7 no URM buildings were reported

to collapse as compared with 87o to 45Vo at MM8. Similarly, around 70Vo had only slight

or no damage at MM7, dropping to 20Vo at MM8. Where retrof,rt o¡dinances had been

undertaken URM performance was acceptable with mostly only low level damage. At

MM10 severe damage was reported for URM buildings with as many as 75Vo of multi-

storey brick buildings collapsing. Here current retrofit methods were found to be

insufficient to prevent failures.

The following paragraphs provide a brief description and review of common failure

modes for URM buildings which have been more prevalent during past earthquakes.

Anchorage failures'. Anchorage is an important factor as it enables seismic load to pass

between walls and the floor or roof diaphragm. In many URM buildings diaphragm

joists and beams rest on LJRM walls, sometimes on special corbels although mostþ these

are recessed into the wall. Without effective anchorage face loaded exterior walls behave

as cantilevets over the total building height thus increasing the risk of face loaded wall

failure which may in turn precipitate total collapse. Global structural failure may also

occur by slippage of joists and beams from their supports. Where floor diaphragms are

positively connected to URM walls these anchors may rupture at the connection points

leading to the condition of 'lack of anchorage' as described above.

Anchorage failure has been the most frequent cause of wall and gable collapse in

mode¡ate earthquakes however this has often been ¡elated to deteriorated or poor quality

lime mortar.
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Diaphragm flexibility and strengrå: No instance of complete diaphragm failure was
reported for any moderate intensity earthquake although the flexibility of the floor and

roof diaphragm has been suggested as a possible cause of wall damage. A particular case

is unsecured gable wall ends, which are extremely vulnerable through impact with the

roof structure.

As the floor diaphragm response directly excites the out-of-plane walls it is critical to the

URM building seismic response. In an attempt to mitigate the effect that diaphragm
response has on the dynamic behaviour of URM buildings, research has been undertaken

in the United States (ABK 1984). Here fourteen different diaphragms were tested to
obtain information on their in-plane static and dynamic, linear and non-linear properties.

Eleven of the diaphragms tested were of wood construction and the remaining of steel

decking either filled with concrete or not. Results showed that strong diaphragms
produced large amplifications of up to 3 to 4 times the input accelerations in the elastic

range essentially behaving as 2Vo damped oscillators. Flexible diaphragms were found to

have highly non-linear flexible behaviou¡ with typical amplifications in the order of 2 to
2.25.

Out-of-plane wallfailur¿s: When suff,rcient anchorage exists between the diaphragms and

walls, out-of-plane wall behaviour is as a one storey high panel dynamically excited at

either end. These panels themselves are susceptible to out-of-plane bending failure and

while in-plane failure does not always endanger the gravity load carrying capabilities of
the structure out-of-plane failure does. As amplihcation of the ground motion increases

with building height, face loaded walls in the upper stories of URM buildings tend to be

at the highest risk of failure. Parapet wall failures are also prone to flexural failure due to
the lack of masonry tensile strength.

In moderate magnitude earthquakes cracking of walls loaded in the out-of-plane direction
is common. For MM7 intensity shaking there appear to have been very few instances

where pure simply supported out-of-plane collapse occurred where walls were adequately

supported at the top and bottom. For MM8 intensity areas out-of-plane wall collapse was
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a more prevalent cause of URM damage. Although many of these failures would have

been instigated by anchorage problems it is possible that a number resulted from

excessive out-of-plane displacements at the mid-height of the wall spanning between the

diaphragms. At MM10 intensity shaking out-of-plane wall failure was reported as

profuse, In some instances, adequately supported out-of-plane walls have survived even

this intensity shaking. It was also found that buildings with concrete floors had a lower

percentage of damage attributed to increased overburden stress.

Interior partition walls: As generally these walls are only one wythe thick and typically

have no overburden other than their own self weight they have been particularly

vulnerable even in moderate intensity shaking.

Parapet wall failure: Parapet collapse has been reported in all reviewed earthquakes. For

moderate intensity shaking these typically have been responsible for most loss of life.

In-Plane WaIl Failures: As seismic load passes through the structural shear wall, in-plane

failure may occur if the inertial bending or shear forces induced exceeds the wall

capacity. Over the past ten or so years a substantial quantity of experimental and

analytical research into in-plane ultimate behavioral properties of URM walls has been

reported (König et al 1988, Abrams 1992, Tercelj et al 1992, Pdtrsenjad et al t994,

Magenes et al 1995, Jankulovski et al 1995, Gambarotta et al1995, Lafuente et al1995,

Romano et al 1995, Anthoine et al 1995, Zhuge et al 1996). In reviewing this

documentation a wide variety of behaviour, which depends on the wall height to length

ratio, the applied load and the mechanical properties of the materials constituting the

brickwork can be found.

With different combinations of parameters three failure mechanisms have been identified.

These include (1) rocking/flexural mechanism, (2) shear-sliding mechanism and (3) shear

cracking mechanism typified by double diagonal (X) cracking. The first two failure

modes are considered to be favourable as they are capable of significant energy

dissipation without compromising the gravity load carrying capacity thus providing an
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effective ductility. In contrast the third failure mechanism is considered to be non-
favourable as brittle collapse often results. If a stair stepped crack pattern occurs along

bed and head joints the element may still possess ductile characteristics as shear forces

can still be resisted through friction. [,ow aspect ratios and high axial loads have been

reported to develop diagonal cracking failure, while rocking and sliding were more likely
to occur with low axial loads and high aspect ¡atio walls. Higher mortar strength was

also found to inhibit shear cracking failure mechanisms in favour of rocking and sliding
failure. lncreased axial load was found to increase lateral strength in terms of the

maximum load carrying capacity although the seismic performance lvas also worsened

with the undesirable transition from a favourable to non-favourable failure mechanism.

Whether a URM wall element is controlled by flexural or shear, if suitable details are

provided the lateral force deflection behaviour will include a significant plateau portion
much like an elastic plastic material provided vertical compressive stress is present.

Both diagonal (X) cracking and horizontal cracking at the top and bottom of piers have

been commonly reported in most areas of moderate intensity shaking but do not appear to
have been responsible for any total building collapse. In contrast, brittle shear failure
caused by the diagonal shear (X) cracking failure mechanism was a serious cause of
collapse in more intensely shaken regions. For example in the 1976 Tangshan

earthquake, M5 8.0, where shaking intensities reached MM10, hundreds of URM
buildings were reported to have failed due to shear failure in loadbearing URM walls.

Figure 2.4.4 shows a school in Tangshan damaged by the earthquake where in-plane

distress can clearly be seen in the front wall piers and out-of-plane wall failure has

occurred at the top end wall.
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Figure 2.4.4Darage to IIRM Building, Tangshan' China' 1976

(Steinbrugge Colleclion, Eartþuake Engineering Research Center, University of Califomia Be¡keley)

z.4A.'Weak LinK LIRM Failure Modes

In summarising the data presented in Section 2.4.3, for moderate intensity shaking, the

'weak link' failure mode, which predominates for regular LJRM buildings, is the lack of

anchorage between structural elements, in particular between floor/roof diaphragms and

URM walls. Typically this has been due to a lack of consideration to lateral loading and

in most cases could have been avoided by the provision of positive connections. As will

be discussed funher in Chapter 3, where the diaphragm is relatively rigid the provision of

positive connections may cause serviceability problems and as such friction based

connections are often relied upon. 'Where sufficient anchorage between structural

elements has been provided the dominant 'weak link' failure mode is the out-of-plane

flexure of URM walls including both simply supported and parapet walls. Tytng patapets

back to the main structure has proven to be a successful retrofit method for moderate

intensity shaking.

In regions of moderate intensity shaking there have been many reported instances of

URM buildings that have suffered minimal or no damage at all while other buildings of a

simila¡ nature and in the same shaking intensity region have suffered substantial
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structural damage. It is therefore clear that provided the 'weak link' failure modes can be

avoided URM can be relied upon to behave adequately during moderate earthquakes.

Clearly for areas where the probability of stronger intensity shaking is deemed

sufficiently high LJRM construction is not appropriate with the logical alternatives being

more ductile methods such as reinforced masonry, reinforced concrete or steel

construction.

Analytical resea¡ch by Klopp 1998 has also identified 'weak link' URM failure modes.

This involved the analysis of eleven existing LJRM buildings in Adelaide using the

response spectrum method and equivalent static force requirements of ASl 170.4-1993.

As a results Klopp reported that the two most likely failure modes for Australian URM
construction are:

(I ) The limited force capacity of connections betvveen floors and walls. Klopp reported

that the code guidelines for connection force capacities benveen the floors and walls of
LJRM buildings were found to be insufficient being significantly smaller than the

requirement determined by elastic response spectrum analysis to ASI170.4-I993.
Despite this Klopp also reported that typical forms of positive connection could generally

easily meet the earthquake shearing forces induced. Of more concern were connections

containing a DPC membrane often found in URM-concrete slab buildings, which rely on

friction to transfer horizontal forces. In comparing the calculated connection shear force

demand under the AS1170.4-1993 design earthquake, friction coefficients of a¡ound 0.3

to 0.4 were required. These values are of about the same magnitude as static friction
coeff,rcients reported by Page 1994,1995 for connections containing DPC membranes

commonly used in Australian masoffy construction. This suggests that friction might
sufficientþ transfer the shearing forces although this assumes that the full static frictional
resistance can be relied upon. This assumption therefore warrants further investigation.

(2) The out-of-plane bending failure of walls of URM buildings. Klopp found that hve
out of the eleven LJRM buildings analysed under the A51770.4-1993 earthquake had

bending stresses greater than the simply supported elastic bending capacity of the wall.
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Current design practice in Australia would thus indicate failure. As will be discussed in

Chapter 5, however, the resulting cracked condition may not constitute failure or collapse

as a reserve dynamic capacity may exist. An additional factor was reported that the stress

was more likely to exceed capacity in the upper stories of URM buildings where

excitation amplification is a maximum and beneficial overburden stress is at a minimum.

2.5.'Capacity' Design for Improved Seismic Response

\ühen considering the preservation of life the most important design criterion is the

Ultimate Limit State. In Australia only the Ultimate Limit State is considered. Here

relatively large inelastic deformations must be accommodated without significant loss of

lateral force resistance or the integrity of the structure to support gravity loads. Although

non-repairable residual plastic deformations may occur the principal aim is to ensure that

collapse is avoided.

The 'Capacity' design strategy has been defined (Paulay 1997) as "In structures so

designed for earthquake resistance, distinct elements of the prinnry lateral force
resisting system are chosen and suitably designed and detailed for energy dissipation

under severe imposed deþrmations. All other elements are then to be protected against

actions that could cause failure by providing them with strength greater than that

corresponding to the mnximum feasible strength in the potential plastic regions." In

theory the application of the 'Capacity' design principal leads to a benign and tolerant

inelastic response with a high degree of protection against the collapse of structures

subjected to severe earthquakes.

For framed reinforced concrete structures the 'Capacity' design methodology can be

followed by detailing plastic hinge locations in beam elements ¡ather than in columns.

Thus, at the Ultimate Limit State a ductile inelastic sway mechanism having strong

energy dissipative qualities is formed without the creation of a failure mechanism. In a

similar fashion for a URM building the 'Capacity' design methodology can be followed
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by the selection of a suitably ductile mechanism capable of dissipating seismic energy

without damaging other structural elements due to severe deformations.

As has been discussed in Section 2.4.3 with the correct selection of URM in-plane wall
geometry a failure mode capable of inelastic deformation and seismic energy dissipation

suitable for 'Capacity' design is possible. Other less desirable failure modes such as out-

of-plane bending and anchorage failure must then be protected against. Clearly if the

'Capacity' design principals are to be used effectively for URM it is important that

realistic assessment of dynamic capacity of these failure modes is possible.

2.6 Overall Project Aim
As a result of this literature suryey the research aim to be addressed within the scope of
this report has been determined as providing designers with appropriate tools to avoid the

brittle 'weak link' failure modes in the design of new and the assessment of existing

URM buildings being:

( 1 ) The limited force capacity of connections between floors and walls, in particular the

friction dependent connections containing damp proof course (DPC) membranes and

(2) the out-of-planefailure of walls in the upper stories of URM buildings

The first aim was achieved for the DPC connections through an extensive series of
shaking table tests, which provided realistic data on the connections' dynamic capacity.

The second aim was achieved by an extensive series of shaking table tests used to
develop a better understanding of the physical processes governing the collapse

behaviour of face loaded URM walls. From this improved understanding realistic

analytical models were developed to provide an accurate and reliable assessment of
actual capacity. As these were complex, by necessity, a further rehnement was to
produce a simplistic rational analysis procedure for practical applications.
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Once these 'weak links' have been avoided with adequate seismic load paths developed,

carefully designed, detailed and constructed, regular URM buildings have repeatedly

shown that they will behave adequately during moderate intensity earthquakes. Further,

this allows the 'capacity' design methodology to be more effectively undertaken resulting

in an increased effective ductility for URM buildings to be realized.
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3. DPC CONNBCTIONS IN URM

CONSTRUCTION

3.L. Introduction

In general, masonry buildings are constructed utilising a vast array of flashings, damp

proof course (DPC) membranes and construction joints aimed at ensuring satisfactory

serviceability performance. As highlighted in Section 2.3 for Australian unreinforced

masonry (tlRM) construction, connections between a concrete slab and masonry wall are

commonly detailed containing DPC membrane.

Typically, DPC membranes used for URM connections are flexible, manufactured from

either embossed polythene or a light gauge aluminium and covered with polythene or

bitumen. Normal practice is either to incorporate the membrane laid directly adjacent to

the slab with a single mortar layer placed between the membrane and brick or to place it

one to two brick courses up from the slab. This configuration is referred to as a standard

DPC connection. Alternatively, the membrane may also be sandwiched between two

mortar layers although not often used in practice as it is labour intensive. This is referred

to as a centered DPC connection. Finally, in some circumstances no mortar is used with

the membrane laid directly between the brick and slab or brick and brick. For these

connections two layers of DPC membrane are often used back to back. This is referred to

as a slip joint connection. Figure 3.1.1 provides a representation of the above three

connection configurations.

In masonry construction, connections containing a DPC membrane are generally detailed

to fulfil the dual serviceability role of providing an impervious barrier to moisture

movement while acting as a plane of separation between structural elements. The latter

role prevents distress of the connected elements by limiting the transfer of forces and
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strains through the connection, caused by differential movements. While these

movements will be discussed further in Section 3.3.2 it is clear that these connections

must be capable of satisfying two conflicting horizontal shear requirements. Firstly, they
must have the ability to allow for long-term relative movements between structural

elements by limiting force transfer. Secondly, they must provide sufficient shear

resistance to give lateral support to the wall under short-term earthquake loading. With
friction being relied upon for horizontal shear resistance, the frictional properties are

therefore critical to the successful application of these connections.

Standard DPC Connection Centered DPC Connection Slip Joint Connection

Brick
Mortar
DPC
Slab \

Brick
Mortar
DPC
Mort¿¡
Slab

Brick
DPC
Slab Often2

layers DPCÀAÀ
A

A
4

A
À

À

Figure 3.1.1 Types of URM Connection Containing DpC Membranes

This Chapter reviews previous work and relevant literature associated with both
serviceability requirements and shear-resisting capacity of URM to concrete slab

connections containing DPC membrane material and presents the specific 'weak link'
research focus to be further considered within the scope of this project.

3.2. General Friction Review

The shear-resisting behaviour of a URM connection containing a DPC membrane is

characterised by Coulomb (dry) friction, which involves rigid bodies in contact along a

non-lubricated surface.

3.2.1. Coulomb Friction Behaviour

Investigations (Suh & Turner 1975) into surface topography have shown that the surface

of a dry material such as metal, polymer or brickwork is not smooth but made up of many

tiny peaks called 'asperities'. Thus, when two surfaces touch the real contact area is much
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less than is apparent as only the asperities interact and consequently these govern the

frictional behaviour. When a normal stress is applied to the friction plane the real contact

area increases along with interaction between the asperities.

The static friction coefficient, kv.st¿tic, can be defined as the minimal tangential foÍce, F^,

required to initiate tangential motion divided by the normal load acting on the interface,

N, as is represented by Equation 3.2.1. Hencl, kv.stotic is governed by adhesion of the

touching asperities and has been found to be independent of the apparent contact area,

normal load and duration of loading. Once the adhesion force between asperities F. is
exceeded slip at the friction interface follows (refer Figure 3.2.1).

(3.2.1)

The plowing of soft surface layers by hard asperities primarily controls the sliding or

dynamic friction between solids. On sliding, the magnitude of force required to sustain

motion drops from F, to the lesser dynamic friction force, Fr. This reduction in resistance

is caused by less interpenetration of the surface asperities when the surfaces move with

respect to one another and is well documented to be generally of the order of 25Vo (Suh &.

Turner 1975). Thus, the dynamic friction coefficient, kv dynamic, is less than the static

friction coefficient, kv.sta¡c.

Both the static and dynamic friction coefficients strongly depend on the nature of the

surfaces in contact. As the exact condition of the surface dictates these coefhcients they

are seldom known within an accuracy of greater than 5Vo as any foreign material present

at the interface, such as corrosion or dirt, will alter the coefficient.

Coulomb friction can be further catagorised by the type of material at the friction plane as

classically (e.g. metals) and non-classically behaving (e.g. polymers) friction. Since DPC

membranes found in Australian URM construction are cornmonly produced in both of

these materials a brief review of both Coulomb friction behaviours will be presented.

kv.statíc='/*
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3.2. I J. Clas sic ally B ehaving Materíals

There are three generally accepted laws of friction for classically behaving materials.

These are (i) Friction is proportional to the normal load, (ii) Friction is independent of the

apparent area of contact and (iii) Friction is independent of sliding speed.

Once sliding for a classically behaving material has commenced the dynamic friction
force, F¿, remains approximately constant provided there is no material degradation (refer

Figure 3.2.1).

3.2.1.2. Polymers

The frictional behaviour of polymers differs from that of classically behaving materials in
that it does not necessarily obey the classical laws of friction. Since the static friction
coefficient for polymers is sensitive to the hydrostatic component of stress it becomes

dependent on normal stress. It has been reported (Suh and Turner 1975) that the dynamic
friction coefficient for polymers can reduce substantially with increased normal force.

A second difference is that polymer frictional behaviour is very sensitive to sliding
velocity caused by the large strain rate and temperature dependence of the flow stress of
polymers. In any frictional scenario, as sliding velocities are increased the mechanical

work done also increases the interfacial temperature. At a critical velocity/temperature a

maximum dynamic friction coefhcient is reached, and thus a maximum dynamic
frictional resistance force, F q (refer Figure 3.2.1).

For some polymers Fp bas been reported (Rosato et al 1991) to be higher than the

original static resistance force, F.. This is attributed to sliding velocity/temperature

increase prior to the maximum coefhcient of dynamic friction being reached. As strain

rate effects dominate the frictional behaviour the shear force for deformation also

increases. After the critical velocity is passed the frictional behaviour is no longer

dominated by strain rate increases but softening of the polymer which reduces the

dynamic friction coefficient. It has been reported (Corneliussen 1986) that the reduction
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of dynamic friction coefficient may be due to a molten film of polymer developing which

acts as a lubricant so that a hydrostatic sliding condition prevails.

Equilibrium
Static

Motion
Dynamic

F-
Frp

Fr

t¡r
(l)oko
f¡r
o
9
sø
a
c)ú
Cd
Éo'É()
tli

Polymer dynanic friction
behaviour, increase due to
strain effects with maximum
dynamic friction coefficient at
polymer critical velociw

Classical Dynamic
Behaviour

CRJTICAL FRICTIONAL SIIEAR
RESISTANCE: F. notreached due ûo

vertical disturbance of the planes

Applied Horizontal Shear Force

Figure 3.2.1 Diagrammatic Representation: Frictional Resistance vs Applied Shear

3.3. URM Connection: Previous Research

In the following section a review of previous work carried out by other researchers

relevant to the serviceability and shear resistance of URM connections is presented.

33.1. Plain-Masonry Joint Shear

As URM connections containing DPC are in essence a plain-masoffy joint containing a

thin flexible DPC membrane, thefu shear behaviour is closely related to that of a plain-

masomy joint. The main differences are frrstly that the frictional properties of the DPC-

brick, slab or mortar interface rather than the mortar-brick interface must be considered.

Secondly, the initial shear bond, caused by mechanical interlock of mortar and brick in a

plain-masonry joint, is typically reduced significantly where a DPC membrane is present.
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Previous investigators have shown that when an increasing normal compressive stress is

applied to brickwork, the horizontal shear strength at a plain-masonry joint increases

linearly with compressive stress up to a limiting compressive stress. The widely accepted

explanation for this is that the strength of the joint is derived from a combination of initial
shea¡ bond and Coulomb friction between the brick and the mortat. Consequentþ, the

relationship between ultimate shear strengh, G, and normal compressive stress, o", is
often expressed by a Coulomb type relationship, such as that shown in Equation 3.3.1

where to is the initial shea¡ bond and p is the friction coefficient of the brick-mortar

interface.

Íu=To* FC" (3.3.1)

Hendry and Sinha, 1981 have reported on a series of tests carried out on full-scale and

model shear walls built of wire cut bricks in l:V¿:3lime mortar. It was found that the

shear resistance for this type of brickwork was well represented by the Coulomb type

relationship shown in Equation 3.3.2urp to a normal compressive stress level of 2MPa.

t,=03+0.5o" (3.3.2)

Similar results using different brick and mortar combinations have also been reported

(Stafford Smith & Carter 1971, Riddington &Ghazali 1990, Magenes & Ca\vi 1992,

seisun etal1994, Mullins & o'conner 1995). Although ro (0.1 to 1.19) and ¡r (0.4 to

1.33) have varied signif,rcantly with the type of materials tested, a similar Coulomb type

relationship has been obtained for low levels of normal compressive stress.

While the linear Coulomb relationship has been consistently reported for relatively low
Ievels of normal compressive stress the above resea¡ch has also indicated that the rate of
increase in shear strength reduces at higher normal compressive stresses. Where this is

the case the value of p appears to decrease with increasing normal compressive stress.

The level at which this reduction begins has generally been reported to be a¡ound 2MPa
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although this is dependent on the quality of masonry construction and materials

considered.

Although initially it was proposed that an average value of ¡r could be assumed over all

normal compressive stress ranges this was questioned as it did not realistically model the

true shear behaviour at higher over burden stresses. In recognition of this Riddington

and Ghazzali (1990) proposed a hypothesis for the shear failure of plain

Here, simila¡ to the original findings of Hendry and Sinha (1981) and

postulated that below a normal compressive strsss of around 2MPa,

initiated by joint slip as predicted by a typical Coulomb relationship. Above this the

shear failure mechanism is governed by tensile failure within the mortar and finally at

very high compressive stress the compression failure of the brickwork becomes the

dominant factor. An experimental investigation was also reported (Riddington & Ghazali

1990) confirming the plain-masonry shear failure hypothesis as represented in Figure

3.3.t.

Also shown in Figure 3.1.1, the plain-masomy joint failure hypothesis (Riddington &
Ghazah 1990) can be related to URM connections containing DPC membrane. Since for

these connections both the initial shear bond and friction coefficient may be reduced as

compared with a plain-masonry joint, the intersection of the DPC joint slip and mortar

tensile failure lines will occur at a higher normal compressive stress. For the range of

normal compressive stress commonly found in Australian masonry construction, as

described Section 2.3 it is therefore unlikely that a mortar tensile failure mechanism

would dominate under horizontal load but rather a joint slip mechanism (refer Figure

3.3.1).
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Figure 3.3.1 She¡r Failure Hypothesis
(Riddington & Ghazali 1990)

In a real loading scen¿rio masonry elements are rarely subject to only one type of load

and are generally in a complex state of stress where in-plane and out-of-plane actions

occur simultaneously (Yokel & Fattal 1976). rüith loading such as earthquake or wind,

URM walls can experience cyclic bi-axial stress states being either tension or

compression. Dhanasekar (1985) has reported on a series of half scale brick masonry

panel tests subjected to bi-axial compression-compression and compression-tension.

Here, it was found that morta¡ joints acted as planes of weakness influencing the failure

loads and failure patterns.

3 3 2. Serviceability Requirements

The following section presents a brief summary of previous research associated with
serviceability requirements of connections within URM buildings. One such connection

serviceability requirement is the prevention of distress caused by differential movement

of structural elements. Since movement may be caused by differential movements

associated with concrete slab shrinkage, growth/shrinkage of claylconcrete masoffy

units, thermal movements or foundation settlement, each structural element will behave

differently over time. Consequently, each element will induce forces into adjoining
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elements. Where the induced force is in shear its magnitude is limited by the shear

capacity of the connection joining the structural elements.

It is well documented that concrete, whether it constitutes masonry units or floor slab

undergoes shrinkage and creep with time. In contrast the time dependent behaviour of

clay masonry is not as well documented and is complicated by the composite nature of

the material. It has however been reported (Beard et al 1969) that the time dependent

movement of brickwork is caused by one or a combination of thermal movement,

moisture movement, chemical expansion or deformation under load. Further research

(Beard et al1969, Cole & læwis I974,Wyatt 1976) has reported on studies associated

with the movement of brickwork. In general, findings were that all of the walls expanded

horizontally and vertically with time and the rate of expansion was maximum during the

early life of the wall and decreased with time.^
(- T tp J r'Ln !

It is therefore clear that there is a conflict between the time dependent behaviour of

concrete and clay constructed structural elements. As mentioned in Section 3.1, URM

connections containing DPC are typically detailed to fulfil a dual serviceability role, one

of which is that the shear resistive capacity is sufficiently low to allow the differential

movement between structural elements. Research (Beard et al 1969) has been carried out

to determine if this is actually the case as the magnitude of force transmitted by the

differential movement is difficult to ascertain. Here the movement of brickwork above

and below a lead cored bituminous standard DPC connection at the base of an actual

building was measured. It was found that the lack of shear restraint offered allowed the

brickwork above the connection to move.

Although not directly related to seismic loading another important aspect of URM

building serviceability is the movement of footings supporting masonry walls. Research

(Page & Kleenman 1994) has been undertaken to establish parameters influencing wall

behaviour under such actions. Here, provided the walls had sufficient strength to resist

cracking they were found to bridge the movement of the flexible footings. [n practice
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masonry walls often do not have sufficient strength to resist cracking and are commonly

observed to crack under deformations permitted by flexible footing movement.

3.33. Positive Anchorage

As highlighted in S lack of anchorage of masonry walls to floor and roof
diaphragms contributed separation and non-uniform vibration of walls in areas of
moderate intensity shaking. This was less prevalent, however, with concrete slab

diaphragms, which provided a higher normal compressive stress and increased frictional
resistance than in LJRM buildings with flexible timber diaphragms. Conversely,

anchorage through positive connection of concrete slab and URM wall is more likely to
create a serviceability conflict due to differential movement whereas this is less likely
with the more flexible timber diaphragms.

In order to assess the vulnerabilify of non-anchored timber diaphragms a non-linear

dynamic analysis able to model the friction and impact characteristics of wood joist
bearing on a brick wall has been developed (Jones & Cross 1993). Using this model

comparisons were made with the dynamic response of a retrofitted building in Gilroy,
California having a well anchored timber floor diaphragm which survived the M. 7.1

[,oma Prieta (1989) earthquake. While entire city blocks were demolished in nearby

Santa C¡uz and another LJRM building, a Town Hall, two blocks south was severely

damaged the Gilroy building sustained very little damage despite roof accelerations of
0.799. As a result of the analysis it was found that the structural response remained

elastic provided the diaphragms and wall were connected. If, however, the joist to wall
connections were disconnected the response of the structure moved into the inelastic

range. In the latter case two possible failure mechanisms were identified as (1) collapse

of the wall in out-of-plane bending and (2) when joists moved sufficiently to cause them

to fall from the wall.

Tomazevic et al (1995) have also reported on a series of shaking table tests completed

with V¿ - scale, 2 storey masonry and stone houses having both unconnected timber joists

supporting a concrete slab and connected timber joists also supporting a concrete slab. It
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was found that freely supported wooden floors did not prevent separation of the walls and

severe out-of-plane vibration of the wall was noted. Where horizontal steel ties were

provided separation of the walls was prevented with ultimate collapse caused by shear

failure of the walls in the first story. The input energy needed to cause collapse of the

model building with connected timber joists was over two times greater than the case of

the model without ties. It was concluded that separation of wall can be prevented by

either anchoring wooden floor joists into the wall using steel ties or replacing wooden

floors with reinforced concrete slabs.

Buccino and Vitiello (1995) have reported on an experimental investigation on three

types of anchorage to assess their pull out resistance. The experiments showed that the

shape of the anchorage and quality of the brickwork had a great influence on the

resistance to pull out ofthe anchorage.

ì'- ¡rlì'-L "" l" .''6''"'' .;'' "J' 4 :

3.3.4. Shear Resistance of URM Connection Containing DPC Membrane

Since the frictional resistance properties of connections containing a DPC membrane íue

specific to the particular membrane used overseas research data is not strictly applicable

for Australian URM construction. This being the case a brief review will be presented

for overseas research where applicable with more focus placed on Australian resea¡ch.

As part of a study of the long term differential movement resistance of DPC connections

British researchers (Beard et al1969) first highlighted the need for an understanding of

the frictional resistance of DPC connections. Here it was highlighted that the shear

resistance was significantly less than for a plain-masonry joint. This was confi¡med by a

further experimental study (Hodgkinson & West 1982) which reported on shear tests to

determine the shear resistance of British DPC materials.

Experimental investigations (McGinley & Borchelt 1990:1991) have also been

undertaken to evaluate static friction coefficients for eight connections containing a DPC

membrane commonly found in the United States. Both in-plane and out-of-plane loading
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directions were investigated with both concrete and steel supports. For standard DpC
connections on a concrete slab, static friction coefficients were found to vary from 0.19 to

0.5. Simila¡ results were reported for steel supports however a significant reduction was

noted with the presence of a coating such as galvanising or paint. While it is generally

accepted that rougher slip plane surfaces produce higher coefficients offriction this study

indicated that both the stiffness of the support material on either side of the membrane as

well as the DPC membrane had a significant effect on the friction behaviour. For a given

roughness of DPC material, stiffer membranes produced higher friction coefficients and

are more likely affected by the properties of the supports. In contrast, for a more flexible
DPC the properties of the membrane tended to dominate the frictional behaviour. The in-
plane and out-of-plane behaviour was also found to vary significantly which was

attributed to the differing surface texture of the brickwork in either direction.

Static friction tests on a series of three-brick high prisms with up to 0.9MPa normal

compressive stress have also been reported (Suter & Ibrahim 1992) for DPC materials

commonly available in North America. The significance of these tests is that it was hrst
recognised that the location of the DPC membrane within the mortar joint has an effect

on the frictional behaviour. As such, standard DPC, centered DPC and slip joint
connections were tested. Static friction coefficients were found to range from 0.1 for slip
joint connections to 0.6 for the centered DPC connections.

To establish the frictional characteristics of connections containing DPC membranes

directly applicable to Australian masonry construction a comprehensive series of static

tests (Page 1994:1995) has been reported. The membrane t)pes selected were chosen on

the basis of advice from industry to obtain a reasonable representation of common

construction practice in Australia. Here both two and th¡ee-brick long specimens laid in
running bond with standard DPC, centered DPC and slip joint connection configurations

were tested. Both in-plane and out-of-plane tests were carried out with normal

compressive stress ranging up to l.5MPa. For the range of compressive stress considered

a Coulomb friction relationship was used to describe the shear resistive behaviour. Thus,

tests were performed at various normal compressive sffess and a linear regression of the
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data points used to determine the static friction coefficient and initial shear bond strength.

The resulting static friction coefficients are summarised for DPC connections in Table

3.3.1 and slip joint connections in Table 3.3.2.

Table 3.3.1 DPC Connection Static Friction Coefficient Sumnury (Page 1994)

Table 3.3.2 Slip Joint Connection Static Friction Coeffcient Summary (Page 1994)

SLIP JOINT CONNECTION CONFIGERATION Out-of-Plane
(k")

1 Layer of Super Alcor 0.57
2Layers of Super Alcor 0.48
2Layers of Galvanised Steel with Molydenum
Disulphide Grease

0.06

In conclusion Page reported that for all of the DPC materials considered, with the

exception of poþthylene/bitumen coated aluminium (Rencourse), the static friction

coefficient could conservatively be taken as 0.3 for earthquake loading. Also, although

small shear bond strengths were reported these were generally very small (OMPa to

0.12MPa) and as such would be neglected.

Using similar connection details to the static tests reported by Page (1994:1995), quasi-

static (cyclic) shear tests have also been reported (Griffith & Page 1998). These tests

were aimed at studying the cychc performance of the various membranes under repeated

In-plane 0c,) Out-of-Plane (/s")

CONNECTION
CONFIGERATION

COMMERCIAL
NAME

Centered Standard Centered Standard

Bitumen Coated
Aluminium

Standard Alcore 0.41 0.49 0.50 0.47

Bitumen Coated
Aluminium

Super Alcore 0.60 0.41 0.57 0.48

Poþthylene/Bitumen
Coated Aluminium

Rencourse 0.26 0.26 0.31 0.35

Embossed Polythene Supercourse 500 0.68 0.59 0.59 0.56
Embossed Pol¡hene SupercourseT5O o.7l 0.58 0.60 0.59
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loading cycles, in particular the potential degradation of the materials. Quasi-static tests

were performed at velocities of between 50 and 2OOmm/minute and at three levels of
normal compressive stress. A continuous plot of shear force versus shear displacement

recorded which resulted in a series of hysteresis curves (refer Figure 3.3.2). From these

curves the maximum quasi-static shear resistance force was determined for each level of
normal compressive stress as the plateau of the hysteresis loop. The quasi-static friction
coefficient was then the quasi-static friction coefficients determined

were found to be slightly larger than thosewill be presented in

determined previously by A second significant finding of this research was

that even after many cycles of shear displacement very little degradation in shear capacity

was observed indicating that tlRM connections containing a DPC membrane would

perform satisfactorily in service under cyclic loading.
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Figure 3.3.2 Results of Typical Quasi-static on DPC Connection
(Griffith & Page 1998)
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3.4. Australian Code Provision: UII,M Connections

The 'SAA Earthquake toading Code', 451170.4-1993 requires connections to be

capable of transmitting a horizontal force of lO(aS) kN/m where ¿ is the acceleration

coefficient and S the site factor. To illustrate this requirement, for a firm soil site in

Adelaide, a = O.lE and S = 1.0. Thus, in this case, connections must be capable of

transmitting a force of lkN/m. Research (Klopp 1996) has indicated that this

requirement may be inadequate being as little as 1/13ù of the required shear capacity for

a two-storey URM building when subjected to the design magnitude earthquake. Despite

this, it was also reported that most typical forms of positive connection would still be

suff,rcient.

As discussed in Section 3.3.3, the positive connection of a concrete diaphragm to a

masonry wall may produce a serviceability problem so that URM connections containing

DPC are often used. Klopp (1996) therefore also compared the calculated confection

shear capacity with experimentally determined (Page 1994:1995) static shear resistance

of connection containing DPC membrane. In general he found that the frictional

resistance capacity was adequate.

Consequently, although friction is generally not recommended as a method of

transferring horizontal loads the 4S1170.4-1993 amendment No.l OCTOBER 1994, now

allows friction to be relied upon at connections containing DPC membrane within

loadbearing masonry construction. The shear resistance capacity however must still be

determined in accordance with the 'SAA Masonry Code',453700-1998 as:
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(3.4.r)

= the earthquake induced design shearforce

= the shear bond strength of the shear section

= Qf'^rA¿*

= the shearfriction strength of the shear section under earthquake actions

= 0.9 kuf¿, A¿n

= the capacity reductionfactor

= the characteristic shear strength of masonry

= the bedded area

- friction cofficient

= the design compressive stress on the bed joint for earthquake actions

= Gr/A¿n

= the gravity load

volv.+vr.

where V¿

vo

Vt"

0

l'^,
A¿n

k"

fa

Gs

The first term in Equation 3.4.1 represents the basic shear bond strength and the second

the frictional component of the capacity. For a plane containing a DPC membrane the

shear bond strength is usually negligible as the membrane is generally placed directly
onto brick. The shear capacity of the joint is therefore almost solely a function of friction
and thus on the friction coefficient, k, and the design compressive stress at the friction
plane,f¿.

Importantly, it must be recognised that the currently recommended friction coefficients

are based upon static friction coefficients for URM connections containing DPC

membrane. Confirmation was therefore required to determine if these will be indicative

of the dynamic friction coefficient under true dynamic excitation.
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3.5. Implication of the Dynamic Friction Coefficient

In any seismic event it is well recognised that both horizontal and vertical accelerations

occur. For example Glogau (1974) reported that vertical acceleration as large as two

thirds of the horizontal were recorded during the l9ll San Fernando earthquake. It is
therefore possible that with vertical disturbances at the slip interface of a connection

containing a DPC membrane that the maximum static peak tangential force, Fr, may not

be reached as the adhesion between the asperities may already be reduced or broken. If
this were the case the critical resistance to shear would then be governed by the lower

dynamic friction force, F¡, and thus dynamic coefficient of friction , kv dynamíc.

As can be seen in Figure 3.2.I the frictional behaviour of the polymer up to the static

frictional resistance force is similar to that of a classical behaving material. Although for

polymers it is possible for the dynamic shea¡ resistance to peak at a critical velocity this

value could not be relied upon due to the unpredictability of earthquake excitation. For

the above reasons it would therefore non-conservative to assume a maximum frictional

resistance force of either F^ or it is possible that the critical resistance to shear

would come from the lower force, F¡.(n4
I

3.6. Specific Research Focus

While both static and quasi-static testing has provided data on initial shear bond, static

friction coefficients and the potential degradation of the materials, realistic dynamic

testing is required to quantify the influence of dynamic loading on the frictional

resistance of connections containing DPC membranes. The specific focus of the current

research project related to the DPC connection 'weak link' has therefore been the

undertaking of dynamic testing for the provision of information regarding the true

dynamic behaviour of connections containing DPC membranes commonly found in

Australian masonry construction. This experimental testing phase is presented in Chapter

4 where recommendations are made on the applicability of assuming static or quasi-static

friction coefficients for the seismic design of connections containing DPC membranes.

f År,
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4. DYNAMIC SHEAR CAPACITYTESTS

ON URM CONNBCTION CONTAINING

DAMP PROOF COURSE MEMBRANE

4.1. Introduction

As highlighted in Chapter 3, concern that the shear capacity of connections containing

DPC membrane under true dynamic loading will be less than under static loading have

led to a series of dynamic shear tests being undertaken. The tests described in this

Chapter were therefore aimed at determining values of dynamic friction coefficients for

connections containing DPC membrane commonly used in Australian masonry

construction.

4.2. Dynamic Shear Tests

Dynamic shear tests were conducted on clay brick masonry connections containing a

variety of DPC membrane material on the eafthquake simulator at the Chapman

Structural Testing Laboratory, University of Adelaide. These have included standard

DPC, centered DPC and slip joint connection conhgurations and considered both in-plane

and out-of-plane shaking. The main advantages of dynamic testing, as opposed to quasi-

static testing, are firstly that true inertial loading can be generated in contrast to

displacement-controlled testing. Secondly, a frequency of loading more representative of

the frequencies normally associated with earthquake induced loading can be applied.

Since dynamic tests are generally more expensive than quasi-static tests, these were used

as 'spot checks' to determine to what extent the quasi-statically determined friction
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coefficients were representative of those which could be expected in seismic events. A
comparison of dynamic and quasi-statically determined friction coefficients is therefore

presented in Section 4.4.

The earthquake simulator at The University of Adelaide consists of a 1400mm x 2000mm

shake table mounted on bearing runners and is connected to a 200kN INSTRON

load/displacement hydraulic actuator, which is rigidly connected to the laboratory strong

floor. The maximum vertical load capacity (on table) of the INSTRON is 66kN and has a

maximum horizontal displacement capacity of +125mm.

4.2.1. Instrumentation

Prior to and during slip, response accelerations of the applied weight, W, above the slip

interface and the reference acceleration at the shaking table were recorded. The

instruments used to measure these horizontal accelerations were Kistler Servo

Accelerometers powered by a servo amplifier.

To determine relative displacements of the test specimen above and below the friction
interface, absolute displacements at both the table and concrete slab above the connection

were recorded relative to a stationary datum. Table displacements were recorded

internally by the INSTRON controller. A Linea¡ Voltage Potentiometer (POT), mounted

to a rigid frame connected to the laboratory strong floor, was used to record the absolute

response displacement of the unit above the slip interface. The POT used was a Housten

Scientihc model 1850-050 having a maximum displacement capacity of 500mm and was

powered by a lOVolt DC supply.

The 'Microsoft Windows' based data acquisition system 'Visual Designer' was used to

collect the four channels of data from the two accelerometers, displacement POT and

INSTRON. Data was collected at a period interval of 0.008 seconds (l25Hz), which was

found to be sufficient to capture all relevant frequencies of the response. Since 'Visual

Designer' uses a buffer system to temporarily store data prior to saving to disc, care had

to be taken to ensure that the buffer was sufficiently sized to hold data for the full test.
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The overall test set up, location of instrumentation and data acquisition is shown

schematically in Figure 4.2.1.

Test specimen
Rigid frame fixed ûo

laboratory stong floor

Displacement
(POT) Accelerometer

INSTRON
Hydraulic

Accelerometer

INSTRON conhol panel Data acquisition

Figure 4.2.1 Schenratic URM Connection Containing DPC Dynamic Test Set-up

4.22. Damp-Proof Course Membrane and Materials

For the various dynamic connection shear tests undertaken, four different types of DPC

membrane were tested, having been selected to match as closely as possible materials

used in previous quasi-static tests (Griffith & Page 1998). A brief description of each

DPC material tested is given in Table 4.2.1.

It should be noted that both the Polyflash and Dry-Cor membrane were not identical to

the products used in quasi-static tests. Although the membranes were produced from

similar materials they had a different commercial name and the thickness varied slightly.

Despite this it was expected that their frictional behaviour would be similar.

lrrarÂ"*
F ^rfu-

Shaking table

ooo ooo
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T able 4.2.1 DFC Membrane Test Specinrens

Bricks used to construct the connections were standard 'Red' 3 hole extruded clay bricks.

These had the nominal dimensions 230x110x76mm. Mortar was bucket batched using a

l:1:6 cement:lime:sand mix where water was added by the tradesman to achieve a

reasonable workability. Including sand absorbed moisture this typically resulted in a

total batch water content of approximately 23Vo. Associated material tests including
mortar compressive strength and masonry modulus will be described later in Chapter 6.

4.23. Dynamic Test Methodology

As shown in Figure 4.2.2 a concrete slab of dimensions 1000 x 1400 x 100mm was used

to support lead ingots above the connection to be tested thus providing a total normal

weight, W, at the friction interface. By varying the number of lead ingots the normal

compressive force at the friction interface, N (=W), could be varied enabling dynamic

shear tests to be carried out at various levels of normal compressive stress.

While an earthquake event comprises a wide range of frequencies, dominant frequencies

of around 2-5Hz arsnot uncommon. For all the dynamic tests reported here inertial loads

were induced across the friction interface by applying a represent ative ZHz sinusoidal

displacement motion to the earthquake platform. The amplitude of the motion was

gradually increased until slipping occurred at the connection. Once slip occurred, the

dynamic inertia force, Fi, was determined as, Fi -'W x a.¡0, where â5¡p wôs the sliding
response acceleration sustained by the mass above the friction interface. Since the weight
was already in motion it was assumed that initial shear bond was not relevant so that the

entire resistance force was due to friction. Therefore, for horizontal equilibrium,
equating the inertia force with the dynamic frictional resistance force, F* the dynamic

CommercialName Description Nominal Thickness

Standard Alcor Bitumen Coated Aluminium 950 pmm

Super Alcor Bitumen Coated Aluminium 1550 ¡rmm
Polyflash Polyethylene/ Bitumen Coated Aluminium 650 pmm

Dry-Cor Embossed Polythene Plastic 850 pmm
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friction coef|lcient, ku¿you-i"could be determined. As indicated in Figure 4.2.2, kv<lræamic

can be seen to be equal to the response sliding acceleration, rkup, in units of g's.

R
kad ingots

V/

Concrete Slab

t

Sþ response
acceleration, 4¡n Fr=Ìüxa'þ

F.=ku¿t*¡xN
But
W=N
Fi=F
a .Iip (8's) = k 

"¿yo*t

Test connection
containing DPC
membrane

F-

2Hz sinusoidal
displacement motion

Earthquake simulator pladorm

Figure 4.2.2 Test Specimen Free Body Diagram: DPC Connection durirry Sliding

4.2.4. DPC Connection Tests

For both the standard and centered DPC connection test specimens, two rolvs of

brickwork, four bricks long and two courses high were used to support the concrete slab

and lead ingots. The total area of the friction plane was 194,300mm2. For standard DPC

connections the membrane was placed directly on top of the bottom course of bricks and

mortar placed on top of the membrane material. For centered DPC connections the

membrane was sandwiched between two mortar layers located centrally between the top

and bottom course of bricks. The overall layout of a standard DPC test specimen is

shown schematically in Figure 4.2.3.

For both the standard and centered connections the following membrane conf,igurations

were tested dynamically: I layer of Standard Alcor; 1 layer of Super Alcor; I layer of

embossed plastic; attd ,1 layer of Coated Aluminium. Although

these four tests were ca.rried out at oqy one of vertical compressive sffess

both in-plane and out-of-plane shaking

I

Concrete Base

(0.1
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tests were undertaken. Figure 4.2.4 shows a photograph of the set up for a standatd

connection containing I layer of Standard Alcor to be tested in the in-plane direction.

Standard DPC
connection

simulator

Figure 4.2.3 Dynam¡c Test Set-up for Standard/Centered DpC Connection

Displacement

Accelerometers

Shaking
direction
(h-plane)

Figure 4.2.4 Photograph of Standard DPC Connection Set up - In-plarrc

425. Slip Joint Connection Tests

The slip joint tests were conducted using a similar procedure to that for the DPC

connection tests. The main difference \ryas that the concrete slab plus lead weights were

supported by four bricks which were bedded directly onto the earthquake simulator using

a high strength dental paste. The membrane material was placed between the top of each

brick and the underside of the concrete slab. Slip joint connections containing the

POT

Iæad Ingots

Concrete

Concrete Base
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following membrane conflgurations were tested dynamically: 1 layer of Standard Alcor;

2 layers of Standard Alcor; 1 layer of embossed plastic; and 2 layers of greased

galvanised steel sheets. The slip joint tests rr¡vere performed over a range of three normal

compression stresses being 9,q4,_Q.J8 an{_0.33 MPa
.\

direction. According,.ly, twelve tests' \ryere'bompleted.'\- -,
multiple conf,rrmatory tests were also undertaken.

conducted only the in-plane

As for the DPC

Slip Jointmembrane
between brick and slab

Dental paste Earthquake simulator pladorm
In-plane shaking direction

Figure 4.2.5 Schemtic Diagram of Dynamic Test Set-up For Slip Joint Connection

Although some polishing of the concrete slab was observed after multiple tests this was

not found to greatly reduce the dynamic friction coefficient.

4.3. Results Formulation and Data Analysis

The basic procedure for the formulation of results, including the calculation of the

dynamic friction coefficients was the same for both DPC and slip joint connections. This

process included:

(1) calibration of raw output data to the required units;

(2) filtering of calibrated data;

(3) determination of the time of first slip;

(4) determination of slip acceleration and corresponding force;

(5) check slip force using displacement amplitude just prior to slip;

(6) plotting of the shear stress versus normal compressive stress; and

(7) determination of the dynamic friction coefficient as the gradient of the shear stress

versus normal compressive stress plot.

ingots

Concrete slab
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43.1. Data Filtering

Since a zlfz sinusoidal displacement motion was input to the earthquake platform only
frequencies near this were considered to be relevant to the response. Figure 4.3.1 shows a

typical Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of response acceleration data where the 2Hz

frequency amplitude is clearly dominant. In order to remove irrelevant noise frequencies

from the raw data a Fortran 77 band-pass filter program was specif,rcally developed for
these tests (the code is included in Appendix (A)).

Figure 4.3.1 Dominant Response Acceleration Frequencies

Extensive testing of this filter was undertaken to determine the most suitable band-pass

shape and provide an indication of the accuracy of the filter. It was found that a parabolic

sided band-pass filter gave the best results although the hrst and last second of data was

found to be slightly corrupted and as such were discarded. Although the filter program

allows any band-pass range to be set to best encompass the relevant frequencies full pass

was considered between 1.5 and2.5Hz reducing to zero at 0.5H2 and3.SHzrespectively
(refer Figure 4.3.2).
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Figure 4.3.2 Parabolic Sided Band Pass Filter - Bandlvidth

4.3 2. Dynamic Friction Coefficient Represent¿tive Calculation

The following Section provides a representative calculation of the dynamic friction

coefficient. Here a slip joint configuration with two layers of Standa¡d Alcor (refer Table

4.2.1), subjected to in-plane shaking with a normal overburden stress of 0.18MPa

(N=17.8kN) is used to illustrate the result formulation procedure.

Figure 4.3.3 shows the absolute displacement response of both the connection above and

below the slip interface relative to the stationary datum. Prior to 24.5 seconds both the

top and bottom units behave as one as the input table sinusoidal displacement motion is

gradually increased. At 24.5 seconds the connection's shea¡ resistive capacity is

exceeded and slip occurs. From this time on the frictional resistive force is proportional

to the dynamic friction coefficient, ku.¿vou-i". Since this is slightly less than the static

friction coefficient there is a respective decrease in the sinusoidal response displacement

amplitude that the unit above the connection can sustain during sliding. The response

accelerations of the unit above the interface are recorded as is shown in Figure 4.3.4.

Here a maximum of 0.469 is observed. The dynamic friction coeff,rcient is then

determined directly from the slip acceleration as 0.46. From the acceleration response

data, hysteresis behaviour can also be developed as shown in Figure 4.3.5. The

maximum dynamic frictional resistive force can be determined as the top and bottom

plateau of each hysteresis loop as 7.7kN.
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4.33. Theoretical Check

To check that recorded accelerations were of the correct order the following calculation

was undertaken for all tests.

The steady-state displacement response of a single degree of freedom system (SDOÐ

subjected to harmonic loading is of the form:

u(t;=Asin(CIt-0)
where u(t) = displacement response

A = Displacement amplitude

6 = Angular frequency =2ftf
/= Frequency

0 = Phase angle

(4.3.1)

By integrating and double integrating this both the velocity v(t), and acceleration a(t)

response can be determined respectively as:

v(t) = -A sin (ot - e) (4.3.2)

a(t) = -Aõ2 sin (õt - 0) (4.3.3)

The maximum acceleration therefore occurs when sin(õt - e) = I and is given as:

âunx = l-eot l= l-Nzrrn'l Ø3.4)

For the case of a 2Hz sinusoidal response, the maximum acceleration is related to the

amplitude of the displacement response by:

Írnax= l-n4ù'l =157.94 1mm/s2)

For the example in Section 4.3.2, A at slip = 28.5mm implies

ârnx = 157.9 x28.5t(9.81x 103) = 0.46 g

This agrees thereby confirming that the acceleration data (and hence friction coeff,rcients)

were consistent.
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4.4. Dynamic Test Results

4.4.1. DPC Connection Dynamic Test Results

Representative DPC connection test data is presented in Appendix (B) in a similar format

to that described in Section 4.3.2. A summary of results for standard DPC connection is

given below in Table 4.4.1 and presented graphically in Figure 4.4.1. Similarly a

summary of results for centered DPC connections is given in Table 4.4.2 and presented

graphically in Figure 4.4.2.

4.4.1 Results Sumrmry for Standard DPC Connection Tests

Figure 4.4.1 Graphical Results Sumrnary for Standard DPC Connection Tests
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Standard DPC Connection
(Ref. Table 4.2.1)

Normal
Force
(kN)

Normal
Stress
(MPa)

ânnx

(e)

Fr

(kN)

Shear
Stress
(MPa)

k v.dFamic

1 Layer Standard Alcor 3t.9 0.164 0.31 9.9 0.05r 0.31

1 Layer Super Alcor 3r.9 0.164 0.35 tt.2 0.057 0.35

1 Layer Polyflash 31.9 0.164 0.38 t2.t 0.062 0.38

1 Layer Dry-Cor 3r.9 0.t64 0.41 13.1 0.067 0.41

Table 4.4.2 Results Sunmnry for Centered DPC Connection Tests

Figure 4.4.2 Graphical Results Sumrmry for Centered DPC Connection Tests

On completion of the dynamic tests the connection was examined to determine at which

interface slip had occurred. For centered DPC connections slip was always observed

between the mortar and DPC membrane and for standard DPC connections slip was

always observed between the brick and DPC membrane.

rüith the exception of embossed polythene (Dry-Cor) and Polyflash membrane, the

dynamic friction coefficient for centered DPC connections \Mere less than for standard

DPC connections. In contrast, other researchers (Page 1994) have reported static friction

coefficients for centered DPC connections usually greater than for standard DPC
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connections. This difference is attributed to a high dependency on workmanship, as any

irregularity in the mortar bed below the membrane will significantly impact on the

frictional properties of a centered DPC connection. As such, comparison of the frictional
behaviour of these connections, with other researcher's results, is difficult.

As mentioned in Section 3.3.4 previous resea¡chers have found that for a given roughness

of flashing material, stiffer DPC membranes produce higher coefficients of friction and

are more likely to be affected by the properties of the support. The dynamic test results

imply that the mortar-DPC sliding plane of the centered DPC connection provided less

frictional resistance than the brick-DPC sliding plane of the standard DPC connection.

This indicates that the stiffness of the support mate¡ial on either side of the membrane

had a significant effect on the friction behaviour for the relatively stiffer Alcor
membranes. Further the Polyflash and embossed polythene, which were less stiff,
frictional properties did not appear to be as greatly effected by the properties of the

supports but were dominated by the behaviour of the DPC membrane.

4.42. Slip Joint Connection Dynamic Test Results

Representative DPC connection test data is presented in Appendix (C) in a similar format

to that described in Section 4.3.2. Results of dynamic stip joint shear tests at various

levels of normal compressive are presented in Figure 4.4.3 to Figure 4.4.5 for out-

of-plane loading and Figure 4.4.8 for in-plane loading. The dynamic\
as the gradient of the-lirea¡-regression line. Thefriction coefficient,

embossed plastic (Dry-Cor) slip joint connection shear test was only completed at one

level of normal compressive stress (0.33MPa) where the dynamic friction coefficient was

0.41. Comparison of the in-plane and out-of plane plots indicated that no significant

difference was apparent in the dynamic friction coefficient obtained for the two loading

directions. This is attributed to there being no distinct difference in the roughness of the

brick fo¡ the two directions. Consequently no further distinction will be made with regard

to loading direction.

1
IìI

2.4.1
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Figure 4.4.4 Out-of-plane Slip Joint Test - 2 Layers of Standard Alcor
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Figure 4.4.7 In-plane Slip Joint Test Results - 2 Layers of Standard Alcor

Figure 4.4.8 In-plane Slip Joint Test Resr¡lts - 2 Layers of Greased Galvanised Steel
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4.43. Comparison of Dynamic with Static and Quasi-Static Test Results

Table 4.4.3 and Table 4.4.4 respectively present a comparison of friction coefficients for

standard DPC and slip joint connections determined statically and quasi-statically by

previous research and dynamically as part of the current resea¡ch project.

Table 4.4.3 Standard DPC Connection Friction Coefficient Comparison

* Not same commercial product as used in the quasi-static tests

Table 4.4.4 Slip Joint Connection Friction Coeffcient Comparison

* Not same conìmercial product as used in the quasi-static tests

Since by necessity the geometry of the quasi-static and dynamic testing apparatus were

not identical the direct comparison of results is somewhat limited. However, an indicative

comparison of results is still useful. It is of particular interest to note that the value of the

dynamic friction coefficient divided by the quasi-static result (as a percentage). For the

membrane qrpes, which \ilere coflìmon to both sets of tests, the dynamic friction

coefficients were greater than or equal to 80Vo of the quasi-static test value. For all

membranes, except the greased galvanised steel, the dynamic friction factor was also

found to be greater than the 453700-1998 code prescribed design value of 0.30.

Joint Type Friction Coefhcient, ku Dynamic (%)
Quasi-StaticStatic

Page
/1994)

Quasi-static
Griffith et al

(1998)

Dynamic

1 layer of Standard Alcor 0.460 0.520 0.43 827o

2layer of Standard Alcor 0.470 0.569 0.46 817o

I Layer Dry-Cor (Embossed plastic) 0.304 o.267 0.41* N/A
2Layerc of Greased Galvanised Steel 0.074 0.108 0.11* lOOTo

Joint Type Friction Coefficient, k,, Dynamic (7o)

Quasi-StaticStatic
Page

(tee4)

Quasi-static
Griffith et al

(1ee8)

Dynamic

Standard Alcor 0.44 N/A
Super Alcor o.527 0.541 0.47 87Vo

Rencourse/Polyflash 0.259 0.3r7 o.37* N/A
Embossed Polythene/Dry-Cor o.397 0.329 0.36* N/A
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4.5. Summary and Conclusion: ImplÍcation for Design

The results of dynamic shake table tests on DPC and slip joint connections which are

typically used in unreinforced masonry construction in Australia have been presented.

The main purpose of these tests was to evaluate the connection performance under
dynamic loading in order to assess their seismic integrity. Dynamic friction coefficients
determined from these tests were then compared with qtrasi-static friction coefficients
determined by previous research (Griffith et al 1998) to assess to what extent the quasi-

statically determined friction coefficients represented those which could be expected in
seismic events. Here it was found that the dynamic friction coefficients were not more

than 20Vo less than those determined quasi-statically. Further, with the exception of
greased galvanised sheets no connection had a friction coefficient less than the 453700-
1998 code prescribed design value of 0.3. Additionally the observed 'seismic strength
capacity' of the connections considered were greater than the 'seismic load demand'
calculated by Klopp for most of the eleven buildings he analysed.
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5. STABILITY OF SIMPLY SUPPORTED

URM WALLS SUBJECTED TO

TRANSIENT OUT-OF.PLANE FORCES

5.1. Introduction

(Paulay & Priestþ 1992) have described the response of masonry walls to out-of-plane

seismic excitation as:

" one of the most complex and ill-un-derstood areas of seismic a nalysis"

Traditionally designers have perceived URM as a brittle form of construction, and thus

considered it particularly sensitive to peak ground accelerations. In contrast, recent

research has shown that dynamically loaded IIRM walls may sustain accelerations well

exceeding their elastic capabilities (ABK 1985, Bariola 1990, Lam 1995). This apparent

anomaly points to our lack of understanding of the true collapse behaviour of URM

walls.

The complexity arises from the fact that the response can be highly non-linear as the

behaviour is largely governed by stability mechanisms rather than material failure. Not

surprisingly, when compared with other areas of structural and earthquake engineering,

the current knowledge of the out-of-plane behaviour of masonry walls to seismic loading

is sparse.

Figure 5.1.1 shows a fypical outof-plane wall failure in the upper story of a URM

building during the 1989 Loma Prieta, California earthquake.
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Figure 5.1.1 Out-of-plane Wall Failure during Lonra Prieta Earthquake, 1989

The following sections review important rispects of the behaviour of URM walls when

subjected to transient out-of-plane forces. Previous experimental and analytical work is
discussed and followed by a critical review of the current analysis and design
methodologies. This Chapter concludes with both the specific experimental and

analytical resea¡ch focus to be addressed within the scope of this report.

5.2. Fundamentåls of Out-of-Plane URM Walt Behaviour

The lateral strength capacity of a simply supported URM walls s,uþjscted to out-of-plane

loading depends on many variables. Possibly the most fundamental of these is the

manner of spanning of the wall between supports. In the simplest case a vertically
spanning wall is supported only at the top and bottom so that under out-of-plane loading

a vertical one-waj'bending action develops. Since vertical movement at the top support is

not restrained any applied vertical compressive force remains constant regardless of any

elongation of the tension face during loading. This type of wall can be related to either
loadbearing or non-loadbearing internal LIRM partition walls (without returns) or very
long URM walls where the side boundary conditions do not significantþ impact on the

wall behaviour.
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When return walls or engaged piers are more closely spaced, the wall's response to out-

of-plane loading becomes more complicated, consisting of combined vertical and

horizontal bending. These walls are therefore referred to as two-way spanning walls and

tend to have an increased lateral force resistance capacity over that of a simila¡ sized but

one-way spanning wall. Further complications arise since brickwork is strongly

anistropic, i.e. behaving differently in orthogonal directions. Depending on the number

and nature of supported edges, various cracking patterns are also possible, thus affecting

the lateral resistive capacity of the wall. Over the past 30 years a number of static testing

programs have been completed on the two-way bending of URM wall panels (Baker

1973, Hendry 7973, West et al1973:1977, Lawrence 1975:1994, DeVerkey et al 1986,

Drysdale et al 1988) resulting in several static analysis techniques. The most recent of

these is the Virtual Work Method (Lawrence 1998) where internal and external work are

equated. Due to the complexity of the problem, however, as yet no static analysis

methodology has been readily evolved into a dynamic analysis procedure.

7 Another category of URM wall commonly found in Australia is the full infill panel where
ti

a masonry wall is constructed within a framed construction without gaps. In this case,

under lateral load, elongation of the tension face due to bending can not occur without

inducing a large compressive force from the surrounding frame, which acts as a rigid

abutment. This results in an arching behaviour where the vertical compressive force

increases with mid-height displacement. On further increasing lateral load the vertical

compressive forces become suff,rciently large to crumble the brickwork at vertical

reaction points. This material failure permits further displacement of the wall as its

length is reduced until ultimately instability occurs. However, a lateral strength capacity

typically much greater than one or two-way bending walls is realised. As the wall's

ultimate behaviour is dominated by progressive damage and material failure, a 'quasi-

static' analysis is often used to assess the peak lateral capacity of these walls. Various

researchers have addressed the out-of-plane behaviour of this type of wall resulting in

static arching analysis procedures (Baker 1978, Hendry 1981, Abrams et al 1996). In

Australia many inhll panels are constructed with a gap at the top, filled with mastic or
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sealant, and a gap at the sides with special connectors to allow for brick expansion. This
type of wall is therefore a special case of two-way spanning wall.

As a first stage in the development of a method that may also be applicable as a
component of the more complicated dynamic two-way behaviour, an understanding of
the physical process underlying one-way dynamic action must first be developed.

Consequently, the fundamental focus of the current research project has been the

experimental and analytical evaluation of the dynamic behaviour of one-way bending

URM walls.

For the one-way bending failure of URM walls there are three key contributing
phenomenon; (1) tension cracking of the masonry, (2) compression crushing of the

masomy at the vertical reactions (including mid-height) and (3) ultimate instabitiry of the

wall. Unless the walls have very high compressive axial loading, crushing is rarely
significant. Since in Australia overburden stresses are generally relatively low, local
crushing at vertical ¡eactions is not a major problem. Hence, cracking and instability of
the wall typically dominate the ultimate behaviour.

Another distinguishing aspect of URM walls subjected to out-of-plane forces is whether

the loading is a gradual monotonically increasing static load, or a more rapid and

reversible dynamic load. This distinction is drawn as 'dynamic stability' concepts,

discussed further in Section 5.3.2, contribute to the walls lateral force resistive capacity.

When a one-way spanning wall is dynamically loaded in the out-of-plane direction an

inertia load is induced into the masonry wall. Prior to cracking, the wall essentially acts

elastically where deformations are relatively small and hence do not significantly impact

on the distribution of inertia force. The accelerations felt by the wall can therefore be

obtained by averaging the input accelerations at the top and base of the wall. Should the

applied accelerations exceed the elastic capacity of the wall, cracks will form at locations

of maximum moment i.e. the top and base support and near the mid-height of the wall. If
the top and base crack occur first the theoretical position of the span crack will be
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determined by the relative value of the induced moment at these locations. These

moments can be related to the eccentricity of the vertical reaction forces and are therefore

dependent on the connections forming the boundary conditions. Typically, the crack

occurs near the mid-height of the wall as the bending moment diagram in this region is

usually reasonably flat, generally only varying by 1l7o from the mid-height to the three

quarter height of the wall (Phipps 1994). Practically, the crack will only appear at a

mortar joint and will therefore depend on the relative weakness of individual mortar

joints in the region ofpeak stress.

As was discussed in Section 2.3, the 1989 Newcastle earthquake highlighted that the

condition of both new and existing LJRM building stock is generally unknown with poor

maintenance and workmanship common place. Further, many existing URM buildings

are already cracked due to low strength mortar, settlement of footings, or temperature and

moisture changes. Past earthquakes and/or accidental damage may also have previously

induced cracking. Despite this many severely cracked masonry buildings are often still

standing after earthquakes and have been able to resist strong aftershocks. Following

these observations it is pertinent to examine the post-cracked seismic resistance of simply

supported tlRM walls.

5.2.1,. Post-cracked Force-Displacernent (F-^) Relationship

Once cracking occurs three joints are formed at the top, mid-height and base of the wall,

such that the portions of the wall above and below the mid-height crack act as free

rocking bodies' 
__j

The non-linea¡ F-Â relationship of a face loaded IJRM wall results f¡om the complex

interaction of gravity restoring moments, the movement of vertical reactions with mid-

height displacement and P-Â overturning moments. A coÍImon simplification is to
approximate the two free bodies as rigid thus having an infinite material stiffness as

shown in Figure 5.2.1. I-ateral load is initially resisted by gravity restoring moments due

to self-weight and applied overburden loads with the vertical reactions at the three joints

acting at the extreme compressive faces of the wall. This initial rigid resistance is termed
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the 'rigid threshold resistance' force, R"(l) and is related to wall geometry, overburden

and eccentricity of the vertical reactions and thus the wall boundary conditions.

R"(l)

R*(1

(A)

'Peak Rigid Resistance Threshold' Force

Rigid Infinite Initial Stiffness

Idealised Rigid Bi-linear F-Â Relationship

'Peak Semi-rigid Resistance' Force

(B
Real Semi-rigid Non-linear F-Â Relationship

\
Rigid Incipient
Instabiliry
Displacement

Mid-height Displacement ( A) \rr, ¡o6 ¡¡¡y &rs ubìatyiígid )

(B) (c)
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Figure 5.2.1 Reat Semi-rigid Non-linear X'orceDisplaccnænt Relationship
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When the lateral force exceeds R*(l), a mid-height displacement occurs, permitted by the

rigid rotation at the three joints. P-À effects then reduce the gravity restoring moments as

the resultant of the vertical forces above the mid-height crack moves toward the wall's

back compressive face. With further displacement P-À effects continue to reduce the

lateral resistance of the wall creating a negative stiffness arm, Ç(1), of the bi-linear F-A

relationship (refer Figure 5.2.1). \ilhen the vertical force resultant above the mid-height

crack moves outside of the wall thickness the resistance to overturning is reduced to zero.

The displacement at which this occurs is termed the 'rigid instability displacement',

Ainstabilitfrigid).

For a real URM wall, the brickwork comprising the two free bodies does not have an

infinite stiffness and as such does not behave completely as assumed by the idealised

rigid body theory. Instead the real semi-rigid F-À relationship for the rocking system is

more complicated and non-linear than that of the idealised bi-linear rigid F-A

relationship.

More realistically, in the vertical position prior to lateral load being applied, all vertical

reactions act along the centerline of the wall. Consequently, any applied lateral load will

cause a mid-height displacement to occur. This then forces the vertical reactions at the

joints to move towards the extreme compressive faces of the wall, thus increasing the

gravitational restoring moment lever arm (refer Figure 5.2.1 (A)). The rate at which the

reactions move is proportional to the rate of loading and modulus of the brickwork. On

further displacement the lateral resistance continues to increase due to the movement of

the vertical reactions increasing the gravity restoring moments at a greater rate than the

reduction caused by the P-A effects. At a critical displacement, 
^", 

when the stabilising

effect of these two opposing actions equalize the peak 'semi-rigid resistance th¡eshold'

force, R*(l), is realised (refer Figure 5.2.1 (B)). The higher the modulus of brickwork

the closer the scenario is to that of the rigid assumption. As a result the closer the critical

displacement will occur to the vertical position and the higher the relative value of 'semi-

rigid resistance threshold' force. Beyond 
^c 

the non-linear relationship approaches the bi-

linear rigid relationship as the vertical reactions are forced into the extreme compressive
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zones. The curves do not converge, however, due to the finite compressive stress block

at the vertical reactions (refer gap Figure 5.2.1). The larger the overburden and the lower

the brickwork modulus the larger the gap.

For a static lateral load scenario, beyond the 'threshold resistance', regardless of whether

rigid or semi-rigid behaviour is considered, survival of the rocking wall is dependent on

the removal or reduction of the static load. Here the wall is said to be in 'unstable

equilibrium'. At any displacement, prior to the instability displacement being reached, if
the load is statically removed the wall unloading F-A relationship will trace back the

loading relationship to the vertical position.

As the wall mid-height is displaced its potential energy (PE) is increased with the raising

of the wall's center of gravity to a maximum at the incipient instability displacement.

Thus, in a dynamic lateral load scenario, survival of a wall beyond the 'threshold limit' is
dependent on whether or not the inertia force has sufficient energy to overcome the

increased potential energy (PE) so as to further increase the displacement to incipient

instability. This energy requirement can be related to the kinetic energy (KE) or velocity

of the rocking wall as it passes the static vertical alignment plus any additional input

energy that may occur within the failure half cycle. If insufficient energy is available and

instability does not take place, the PE which is a maximum at the peak half cycle

displacement, is converted back to KE by the gravitational restoring moments. As such,

the wall's F-A relationship will trace back the loading relationship forming a naffo\¡/

hysteresis loop due to energy losses in joint rotation. As the wall again passes the static

vertical alignment the KE is at a maximum (since the velocity is a maximum) and PE is

zeÍo. Again, KE is converted to PE with displacement in the opposite direction. This

exchange ofenergy continues as free vibration until energy losses reduce the total system

energy to zero. At this time the wall has returned to the vertical position. Provided the

three joints have not degraded through impact or joint dislocation on re-loading, the wall

will have a similar F-A relationship and dynamic behaviour.
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Since the non-linear F-A relationship also largely governs the frequencydisplacement (/-

A) relationship of a rocking wall system, this is also highly non-linear. The non-linearity

can be illustrated by a comparison of secant stiffness at low and high levels of

displacement amplitude. Here the secant stiffness is associated with the effective

average half cycle secant stiffness. At low displacement amplitude 
^{-, 

the secant

stiffness K¡, is substantially larger than at large displacement amplitude Ân, where the

secant stiffness is Ks (refer Figure 5.2.2). Since the secant stiffness is directly

proportional to the square of the haH cycle natural frequency it can be shown that the

frequency at low displacement amplitude is relatively large and reduces to zero at the

incipient instability displacement. Figure 5.2.2 also shows a schematicfÂ relationship.

The schematic/-A relationship shown in Figure 5.2.2 is somewhat idealised as it is ra¡e

for frequencies nea¡ to the incipient instability displacement to occur so that a lower

frequencies limit, fi.¡t, is often observed. V/hile it is theoretically possible for

frequencies below/¡¡6¡ to occur they are unlikely as the system becomes unstable at these

displacements for reasons described below.

As already discussed the F-A relationship of URM walls are highly non-linear and as a

consequence the responses have no unique natural or resonant frequency. It has however

been shown that URM walls undergo larger displacement amplification at certain forcing

frequencies. This indicates that they have a unique effective resonant frequency being

related to the forcing frequency associated with the largest displacement amplification in

a simila¡ fashion to the natural frequency of an elastic system. For the non-linea¡ rocking

URM wall systems, the maximum displacement amplification will result when the

applied forcing frequency is derived from the average secant stiffness of the half cycle

under consideration. Thus, for the critical case where the maximum half cycle

displacement reaches the incipient instability displacement, Âinsrablity, the associated

effective resonant frequency,,f"n is related to the average incremental secant stiffness,

Ku,,", determined from the vertical to incipient instability displacements (refer Figure

s.2.2).
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During any transient excitation the wall displacement response increases and the response

frequencies decrease in accordance with the average half cycle secant stiffness. It is rare

for the frequency response to pass through the effective resonant frequency as the

likelihood of instability is increased with the increasing displacement amplification. The

effective resonant frequency thus provides the observed lower frequency limit so that

r _r
Jetr - Jlimit

The effective resonant frequency therefore also provides the corresponding maximum

expected average cycle mid-height displacement, Âr¡-¡t before collapse (refer Figure

s.2.2).

K¿> Kø
Real Semi-rigid Non-linea¡ F-Â
Relationship
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5.2.2. Boundary Condition Impact on Force-Displacement Relationship

The types of wall support comprising the wall boundary conditions are an important

aspect that must be considered when assessing out-of-plane URM wall behaviour. To

some extent these determine the moment induced into the wall under lateral loading in

relation to the eccentricity of the vertical reaction forces at the joints. Typical

connections used in Australian masonry construction, such as DPC and 'timber top plate'

connections, have been reviewed in Section2.3.

In URM wall construction, connections to concrete footing beams and floor slabs

containing DPC membrane at the top and base wall supports are commonly used to meet

serviceability criteria. Consequently, at large mid-height displacements the vertical

reactions at the top, middle and base supports will all have been forced to the extreme

compressive faces of the wall. Thus, in comparison with other boundary conditions,

which do not force the vertical reactions to the wall edge, this scenario provides the

greatest 'rigid resistance threshold' force, R"(1), due to the larger overburden force lever

arm providing a maximum restoring moment. In Appendix (D) a generic calculation of

the bi-linear F-A relationship is presented for the concrete slab support at the top and

bottom connections. The generic defining terms Re(l), Ke(1) and Ai,'rauiuty (rieid) of the

rigid bi-linear F-A shown in Figure 5.2.2 arc summarised in Table 5.2.1 for these

boundary conditions as rigid loadbearing simply supported: top and base vertical

reactions at the leeward face (LBSSLL).

A second conìmon URM wall support, which is used in single storey URM dwellings, is

the connection of the timber roof truss to the masonry wall via a 'timber top plate' where

the wall base is set on a concrete slab and DPC connection. As the 'timber top plate' and

truss generally provide little rotational support even at large mid-height displacements the

top vertical reaction remains near the centerline of the wall, while the middle and base are

forced to the extreme compressive faces. With a reduced overburden force lever arm,

compared with the concrete slab above case, the 'rigid resistance threshold' force, R.(1),

is also respectively reduced. In Appendix (D) a generic calculation of the bi-linear F-A

relationship is presented for 'timber top plate' above and concrete slab below boundary
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conditions. The generic defining terms Re(l), Ke(l) ând Â¡os¡¿6¡ty (rigid) of the rigid bi-

linear F-Â are sunìmarised in Table 5.2.1 for these boundary conditions as rigid
loadbearing simply supported: top vertical reaction at the centerline and base vertical

reaction at the leeward face (LBSSCL).

Table 5.2.1 also presents the generic def,rning terms &(1), &(1) and A¡r¡u5i¡¡r.¡g¡¿, for

other wall boundary conditions also relevant to Australian masonry construction

including rigid parapet (P), rigid non-loadbearing simply supported (NLBSSCL) and

rigid loadbearing simply supported at the centerline (LBSSCC). For walls with an applied

overburden stress, oo, the overburden factor, y, is defined as, +, where M is the
Ms

total wall mass.

Table 5.2.1 Rigid Bi-Linear F-À Relationship - Various Boundary Conditions

[=

Table 5.2.1 shows that for most of the support conditions, with the exception of LBSSCC

and LBSSCL, the mid-height displacement at which static instability occurs is the

thickness of the rigid object (t). For the loadbearing simply supported object with top and

Support Type Support Type
Abbreviation

&(1) K(1) A^øUilitv

Rigid Parapet (P) h
gt

-h
ûb

t

Rigid Non-loadbearing Simply
Supporæd:base Reaction at the
I-eeward Face

(NLBSSCL) 4.0 h
gt

-4.0h
ob

t

Rigid Loadbearing Simply Supported
:Top and Bottom Vertical Reaction at
the Centerline

(LBSSCC) 2.0(1+v)h
gt

-4.0 (l + v)h
oÞ

0.5t

Rigid Loadbearing Simply Supported
:Top Reaction at Centerline and Base
Reaction at The læewa¡d Face

(LBSSCL) 4.0 (l+7¿\¡) h
gt

-4.0 (l + V)h
ob

%t(Â¡"s¡,¡x,(t

(l#/tv\ t
(l+v)

Rigid hadbearing Simply Supported
:Top and Base Vertical Reactions at
the Leeward Face

(LBSSLL) 4.0(l +v)h
gt

-4.0 (l + v)h
o

t
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bottom vertical reactions at the centerline (LBSSCC) the mid-height displacement at

static instability occurs at half the thickness of the rigid object. For the loadbearing

simply supported object with the top vertical reaction at the centerline and the base

vertical reaction at the leeward face (LBSSCL) the mid-height displacement at which

static instability occurs is dependent on the ratio of self-weight to the applied overburden.

If the applied overburden is much greater than the seH-weight the mid-height instability

displacement approaches 75Vo of the thickness of the rigid object. If the self-weight is

much greater than the applied overburden the mid-height instability displacement

approaches the thickness of the rigid object. Accordingly the static mid-height instability

displacement is always between 3/r t and t.

5.23. Un-cracked Force-Displacement Relationship

In the un-cracked wall behaves essentially elastically where the lateral force

resistance increases linearly with displacement. Here the lateral elastic capacity is

governed by the tensile strength of the brickwork plus any compressive load due to

gravity. Once the elastic capacity has been exceeded, cracking takes place and the wall's

lateral force resistive capacity reverts to that of the cracked wall governed by the semi-

rigid non-linear F-Â relationship, as described in Section 5.2.1. The behaviour at

cracking is therefore dependent on whether or not the wall's elastic capacity is gteater

than the post-cracked 'semi-rigid resistance threshold' force, zu(l).For non-loadbearing

or low apptied overburden force walls the elastic capacity is typically greater than the

&,(1). In contrast, for high-applied overburden force walls the tensile strength of the

brickwork becomes less significant. Accordingly zu(1) is greater than the elastic

capacity. Therefore, to distinguish between the two types of un-cracked behaviour of

URM wall they must be catagorised as either low-applied overburden or high-applied

overburden force.

5.2.3.1. Low Applieil Overburden Force

The first category includes walls where there is no or a low applied overburden force so

that the compressive stresses at the critical mid-height cross section are also low. This

category of wall could be found as non-loadbearing internal partition walls or as

loadbearing walls in low-rise buildings or in the upper stories of multi story buildings.
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For this category of wall, prior to cracking the lateral strength is almost entirely governed

by the masomy flexural tensile strength, fl1, so that the elastic capacity is greater than the

R*(1) (refer Figure 5.2.3). Thus, once the elastic capacity, &ur,i", has been exceeded the

lateral resistive force reverts back to the lower cracked wall resistance. Therefore, no

additional lateral capacity exists beyond cracking and wall survival is reliant on the

applied force being reduced to the cracked lateral capacity of the wall.

&u",i"

Force ControUDynamic I-oading @xplosive)

Un-cracked Elastic Capacity

Displacement Conrol Loading

zu(l)
Real Semi-rigid Non-linear F-Â
Relationship

Mid-heightDisplacement (/) A¡nsøbirity

Figure 5.23 Urrcracked F-A for Low Applied Overburden Stress URM Vl¡all

Where the wall is dynamically loaded, once the elastic capacity has been exceeded the

elastic inertia force is typically sufficient to continue to increase the wall displacement

(refer Figure 5.2.3). As a result this category of wall generally fail explosively under

dynamic loading having no reserve capacity to 'rock'. Consequently, an elastic static

analysis will provide a reasonable estimate of the dynamic capacity of this category of
wall. Should, however, the wall become cracked at any time during its life this type of
elastic static analysis may be highly non-conservative. Alternatively, should high

frequency spikes exist within a dynamic excitation these may have sufficient energy to

Un-cracked Linea¡ Elastic
Behaviour
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crack a wall prematurely such that the maximum elastic capacity may not be realised and

the elastic static analysis methodology would again be non-conservative.

5.2.3.2. High þplied Overburden Force

The second category of wall is generally found two or more stories below roof level or in

upper concrete slab-URM wall construction. Here, where the applied overburden force is

larger, compressive stresses at the critical mid-height cross section are correspondingly

higher. In this case the benefit provided by the tensile capacity of the briclorork is

outweighed by the additional gravity restoring moment resulting from an increased lever

arm, as vertical reactions move towards the extreme compressive faces of the wall with

increased displacement. Accordingly, cracking of the wall does not alter the wall's

ultimate lateral capacity (refer

Figure 5.2.4). Typically, for a dynamic load scena¡io when the elastic capacity is

exceeded the elastic inertia force will not be sufficient to then exceed the 'semi-rigid

resistance threshold' force. Therefore, this category of wall behaves similarly to a pre-

cracked wall where a reserye capacity due to rocking and 'dynamic stability' concepts

must be considered.

z&
F
c)o
o
I¡r
Gk
o)
Cd

€
6)

o.È

R*(1)

&u",i"

Real Semi-rigid Non-linear F-Â
Relationship

Mid-heightDisplacement(/) Ainsøb¿iry

Figure 5.2.4 Ur¡crackedF-Â for lligh Apptied Overburden Stress URM Wall
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5.3. Previous Research: Experimental Studies

Over the past 30 years or so there have been various experimental studies carried out on

both the static and dynamic out-of-plane behaviour of face loaded URM walls. Since

ea¡lier research was predominantly concerned with the effect of wind loading these

studies mainly considered static loading. More recently, however, the research focus has

been placed on seismic loading so that experimental studies have largely involved

dynamic loading. The following section provides a brief review of previous works

carried out by other researchers relevant to the one-way bending of face loaded LJRM

wall panels.

53.1. Static Tests

In the early L970's the U.S. Building Research Division of the National Bureau of
Standards (now the National Institute of Science and Technology, NIST) undertook an

extensive experimental study (Yokel et al 1971) on the static one-way out-of-plane

bending behaviour of masonry wall panels. In total 192 tests were completed including

both single leaf unreinforced brick and concrete block, cavity wall and reinforced

masonry. For each type of construction, specimens were subjected to a static vertical

compressive load, applied as a point load at the centerline of the top of the wall, followed

by a gradually increasing lateral pressure exerted by an inflated air bag. The boundary

condition at the base wall support was a steel channel with a fiberboard sheet adjacent to

the wall specimen. Boundary conditions were therefore representative of 'timber top

plate' above and concrete slab below.

Specimens with both low and high levels of appted overburden force were tested. At
low levels it was found that the maximum lateral strength occurred prior to cracking and

that this was related to the tensile strength of the masomy. In contrast, at higher levels of
applied overburden force additional wall capacity was found after cracking. The reasons

for this have been discussed in Section 5.2.3. For walls with moderate levels of
overburden force applied, a comparison with simple rigid body theory was found to be

consistent. Above lMPa overburden stress, however, the continuity began to drop away,

as crushing of the brickwork at vertical reactions became apparent (refer Figure 5.3.1).
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Typical failures for both low and high applied overburden stress are shown in Figure

5.3.2). \ühile the primary objective of this study was the development of appropriate

interaction curves for combined bending and the force-displacement (F-A)

relationships were also published (refer 2

o-05

r.o 2.A 30
Overbwden Sress MN/m2

Figure 5.3.1 Comparison of Yokel Sûrdy with Simple Rigid Body Theory
(Hødry 1973)
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l-ater, Yokel and Fattal (1976) performed a similar experimental study to that of Yokel et

al (1971) also at the National Bureau of Standards. The main differences between the

studies where that for the 1976 tests smaller panel were used having steel half round bars

inserted at both top and base boundary conditions. This represented a simply supported

wall at its centerline. Since here the movement of vertical reactions was limited to only

the center joint, the prediction of the F-Â relationship w¿rs greatly simplified.

Experimental F-A relationships were again reported (refer Figure 5.4.2). For this case it
was observed that both the displacement at which instability occurred and the maximum

resistance were reduced in comparison with the Yokel study.

Base and Baker (1973) reported on a series of low overburden force out-of-plane tests.

These were aimed at providing fundamental data and an understanding of the action of
brickwork under a variety of loading conditions. Here the brickwork specimens were

observed to behave essentially elastically in the un-cracked state. A significant reduction

in bending strength was reported when brickwork beams were tested under simulated

uniform loading as compared with testing under central load over a shorter span. This

was attributed to the increased number of mortar joints within the loading span, thus

increasing the probability of a weak joint.

West et aI (1977) have also performed a series of static out-of-plane tests on wall panels.

Here no applied overburden force was considered so that the cracking load was reported

to be the maximum load the wall could resist. For these tests the top of the wall was

propped against lateral movement and a connection containing a DPC was used at the

base to represent as closely as possible the conditions used in practice. It was reported

that the material used for the DPC and the way in which it was embedded were important

in achieving the full bending strength. \ilhere the shea¡ capacity of the DPC connection

was exceeded the full bending sftength of the wall was not achieved since slip occurred at

the DPC. Further, both vertical and horizontal panels were examined where it was found

that the strength in the two orthogonal directions differed. The overall ratios of strength

in the direction perpendicular to the bed joint to that parallel joint were reported as being

I .2 ro 6.2 with a mean of around 3.
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West, Hodkinson and Webb (1973) conducted extensive tests on strip walls

demonstrating the relationship between lateral strength and overburden force of storey

height walls of various thickness and materials. Support conditions considered were

similar to those of concrete slab above and below. Experimental results were reported as

being well represented up to a mid-height compressive stress of 1.4 MPa by the simple

relationship (refer Figure 5.3.3)

Pa = 8o/52

where po = ultimate lateral pressure

6c = ovêrburden compressive stress

S = slenderness ration = II/t

ot

0.os

1bl .,2

10 20 30 40 ÀlÍ{

Overbr.¡rden Stress

t?

Figure 5.3.3 Comparison of Wes 3 et al 1973 Tests with Simple Rigid Body Theory
(Hendry 1973)

This relationship was based on the rigid body theory with all vertical reactions pushed to

the extreme faces of the wall. Above 1.4 MPa overburden stress, the lateral resistance

was again reported to fall away from the linear relationship owing to compression and

local crushing. At low overburden force, experimental results tended to exceed the

theoretical values because of the tensile strength of the brickwork that is not taken into
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account. It was also reported that the lateral strength of a wall with compression is only

slightly affected by brick and mortar strengths.

Anderson (1994) reported on the most recent series of static tests where 90 lateral load

tests on LIRM walls with various support conditions were undertaken. Here the

behaviour of vertically spanning strip walls was reported to be difficult to predict with
post-cracked rigid body theory considered to be a more satisfactory approach for static

limit state design. Eccentricity of the vertical load due to rotation of the base of the wall

was found to induce a stabilising moment. Consequently it was recommended that the

partial fixity moment due to the self-weight acting at an eccentricity of 0.45 of the wall

thickness be applied at the base of the wall. The mean height at which the bed joint
failed was 0.6 of the vertical span above the base. Failure by sliding was reported at the

DPC for some walls with low levels of applied overburden force.

5.32. Dynamic Tests

In the early 1980's a consortium of Californian engineers called the ABK Joint Venture

(ABK 1984) ca¡ried out research into the post-cracking seismic behaviour of URM wall

panels. The aim of the research was to develop standards for the renovation of URM
buildings in Los Angeles, particularly with respect to wall height-to-thickness ratios

(Kariotis et al 1985, Adham et al 1985). The study examined the one-way behaviour of
eight specimens of varying construction and geometry under a range of gravity loads.

Several dynamic motions were applied at the base and top support, simulating the input

motion from the ground or diaphragm anchorage. The base of the wall was allowed to

displace without rotation and the top of the wall was free to rotate and to move in the

vertical direction without restraint.

It was reported (ABK 1984) that a single horizontal crack typically formed near the mid-

height of the test specimen with another forming nea¡ its base. The stability of the fully
cracked URM wall, shaken by less than critical ground motion intensities, was

maintained by gravity load moments applied at the cracked surface. \ühen the center of
gravity of the vertical loads, above the cracked surface, lay within the wall thickness
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dimension the gravity load moments were found to provide a restoring moment that

closed the crack upon reversal of the earthquake displacement motion. This ability to

displace without collapse resulted in the walls having a significant reserve capacity above

that of the 'semi-rigid threshold' force. The term 'dynamic stability' was used to

distinguish this type of behaviour from that which might be expected from static

calculations. Correspondingly, a major finding of the study was that neither static elastic

nor 'quasi-static' analysis procedures were completely satisfactory to define the dynamic

and highly nonlhnear response of the post-üacked URM walls'

Like the static F-A relationship, the hysteretic behaviour was found to have a declining

branch and on unloading the hysteretic F-A plot traced back along the loading plot.

As a result of this experimental investigation (ABK 1984) key parameters for predicting

the failure of URM walls subjected to face loading were identif,red. These were the waII

slenderness, the ratio of the applied gravity load to the wall self weight and the peak input

velocities at the base and top of the wall. A further important finding was that although

various phase shifts between the top and bottom excitation were examined, input

velocities simultaneous in time were found to be the critical case. That is, an in-phase

excitation at the top and base of the wall was the critical excitation case.

During the study the effect of vertical ground motion was not considered as it was

thought to not have a significant influence on the dynamic stability. This was explained,

as the frequency band of vertical motions in seismic events is generally not in the critical

frequency band of the horizontal ground motions. That is, the effect of high frequency

vertical motions on the restoring moments will not result in a bias of increasing or

reducing the restoring moment. This is due to the significantly lower frequency of

instability excursions as compared to the typical frequency of vertical seismic motions,

especially as the relative excursion of the center part of the wall approaches instability.

Ba¡iola et al (1990) reported on a series of tests where a gradually increasing excitation

was applied to the base of parapet URM walls. Here it was reported that prior to cracking
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the natural frequency of the wall correlated well with simple elastic beam theory. In the

cracked state, however, no unique natural frequency was found as it decreased with
increased displacement response. Also, wall slenderness was not found to have a clear

influence on the peak acceleration required to cause instability. For walls of the same

slenderness wall but with different thickness, the thicker wall appeared to be more stable.

Results of another important dynamic experimental study of out-of-plane URM wall

behaviour was recently published by Lam et al (1995). This study focussed on one-way

bending of parapet walls with the objective of comparing various analytical approaches

with the experimental results. The subject of the experiment was a lm tall, I 10mm thick,

clay brick IJRM wall and was subjected to the El Centro ground motion. Free vibration

tests were also used to identify the frequency response and damping characteristics of the

cantilevered wall. The un-cracked elastic natural frequency was found to be between 5

and l0 Hz depending on the amplitude of vibration. Once the wall was cracked the

rocking frequency was found to decrease from about 4Hz at low amplitude displacements

to a lower frequency limit of approximately lHz at larger displacements. Although the

equivalent viscous damping, (, being a measure of energy loss was observed to vary

slightly (2.67o-3.4%o) with displacement it was reported to be fairly consistently around

37o.

Continuing from their earlier tests Lam et al (1998) have also reported on shaking table

tests on parapet walls of different dimensions using harmonic excitations of varying

amplitude and frequencies. Here the peak displacement of the wall was correlated to the

peak shaking table acceleration and velocity. These relationships were found to be highly

dependent on the excitation frequency so that plotting results associated with different

forcing frequencies produced large scatters (refer Figure 5.3.4). In contrast, a good linear

correlation was obtained between the relative displacement of the wall and the absolute

displacement of the shaking table (refer Figure 5.3.5). Typically, the peak relative

displacement at the top of the parapet wall was reported to be twice the peak absolute

displacement of the table irrespective of the frequency and amplitude of the table

motions. Inspection of the test results further showed that the center of gravity of the
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wall was displaced by a similar amount to the table so that the response was 1800 out of

phase with the table motion. In effect the center of gravity position remained effectively

stationary in space. Lam et al (1998) therefore postulated that for the harmonic forcing

frequencies considered, the 'equal displacement theory' could be adopted. Consequently,

wall instability would be predicted when the base displacement equaled half the thickness

of the parapet wall.
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It was noted, however, that the frequencies used were much higher than the effective

resonant frequency of the parapet wall tested at large displacements. Consequenily,

should excitation frequencies closer to those of the wall's effective resonant frequency at

large displacements have been used, displacement amplifications greater than unity

would have been more likely and the 'equal displacement theory' would not apply.

5.4. Critical Review of Current Analysis Methodologies

As a result of experimental and analytical studies previously carried out, various analysis

methodologies have been developed over the years to analyse the one-way out-of-plane

seismic capacity of URM walls. The following sections critically review these

methodologies highlighting the advantages and limitations of each method.

5.4.1. Quasi-Static Analysis Procedures

The response of a URM wall to earthquake induced base excitations is a complex

dynamic process. Analysis, however, is often simplified by considering an instantaneous

maximum acceleration occurring at a critical snapshot in time. As such, the peak-input

acceleration associated with either the ground motion (PGA) or building response,

depending on the location of the wall within the structure, is often used to represent the

associated inertia force. Displacements are assumed to be small so prior to failure the

induced inertia force is assumed to be uniformly distributed over the height of the wall
relative to the distribution of mass.

Alternatively, it is possible to estimate the wall's critical natural frequency, either in the

cracked or un-cracked state, thus permitting an estimate of the elastic spectral response

acceleration to be determined from an elastic response spectrum. The main limitation

here is that the natural frequency of a URM wall is not unique, as described in Section

5.2.I. In addition, for the cracked wall case where response displacements are relatively

large, in contrast to the uniformly distributed inertia load assumed above a trapezoidal

distributed inertia load is more likely. This is due to the additional triangular inertia force

induced by the vibration of the wall ove¡ the rectangular inertia force resulting from the

motion of the supports.
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Regardless of the method used to determine the 'snapshot acceleration' the dynamic

action is represented by a 'quasi-static' type analysis. Earthquake design codes and

standatds typically specify analysis methods based on this 'quasi-static' analysis

philosophy. The two most common methods are: (a) the stress based linear elastic (LE)

and (b) the rigid body (RB) equilibrium analyses. Both are briefly reviewed in this

section.

As described in Section 5.2.3 previous researchers have found that in the un-cracked state

URM walls behave essentially elastically. It is possible therefore to utilise the well

established linear elastic (LE) anatysis methodology to predict at what equivalent lateral

inertia force cracking stresses within a URM wall will be exceeded. The fundamental

principle is to equate the maximum seismically induced moment at a critical section Mu,

to the moment required for the cracking stresses at the leeward face lv[", to be exceeded.

Resistance to cracking is provided by both the flexural tensile strength of the brickwork

fl¡, and the compressive force at the mid-height of the wall from seH-weight and

overburden. Figure 5.4.1 shows a representation of the LE analysis for the prediction of

the cracking acceleration for a simply supported URM wall. Since elastic deformation

prior to cracking in URM walls is generally relatively small the vertical reactions at the

top and base supports are assumed to act at the centerline of the wall.

The current seismic design methodology in Australia (453700-1998) for the vertical one-

way bending of URM walls subjected to transient out-of-plane forces adopts the stress

based LE analysis of the un-cracked section. Here a 'Capacity Reduction Factor' of 0.6

is also used in design to allow for the variability in the flexural tensile sfrength.
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Figure 5.4.1 Quas¡-Static Linear Elastic Design Methodolory

The assumption of an un-cracked wall and elastic stress-strain behaviour is a major

limitation of the linea¡ elastic anaþis methodology. As highlighted by the Newcastle

earthquake much of Australia's older LJRM building stock may have an appreciably

depleted masonry flexural tensile capacity or even be pre-cracked. Also, since the

analysis is dependent on a reliable estimate of the highly va¡iable flexural tensile strength

of the brickwork at the time of loading it is consequently diff,rcult to accurately predict

the cracking capacity. Another major limitation of this method is that the formation of
flexural tensile cracks does not necessarily result in failure of the wall as implied. [n fact,

as discussed in Section 5.2.3, for walls with applied overburden force, this is rarely the

case. Instead, after f,rrst cracking a small mid-height displacement causes the wall's
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neutral axis to be forced in the direction of the compression zone at both mid-height and

vertical support reactions. This neutral-axis shift associated with crack propagation can

lead to a "tip-toe" situation in which the wall is supported on its edges.

The post-cracked seismic performance of an URM wall is therefore more realistically

analysed by the rigid body (RB) equilibrium analysis method, which compares the

overturning moment with the restoring moment taken about the rocking edge of the wall.

The overturning moment is obtained in the same manner as for LE analysis using the

quasi-static methodology, whereas the restoring moment is obtained by consideration of

the forces due to self-weight and any overburden acting on the free body above the mid-

height crack. This is identical to the method described in Section 5.2.1 for determining

the 'rigid threshold resistance' force, R.(1). A major limitation of this method is that it

assumes that the brickwork has an inhnite stiffness. In reality, it is semi-rigid and highly

dependent on its constituent materials. Correspondingly, the real 'semi-rigid resistance

threshold' force, zu(1), can be much lower than R"(1) as it occurs at a larger

displacement where P-A effects are more prominent.

To account for the reduced 'resistance threshold' caused by the semi-rigid behaviour of

URM walls, Priestly (1985) and Paulay (1992) proposed a method of determining the real

non-linear F-Â relationship. This method is based on first principles of beam theory, and

assumes a zero tensile strength for the masonry and simply supported wall at the

centerline. The fundamental approach is based on the assumption that the gradient of the

linear elastic stress diagram at the critical mid-height section, and thus the wall curvature,

is related to the mid-height displacement of the wall. As this relationship is derived

through examination of the stress diagram at the cracking displacement the assumed

modulus and boundary conditions are important considerations.

A finite element model ¡amed the Block-Interface Model has also been developed

(Martini IggT) in an attempt to determine the real static post-cracked F-^ relationship.

Here joints are represented by discontinuum elements so that the elastic properties of the

mortar and associated local effects at the block mortar interface are neglected with the
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mortar joint representing a potential line of failure due to cracking (refer Figure 5.4.2).

Here increasing the number of laminations and layers increases the density of the frnite

element mesh and thus allows more accurate refinement however this also increases the

complexity of the model. The finite element Block-Interface approach has the advantage

of being able to be implemented using commercial software.

Figure 5.4.2 shows a comparison of experimentally derived F-A relationships from the

Fattal (1976) and Yokel (1971) studies with those determined analytically by the Block
Interface finite element model (Martini 1997) and the Priestly (1986) method.
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Figure 5.4.2 Experimental and Analytical F-AComparison
(Martini 1997)

It must be recognized that none of the previously mentioned 'quasi-static' analyses take

into account the time-dependent nature of the response of the wall since only an

instantaneous acceleration occurring at a critical snapshot of the response is considered.

A URM wall will not necessarily become unstable and collapse should the quasi-static

force exceed the resistant capacity of the wall, as the incipient instability displacement

may not be reached. As such, the level of seismic loading to cause failure can greatly

exceed that predicted by the quasi-static analysis methods (ABK 1985, Bariola 1990,

Lam 1995) such that a reserve capacity exists. The quantification of the reserve capacity

is reliant on the frequency and amplitude content of the applied excitation so that more

realistic dynamic modeling approaches should be used to account for the dynamic

behaviour.
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5.4.2. Dynamic Analysis Procedures

Although being particularly useful as suitably conservative modern design tools the

'snapshot' quasi-static design methodologies described above may not be appropriate for

the review of existing URM structures. In the design of new structures the application of

conservative design tools will generally have only minor economic consequence.

However, in reviewing existing structures using procedures which do not recognise the

additional lateral strength capacity resulting from 'dynamic stability', a more significant

economic penalty may be incurred. An example is where the decision to demolish,

retrofit or 'leave as is' for a significant monumental IJRM structure may be in the

balance.

In recognition of the problem of assessing the dynamic response by the 'snapshot'

principle an alternative analysis method based on the widely recognised 'Equal Energy'

procedure has been proposed by (Priestly 19S5). The 'Equal Energy' procedure is based

on the observation that 'dynamic stability' concepts can be considered by using an

equivalent elastic capacity derived by equating the real energy required for instability

with that of an elastic system having a stiffness equal to the initial un-cracked stiffness of

the wall. Although based on an observation, this simplification has been shown to

predict reasonable estimates of peak displacement response for simple systems with

relatively short periods (Priestly 1985, Lam 1995). It has been observed however that for

systems with very short periods this procedure can provide very un-conservative

estimates of lateral dynamic capacity and for systems with longer periods a conservative

estimate of lateral dynamic capacity (Priestly 1985, Robertson 1985).

For URM wall dynamic capacity prediction using this method, the potential energy

absorptive capacity of a wall undergoing large displacement is first quantified. This is

achieved by determining the area under the non-linear F-À curve as the wall is pushed

from the vertical non-displaced position to that of the incipient instability displacement.

The procedure to approximate the F-Â curve of a simply supported load-bearing URM

wall pinned at the centerline for the purpose of appþing the equal-energy procedure has

been reported in Section 5.4.1. The maximum kinetic energy (KE) demand is then
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derived from the maximum spectral velocity as obtained from an elastic response

spectrum to compare with the potential energy (PE) capacity. Thus, it is assumed that the

wall would remain un-cracked and behave linearly up to the time when the maximum KE
is reached (vertical position) and at commencement of the failure half cycle. At this time

the wall is assumed to crack and begin to rock as the PE is increased to absorb the KE.

The abrupt transition from the linear elastic response (in the un-cracked state) to the non-

linear rocking response (in the cracked state) is a major assumption of the equal energy

procedure. In reality, the dynamic behaviour of the wall at the commencement of the

failure half cycle is not always linearly elastic. It has been demonstrated by dynamic tests

(Lam 1995) that the stiffness and natural period of a URM wall can be highly amplitude

dependent even in the un-cracked state. Thus, the "elastic" natural period of vibration of
the wall, which governs its spectral velocity (and hence its maximum KE) can not be

predicted with certainty. Further, it is possible that the wall may have already cracked

and be responding in-elastically prior to the commencement of the failure half cycle. A
second major shortcoming of the 'equal energy' method is that ground excitations are

also assumed to have stopped once the failure rocking half cycle has commenced. As a
result the accumulated effects of multiple pulses on the wall during rocking can not be

accounted for as additional input energy into the system within the failure half cycle is

not considered.

Figure 5.4.3 presents a comparison of the predicted URM wall acceleration capacity

utilising the 'equal energy' method with the previously described quasi-static analyses.

As expected the linear elastic anaþis provides the most conservative prediction of
dynamic lateral capacity for moderate to high overburden stress ranges. For low
overburden stress, however, the rigid body analysis is more conservative. For all
overburden stress the 'Equal Energy' method provides the least conservative prediction

as an allowance is made for 'dynamic stability'. As the effectiveness of the 'equal

energy' observation is highly dependent on the system's un-cracked natural frequency the

prediction is very sensitive to the selection of elastic modulus. Often a realistic modulus

value can result in an extremely un-conservative lateral strength prediction.
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Figure 5.4.3 Comparison of Analysis Predictions

As discussed in Section 5.3.2, Lam (1998) has reported that for harmonic excitations of

varying amplitude and relatively high frequencies the center of gravity of a parapet wall

effectively remained stationary in space. Consequently, based on an 'equal-

displacement' methodology, wall instability could only occur when the table

displacement exceeded the incipient instability displacement, which could be related to

the thickness of the wall. It was also highlighted that for forcing frequencies closer to the

natural frequency of the wall at large displacements that significant displacement

amplification was possible so that instability could occur at table displacements less than

the incipient instability displacement thus invalidating the'equal-displacement'

methodology for practical applications. To overcome this shortfall a dynamic

amplification factor was proposed. \ilhile this method is useful for the dynamic analysis

subjected to ha¡monic excitations it is limited for multiple frequency, transient excitations

where random pulse arival will significantly affect the wall response.

The methods described so far have all used a single parameter (acceleration, velocity, or

displacement) to predict the effect of the excitation on the response of a URM wall. As a

result these methods all have limitations for dynamic analysis although the velocity based

dynamic analysis is satisfactory to analyse the response of single pulse excitation and the

equal displacement method is suitable for stationary periodic excitations. Unfortunately,

general, transient excitations can not be accurately represented by a single parameter so
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that Time History Analysis (THA) procedures are required to take into account the effect

of the frequency content, duration and pulse arrival details of the excitations.

Although researchers (Housner 1963, Yim et al 1980, Hogan 1989) have reported on

analytical studies where explicit mathematical solutions of rigid rocking motion

equations have been derived these are limited for applications where the system can not

readily be idealised. Further, where transient excitations are considered explicit

mathematical representation is not possible. Consequently, to undertake a THA an

approximate numerical evaluation of the response integral must be used. This requires an

assumption to be made on the motion between consecutive time steps. For example,

acceleration may be assumed to be constant or linearly varying thus allowing the basic

integration equations to be developed (Clough & Penzien 1993).

Lam (19958) has reported on the development of specific THA software for the analysis

of the dynamic response of a parapet walls to transient excitations using the Constant

Average Acceleration Integration technique and a rigid bi-linear F-Â relationship. To

minimise computational time an iterative procedure was not included to model damping

but rather an average mass proportional damping coefficient for the response was

developed based on an estimate of the response frequency. Nevertheless, despite the

approximations made in modelling the F-Â and damping properties, results from this

THA have provided reasonable agreement with experimental results. Similar THA
techniques are also currently being developed for the in-plane rocking analysis of URM
walls (Magenes & Calvi 1996:1997, Abrams 1998).

In 1992 Blakie et al reported that a simplified Displacement-based (DB) analysis, which

compared the displacement demand with capacity, might better predict the seismic

capacity of out-of-plane panels. Although approximate, this method has the potential to

account for the dynamic behaviour and thus the walls reserve capacity. Simitar DB

analysis procedures are currently also being developed for the prediction of in-plane

rocking capacity of URM walls (Magenes & Calvi 1996:1997).
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5.5. Specific Research Focus

Although most URM walls are designed as two-way spanning elements, as a first stage in

the development of a method that may also be applicable as an analysis component of

dynamic two-way behaviour, an understanding of the physical process underlying one-

way dynamic action must first be developed.

While there has been a substantial research effort undertaken on the static loading

behaviour of one-way spanning wall panels, dynamic action has not been as well

examined. Consequently, simple static analysis procedures have been developed which

are capable of predicting cracking and ultimate loads and have been shown to correlate

well with experimental results. In contrast, the dynamic behaviour is not well

understood.

The few dynamic loading experimental studies that have been previously undertaken

have indicated that URM walls have a significant capacity to displace without becoming

unstable. As a result they are often observed to have the capability of sustaining inertia

forces greater than that predicted by 'quasi-static' methods. This is referred to as the

wall's dynamic 'reserve capacity' to rock. Unfortunately, currently available seismic

predictive models have been unable to account for this large displacement post-cracked

behaviour. Where the 'reserve capacity' to rock is overlooked in analysis a conservative

estimate of seismic capacity is made. Although this may be acceptable for the design of

new buildings, it may impose serious economic penalties in the analysis of existing

structures.

In response to the above shortfall a need was apparent for the development of a rational

and simple analysis procedure, encompassing the essence of the dynamic behaviour and

thus accounting for a URM wall's 'reserve capacity' to rock. The development of this

analysis procedure was adopted as the research focus for the final component of this

project.
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6. OUT-OF.PLANE SHAKB TABLE

TESTING OF SIMPLY SUPPORTBI)

URMWALLS

6.1,. Introduction

With the aim of developing a better understanding of the physical processes governing

the dynamic collapse behaviour of simply supported URM walls a series of shaking table

tests were conducted on the earthquake simulator in the Chapman Structural Testing

Laboratory, University of Adelaide. In this experimental study the wall response to

harmonic, transient and pulse excitations was examined with the effect of wall va¡iables

including thickness, slenderness and the level of overburden stress taken into

consideration. In Chapter 7 the resulting dynamic response data is used to confirm the

reliability of a specifically developed non-linear Time History Analysis (THA) procedure

for modelling the semi-rigid rocking response of URM walls.

To complement the shaking table test data, static push tests and free vibration tests ïvere

also conducted. These complementary tests enabled the non-linear force-displacement

(F-^), frequency-displacement (/-A) and damping-frequency ((fl relationships for the

rocking wall to be investigated. In Chapter 7, these experimentally derived relationships

are used to calibrate the specifically developed non-linear Time History Analysis (THA)

program.

For completeness, material tests were conducted even-though the ultimate behaviour of

face loaded URM walls, at low levels of overburden, have not previously been found to

be particularly dependent on the constituent brickwork material properties. Nevertheless,

these results provide an indication of the masonry quality tested.
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The following chapter presents a description of the experimental study undertaken

highlighting key results and where possible a comparison of experimental results with
theory is also presented. A representative cross section of test results is presented in the

Appendices E and F.

6.2. General Test Set Up

6.2.1. Test Specimens

In total, 14 one-way spanning URM wall panels were constructed for out-of-plane

testing. Where possible, multiple static and dynamic tests were performed on each

specimen. Details of each of the wall specimens are presented in Table 6.4.1. The

height of the wall panels was limited to 1.5m by the height of the laboratory gantry crane.

Consequently, standard 110mm thick wall specimens were constructed at a height of
1.5m giving a slenderness ratio of 13.6. For more realistic slenderness ratios to be

examined, 1.5m tall, 50mm thick walls were also constructed. These had a slenderness

ratio of 30.

The bricks used were standard extruded clay bricks having the dimensions 76 x 110 x

230mm and had 3 x Q45mm holes as shown in Figure 6.2.I. A 10mm mortar joint was

adopted for both horizontal and vertical perpends as per normal construction practices in

Australia. The average density of the llOmm thick brickwork was determined to be

1800kg/m3. This was achieved by weighing a representative sample of the brickwork and

dividing by its volume. In this way, the mortar which partially filled the brick holes was

also taken into account.
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Q45mm

Figure 6.2.1 Ståndard Three Hole Extruded Clay Brick (110mn)

The 50mm bricks used in these tests were solid having been cut from brick pavers, with

dimensions 33 x 50 x 230mm. For the 50mm thick wall specimens, a 5mm mortar joint

was adopted. Since wall geometry rather than material properties w¿ts considered critical

to the rocking behaviour, no attempt was made to model the constituent mortar materials

to half scale. The average density of the solid 50mm thick brickwork was measured at

23}}kstnf .

For all of the wall specimens a typical Australian mix of 1: l: 6 (cement: lime: sand)

mortar was used. Common 'brick' sand and Portland cement were used and water was

added until good workability of the mortff was achieved. No air entraining additives

were used and to improve consistency between mortil batches, 'bucket batching' was

used.

A professional bricklayer was employed to construct the one-way spanning wall

specimens. At the base of each wall an embossed polythene membrane DPC connection

was used (refer Figure 6.2.2). Wall specimens were constructed in three lots with four

110mm thick walls constructed in March 98 and June 98 and three 50mm thick and

110mm thick walls constructed in September 98. All walls \ryere constructed as a

standard veneer with wall ties connected to a timber support frame (refer Figure 6.2.2).

This construction method was adopted after preliminary tests showed that the mortar

bond could be depleted if wall panels \¡/ere constructed without lateral support. This was

attributed to the fact that lower brick layers were disturbed as the upper layers were
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placed thus breaking the bond. Using the timber wall for support overcame this problem

by providing stability to the wall panel during construction. An added benefit was that

this also prevented accidental damage during curing and provided a more realistic

construction technique. After a minimum of 28 days curing time the wall ties were cut

and the wall panel carefully lifted onto the shaking table.

Throughout the fabrication of the test walls, two-brick and five-brick prisms and

100x100x100mm mortar cubes were regularly constructed for material testing, as

described in Section 6.3.

Veneer wall used for
construction

Embossed Polythene
DPC connection at base

Figure 6.2.2 Construction of URM Wall Panels

6.22. Test Rig

To provide a representative boundary condition at the top of each of the simply supported

URM wall panels tested, a braced steel frame was rigidly attached to the shake table with
a 'cornice' type support connection used to provide lateral restraint at the top of each

brick wall. The 'cornice' support was made up of steel angle and 10mm square, stiff
rubber spacers to prevent the wall from binding against the angle at large wall mid-height

displacements (refer Figure 6.2.3). Prior to testing the 'cornice' was fitted snuggly to the

wall. However, to ensure a minimal vertical restraint due to friction the 'cornice' was not

over tightened.
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l0mm stiff
rubber spacer

AdjusEnent
bolts

Wall
Specimen

Figure 6.2.3Top 'Cornice' Support Connection

The stiffness of the braced frame was designed to represent as closely as possible the in-

plane stiffness of a URM structural shear wall (refer Figure 6.2.4). As a consequence, any

input excitation provided at the table was also applied approximately in phase at the top

of the wall. This w¿rs confirmed by comparison of the absolute displacements of the table

and top of the braced frame for each of the dynamic tests. Using an impulse free

vibration test the natural frequency of the braced frame was determined to be

approximately 10H2. For most of the tests this was not in the range of dominant driving

frequencies so that the small response amplification recorded at the top support was

neglected. For the relatively high un-cracked wall natural frequency tests, however,

where the mid-height of the wall specimen was excited using a mallet strike, the black

frame natural frequency dominated the response and thus was required to be filtered out.

Also, for harmonic tests completed near the frame's natural frequency of 10Hz

significant amplification of the base excitation was observed at the top support of the test

specimen so that an average input excitation had to be considered.

Preliminary tests showed that it was very difhcult, in practice, to apply an overburden

force at the top of the test walls in a realistic manner using weights supported by a

concrete slab. This method produced large overturning moments at the bearing support

rails of the shaking table, leading to a dangerous rocking action during testing that limited

the inertia forces that could be induced into the wall. To oYercome this problem an
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overburden rig was designed which relied on six large springs to develop the required

level of overburden stress (refer Figure 6.2.4). The static deflection of the springs could

be altered by adjustment of the central thread, thus altering the overburden force at the

top of the wall through the base plate of the springs. The overburden test rig therefore had

the advantage of permitting easy changes to the overburden force.

Braced steel
frame Cornice

support

URM shear
wall action)

Shaking
direction

Table bearing
support rails X'igrrre 6.2.4 Out-of-plane Test Rig

3mm n¡bber mat between spring plate and wall

Figure 6.2.5 Overburden Rig

I

6 x springs
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The main disadvantage of using the overburden rig was that with increased mid-height

displacement the total wall height also increased slightly thus increasing the static spring

deflection and hence overburden force. Accordingly, the desired constant overburden

force at the top support was not realised at larger displacements. To overcome this

problem springs were selected so that the additional overburden force developed with the

expected increase in height was not signif,rcant. Further, since the increase in height with

mid-height displacement is inversely proportional to the wall slenderness the additional

overburden force on the 50mm walls was significantly less than that of the 110mm walls.

Correspondingly, for the 50mm wall specimens mid-height displacement changed the

mean overburden force by less than ! SVo so that the constant force assumption was

acceptable. In contrast, for the 110mm thick wall specimens significant increases in

overburden force were observed so that the constant force assumption was only

acceptable for mid-height displacements of less than 207o of the wall thickness. Static

compression tests were performed on the springs to calibrate the spring coefficients

where it was found that a 0.16kN force was developed for each mm of static spring

deflection.

Since the situation with overburden represented a vertical continuation of the wall or a

supported concrete slab, a point load connection was not used at the top of the wall

panels. Thus, the location of the top vertical reaction was governed by the spring base

plate, and with increased wall mid-height displacement the top vertical reaction was

forced to move to the compressive zone (refer Figure 6.2.6).

Test çecirren Top vertical reaction location

Figure 6.2.6Top Yertical Reaction - Overburden Test Rig
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The test boundary conditions were therefore considered similar to a concrete support slab

above and below where the vertical reactions are constånt but pushed to the compressive

zone with mid-height displacement.

6.23.Instrumentation

A total of nine channels of data were recorded for each of the dynamic tests in order to

capture the dynamic response characteristics of the rocking URM wall specimens. The

instrumentation consisted of five accelerometers, t'wo Linear Voltage Potentiometer

Transducers (POT), one Linear Voltage Displacement Transducer (LVDT) and the

internal INSTRON hydraulic actuator displacement transducer. For static tests, the same

instrumentation was used with the exception of the five accelerometers. Figure 6.2.7

shows the location of the nine instrument points and Table 6.2.1 presents a summary

description of the application of each instrument.

rffall specimen 5. ACCEL
(TA)

Timber wall
catch

(refer Table 6.2.1
for instrument
codes)

4.INSTRON

2LYP
(MwD)

3. LVDT
(BwD)

I. LVP
(TrwD)

Stationary
reference frame:
Rigid connection
to súong floor

Figure 6.2.7 Out-o[-plane WaIl Test Instrumentation Locations

7. ACCEL
(rwA)

8. ACCEL
(MwA)

9. ACCEL
(BWA)

6. ACCEL
(TTA)
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Channel
No.

Location/Description Application Instrument
Code

I Absolute Top Wall Displacement Top wall displacement excitation TWD
2 Relative to Frame Mid-height

tWall Displacement
Mid-height wall displacement response MWD

J Relative to Table Base Wall
Displacement

Base slip check BWD

4 INSTRON internal displacement Base wall displacement excitation INSTRON
5 Top Frame Acceleration Top wall acceleration excitation TA
6 Table Top Acceleration Base wall acceleration excitation TTA
1 Top Wall Acceleration t/+ - wall height acceleration response TWA
8 Mid-heieht V/all Acceleration Mid-height wall acceleration response MWA
9 Bottom Wall Acceleration r/¿ - wall height acceleration response BWA

Table 6.2.1 Out-of-plane Wall Test Instrumentation Description

One Linear Voltage Potentiometer (POT) was mounted horizontally between the

stationaty reference frame, connected to the laboratory strong floor, and the braced frame

at the level of the top of the simply supported wall specimen to record the total top of

walVframe displacement (TWD). The POT was a Housten Scientifrc model 1850-050

having a maximum displacement of 500 mm and powered by a 10 Volt DC supply. A

similar instrument was used to record the relative mid-height wall response displacement

(MViD) between the wall and braced frame. In Chapter 7, the MWD is used for

comparison with analytical predictions of the mid-height displacement response of

simply supported URM walls using the specially developed THA program. A

Schlumberger Linear Voltage Displacement Transducer (LVDT) having a maximum

displacement of +1Omm was mounted between the base of the wall specimen, just above

the DPC connection, and the shaking table to measure the relative displacement between

the wall base and shaking table (BWD). The data from this instrument was only used to

ascertain if any sliding at the wall base DPC connection occurred during testing.

Kistler Servo Accelerometers powered by a servo amplifier were used to record the top

frame (TA), and tabletop (TTA) accelerations. These accelerometers have a measurable

acceleration range of + 50g and are able to detect accelerations as small as 0.1mm/s2'

These accelerations therefore represented the actual input excitations applied to the wall

specimen and are used in Chapter 7 as input for the non-linear THA. The top frame

accelerations were also compared with the table accelerations to identify how much

amplification of the base excitation was caused by the braced frame's flexibility.
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The top (TWA), mid-height (MWA) and bottom (BWA) accelerations were recorded

using the 'Analogue Devices' single chip accelerometer, model ADXLO5 which were

adhered to the face of the wall at the 3/t -, mid - and r/¿ - height respectively. This less

expensive semi-disposable accelerometer was selected, as it was possible that should the

wall collapse these devices could be sacrificed. These accelerometers have a measurable

acceleration range of + 59 and a¡e able to detect accelerations as small as 0.019. A
limitation of this method was due to the accuacy of the accelerometers being reliant on a

horizontal datum. Since the accelerometers were glued to the wall surface they rotated

with the rocking of the wall so that as the wall's mid-height displacement increased the

accuracy of the data from these accelerometers decreased. For most of the critical
response however the accuracy was adequate for the purpose of the tests. Comparison of
the BWA and TWA with the mid-height acceleration response was useful in
characterising the total dynamic acceleration response profile. The mid-height

acceleration response was also later used for comparison with THA predictions.

In a similar fashion to the dynamic tests performed on tlRM connections containing a

DPC membrane, described in Chapter 4,the'Microsoft Windows' based data acquisition

system 'Visual Designer' was used to collect the nine channels of response data. Data

was collected at a period interval of 0.01 seconds (100H2).

Where restoring moments were ¡elatively small, in particular for the non-loadbearing

50mm thick wall specimen, care was taken to ensure that the instrumentation did not

influence the test outcome.

6.3. Material Tests

The material tests undertaken have included bond wrench tests to determine the

brickwork flexural tensile strength, fl1, and compression tests of brickwork prisms and

mortar cubes to determine the masonry's modulus of elasticit), Er* and ultimate

compressive strength, f -, and mortar's compressive strength, f". The following section

presents a brief discussion of these tests and their results.
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63.1. Bond Wrench

The bond wrench test is one of two methods permitted in 453700-1998, Appendix (D) to

determine the flexural tensile strength, f t, of the bond between mortar and brick units

perpendicular to the bed joints. As described in Section 5.2.3, for un-cracked walls with

low levels of overburden, f ¡ is often the critical wall parameter for lateral loading. Here

the un+racked elastic lateral force capacity is greater than the cracked force capacity so

that at first cracking an explosive dynamic instability is possible.

Two bond wrenches were specifically manufactured for this project being for the 11Omm

and the 50mm brick specimens. The bond wrench is used to apply a moment to the joint

to be tested by appþing a load at the end of the lever a¡m. From the known applied

moment, f I can be determined with the assumption of an idealised stress distribution

across the bed joint. To best approximate this idealised stress distribution the bond

wrench design, as shown for the ll0mm brick specimen in Figure 6.3.1, was adopted

from research undertaken by Samarasinghe et al (1998). This bond wrench specification

has since been included in 453700-1998, Appendix (D). To simplify the procedure

strain gauges were adhered to the a¡m of the bond wrench with peak strains calibrated to

the applied force at the loading point. Calibration plots for the two bond wrenches are

presented in Appendix (E).

In order to ascertain if the flexural tensile strengths, determined from the two-brick prism

tests, were representative of the test specimens, bond wrench tests were also completed

on pre-dynamically tested LIRM wall specimens, ¿ls shown in

Figure 6.3.2. For each test specimen three prism and three wall tests were completed.

For the pre-dynamically tested walls the vertical perpends on either side of the test joint

were cut using a masoffy hand saw. Comparison of prism and wall test results showed

that the tested walls generally had a slightþ greater f ,. This was attributed to the wall

test including a vertical perpend in the course below as shown in Figure 6.3.2.
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Figure 6.3.2 Bond Wrench Test Set Up
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Table 6.3.1 presents a summary of the bond wrench test results showing a range of flr

between 0.17 and 0.99 MPa with a mean of 0.49MPa and overall standard deviation of

0.15MPa. The characteristic flexural tensile strength (= mean-1.64 x standard deviation)

is 0.25MPa. A comparison of this with the design fl, permitted by 453700-1998 of

0.2MPa indicates that the design assumption is slightþ conservative. A complete list of

bond wrench test results is presented in Appendix (E).
I

X
6.32. Modulus of Elasticity

To determine the modulus of elasticity, Er* for each of the masonry specimens a

compressive test was conducted on a five-brick tall prism. Each prism \ryas constructed at

the same time and using the same materials as was used for each test wall. After a

minimum of 28 days a 2-inch set of Demec points was applied vertically at the center

brick and a 8-inch set on the opposite side of the prism thus covering two mortar joints

and the center brick. Following this each hve-brick prism was carefully placed onto the

Tabte 6.3.1 Bond \ilrench Test Resr¡lts Sumrnary

Specimen
No.

Test Specimen
Thiclness

Minimumf . Maximum
ft

Standard
Deviation

Average f,
(3 tests)

I Prism 110mm o.22 0.36 0.07 0.28
V/all 1lOmm 0.53 0.72 0.10 o.64

2 Prism 110mm 0.30 0.41 0.06 0.36
Wall 110mm 0.39 0.54 0.07 0.47

J Prism 110mm 0.30 0.48 0.10 0.40
Wall 110mrn 0.42 0.53 0.05 0.47

4 Prism 110mm 0.35 0.48 0.07 o.42
V/all l10mm 0.39 0.84 o.22 0.61

5 Prism 110mm 0.40 0.71 o.r7 0.59
rWall 110mm 0.5s 0.99 0.25 0.71

6 Prism 110mm 0.41 0.48 0.04 0.43
Wall 110mm 0.48 0.53 0.11 0.56

1 Prism 110mm 0.50 0.68 0.09 0.6
Wall 110mm 0.27 0.53 0.13 0.41

8 Prism llOmm o.37 0.55 0.09 0.45
VfaI 110mm 0.53 0.63 0.05 0.59

10 Prism 5Omm 0.36 0.88 0.30 0.70
11 Prism 110mm o.l'l 0.55 0.20 0.32
t2 Prism 1l0mm 0.27 o.32 0.03 0.30
13 Prism 110mm 0.22 0.40 0.10 0.29
l4 Prism 5Omm 0.56 0.86 o.r7 0.76
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base compressive platen of a hydraulic actuator. Dental paste was then applied to the top
of the prism before gently lowering the top compressive platen onto the dental paste

(refer Figure 6.3.3). This method provided an even loading platform so that stress

concentrations at the loading face would be avoided.

A preparatory compressive test was first undertaken to determine the approximate
ultimate compressive stength, f* of the prisms. Here strains wers not recorded. For
the remaining tests Demec strain readings were taken up to approximately 50Vo of the
estimated ultimate load. Each specimen was then loaded to f - without further recording
of strains (refer Figure 6.3.3 for tlpical splitting failure). Back calibration of the two
Demec readings allowed the strains in a representative sample of brickwork (one brick
and one mortar joint) to be determined. This permitted the stress-strain relationship to be

determined. The brickwork modulus was then calculated for each specimen as the chord
modulus between 5Vo and 33Vo of the ultimate brickwork compressive strength, f -.

{}

-
I

Dental
Paste

Demecs

Figure 6.33 Five Brick Prism at Ultirmte Conrpressive Load

Table 6.3.2 presents a summary of the modulus test results ranging from 3,300 MPa to
16,000 MPa for the 110mm specimens and 6,700 Mpa to 9,800 Mpa for the 50mm
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specimens. While the results vaded significantly the modulus values were typically

found to be relatively high as expected of modern masonry. For older masonry

constructed with weak lime mortars it is possible that the modulus values would be

lower, being in the order of 500MPa to l,000MPa (Robinson 1985). A complete list of

compressive test results for the five-brick prisms is presented in Appendix (E).

Table 6.3.2 Brickwork Modulus Test Results

The masonry modulus of elasticity, E,* can be represented by the linear relationship

En -kf-

where k is a constant. Drysdale et al (1994) reported that from previous experimental

studies on clay brick prisms, k generally falls within the range of 2lO to 1670. For the

110mm prismtests k was estimated to be9,400113.4=7OO and is therefore within the

range of previous experimental results. For the 50mm bricks k was estimated to be

8,250126.5=310 and is therefore also in the lower range of the proposed values.

'2(
/4 touttk/-

U,r d
tn^"/,

Specimen No. Specimen
Thiclness

Modulus
E- (MPa)

Ultimate Compressive
I-oad (N)

Masonry Compressive
Strength, f'* (MPa)

1 ll0mm 330,000 13

2 llOmm 15,00Q 332,OOO 13.1

3 ll0mm . 3;300 \ 336,000 13.3

4 llOmm i 3,380 ' 333,000 13.1

5 llOmm 16,000 360,000 t4.2
6 110mm 338,000 13.4
7 l lOmrn 13,900 313,000 t2.4
8 llOmm 5,400 245,000 9.7
11 l10mm 6,600 359,000 14.2
t2 110mm 11,600 397,000 t5.7
t3 l10mm 397,000 15.7

AVERAGE 110mm 9.400 R ¿ 339,000 13.4

STANDARI)
DEVIATION

5,322 ) 41,528 t.g

10 5Omm 9,800 307,000 26.7
t4 5Omm 6,700 303,000 26.3

AVERAGE 5Omm 8.250 305,000 26.5

STANDARI)
DEVIATION

2,192 2,8U 0.28
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6.33. Mortar Compressive Strength

Mortar compressive strength, f 
", 

is often an important parameter for masonry because it
has an influence on the masonry compressive stress, however, it is typically used more as

a measure of quality control. For each test specimen three standard 100x100x100mm

mortar cubes were produced. After 28 days these were removed from their non-

absorptive casing and tested in compression. The typical failure mode was observed to

be a pyramidal shape. Due to the relatively high lime and sand content of the mortar as

compared to the cement content, the mean f 
" 

of 5.17MPa was quite low compared with
mortars of a higher cement content, ranging from 3.56MPa to 7.16MPa. A complete list
of mortar cube compressive test results is presented in Appendix (E)

6.4. Out-of-Plane Testing of Simply Supported URM Walls
To explore the out-of-plane dynamic response of simply supported URM walls harmonic,

pulse and transient excitation shaking table tests were conducted. The testing program is

best described by grouping the completed tests into the th¡ee construction lots of March
98, June 98 and September 98. For both March 98 and June 98, gradually increasing

harmonic excitation tests were performed on both cracked and un-cracked 110mm thick
URM walls. These harmonic tests were aimed at developing an understanding of the

basic physical characteristics governing the dynamic behaviour. Once a basic

understanding of the dynamic behaviour \ryas attained, the September 98 test series was

designed to further investigate the previously identifïed specific physical characteristics

and examine the influence of excitation frequency and amplitude on the wall's dynamic

behaviour. Consequently for the September 98 test series both pulse and real earthquake

transient excitations were used.

To complement the dynamic tests and further explore the important physical

characteristics of the out-of-plane behaviour of simply supported tlRM walls, static push

and free vibration tests were also undertaken for each wall configuration. Table 6.4.1

presents the full testing program undertaken.
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Corutruction
Lot

Specinren
No.

Thickness
(mm)

Slenderness
Ratio

Overburden
(MPa)

Dynamic Test

March9S I 110 13.6 0
0

Un-cracked 2Hz Harmonic Excitation
Cracked 2Hz Harmonic Excitation

March9E 2 110 13.6 0
0

Un-cracked 2Hz Harmonic Excitation
Cracked 2Hz Harmonic Excitation

March9S J 110 13.6 0
0

Un-cracked Static Push Test
Cracked 2Hz Harmonic Excitation

March93 4 110 13.6 0
0

Un-cracked 2Hz Harmonic Excitation
Cracked 2Hz Harmonic Excitation

June98 5 110 13.6 0.15 Un-cracked l0Hz Harmonic Excitation
June98 6 110 13.6 0.15 Un-cracked 7Hz Harmonic Excitation

Cracked 7Hz Harmonic Excitation
June98 7 110 t3.6 0.15 Un-cracked 7Hz Harmonic Excitation
June98 8 110 13.6 0

0.15
0.15

0

Un-cracked Natural Frequency
Un-cracked Static Push Test
Cracked Static Push Test
Trianqular Displacement Impulse

Sentember9S 9 50 30 Poor Consfruction - Disregarded
September9S l0 50 30 0

0.07
0.07

0
007
0.07

0
0.15

Un-cracked Natural Frequency
Un-cracked Static Push Test
Cracked Static Push Test
Half Sine Displacement Pulse
Free Vibration Release Tests
Half Sine Displacement Pulse
Cracked Static Push Test
Half Sine Displacement Pulse

Septembe19E ll 110 13.6 0.15
0
0
0

Un-cracked Static Push Test
Free Vibration Release Tests
Half Sine Displacement Pulse
Cracked Static Push Test

September9S l2 110 13.6 0
0
0
0

Un-cracked Static Push Test
Gaussian Pulse
Transient Excitation
Cracked Søtic Push Test

September9S t3 110 30 0
0
0
0

Un-cracked Static Push Test
Gaussian Pulse
Transient Excitation
Cracked Søtic Push Test

September9S t4 50 13.6 0
0
0

0.15
0.15

0

Cracked Static Push Test
Gaussian Pulse
Transient Excitation
Gaussian Pulse
Cracked Static Push Test
Cracked Static Push Test

Table 6.4.1 Experimental Phase Test Program

The following section describes each of the test procedures highlighting key results with

a representative cross section of results presented in Appendix (F). Both cracked and un-
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cracked 'quasi-static' analyses of the test specimens are presented as these contribute to

the understanding of the wall response to dynamic loading.

6.4.1. Data Filter

The band-pass filter program, as described in Section 4.3.l,was used to filter noise from
the simply supported tlRM wall tests.

6.42. Un-cracked Natural Frequency of Vibration

In order to investigate the un-cracked natural frequency of vibration for both non-

loadbearing simply supported 11Omm and 50mm thick wall specimens, a force pulse was

applied to the wall mid-height using a rubber mallet. As displacements were too small

too measure accurately, being only a fraction of a millimeter, mid-height accelerations

were collected using the Kistler Accelerometer. Raw data was then filtered to remove

irrelevant noise frequencies and the natural frequencyresponse ofthe braced steel frame,

which tended to dominate the response.

Figure 6.4.1 shows a representative time trace for one of the tests performed on a non-

loadbearing 50mm thick wall specimen where the natural frequency of vibration is

approximately l9Hz. Similar tests on non-loadbearing simply supported ll0mm thick
walls indicated that the natural frequency of vibration was approximately 42H2.
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LINCRACKED NATIJRAL FREQUENCY - 0MPa OVERBITRDEN 5OmnTHICK WALL
FILTERED
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Figure 6.4.1Un-cracked Nab¡rat Frequency of Vibration 50mm Nonloadbearing \ilall

Unlike the findings of previous researchers (Lam 1995) the elastic natural frequency

appeared to be constant over the exponential decay of the wall's mid-height

displacement. This therefore supports the theory that URM walls in the un-cracked state

behave essentially as an elastically responding material. To further substantiate this a

comparison of the empirically determined un-cracked natural frequency \¡/ith that

predicted analyticaþ by simple elastic beam theory is presented in the following section.

6.4.2.1. Comparßon w¡th Simple Elastic Beatn Theory

From simple beam theory the square of the angular frequency response for a linear

elastic, simply supported beam is given by Equation 6.4.I (Gere & Timonshenco 1990)

âS'

where

,, - oo(E-1.)vr)
o = Angular Frequency =2ú
,f = Natural Frequency
E-= Elastic Modulus
m =Mass = yt
T = Material Density
t = Object Thickness
L = Object Length
I = Second Moment of Area =€t1.2

(6.4.1)
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Rearranging and substituting into Equation 6.4.2 the natural frequency of an elastic solid

beam can be shown to be:

r t
=-71t IT

,l /48v (6.4.2)

Using the experimentally derived E* and y, Equation 6.4.2 predicts the elastic natural

frequency for the 50mm brick wall as,

r

and for 110mm brick wall as,

r

0.05
--19l -5"

0.11
--ta'1.5'

.4x10e =50H2800)

As these are of the same order as experimentally derived natural frequencies it was

concluded that simple beam theory provides a reasonable prediction of the elastic natural

frequency of vibration for un-cracked simply supported LJRM walls without overburden

force applied.

6.43. Specimen Lateral Capacity Analysis

The predicted lateral acceleration capacity using the 'quasi-static' linear elastic and rigid

body analyses, as described in Chapter 5, are shown in Figure 6.4.2 for l10mm thick

walls and in Figure 6.4.3 for 50mm thick walls. The range of overburden presented is

relevant for Australian masoffy consEuction.
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The predicted lateral acceleration capacity determined by the dynamic 'Equal Energy'

method of analysis is also included in the above plots for comparison.

For the 'quasi-static' elastic analysis prediction of the acceleration to cause cracking, the

average flexural tensile strength, fl,, determined from bond wrench tests, presented in
Section 6.3.1, was used with vertical reactions assumed to act at the centerline of the

wall. For the 'quasi-static' rigid body analysis prediction of the 'rigid resistance

threshold' acceleration, vertical reactions were assumed to act at the leeward face of the

wall. Lower values of modulus than those determined by five brick prism tests, presented

in Section 6.3.2, have been used for the 'Equal Energy' method as it was found that the

experimental values provided an unrealistically non-conservative prediction of lateral

acceleration capacity. This is because the test walls are relatively stocky and along with
the relatively high modulus the system period is lower than appropriate for the 'Equal

Energy' observation. Accordingly, the equivalent elastic prediction based on the 'Equal
Energy' observation provides a non-conservative estimate of wall's dynamic capacity.

By assuming a lower modulus the system period moves into the range were the 'Equal
Energy' observation has been shown to be more appropriate so that a reasonable estimate

of lateral capacity is achieved. It is therefore apparent that the 'Equal Energy' procedure

is not particularly relevant to the test walls however it may be more appropriate for taller
walls havin g a lar ger elastic period.

Examination of the analysis comparison plots show that for the non-loadbearing test

specimens the elastic capacity is greater than the cracked rigid capacity. For walls with
larger overburden sftess, however, the cracked rigid capacity is larger and thus in theory

dominates the behaviour. In all cases the 'Equal Energy' method provides less

conservative predictions as an allowance is incorporated for the walls 'reserye capacity'

due to dynamic stability concepts.

Table 6.4.2 presents a summary of the analytical results for the wall test specimens. The

highlighted analysis results are those which should, in theory, dominate the un-cracked

wall behavior.
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Predicted Lateral Acceleration Capacity (g)

Height
(m)

Thickness
(mm)

Overburden Stress
(MPa)

Un-cracked Linear
Elastic Analysis

Cracked Rigid
Body Analysis

'Equal Energy'
Method

1.5 110 0 1.75 o.29 2.53

1.5 110 0.15 2.3 3.62 7.72
1.5 50 0 0.9E 0.13 1.03

1.5 50 0.07 1.ls 0.65 2.15

1.5 50 0.15 1.18 1.32 2.82

Table 6.4.2 Analysis of Test Specirnen

6.4.4. Harmonic Excitation Tests

For the March 98 test series, harmonic excitation tests were conducted on 110mm thick

simply supported URM walls without applied overburden. For walls that fall within this

category the predicted un-cracked elastic lateral acceleration capacity of 1.75g is greater

than the cracked 'rigid resistance threshold' acceleration of 0.29g (refer Table 6.4.2). On

the basis that the peak 'semi-rigid resistance threshold' acceleration occurs at

approximately 2OVo of the incipient instability displacement, the 'semi-rigid resistance

threshold' acceleration was estimated to be approximately 207o kess than for the 'rigid

resistance th¡eshold' acceleration prediction. Consequently, for walls within this

category the cracked semi-rigid lateral acceleration resistance to rocking was estimated at

0.239.

On examination of the 'quasi-static' analysis results for the un-cracked wall specimens

the elastic behaviour was expected to dominate the dynamic response with applied

accelerations of up to 1.75g being withstood by the wall. This was then expected to be

followed by cracking and an explosive instability as the elastic kinetic and stored strain

energy would be sufficient to overcome the potential energy requirement for the wall to

become unstable. For pre-cracked walls the non-linear behaviour was expected to

dominate the response with accelerations at the wall's effective mass of up to

approximately 0.239 withstood prior to rocking, followed by a transient and then steady-

state response. Failure of the wall was then expected to only occur when the table

amplitude was increased sufficiently so that the maximum steady-state displacement

exceeded the incipient instability displacement. The applied acceleration can therefore be
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related to the level of displacement amplification and in turn to the wall's dynamic
'reserve capacity'.

To examine the physical dynamic response characteristics for both cracked and un-

cracked walls within this category, harmonic tests were conducted on each. In the March
98 test series a gradually increasing 2Hzharmonic excitation was selected for input to the

shake table as this was considered representative of what could be expected in URM
construction where the ground motion is filtered through the building. Of a more

practical concern, at this excitation frequency the predicted lateral accelerations required

were also within the capabilities of the shaking table.

Figure 6.4.4 (a) - (c) presents typical results of a 2Hz harmonic test completed on a non-

loadbearing and un-cracked 110mm thick simply supported URM wall. The

displacement versus time plot, shown in Figure 6.4.4 (a), indicates that prior to t=16

seconds the wall response was elastic and the wall's mid-height displacement responding

in phase with the table excitation. At t=16 seconds the wall was observed to crack. The

input acceleration at the base and top of the wall at this time was recorded as 0.309 (refer

Figure 6.4.4). As the relative elastic mid-height displacements were very small prior to

cracking the mid-height response acceleration was un-amplified at 0.3g. As the input base

ha¡monic displacement at this time was 19mm, the measured harmonic input acceleration

can be checked using a similar procedure to that outlined in Section 4.3.3 and Equation

4.3.4.

ânnx = l-eo' l= l-¡rerrn'l= l-n(+n)21 = ß7.9 A qmm/s2) = 0.0161 A (g)

= 0.0161(19) = 0.30 g

In contrast to the predicted elastic acceleration capacity the input base acceleration to

cause cracking of 0.309 was much lower than the predicted 1.7 59. On examination of the

wall mid-height acceleration data, high frequency spikes of greater than 29 were

observed just prior to cracking. These acceleration spikes were thought to have been a

consequence of the wall initially rocking as a single free body and impacting with the top

'cornice' support. The high impact accelerations are thought to have had sufficient
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energy to crack the wall prematurely. To further substantiate this on cracking at mid-

height and the commencement of rocking as two free bodies the impact at the top support

was reduced and the high frequency spikes no longer observed. This finding highlighted

the possible non-conservative nature of adopting a stress based elastic analysis procedure

for this category of non-loadbearing URM wall.

After the premature cracking the wall's response underwent a transition to steady-state

rocking without becoming unstable as the elastic kinetic and stored strain energy were

insufficient to overcome the potential energy required to cause instability. Following the

transition phase the steady-state mid-height response rocking phase was observed to be

180o out of phase with the table excitation having a mid-height displacement

amplification of 45119 = 2.4. During the steady-state rocking response fhe Vt - and 3/c -

height accelerations were observed to reduce and the mid-height response acceleration

increased (refer Figure 6.4.4(b)). This indicated that the center of gravity (CG) of the two

rocking rigid bodies became closer to being stationary in space. Should the excitation

frequency have been increased further, according to 'equal displacement theory', the CG

would be expected to become completely stationary so that the wall mid-height would

have responded at the same displacement as the table. This would therefore reduce the

effective mid-height displacement amplification thus increasing the walls dynamic

'reserve capacity'.

Figure 6.4.4 (c) shows the hysteretic acceleration-displacement (a-A) behaviour where

initially the un-cracked behaviour was observed to be linear. After cracking the dynamic

wall behaviour switched to follow the non-linear a-À displacement relationship.

Figure 6.a.5 @) - (c) present typical results of a ZHz harmonic test completed on a pre-

cracked non-loadbearing 110mm thick simply supported URM wall. These show that

prior to t=32 seconds the 'semi-rigid threshold resistance' acceleration had not yet been

exceeded at the mid-height of the wall so that rocking had not yet commenced. The test

wall's dynamic behaviour was however governed by the cracked non-linear a-Â

relationship so that mid-height displacements were observed to be larger than for the un-
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cracked wall specimens. Here the wall mid-height was responding in phase with the

table motion although some acceleration amplification of the wall mid-height was

observed due to the larger displacement response. At t=32 seconds the 'semi-rigid
threshold resistance' acceleration was exceeded at the mid-height of the wall. At this time

the wall mid-height response acceleration was 0.349 having a displacement amplitude of
2lmm. This can again be confirmed using a similar procedure to that outlined in Section

4.3.3 and Equation 4.3.4.

irnnx = l-Ro' l= l-lçzrq¡21= 0.0161 (21) =0.34 g (wall mid-height).

Following the commencement of rocking a transition period prior to steady-state rocking
response phase occurred. During the steady-state rocking response the wall mid-height

was again observed to have changed to respond 180o out of phase with the table motion.

A displacement amplification of the mid-height respons e of 37114=2.6 was observed.

Although not shown experimentally it can therefore be postulated that once a steady-state

rocking response had commenced without becoming unstable during the t¡ansition
period, the amplitude of the 2Hz excitation could then have been increased to ll}12.6 =
42mm prior to the instability displacement being reached. This input displacement

excitation corresponds to an input acceleration of 0.679. Thus, for the 2Hz harmonic

excitation this wall would have a 'reserve acceleration' capacity of 0.67-0.33 = 0.34g.
Even considering the full predicted dynamic 'reserve capacity' of the wall the 'Equal

Energy' prediction of 2.539 remains extremely non-conservative providing a misleading

assessment of the wall's acceleration capacity for the excitation being considered.

If the full dynamic 'reserve capacity' is to be relied upon for the assessment of cracked

URM walls, as has been proposed by previous researchers (ABK 1984, Priestly 1985), it
is important to assess the ability of the rotating mortar joints to sustain repeated loading

cycles during rocking. Throughout the March 98 series of harmonic tests on walls

without applied overburden, the ability of mortar joints to sustain repeated loading cycles

during rocking was found to be very good with only minor degradation observed. As will
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be discussed in Section 6.4.5 static push tests have been used to quantify the degradation

of the mortar joints caused by dynamic testing.

Table 6.4.3 presents a summary of results for the March 98 test series. A final

observation was that for cracked walls the mid-height response acceleration at the

coilrmencement of rocking w¿rs typically of the order of 1.5 times the estimated 'semi-

rigid threshold resistance' acceleration (0.341O.23=1.5). This suggests that for a pre-

cracked simpty supported IJRM wall, during dynamic loading a triangular wall

acceleration response relative to the supports is likely, resulting from the larger mid-

height response displacements as compared with the base and top of the wall.
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\ilall
No

Wall
Condition

Predicûed 'Quasi-
Static'
Acceleration
Capacity
(Refer Table 6.4.2)

Experinrcntal
Results

Comrrcnt

Un-cracked 1.759 A=20mm (O.32e)
(032e)

50t2È2.5

Table input at crackinghocking
Mid-height acceleration response at
crackinglrocking (no amplification)
- High frequency spike (l2Hz) >2g prior to
cracking
Steady-state response displacement
amplifrcation

I Cracked 0.29e (Rigid)
0.23g (Semi-rigid)

A=l5mm (0.2ag)
A=2lmm(03ae)

4Ol16=2.5

Table input atrocking
Mid-height response at rocking
- No high frequency spikes observed
Steady-state response displacement
amplification

) Un-cracked 1.75g A=l6mm (O.Z6e)
(o.2ee)

Table input at cracking/rocking
Mid-height acceleration response at
cracking/rocking (small amplifrcation)
- High frequency spike (lzHz) >2g prior to
cracking
- Some elastic acceleration amplification
- Wall became unstable immediately after
cracking (no steady-state response)

2 Cracked
(refer Figure
6.4.s)

0.299 (Risid)
0.239 (Semi-rigid)

A=l5mm (O.Ue)
A=2lmm (0.3ae)

37114=2.6

Table input at rocking
Mid-height response at rocking
- No high frequency spikes observed
Sûeady-state response displacement
amplification

3 Cracked 0.299 (Rigid)
0.23g (Semi-rigid)

A=16mm (0.26e)
A=22mm(0.35g)

Table input at rocking
Mid-height response at rocking
- No high frequency spikes obsewed
Morta¡ drop out prevented steady-state
response from occurring

4 Un-cracked
(refer Figure
6.4.4)

1.75g A=l9mm (0.30g)
(0.30e)

45119=2.4

Table input at cracking/rocking
Mid-height acceleration response at
cracking/rocking (no amplification)
- High frequency spike (l2Hz) >2g prior to
cracking
Steady-stat€ response displacement
amplifrcation

4 Cracked 0.299 (Rigid)
0.239 (Semi-rigid)

A=13mm (O.zle)
A=19mm (0.30g)

35113=2.7

Table input at rocking
Mid-height response at rocking
- No high frequency spikes observed
Sæady-state response displacement
amplification

Table ó.4.3 llùnm Wall, Non-Iædbearing - Ilarnronic Excitation Test Results
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For the June 98 test series, harmonic excitation tests were conducted on 110 mm thick

simply supported URM walls with 0.15 MPa applied overburden using the spring

overburden rig shown in Figure 6.2.5. As described in Section 6.2.2 for mid-height

displacements greater than approximately 2OVo of the wall thickness the additional static

spring deflection caused an unacceptable increase in overburden force at the top of the

wall. Results were therefore only valid for mid-height displacements less than 2OTo of

the wall thickness. For walls within this category the predicted un-cracked elastic lateral

acceleration capacity of 2.3g is less than the cracked 'rigid resistance threshold'

acceleration of 3.629 (refer Table 6.4.2). Estimates of the 'semi-rigid resistance

threshold' acceleration were approximately 20Vo less than for the rigid case where the

resistance to rocking was estimated to be2.9 g.

Accordingly, even for the un-cracked wall the non-linear cracked wall behaviour was

expected to dominate the dynamic response with cracking of the wall not expected to

have significant impact on the dynamic behaviour. Hence, initially elastic behaviour

was expected up to applied accelerations of 2.3 g followed by cracking with a slight

increase in the wall mid-height displacement response. An increase in applied

accelerations up to 2.9 g at the mid-height of the wall was then expected to be applied

prior to a transient then steady-state rocking response. As per the previously described

March 98 cracked wall response, failure was then expected to only occur when the table

amplitude was increased sufficiently so that the maximum steady-state displacement

exceeded the instabitity displacement. This would therefore again be related to the

displacement amplification and in turn to the wall's dynamic 'reSeIVe capacity'.

Thus, to examine the physical dynamic response characteristics of both cracked and un-

cracked walls within this category, harmonic tests were conducted on each wall

specimen. Much higher inertia forces were required for this test series so 7Hz to 10Hz

harmonic table excitations were selected. These were still considered to be representative

of what could be expected in URM construction due to ground motion. However, since

these frequencies were close to the resonant frequency of the braced steel frame some

amplification of the base excitation was observed at the top support.
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Figure 6.4.6 (a) - (c) present typical results for aTHz harmonic test of an un{racked 110

mm thick simply supported URM wall. The displacement versus time plot shown in
Figure 6.4.6 (a) indicates that prior to t=4.4 seconds the wall response was elastic and the

mid-height response and table excitation were in phase. At t=4.4 seconds the wall was

observed to crack with displacements increasing slightly. However, the mid-height

response and table excitation remained in phase (refer Figure 6.4.7) indicating that

rocking had not yet commenced. The average input acceleration at the time was recorded

as 1.8 g with the mid-height wall acceleration being 2.I g (refer Figure 6.4.6 (b)). Since

the input harmonic displacement at this time was 9mm this can again be confirmed using

a similar procedure to that outlined in Section 4.3.3 and Equation 4.3.4.

âmax = l-Ro' l= l-4zrç¡'l= l-n(t+n)'l = rg34.4 A (mm/s2) = 0.197 A (g)

= 0.197(9) = 1.8 g

Following cracking the 7Hz-table excitation amphtude was further increased until at

t=19.45 seconds the 'semi-rigid threshold resistance' acceleration was exceeded at the

mid-height of the wall. At this time the wall mid-height response acceleration was 4.3g

having displacement amplitude of 22 mm. This can again be checked by the following

calculation,

Írnnx = l-Ro' l= l-1r2nn2l=0.197(22) = 4.3g (wall mid-height).

Following the commencement of rocking a transition period prior to steady-state rocking

response phase occurred. During the steady-state rocking response the wall mid-height

was again observed to have changed to respond 180o out of phase with the table motion.

A displacement amplification of the mid-height response of 2519=2.77 was observed

(refer Figure 6.4.8).
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Typically, for the walls tested with applied overburden, once rocking commenced there

was a rapid degadation of the mid-height rotation joint. Physically this could be seen as

mortar being broken from the rotation joints by the impact of the two free bodies. This

was attributed to the rocking frequencies and impact forces being much larger for the

loadbearing walls. As a result of the degradation during rocking an increase in
displacement and reduction in response acceleration was observed, without further

increase in excitation until instability.

Table 6.4.4 presents results of the June 98 test series for 110 mm thick IJRM wall with

0.15 MPa overburden stress. These walls were subjected to an out-of-plane gradually
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observation from this test series was that for cracked walls the mid-height acceleration at

the commencement of rocking was again typically of the order of 1.5 times the estimated

'semi-rigid threshold resistance' acceleration.

Table 6.4.4 ll0mm WaIl, 0.15MPa - Ilarnnnic Excitation Test Results

From both the harmonic March 98 and June 98 test series it was concluded that for most

practical cases non-linea¡ cracked behaviour is more relevant to a dynamic loading

scenario than the un-cracked properties. Also, from the identified dynamic mid-height

non-linear cracked F-A relationship, a fiiangular distribution of horizontal acceleration up

the height of the wall assumption relative to the supports has been identif,red as likely to

provide the best approximation of acceleration response.

WaIl
No

Test Wall
Condition

Predictcd 'Quasi-
Static' Acceleration
Ca¡ncity
(Refer Table 6.4.2)

Experirrcntal
Results

Cornrnent

5 IOHz
Harmonic

Un-cracked 2.3g (Cracking)
3.62e (Rieid)

2.9g (Semi-rigid)

A4mm (1.69)

(2.0e)

A=5mm (2.0g)
A=10mm (4.1g)

Average support input at
cracking
Mid-height acceleration
response at cracking
Average support input at rocking
Mid-height response at rocking
- Amplification at top support as
at black frame resonance

6 7Hz
Harmonic

Un-cracked 2.3g (Cracking) A=6mm (1.2g)

(1.6e)

Average support input at
cracking
Mid-height acceleration
response at cracking

6 7Hz
Harmonic

Cracked 3.62e (Rigid)
2.9g (Semi-rigid)

A=8mm(1.6g)
A=10mm (2.0g)

Average support input (rocking
not yetcommenced)
Mid-height response (rocking
not yet commenced)

7 7Hz
Harmonic
(refer
Figure
6.4.7)

Un-cracked 2.3g (Cracking)
3.62g (Rieid)

2.9g (Semi-rigid)

A=9mm (0.18g)

(2.re)

A=I2mm(2.4g)
A=22nm(4.39)
25llO=2.5

Average support input at
cracking
Mid-height acceleration
response at cracking
Average support input at rocking
Mid-height response at rocking
Sæady-state response
displacement amplification
-Rapid joint degradation during
rockinq
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6.45. Static Push Tests

To investigate the out-of-plane non-linear F-Â behaviour of simply supported URM walls

static push tests were conducted on both un-cracked and cracked wall test specimens. The

braced steel support frame was used to simply-support the wall panels in these tests.

Ioading was applied at the wall mid-height using a hand pump driven hydraulic actuator
(refer Figure 6.4.9). This was geometrically similar to statically apptyrng the same force

at the wall r/t - and t/¿ - height being the center of gravity (CG) of each of the two free

bodies. The applied static load was therefore related to the 'quasi-static' assumption of a
rectangularly distributed load having a resultant horizontal force at the free body CG.

A calibrated load cell was inserted between the actuator and the wall at mid-height to

record the resisting force applied by the wall onto the actuator. This force was recorded

for displacements from the vertical position to as near as possible to the incipient
instability displacement, where the resisting force was reduced to near zero. The recorded

data was that of the 'quasi-static' non-linear F-Â relationship by means of a rectangular

distributed load.

Hand operaæd
hydraulic ram

Figure 6.4.9 Static Push Test

Ii
lr¡*

Í--
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A summary of the key results for the static push test and a comparison with static analysis

is shown in Table 6.4.5. Arepresentative cross-section of the experimentally derived F-A

plots is presented in Appendix (Ð. r- 
^/rrt^t - 

/f,f F i'

* Real 'Semi-rigrd
r F = Linear Elastic Analysis
RB = Rigid Body Analysis

Table 6.4.5 Resr¡lt Sumrmry of Static Push Tests

Force

Construction
Lot

WaIl
No.

Wall
State

Thick
-ness
(mm)

Over-
burden
(MPa)

Predicted
'Static

Capacity'
(kN)

Peak
Force*
(kN)

Disp
at

Peak
Force
(mm)

Vo o1
Rigid

Conr¡rænt

March93 3 Un-
cracked

110 0 (r-B)2.@
(Pß) 0.41

3.18 0.5

June98 8 Un-
cracked

110 0.15 (rÆ) 4.82
(RB) 5.31

5
6.2

0.45
2I

June98 8 Cracked 110 0.15 ( F)2.32
(RB) 5.32

4.36 18.5 82 f .{MPa

September9S 10 Cracked 50 0 (LE) 0.07
ßB) 0.r1

0.09 6 82 f ,{MPa

September9S 10 Un-
cracked

50 0.075 (LE) 1.07
(Rß) 0.59

0.95 0.79

September9S 10 Cracked 50 0.075 (rÆ) 0.2e
(RB) 0.62

o.49 8.3 79 fd)MPa

September9S 1l Cracked 110 0 .rl-ÐO.N
(RB) 0.41

0.3 12.6 73 fl,{MPa

September9S l1 Un-
cracked

110 0.15 (tÐo.n
(RB) 0.41

4.5
5.3

0.66
21.5

Increased
spring
static
deflection

Sepûembcr98 12 Un-
cracked

110 0 .o-Ð2.8
ßB) 0.41

3.0 0.3

September9S 12 Cracked 110 0 (LE)O.n
(RB) 0.41

0.38 8.1 92 f ,=OMPa

September9S T3 Un-
cracked

110 0 (rß)2.64
ß.8) 0.59

2.2 0.59

Sepûember98 13 Cracked 110 0 (LF.)0.27
(RB) 0.41

0.33 10 81 f ,{MPa

September9S t4 Cracked 50 0 (LE) 0.07
(RB) 0.11

0.084 8.8 77 f,=0MPa
-before
dynamic

September9E T4 Cracked 50 0 (r-E) 0.07
(RB) 0.11

0.075 10 68 f,=0MPa
-afær
dynamic

September9S t4 Cracked 50 0.15 Q-E)0.47
(RB) 1.07

o.7l 10 66 f ,{MPa
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Examination of the un{racked wall static push test results indicated that the linea¡ elastic

analysis predicted the 'static' cracking load reasonably well, within the limits of accuracy

of the flexural tensile strength prediction.

For the cracked wall specimen tests, the predicted 'rigid threshold resistance' force,

R"(1), determined by rigid body analysis, was observed to overestimate the real 'semi-

rigid threshold resistance' by lÙVo to 4O7o wlnch was attributed mostly to the real 'semi-

rigid' nature of the masonry material. As highlighted in Section 5.3, a simple analytical

method has been proposed for predicting the semi-rigid F-A relationship (Priestþ 1985)

based on the assumption of a proportional relationship between the wall curvature and the

stress gradient across the critical section. This was not found to represent the current
tests well as it overestimated the initial stiffness and 'semi-rigid threshold resistance'

force, R*(1). Figure 6.4.10 presents a comparison of the analytical F-Â prediction for the

non-loadbearing 110mm thick specimen no.10 wall and Figure 6.4.11for the 50mm thick
specimen no.ll wall. Here, moduli of elasticity of 1000MPa were used to maintain the

initial stiffness and 'semi-rigid resistance threshold' force within reasonable limits. A
second shortfall was that the effect of degradation of the mortar joints could not be

considered.
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Figure 6.4.10 comparison of ll0rnm specimen static Push F-a with anaryticat
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Figure 6.4.11 Comparison of S0mm Specimen Static Push F'A with Anatytical

After dynamic testing the degradation of rotation joints was observed and related to a

flattening of the static F-À relationship and thus a lowering of average response

frequencies. To quantify this degradation the wall specimens were catagorised

throughout the dynamic testing as new, moderately degraded or severely degraded by

their appearance as shown in Figure 6.4.12. Using this visual categorisation of the wall

specimens, some broad empirically based predictions of the static F-Â relationship could

be made in relation to the idealised bi-linear rigid F-A relationship. The empirically

determined predictions are discussed further in Chapter 7 as they are related to the

modelling of the non-linear force displacement relationship required for THA.

Tests on non-loadbearing l lOmm thick walls were also performed having displacements

reduced from the incipient instability displacement to investigate the static hysteretic

behaviour as presented in Appendix (F¡. The area encompassed by each hysteresis loop

provided an indication of the energy loss per half cycle caused by joint rotation and

friction at the connections. The resonant energy loss per cycle method of estimating

damping was then used to assess the level of damping within the rocking system. Using

this approach the energy dissipated in a vibrational cycle of the wall was equated to that

of an equivalent viscous system. It was found that the equivalent single degree-of-

freedom (SDOÐ equivalent viscous damping (6sm") was approximately tÙVo,being of a
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similar value to damping results determined in Section 6.4.6 by free vibration tests.

However, the accuracy of this method is limited as it only considers the response at

resonance. The highly non-linea¡ shape of the F-Â relationship for LIRM walls makes the

effective half cycle stiffness non-unique so that it is also difficult to use this method.

Moderaûe degraded wall
Visible crack slightly

rounded

drop out
New condition wall and crack

Severely degraded rvall

Figure 6.4.12 Mid-height Rotation Joint Condition

significantly
rounded

From the static push tests on 110 mm walls with a 0.15 MPa overburden, it was

confirmed that a significant additional restoring force occurred at large mid-height

displacements due to the increased spring deflections. Consequently, for mid-height

displacements greater than approximately 207o of the wall thickness the constant force

assumption \ryas no longer valid.

In Section 6.4.6 the F-À relationships determined by the static push tests have also been

used for comparison with dynamic F-Â relationships, derived in accordance with the

assumption of a uiangula¡ distribution of acceleration. Here the response of the effective
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masses at 213 the free body height correlate well with the static push test results. This

further supports the use of a triangula¡ distribution of acceleration.

6.4.6. Free Vibration Tests

Free-vibration tests were performed on test specimens which were pre-cracked at mid-

height to investigate the physical characteristics of the free vibration response of simply

supported URM walls. To enhance the investigation of the free vibration response

additional data points have also been derived from the free vibration phase ofpulse tests,

reported in Section 6.4.7.t. To undertake these tests, the mid-height of the cracked test

panel was displaced statically to near the incipient instability displacement. In effect the

wall was provided with a degree of potential energy equal to that required to move the

wall from its initial vertical position to that of the incipient instability displacement.

From this displacement the wall specimens were released and permitted to vibrate freely

i.e. to rock between their leeward faces. This vibration resulted from a continuous energy

balance comprising an exchange of potential and kinetic energy. During the response the

total system energy was exponentially reduced to zero by energy losses associated with

the incremental damping at the crack closing impact and support friction. At that time

both the potential and kinetic energy are reduced to zero and the vibration ceases with the

wall in the vertical position.

The same instrumentation to that described in Section 6.2.3 was used to record both the

mid-height displacement and acceleration of the free vibration response. A representative

cross-section of the free vibration test results are presented in Appendix (F). For these

tests as well as the mid-height acceleration and displacement response the mid-height

hysteretic behaviour is also presented. From the free vibration tests the a-Â relationship

and thus the mid-height 'semi-rigid resistance threshold' acceleration and approximate

displacement at which this occurred were determined. Further, by adopting the

assumption of a triangular distribution of acceleration relative to the supports, the 'semi-

rigid resistance threshold' acceleration at the effective mass was determined as 213 of the

mid-height 'semi-rigid resistance threshold' acceleration. Table 6.4.6 presents a

summary of the free vibration release results.
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Wall
No

Thichress
(mm)

Over-
burden
(MPa)

'Quasi-Static'
RigidBody

Acceleration
Capacity

(Refer Table
6.4.21

Mid-height
6Semi-rigid
Resistance
Threshold'

Acceleration
(c)

Efiective Mass
'Senú-rigid
Rcsistance
Threshold'

Acceleration
G)

Displacenrcnt at
'SemÍ-rigid
Resistance
Ihreshold'

(mm)

l0 50 0 0.13 0.19 o.r2 9
10 50 0 0.13 0.18 o.t2 8
10 50 0.07 0.65 0.78 0.52 9
ll ll0 0 0.29 0.35 o.23 l5
1l ll0 0 0.29 0.35 o.23 t6
il 110 0 o.29 0.32 o.22 t7

Table 6.4.6 Summry of Release Test Results

As the effective mass 'semi-rigid resistance threshold' acceleration is consistently just

below the predicted 'quasi-static' acceleration this further suggests that the assumption of
a triangular acceleration distribution and thus effective mass location at the 213 freebody

height, is reasonable.

6,4.6. I. N o n-línear F requency - Mid- H eíght Dísplac eme nt Relationship

For all of the free vibration responses analysed, each cycle of the displacement response

was considered in turn. In doing so each mid-height response cycle start amplitude, Â1,

finish amplitude, Lz, and cycle period, T were determined as shown by Figure 6.4.13.

MID-HEIGITT FREE VIBRATION RESPONSE
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Figure 6.4.13 Free Vibration Calculation
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The average cycle amplitude, Au, was determined as,

Lo

and the individual cycle frequency as,

2

r =Yr

Having determined this information for each cycle, the non-linear frequency versus Âo

relationship was plotted including an exponential or logarithmic line of best ht. Figure

6.4.L4 presents this relationship for 50 mm thick specimens at various levels of applied

overburden and Figure 6.4.15 for 110 mm thick walls with no applied overburden. A

comparison of the empirically derived /-Au relationships with an analytical prediction

derived by the comparison of the dynamic equation of motion for a SDOF system and

those for the non-linear rocking system is presented in Chapter 7.
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6, 4. 6. 2. N o n- lin e ar Dy namic F orc e - Mid- H eight Dß plac e m e nt Relatío ns hip

Rearranging the previously established dynamic relationship (Clough et al1993)

a 2d E
tl* 

"

where o= cycle angular response frequency

IÇ = average cycle secant stiffness

M" - effective mass of the free body

the average cycle secant stiffness can be written as,

K,=(?-t¡f), M"

Following from this an estimate of the response force can then be determined as

F =Ko 1,"= (Zr{), M 
" 
L"

where Â. = displacement of the effective mass

(6.4.3)

t45

(6.4.4)
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Assuming that the acceleration response of each of the rocking free bodies is triangularly

distributed relative to the supports, the effective mass is located at 213 the height of the

free body. Consequently the ayera1e effective mass displacement, Â., can be related to

the average cycle mid-height displacement, Àn, bY

,)
o"=ío'

Substituting A" back into Equation 6.4.4 the force response at the effective mass can be

determined as,

, =1*, L"=|Q"f)' M 
" 
L^ (6.4.s)

This relationship is therefore directly comparable with static test results. From Equation

6.4.5, the dynamic F-A relationships at the effective mass for the test specimens have

been determined. Each point shown on Figure 6.4.16 shows this relationship for each

free vibration response cycle of the 50 mm thick specimens at various levels of applied

overburden and is compared with the bi-linear static rigid body F-A relationship. The

line of best fit has been derived using the line of best f,rt from the /-Â relationship

discussed in Section 6.4.6.I. Similarly, each point shown on Figure 6.4.17 represents the

relationship for each free vibration response cycle of the 110 mm thick walls with no

applied overburden again compared with the bi-linear static rigid body F-A relationship.
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A comparison of the derived dynamic F-Â relationships with the results of the static push

tests also show a good correlation as presented in Figure 6.4.18 and Figure 6.4.19. This

observation further confirms that the assumption of a triangular acceleration response for

rocking free bodies relative to the supports provides a reasonable estimate of the true

acceleration response.

For the remainder of the analytical modelling of the rocking response of pre+racked

simply supported LIRM walls, the free body triangular acceleration response assumption

is adopted.
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6.4.6. 3. N on-linear Damping- Frequency Relationship

As discussed further in Chapter 7, for a single degreeof-freedom (SDOÐ system, \ryith

l00%o of its mass mobilized, the equivalent viscous damping ratio, (5¡rep, associated with
the per cycle energy loss can be estimated for each response cycle (refer Figure 6.4.13)
âS'

n(t,/^ \
Ésoop=# 6.4.6)

This estimate can be shown to be reasonable for €soo" less than approximately ZOVo

which is generally the case for building structures. Above this the damped frequency

becomes increasingly significant and must be considered. Since the frequency of each

response cycle was known, the non-linetr €s¡op versus frequency relationship was

developed. Figure 6.4-20 presents this relationship for the 50 mm wall specimens at

various levels of applied overburden and Figure 6.4.22 for non-loadbearing 110 mm wall
specimens. For both sets of walls a lowerbound estimate of 6soou of a¡ound 5Vo was

observed. This is slightly greater than the 3Vo observed by (tam 1995) for tests on
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l l0mm thick parapet walls. A possible reason for this is energy losses associated with

the simply supported wall mid-height rotation joint as well as the additional mass due the

relative heights of the test walls.

From the non-linear relationship an increase it E -u at very low response frequency

(large displacement oscillations) and at high response frequencies (small displacement

oscillations) was observed. Walls having overburden were also observed to typically

have relatively higher hr¡or values than for walls with small axial loads. The increased

energy loss at large displacement oscillations and for walls having overburden can be

explained by the increased impact energy loss per half cycle at the closing of the mid-

height, top and bottom cracks. The increased energy loss at small displacement

oscillation is likely to have been caused by friction losses at the supports becoming

proportionally more si gnificant.

A final observation was that the thicker wall specimens tended to have a slightly higher

energy loss per cycle although this was not proportional to the ratio of thickness since the

density of the two brickwork specimens were not equal.
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Figure 6.4.21 50mm Wall NonJinear Csnor/t\4 vs Frequency (Yarior¡s OverburdeÐ

was used to derive the ratio of the SDOF proportional damping coefficient, Cs¡op, to the

effective mass, M". This was then plotted against the cycle frequency (refer Figure

6.4.21 and Figure 6.4.23). A comparison of the Csroe/Àft versus frequency relationship

for non-loadbearing 50 mm and 110 mm walls (refer Figure 6.4.23) shows that a good

correlation was found between the energy losses in the two rocking systems.
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6.4.7. Transient Excitation Tests

The shaking table input selected for transient excitation tests included both pulse and real

earthquake excitations. The range of amplitude and frequency content was selected to

permit the rocking wall response to be thoroughly examined over a relevant range of
excitation scenario. This allowed critical excitation parameters to be identified and

directly related to the wall response. The resulting dynamic data was also used to provide

a basis for comparison with analytical response predictions using THA, as discussed in
the next chapter.

6.4.7.1. Pulse Tests

As part of the September 98 test series both half-sine (Yz SD) and gaussian displacement

pulse tests were performed on pre-cracked simply supported LJRM walls both with and

without applied overburden. Instrumentation as described in Section 6.2.3 was used to

completely record the dynamic response behaviour of the wall specimens.

The displacement pulse frequencies used for the experimental investigation ranged from
0.5Hz to 3H2.. This frequency range was selected to cover the lower response frequency

hmit, f¡,¡1, as described in Section 5.2.I, and thus permitted pulse forcing frequency at

which the maximum displacement amplification occurred or the effective wall 'resonant

frequency' to be approximately identified experimentally. Figure 6.4.24 shows a

normalized 0.5H2 input displacement gaussian pulse and Figure 6.4.25 the coresponding
acceleration input at the table

For each of the displacement pulse frequencies investigated a normalised displacement

pulse was first determined (e.g. refer Figure 6.4.24). The pulse displacement amplitude

input to the shaking table was gradually increased, at each frequency level, until rocking
and ultimately instability of the wall specimen occurred. The peak pulse displacement

(PGD) and acceleration (PGA) were then related to the peak mid-height displacement

response of the test specimen. This permitted the identification the displacement

amplif,rcation (peak mid-height displacement/PGD) of the wall mid-height response.

Table 6.4.7 presents a summary of key results of the pulse tests performed.
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On examination of the results it is evident that for each of the ïvall specimens the

maximum displacement amplification is associated with a particular frequency described

in Section 5.2.1 as the effective resonant frequency,/.ç. For the 1.5m tall, 50mm thick

wall without applied overburden, the maximum displacement amplif,rcation occurs at

pulse frequencies of between lHz and 2Hz. With the application of 0.07MPa overburden

the effective wall resonant frequency increases to between 2Hz and 3Hz and further to

greater than 3Hz with the application of 0.15MPa overburden (refer Table 6.4.7). For the
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l.5m tall, 110mm thick wall without applied overburden the effective resonant frequency

is similar to that of the 50mm wall at l}Jz to ZHz (refer Table 6.4.3). A representative

cross section of the pulse test results where the mid-height displacement response and

input displacements are compared is presented in Appendix (F). The full wall response

including t/t -, mid- and 3/¿ - height acceleration response is also presented. During the

rocking free vibration response phase the mid-height acceleration response is typically
approximately twice ther/¿ - and3/c - height acceleration responses.

Table6.4.7 Summry of Key Pulse Test Results (S0mmWalls)

Wall
No.

Thick
- IreSS
(mm)

Over-
burden
(MPa)

Pulse
Type

Pulse
Freq.
(Hz)

Peak
Pulse
Disp.
(mm)

Peak
Pulse
Accel.
(mm)

PeakMid-
height

Response
Accel.
k)

PeakMid-
height

Resporue
Disp.
(mm)

Mid-height
Disp.

Amp[fication

10* 50 0 Y2SD 0.5 20 0.1 0.15 5 0.25
l0* 50 0 Y2SD 0.5 30 0.15 0.18 t3 0.43
l0* 50 0 Y2SD 0.5 40 0.r9 0.19 20.5 0.51
10* 50 0 %sD 0.5 50 0.225 50 1.00
10* 50 0 Y2SD I t3 0.135 0.19 46 3.54
10* 50 0 Y2SD I l5 0.155 0.19 3t 2.07
l0* 50 0 Y2SD I 17 0.175 0.19 3l 1.82
10* 50 0 YzSD 1 20 o.2 50 2.s0
10* 50 0 YzSD 2 10 o.2s 0.18 28 2.80
l0* 50 0 YzSD 2 t3 0.33 0.18 3t 2.38
l0* 50 0 Y2SD 2 15.5 0.39 0.18 32 2.06
10* 50 0 Y2SD 2 r7.5 0.41 0.18 33 1.89
10* 50 0 Y2SD 2 20 0.46 0.18 50 2.50
t4 50 0 Gauss 1 5 0.07 o.t2 10.5 2.IO
l4 50 0 Gauss I 7.5 0.1 o.t2 16.5 2.20
t4 50 0 Gauss I l0 0.125 o.t2 24 2.40
t4 50 0 Gauss 1 12.5 0.15 o.t2 33 2.64
l4 50 0 Gauss 1 t4 0.18 0.r2 40 2.86
t4 50 0 Gauss 1 15 0.2 50 3.33
I4 50 0 Gauss I T6 o.2l 50 3.13
t4 50 0 Gauss I l4 0.16 0.13 35 2.50
t4 50 0 Gauss I l5 0.175 0.13 40 2.67
l4 50 0 Gauss 1 t6 0.19 50 3.r3
74 50 0 Gauss 2 15 0.1 0.09 6 0.40
l4 50 0 Gauss 2 2l 0.13 0.1 t7 0.81
T4 50 0 Gauss 2 22 0.15 0.r2 23 1.05
t4 50 0 Gauss 2 23 0.r6 0.13 29 r.26
T4 50 0 Gauss 2 u 0.r75 0.13 50 2.08
t4 50 0 Gauss 0.5 5 0.3 0.13 11 2.20
t4 50 0 Gauss 0.5 8 0.6 0.13 13 1.63
t4 50 0 Gauss 0.5 10.5 o.7 0.13 l5 1.43
t4 50 0 Gauss 0.5 T3 0.8 0.13 15.5 t.t9
t4 50 0 Gauss 0.5 l5 0.9 0.13 18 r.20

10* 50 0.07 t/2SD 0.5 20 0.19 0.5 3 0.15
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Continued

\ilall
No.

Thick
- ness
(mm)

Over-
burden
(MPa)

Pulse
Type

Pulse
Freq.
(Hz)

Peak
Pulse
Disp.
(mm)

Peak
Pulse
Accel.
(mm)

PeakMid-
height

Response
Accel.

G)

PeakMid-
height

Response
Disp.
(mm)

Mid-height
Disp.

Amplification

10* 50 0.07 %SD 0.5 30 0.25 0.6 4 0.13
l0* 50 0.07 7z SD 0.5 40 0.31 0.6 5.5 0.14
l0* 50 0.07 YzSD 0.5 50 0.375 0.6 6.5 0.13
10* 50 0.07 7z SD 0.5 'to 0.4 0.6 l0 0.14
l0* 50 0.07 7z SD 1 10 0.18 0.5 3.5 0.35
10* 50 0.07 Y2SD I 25 0.38 0.7 l5 0.60
l0* 50 0.07 lzz SD I 30 0.39 0.7 8 o.27
10* 50 0.07 YzSD I 35 0.4 0.7 10 o.29
10* 50 0.07 7z SD I 40 0.45 o.7 t4 0.35
l0* 50 0.07 7z SD 1 50 0.5 0.7 25 0.50
10* 50 0.07 Y2SD I 55 0.8 o.1 37 0.67
10* 50 0.07 %SD 2 l0 0.31 0.7 9 0.90
10* 50 0.07 YzSD 2 15 0.41 0.1 16 t.o7
10* 50 0.07 Y2SD 2 22.5 0.5 0;l 34 1.51

l0* 50 0.07 Y2SD 2 25 0.62 0.7 40 1.60

10* 50 0.07 YzSD J 10 0.7 o;l 2l 2.to
10* 50 0.07 %SD 3 l3 0.8 0.1 25 r.92
l0* 50 0.07 Y2SD J 16 0.9 0.7 40 2.50
10* 50 0.15 YzSD 0.5 30 0.45 1 7 o.23
10* 50 0.15 YzSD 0.5 40 0.5 I 8 o.20
10* 50 0.15 YzSD 0.5 50 0.55 I I7 o.34
10* 50 0. r5 t/z SD 0.5 55 0.6 I ll 0.20
10* 50 0.15 Y2SD 0.5 57.5 0.7 I 7 o.t2
10* 50 0.15 Y2SD 1 60 0.15 I l0 0.17

10* 50 0.15 /z SD I 62.5 0.8 I 36 0.58
10* 50 0.15 Y2SD I 62.5 0.8 1 20 o.32
10* 50 0.15 Y2SD I 65 0.85 I 30 0.46
10* 50 0.15 /z SD 2 20 0.5 I 20 1.00

10* 50 0.15 /z SD 2 22 0.6 I l3 0.59

l0* 50 0.15 Y2SD 2 28 0.8 I t4 0.50
10* 50 0.15 /z SD 2 30 0.85 I 1l o.37
10* 50 0.15 Y2SD 2 32.5 0.95 I ll 0.34
l0* 50 0.15 Y2SD 2 35 1 I 1l 0.31

l0* 50 0.15 %SD 2 37 1.05 I t2 0.32
t4 50 0.15 Gaus 0.5 36 N/A 0.9 9 o.25
t4 50 0.15 Gaus 0.5 4l N/A 0.9 20 o.49
l4 50 0.15 Gaus 0.5 46 N/A 1 24 0.52
t4 50 0.15 Gaus 0.5 49 N/A I 34 0.69
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Wall
No.

Thick
- ness
(nm)

Over-
burden
MPa)

Pulse
Type

P¡¡lse
Freq.
(Hz)

Peak
Pulse
Disp.
(mm)

Peak
Pulse
Accel.
(mm)

PeakMid-
height

Response
Accel.

(s)

PeakMid-
height

Response
Disp.

Mid-height
Disp.

Amplification

l1r 110 0 7z SD I l5 0.16 0.28 8 0.53
1l* ll0 0 YzSD I 18 0.2 0.3 13.5 o.75
1l* ll0 0 YzSD I 20 0.22 0.3 23 l.l5
l1r 110 0 /z SD I 25 0.25 0.3 45 1.80
l1* 110 0 /z SD I 27 o.26 0.3 49 1.81
1l* ll0 0 %SD I 30 0.215 0.31 4l 1.37
1l* ll0 0 %SD I 32.s 0.3 0.31 40 1.23
ll* 110 0 /z SD I 37.5 0.32 0.31 62 1.65
ll* ll0 0 Y2SD I 40 0.33 0.31 72 1.80
11* ll0 0 %SD I 45 0.3s 0.31 82 1.82
l1* 110 0 Y2SD 2 l0 o.2 0.3 20 2.AO
l1* 110 0 %SD 2 l5 o.25 0.3 40 2.67
ll* ll0 0 YzSD 2 17.5 0.38 0.3 45 2.57
11* ll0 0 YzSD 2 20 0.43 0.3 45 2.25
l1* 110 0 %SD 2 25 0.5 0.3 58 2.32
l1* ll0 0 Y2SD 2 27 0.61 0.3 65 2.41
l1 ll0 0 YzSD 3 8 0.5 0.3 l3 1.63
11 ll0 0 7z SD 3 l5 0.8 0.3 26 t.73
1l 110 0 Y2SD J t7 0.9 0.3 27 1.59
l1 ll0 0 YzSD J l8 I 0.3 30 1.67
ll ll0 0 Y2SD J l6 0.6 0.31 38 2.38
ll 110 0 %SD J 20 0.65 0.3r 49 2.45
11 110 0 %SD 3 24 o.725 0.31 6t 2.54
t2 110 0 Gauss I 16 0.17 0.31 25.5 r.59
t2 110 0 Gauss I 2t 0.25 0.31 36 t.7r
t2 110 0 Gauss I 26 0.3 0.31 49 1.88
t2 ll0 0 Gauss I 28 0.35 0.31 54 1.93
t2 il0 0 Gauss I 29 0.375 0.31 57 1.97
t2 110 0 Gauss I 30 0.4 0.31 67 2.23
t2 ll0 0 Causs I 3l 0.425 0.31 73 2.3s
lz ll0 0 Gauss I 32 0.45 0.31 77 2.41
t2 110 0 Gauss I 31 o.425 0.31 72 2.32
l2 110 0 Gauss I 33 0.85 0.31 80 2.42
l2 ll0 0 Gauss I 34 0.9 0.31 85 2.50
T2 110 0 Gauss I 35 0.95 0.31 88 2.5r
t2 ll0 0 Gauss I 39 0.52 0.31 58 r.49
t2 ll0 0 Gauss I 4l 0.55 0.31 76 1.85
t2 110 0 Gauss I 44 0.58 0.31 78 1.17
t2 110 0 Gauss I 46 0.61 0.31 68 1.48
l2 110 0 Gauss I 48 0.65 0.31 55 1.15
l3* 110 0 Gauss I ll 0.125 0.3 6 0.55
l3* ll0 0 Gauss I 12.5 0.15 0.31 9 o.7z
l3* ll0 0 Gauss I 15.5 0.175 0.32 15.5 1.00
13* 110 0 Gauss I 17.5 0.225 0.33 20.5 t.t7
l3* ll0 0 Gauss I 20 0.25 0.33 26 1.30
l3* 110 0 Gauss I 22.5 0.275 0.33 30.5 1.36
l3* 110 0 Gauss I 25 0.3 0.33 35.5 r.42

Table 6.4.8 Sumrmry of Key Pulse Test Results (110mrn Walls)
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Wall
No.

Thick
- ness
(mm)

Over-
burden
(MPa)

Pulse
Type

Pulse
Freq.
(Hz)

Peak
Pulse
Disp.
(mm)

Peak
h¡lse
Accel.
(mm)

PeakMid-
height

Response
Accel.

(s)

PeakMid-
height

Response
Disp.
(mm)

Md-height
Disp.

Amplification

13* 110 0 Gauss I n.5 0.325 0.33 40 r.45
13+ 110 0 Gauss I 3L 0.35 0.33 45 r.45
13* 110 0 Gauss I JJ 0.4 0.33 57 1.73

13+ 110 0 Gauss 1 36 o.45 0.33 65 1.81

13* 110 0 Gauss 1 38 0.5 0.33 55 1.45
13* 110 0 Gauss 1 40 0.55 0.33 50 r.25
l3* 110 0 Gauss I 42.5 0.6 0.33 45 1.06

13* 110 0 Gauss 1 44 0.65 0.33 44 1.00
13* 110 0 Gauss I 45 o.7 0.33 50 1.1 1

13* 110 0 Gauss 0.5 50 0.225 0.33 20 0.40
13* 110 0 Gauss 0.5 55 o.25 0.33 24 o.44
13* 110 0 Gauss 0.5 60 o.275 0.33 28 o.47
13* 110 0 Gauss 0.5 65 0.3 0.33 4l 0.63
l3+ 110 0 Gauss 0.5 70 0.35 0.33 85 t.2r
l3* 110 0 Gauss 0.5 70 0.4 0.33 7l 1.01

13* 110 0 Gauss 0.5 75 0.45 0.33 76 1.01

l3r 110 0 Gauss 0.5 80 0.5 0.33 74 0.93
13* 110 0 Gauss 0.5 82.5 0.55 0.33 95 1.15

13* 110 0 Gauss 0.5 85 0.575 0.33 69 0.8r
13* 110 0 Gauss 0.5 87.5 0.6 0.33 85 0.97
13* 110 0 Gauss 0.5 90 0.625 0.33 76 0.84

Continued

Presented in Appendix (F)

The results also indicated that the wall thickness had only a small impact on the effective

resonant frequency but the application of overburden significantþ increased the effective

resonant frequency. This can be explained, as a change in the wall thickness does not

alter the average incremental cycle secant stiffness, Kur", and thus the effective resonant

frequency however an increase in overburden does (refer Figure 6.4.26). For a rigid wall

this is because an increase in wall thickness does not alter the negative stiffness value, as

both of the 'rigid resistance' fotce, R.(1), and instability displacement, A¡¡s¡¡6¡¡y, âfe

increased proportionally. The average incremental secant stiffness and effective resonant

frequency therefore remain the same. In contrast, with an increased overburden applied

at the leeward face, as was the case for the test specimens, Ç(1) is reduced as &(1)

increases however Âinsøbiìity does not alter. Thus, the average incrernental cycle secant

stiffness is increased. This is shown in Figure 6.4.14 where higher response frequencies

for the 50mm wall specimens with overburden are obseryed than without. Where an
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increase in overburden is applied at the leeward face of the wall, R"(1) again increases

but to a lesser extent and Â¡s¡¿61¡t, is reduced to less than the thickness of the wall. The

reduction in A¡.66i¡s, is dependent on the ratio of overburden to the self weight of the wall
(refer Table 5.2.1). Consequentþ, again the average incremental cycle secant stiffness

and thus the effective resonant frequency are increased (refer Figure 6.4.26).

o
Ê

Í¡r
(l)oÉsa
ø
ú.)ú
clÈc(d

tl

Increased
overburden at
centerline

Increased
overburden at
leeward face ,,'

Increasing ayera5e
cycle secant stiffness
and thus effective
resonant frequency

a

aa
/\ ,aa

2R (1)
>K u

K.aa
,

R.(1)

Double original
thickness

Âinst¿bility

Mid-height displacement Â
Solid lines represent rigid F-Â relationships
Dashed lines represent ayeruge cycle secant stiffnesses

Figure 6.4.26E,frælíve Resonant Frequerrcy (By rvall rhickress and overburdeÐ

a
a

2
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Experimentally the range of effective resonant frequency observed is due to the changing

state of the rotation joints with continued testing and degradation of the rotation joints

flattening the F-À relationship. As such, there is a coresponding decrease in the average

incremental cycle secant stiffness and thus the effective resonant frequency of the wall.

6.4.7.2. Real Earthquake Excitation Tests

To complete the investigation into the response of both loadbearing and non-loadbearing

simply supported URM walls to transient excitations, shaking table tests were performed

using real earthquake accelerogram records to drive the shaking table. A comparison of

recorded table accelerations with the original accelerograms has shown a reasonable level

of correlation. Instrumentation as described in Section 6.2.3 was used to capture the

dynamic response behaviour of the wall specimens.

To investigate wall response over a range of excitation, relevant real earthquake scenario

of both 'low frequency large displacement' and 'high frequency small displacement'

excitation were selected. Table 6.4.9 presents a summary of the earthquake excitations

used for investigation. By comparison of the PGD and PGA an indication of the type and

severity of the earthquake can be attained. For instance it can be seen that the Nahanni

aftershock has a relatively high PGA but a small PGD indicating that this earthquake had

a dominant high frequency component. This was determined from the power frequency

spectrum as approximately l.75Hz to 2.25H2. Although traditionally this would

therefore not be expected to impact greatly on ductile structures the large accelerations

would be expected to impact more severely on stiff brittle structures. The Taft, Pacoima

Dam and ElCentro earthquakes typically have higher PGD and similarly large PGA thus

indicating a lower dominant frequency in the range of 0.7H2 to l.lHz.

In a similar fashion to the pulse tests each earthquake excitation was displacement

normalised setting the peak excitation displacement (PGD) to unity. The Vo of the

original excitation could then be related to the PGD input to the table. For each applied

excitation the 7o of the original excitation, was gradually increased until rocking and

ultimately instability of the wall specimen occurred. The peak transient excitation
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displacement (PGD) and acceleration (PGA) were then related to the peak mid-height

displacement of the test specimen.

Table 6.4.9 Earthquake Excitation Description

A representative cross section of the earthquake excitation results is presented in
Appendix (F). Here the mid-height displacement response and input displacements are

compared. The full wall response includingr/¿ -, mid- and 3/n -heigltt accelerations are

also presented. The recorded input excitation accelerations at the base and top of the wall

specimen are also presented as these are used in Chapter 7 for analytical THA predictions

and should be used for future analytical comparison with these experimental results.

Table 6.4.10 and Table 6.4.11present a summa¡y of key results of the earthquake tests

performed for the 50mm and l lOmm thick walls respectively.

Transient Excitation Description Abbr. ItÙVo
Peak Ground
Displacenrent

(PGD)

lAOTo
Peak Ground
Acceleration

(PGA)
NAHANNI, Canada:
Recorded at Iverson during an aftershock of the Nahanni EQ
23'd December 1985
Magnitude 5.5
Epicentral distance 7.5krn
Soil type rock

NH 4.2mm 2.24mJs'
(o.23e)

PACOIMA DAM, California:
Recorded at Pacoima Dam, downsteam during Northridge EQ
lTth January 1994
Magnitude 6.6
Epicenral Distance I thn
Soil Type: Rock

PD 53.9mm 4.26¡nls'
(0.43e)

ELCENTRO, California:
Recorded atElCentro during the Imperial Valley EQ
l8'h May 1940
Magnitude 6.6
Epicennal Distance 8l¡n
Soil rype: Rock
Accelerogram component NS

EL 163.0mm 3.42m1s"
(0.3se)

TAFT, California:
Recorded at Kern Counfy, TaftLincoln School Tunnel
21"'JDly 1952
Accelerogram component S69E
Epicenter 35 00 00N I 19 02 00rr)Y
Seismograph station 35 09 00N ll9 27 ODW

TF 98.5mrn I.76rnls"
(0.18e)
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PGD
(mm)

PGA
G)

PeakMid-
height

Response
Accel. (s)

PeakMid-
height

Response
Disp. (mm)

Mid-
height
Disp.
Amo.

Wall
No.

Thick
ness

(mm)

Over-
burden
(MPa)

Wâtl
Cond
-ition

Excitation
(refer
Table
6.4.9)

2.t7l2* 110 0 NEV/ 1007o NH 4.2 0.23 0.26 9
0 NEW 200% NH 8.3 0.46 0.26 zt 2.5312" ll0
0 NEVT 3007o NH 12.5 0.69 0.26 28 2.2512" 110

4007o NH 16.6 0.92 o.26 32.5 1.96l2* 110 0 NEW
0.18 0.26 16 0.20t2 110 0 MOD 5OVoEL 81.5
0.23 Failedl2* 110 0 MOD 66VoEL t01.6

t2 110 0 MOD SOVoEL 130.4 0.28 Failed
MOD 1007o TF 98.5 0.18 0.33 3t 0.3rt2 110 0
NEV/ 50VoPD 2',1.0 0.22 0.36 32 1.19t2 110 0

66VoPD 35.6 0.28 0.35 65 1.83t2 110 0 NEV/
l2 110 0 NEW 8O7oPD 43.1 o.34 0.35 80 1.86
12 ll0 0 NEW I00VoPD 53.9 o.43 0.34 105 1.95
t3 110 0 NEW 5OVoPD 27.0 o.22 0.31 5l 1.89

0 NEW 667oPD 35.6 0.28 0.30 66 1.86l3* ll0
110 0 NEW 8O7oPD 43.1 0.34 0.32 70 t.62l3*

NEìW IOOVoPD s3.9 o.43 Failed13* 110 0
81.5 0.18 0.29 7I 0.87t3 110 0 MOD 5OVoEL

667oEL r07.6 0.23 Failedl3* 110 0 MOD
163.0 0.35 FailedT3 110 0 MOD IOOVoEL

13 110 0 SER SOVoPD 43.1 0.34 Failed

CHAPTER (6)- Ouçol-Plane Shake Tøble Testing
of Simply Supported URM Walls

Table 6.4.10 Sumrnary of Key Earthquake Excitation Test Results (50mm Walls)

*Presented rn (F)

Table 6.4.11 Sumnrary of Key Earthquake Excitation Test Results (l10mmWalls)

r62

f' ,? .t - L .,î ' j'ff"
{-o. 'f .- \..4 a-l\ '' . r ':' t t i t..''

Wall
No.

Thick
- ness
(mm)

Over-
burden
(MPa)

Wall
Cond
-ition

Excitation
(refer
Table
6.4.91

PGD
(mm)

PGA
G)

PeakMid-
height

Response
Accel. (s)

PeakMid-
height

Response
Disp. (mm)

Mid-
height
Disp.
Amp.

t4 50 0 MOD l5VoEL 24.5 0.05 0.r5 l5 0.61
t4 50 0 MOD 2OVoEL 32.6 0.07 Failed
l4 50 0 MOD 25VoEL 40.8 0,09 Failed
t4 50 0 MOD 3O7oEL 48.9 0.1l Failed
l4 50 0 NEV/ 2OVoPD 10.8 0.09 0.18 28 2.60
14 50 0 NEV/ 25VoPD 13.5 0.1I Failed
t4 50 0 NEV/ 307oPD 16.2 0.13 Failed
t4 50 0 NEV/ 5OVo TF 49.3 0.09 0.15 13 0.26
l4 50 0 MOD 60VoTF 59.1 0.11 Failed
t4 50 0 MOD TOVoTF 69.0 0.13 Failed
t4 50 0 MOD 50% NH 2.1 o.t2 0.05 6 2.88
t4 50 0 MOD 70VoNH 2.9 0.16 0.1 8.5 2.92
t4 50 0 MOD 100% NH 4.2 0.23 0.23 l1 2.65
t4 50 0 MOD 2007¿ NH 8.3 0.46 0.4 22 2.65
t4 50 0 MOD 3007o NH 12.5 0.69 0.5 38 3.05
t4 50 0.15 SER IOOVoPD 53.9 o.43 0.9 t3 0.24
l4 50 0.15 SER I25VoPD 67.4 0.54 1.0 38 0.56
t4 50 0.15 SER l35VoPD 72.8 0.58 1.0 30 0.41
t4 50 0.15 SER l5OToPD 80.9 0.65 0.9 44 0.54
t4 50 0.15 SER l75Vo PD 94.3 0.7s Failed

*'-ì *





7. NON.LINEAR TIME HISTORY

ANALYSIS DBVELOPMENT

7.1. Introduction

Non-linear time-history analysis (THA) based on time-step integration is the most

representative and reliable method of accounting for the time-dependent nature of URM

wall response to applied excitations provided that the non-linear (F-Â) and damping

properties are accurately represented in the analyical model.

Time-stepping procedures have been developed for basic linear single degree-of-freedom

(SDOÐ systems having a known linear stiffness and damping component. This method

relies upon an assumption on the response behaviour between consecutive time steps

which permits the dynamic response to be estimated from the applied excitation. One

such assumption is the 'Newmark' constant acceleration assumption. For the rocking

response of 'semi-rigid' URM walls, since both the stiffness and damping properties are

highly non-linear and because the entire system mass is not mobilized evenly, the

response behaviour does not strictly follow the basic linear SDOF equation of motion.

Consequently, to permit the use of time-stepping procedures by substtution of the linear

SDOF damping and stiffness components with non-linear damping and stiffness

properties, correlation between the non-linea¡ 'semi-rigid' rocking and basic linear SDOF

system equations of motion must be established.

The following chapter presents the development of a specialised non-linear THA

program for the 'semi-rigid' rocking response of simply supported URM walls. This

includes the development of algorithms by comparison of the SDOF and non-linear

rocking equations of motion. Consideration to the various support conditions identihed

for Australian URM construction in Chapter 2 is also provided for in the non-linear THA
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program. Calibration of the stiffness and damping properties and confîrmation of
analytical predictions by comparison with experimental results described in Chapter ó are

also presented.

In the past the use of TIIA for the analytical prediction of the 'semi-rigid' rocking

response of simply supported URM walls has been restricted to commercially available

softwa¡e not designed specihcally for URM wall analysis. Consequently these

predictions have been limited and have not been adequately confirmed by experimental

studies. The main advantage of the current THA program is that it has been designed to

specifically take into account the critical non-linear stiffness and damping properties

which have been calibrated using the experimental results presented in Chapter 6. The

effect of various support conditions and degradation of rotation joints on the non-linear

stiffness component was also examined so that analytical comparisons of various realistic

situations are possible.

Although THA has limited application in design, as loading scenarios are diverse, it
remains a valuable resea¡ch analysis tool. In Chapter 8 the developed THA program is

used to undertake an in-depth parametric study of the 'semi-rigid' rocking response of
simply supported URM walls to further investigate the physical parameters which
influence URM wall response. Having developed an understanding of these critical
parameters a simplihed analysis procedure is then proposed and its effectiveness assessed

against the more comprehensive THA predictions.

7.2.ßnef Description of Basic Linear SDOF System

To permit the use of time-stepping procedures for the highly non-linear 'semi-rigid'

rocking response of simply supported URM walls an understanding of the development

of the dynamic equation of motion for a basic linear SDOF system is first required. Later

this will be expanded into the development of dynamic equations of motion for the non-

linear 'semi-rigid' rocking of the simply supported URM walls having various support

conditions.
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The equation of motion of a dynamic system is a representation of Newton's second law.

That is, the rate of change of momentum of any mass particle equals the force acting on

it. Together with d'Alemberts principle that a mass develops an inertial force opposing it
proportional to its acceleration the equation of motion can be expressed as an equation of

dynamic equilibrium. The essential properties governing the displacement response, A(t),

of a system subjected to an external excitation, P(t), are its mass, M stiffness and energy

loss mechanism or damping. For a basic linear SDOF system each of these properties is

concentrated into a single physical element as shown in Figure 7.2.1. Although the true

damping characteristics of real systems are typically very complicated and difficult to

define it is common to express the damping of real systems in terms of an equivalent

viscous damping, which shows a similar decay rate under free vibration conditions.

Therefore, in this case the elastic resistance is provided by the spring stiffness, /<, and the

energy loss mechanism by the velocity proportional viscous damper, c.

Linear spring
k ^(t)

P(t)

c
Linear damper

Figure 7.2.1 B,asic Linea¡ SDOF System

The motion-resisting forces are therefore the damping force being the product of the

damping constant, c, and velocity, v(t), the elastic force being the product of the spring

stiffness, ft and the response displacement, A(t) and the inertia force in accordance with

d'Alambert's principle being the product of the system mass, M and response

acceleration, a(t). Equating these motion-resisting forces to the external dynamic loading

provides the SDOF equation of motion as, \

Ma(t) + cv(t) +kA(t)= P(t) (7.2.1)
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If the loading to be considered is due to ground or support excitation this can be included

by expressing the inertial force in terms of the two acceleration components. By

re¿uranging and substit uting ø,z=!rh" basic linear SDOF system dynamic equation of"M
motion becomes,

aQ) + -L vlt) + a2 L(t¡ = - a, (t) (7.2.2)

where ú) = un-damped elastic angular natural frequency

By solving the dynamic equation of motion (Equation 7.2.2) it can be shown (Clough and

Penzien 1993) that for an under-critically damped system the critical damping coeff,rcient,

c., is,

cc=2M@=4Mnf
where/- un-damped elastic natural frequency

(7.2.3)

Therefore by definition the SDOF equivalent viscous damping, 6sno¡, is,

€soor = c/cr= c/4 M nf (7.2.4)

and the SDOF proportional damping coefficient, csDoF,

Csoor=4MnfSnor (7.2.s)

Further to this by substituting zero initial conditions in to the SDOF dynamic equation of
motion solution it can be shown that for €,spor less than approximately 20Vo,,

r, = 1 ,rrl^'l5soor -fi ",[O* 
J

where 7ç = peak amplitude at the nù cycle

Ân+r = peak amplitude at the (n+1)ù cycle

(7.2.6)
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It should be noted that both the SDOF based equations 7.2.4 to 7.2.6 were used to

determine c and ( respectively for the experimental rocking wall in Section 6.4.6.2.

Since for the rocking v/all the system mass is not mobilized evenly as is assumed above a

conversion is required, as will be discussed in Section 7.3.

7.3. Negative Stiffness System Modelled as a Basic Linear SDOF System

In the following discussion a negative stiffness system is dehned as a system having a bi-

linea¡ F-Â relationship (refer Figure 7.3.I) comprising an initial infinite stiffness

component followed by a negative stiffness component. On application of a force to the

negative stiffness system, initially the infînite stiffness governs the behaviour until the

'threshold resistance' force, R.(1), is exceeded. Following this a negative stiffness,

IÇ(1), takes effect so that the force resistive capacity is reduced with increased

displacement. As described in Chapter 5, for 'semi-rigid' rocking the non-linear F-A

relationship has a negative stiffness component. It is thus pertinent to first examine the

modelling of a negative stiffness system as a basic linear SDOF system to determine if
existing time-stepping procedures can be utilised.

R"(1)
Half cycle under consideration

Negative stiffness

K(1)

Âvo DisPlacement Âr"o¡¡¡y

Figure 7.3.1 Negative Stiffness F-Â Relationship

(.)oHo
q)o
cl
a
Ø
(,)ú
c)
Ø
>¡U)

^(r)

1)+IÇ(1)^(t)
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For all displacements, 
^(t), 

greater than zero, at any given time the instantaneous secant

stiffness, Kdt), can be derived as,

K" 1r¡ =Ul)- + K, (1) for L(t) > 0 (7 .3 .t)
^(/)

This non-linea¡ instantaneous secant stiffness relationship is then used to derive the non-

linear frequency-displacement ff-L) relationship for the negative stiffness system which
becomes,

a=2nf= K"(t)
(7.3.2)M

Rearranging this and substituting in the non-linear instantaneous secant stiffness
relationship gives the generic response frequency,

R,(1)

^(r)

+ K"(l)

M
for L(t) > 0

2n
(7.3.3)

Assuming that the entire system mass is evenly mobilized the complete equation of
dynamic equilibrium for the negative stiffness system is derived as,

Ma(t) + cv(r) + R 
"(1) 

+ rK" (1)^(r) = - Ma, (t) for L(t) > 0 (7 .3.4)

By rearranging and substituting the non-linear instantaneous secant stiffness relationship

the equation of dynamic equilibrium for a negative stiffness system subjected to a base

excitation is,

a(t)+#rrrr*K"!)-tç)=-ar(t) for L(t) > 0 (7.3.5)

Thus, by comparison of the dynamic equation of motion for a basic linea¡ SDOF system
(Equation 7.2.2) and for the negative stiffness system (Equation 7.3.5) it can be seen that

f
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a similarity exists provided that the non-linear instantaneous secant stiffness relationship

is substituted for the linear stiffness. Thus by adopting this substitution the time-stepping

procedure can be applied to the negative stiffness system.

7.4. Rigid simply supported object Rocking Response About Mid-

height - Dynamic Equation of Motion

As a second phase in the modelling of the real 'semi-rigid' URM wall rocking response

for illustrative purposes we now consider the idealised simply supported rigid rocking

scenario. Here, as was the case for the negative stiffness system the idealised rigid F-À

curve is comprised of a bi-linear F-A relationship having an initial infinite stiffness

followed by a negative stiffness component due to P-A effects (refer Section 5.2.1). The

defining terms of the bi-linear F-Â curve, the 'rigid resistance threshold' force, R"(1), and

negative stiffness IÇ(1) are functions of the wall geometry and applied overburden at the

top of the simply supported object. Also influencing R.(1) and Ç(1) are the support

conditions as these govern the eccentricity of the vertical reactions.

For the rigid rocking of a simply supported object about it's mid-height it must also be

recognised that during the dynamic response the full system mass is not mobilized

evenly. Consequently, this must be considered when deriving the systems dynamic

equation of motion. As was concluded from the experimental study (Chapter 6) a

triangular acceleration distribution relative to the supports provides a good assessment of

the rocking object's acceleration response and is thus adopted. This therefore impacts on

both the dynamic stiffness and damping components of the dynamic equation of motion.

The following calculation illustrates the derivation of the dynamic equation of motion for

a rigid non-loadbearing simply supported wall rocking about a mid-height crack. This is

further related to the generic dynamic equation of motion for various rigid rocking

objects having other support conditions relevant to Australian masonry construction.

For any rigid rocking object the static bi-linear F-À relationship can be generically

defined as Equation 7.4.1 where R. (1) represents the 'rigid threshold resistance' force,
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IÇ(1) the negative stiffness component (-R*(1)/Ai"søuiuty) and Fr(t) the evenly distributed
'quasi-static' force. Further, the bracketed termrepresents the instantaneous static secant

stiffness, K,(t) at the mid-height displacement Â(t).

(7.4.1)

For a rigid non-loadbearing simply supported wall the static F-A relationship is derived

âS'

-FsQ)--Mo,(t)=[#*K"cl]r'l forL(t)>0

- F rt) - - Ma c Q) = M[f t# -'1)^,,, for A(t) > 0 (7.4.2)

The generic defining terms of the static a-a relationship are therefore,

'Rigid Threshold Resistance' force n "e)=ß#

K "(t)=-49Negative Stiffness

Displacement at static incipient instability Linsøa;tiry
K"(t)

'Where the load is applied dynamically the acceleration response also comprises a
triangular acceleration component, a-(t), as shown in Figure 7.4.1. The damping
component of the equation of motion will be neglected at this stage but will be discussed

in more detail following the derivation.
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Triangular
acceleration response
due to rocking
displacements
relative to supports

t€d
acceleration

.(-..Ð responsedueto ht4
motion of
supports

w4

a.(t) Cr0)

-

ht4

ht4

<¡.+

INERTIALOAD
tÍ2-N2 M=mxh

Figure 7.4.1 NonJmdbearing Simply Supported Object at RocHng at Mid-height

The top support horizontal reaction Rr is determined by taking moments about the base

vertical reaction.

2M ^, R' __ar(t)mh _a^(t)mh _!n(t) gt +m(t) gLG)

2422

Then horizontal equilibrium is used to determine the base support horizontal reaction as,

h a,(t)mh a^(t)mh , mgt mg\(t)nt=-a- 2 - z
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Now considering the dynamic equilibrium of the top free body, by taking moments about

the mid-height vertical reaction, the mid-height dynamic equation of motion is,

"^ur.}(+h ,]\¡a>=-)",a> ror*(t)>, (7 43)

Writing this in generic terms becomes,

Including the damping component,

"^@*1;[[#. r,rrr]Jnr')=-2o,(t) rora(t)>o (7.4.4)

-̂tt) ,(t) for L(t) > 0 (7.4.5)
2

where the proportional damping coefficient has been measured at the effective mass, Mr,
of the responding wall.

In order to continue to use the mid-height wall response as in Chapter 6 rather than the

response at the position of the effective mass the damping term must be multiplie dby 213

to compensate for the relative velocities.

The dynamic equation of motion for the rigid non-loadbearing simply supported object
rocking about its mid-height therefore becomes,

a 
^ 

Ø + L* v e) + i(+l#-'] )^,

"^u,.1(ø1,,,, . i(+lh-'] )^r,, 
=- 1o,,,, for L(t) > O (7 .4.6)
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This can again be rewritten in generic terms as,

a^(t).i(t\.,v (' ) + i;(H+ r' or 
)n' 

) = - |a,(t) lor L(t) > o (7 .4.7)

and by substituting the instantaneous static secant stiffness, K(t), as,

,, zf r I 'rr\+ 1K"(t) 3 ..
"^Ø*;ln 

" )",rr,r* ZËo(t)=-ia,(t) forL(t)>0 (7.4.8)

Comparing the basic linear SDOF equation of motion (Equation 7.2.2) previously

developed for the system shown in Figure 7.2.1 and the generic dynamic equation of

motion for rigid rocking objects (Equation 7.4.6) it is evident that the following

substitutions can be made to permit the use of time stepping procedures and the mid-

height response of the wall.

l. Substitute the linear SDOF proportional damping with 213 of the experimentally

derived values

2. Substitute the linear stiffness component with the dynamic non-linear instantaneous

secant stiffness, IÇr(t), represented by 312 times the static instantaneous secant

stiffness. This is achieved by applying a factor of 312 to the static F-A relationship.

K^çt¡=1y,ç¡
¿

3. Apply a conversion factor of 312 to the applied ground acceleration.

Also from Equation 1.4.7 the theoretical rigid mid-height fA relationship without

K"(t)
damping can be derived in accordance with a =2n f = in generic terms as,

M"

l(ffi.*"r,
M.f (7.4.e)
2n
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Since each set of support conditions alters the F-Â relationship by changing the value of
R.(1) and Ç(1) this also influences the dynamic equation of motion. The generic
defining terms R"(1) and IÇ(l) are shown in Table 5.2.1 and. can be substituted directly
into the above equations.

7.5. Semi-rigid URM Loadbearing Wall Dynamic Equation of Motion
As discussed in Chapter 5, the real 'semi-rigid' non-linear F-Â relationship of a face

loaded URM wall results from the complicated interaction of gravity restoring moments,

the movement of vertical reactions with increasing mid-height displacement and p-A

overturning moments. The wall properties that therefore dictate the shape of the curve are

wall geometry, support conditions, overburden stress, material modulus and importantly
the condition of the morta¡ joint rotation points. As described in Section 6.4.5 theories

have been postulated by previous researchers to define this complex behaviour howeve¡
these were not found to correlate well with the experimental results as based on simple

and often unrealistic support conditions. Consequently a more empirically based method

was adopted in this study.

From the experimental study presented in Chapter 6 the real 'semi-rigid' non-linear F-À
relationship was found to approach that of the idealised rigid bi-linear relationship at

large mid-height displacements. This was due to the vertical reactions being pushed

nearly to the extreme compressive face of the wall. As the applied overburden was small

the influence of the hnite compressive stress blocks at vertical reactions was not

significant. Since the bi-linear F-A relationship is simply a function of geometry,

overburden and support conditions, this was used as a basis for development of an

approximation of the real non-linea¡ F-Â relationship.

A parametric study was undertaken to dete¡mine which of the non-linear F-Â relationship
properties governed the response behaviour. It was found that the initial stiffness, K¡o,

and 'semi-rigid threshold resistance' force plateau, R*(l), were critical. Thus to model

the non-linear F-A relationship at smaller mid-height displacements a tri-linear F-À
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approximation was selected (refer Figure 7.5.1). Since the rigid bi-linear relationship is

set the tri-linear approximation is defined by the displacements ratios , 
Â(1) *O

Lircøuitity

,L(z) , which govern Kn and zu(1) respectively. The value of , ^(t) -¿ -^(2)-L;nsøtitity Linøaitity Linsnbitig

are therefore related to material properties, predominantly being the less stiff mortar, and

the state of degradation of the rotating mortar joints.

R (1)

'semi-rigid threshold
resistance' force plateau

=R"(1)+K(1)^(2)

^(l)
L(2) A¡n5¡aþ¡¡¡¡y

Mid-height Displacement (Á)

Figure 7.5.1 TriJinear 'Semi-rigid' Non-linear F-A Relationship Approxinntion

Table 7.5.1 presents the empirically derived defining displacements of the tri-linear

approximation from the experimental static push tests presented in Chapter 6. Here the

support conditions considered included NLBSSCL and LBSSLL (refer Table 5.2.1), so

that Â¡os¡n5¡¡ty wâs taken as the thickness of the wall. Since the materials used did not

change, an increase in degradation of the rotating mortar joints was related to an increase

Tri-linear F-Â
Approximation

Bi-linear F-A
Relationship

Real Semi-rigid
Non-linea¡ F-Â
Relationship

q)oko
f¡r
cdk()
ct
r'l
!
d)

ÈÈ

Initial stiffness =
= R-11)+ICll)Â2)

^(1)

ç(1)
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in both displacement ratios t ^(t) -¿ --^Ø-. This represented a decrease in Ki,r andLinsøuitiry L;nsøuit;ty (

R*(1) and a corresponding flattening of the 'semi-rigid' non-linear F-A relationship (refer
Figure 7.5.2). The resulting decrease in the overall response frequencies also led to a
decrease in the instantaneous dynamic secant stiffness.

Table 7.5.1 Defining Displacenrents of the Tri-linear F-A Approxirmtion
State of Rotation Joint Degradation a(1)

A^t"m.y
LA)

4-t UUtt

New 6Vo 28Vo
Moderate l37o 4O7o

Severe 2OVo 5O7o

10O7oR.( Tri-linea¡ F-Â
Approximation
Various Degradation
Bi-linear F-Â
Relationship

New
6O4o

Moderaæ

Severe

K(1)

(1)ú
èa
q)oLo

f¡.
ñt
c)

s
E(¡)
Þr
Þr

727o

5OVo

ñs s s\OÈNN
ñòeOA.+ !ñ

l(X)7o \,65¡1,

Mid-height Displacement ( VoA¡", )
Figure 7.5.2 Tri-linear F-A Approximation for Various Wall Degradation

After adopting the tri-linear 'semi-rigid' F-A relationship approximation, the rocking
response was governed by three discrete equations of motion. At any given time the

I I

I
I

/I
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governing dynamic equation of motion is dependent on the instantaneous displacement.

In generic terms the three governing equations of motion are,

R"(1) + K"(I)L(2)

^(1)

J

2

3
(t

2

, (r) forl < 
^(r) 

< A(l)

(7.s.Ð

) ) for L(I) < Â(r) < L(2)

(7.s.2)

for L(2) < Â(r) < Lirctøitity

(7.s.3)

relationship in accordance with @ =21c, = W

As each stiffness term is represented by the instantaneous dynamic secant stiffness the

overall generic dynamic equation of motion again takes the form of Equation 7.4.8.

Thus, by comparison with the basic linear SDOF equation of motion (F,quation 7.2.2) itis
observed that the required substitutions to allow the use of previously developed time-

stepping procedures highlighted in Section 7.4 are still applicable. This is provided that

the governing dynamic equation of motion at any time is dependent on the instantaneous

displacement.

By adopting the tri-linear F-A relationship approximation for the 'semi-rigid' rocking

response of URM walls allows an estimate of the frequency-displacement response to be

made. Since the approximate response is governed by the three dynamic equations of

motion, which are dependent on the instantaneous displacement, the frequency response

is also dependent on the instantaneous displacement. The relevant instantaneous dynamic

secant stiffness can therefore be used to determine the frequency-displacement
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7.5.3 the generic 'semi-rigid' rocking frequency response can be approximated when

neglecting damping as,

1
2r

r

2n

3 R,(1) + K (1)^(2)

forï<^(f)<^(1) (7.s.4)

for L(t) < A(r) < L(2) (7.s.s)
2

3

2

L(t)M 
"

R"(1) + K,(1)^(r)
L(t)M 

"

2n

f- 2n for L(2) < 
^(/) 

< L;rcøuinry Q .5.6)

Figure 7 .5.3 to Figure 7.5.6 present a comparison of the analytical best fit/-^ relationship

without damping, each derived from Equation 7.5.4, Equation 7.5.5 and Equation 7.5.6

with the experimentally derivedfÂ relationships as presented in Section 6.4.6.1.
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7.6. Modelling of Non-Linear Damping

Although the F-Â relationship is the most critical factor for modeling of the rocking

frequency response, damping also has an influence on the fÂ relationship. Due to the

complex physical nature of damping it is usually represented in a highly ideahzed fashion

as an equivalent viscous (velocity proportional) damping force with a similar decay rate

under free vibration conditions to that of the real system being modelled. Thus, the

proportional damping coefficient used in formulating the equation of motion (Equation

7.2.2) is selected so that the vibration energy dissipated is equivalent to the energy

dissipated in all of the damping mechanisms of the rocking system. For an URM wall
these mechanisms would include elastic, friction, impact and joint rotation energy losses.

Although not strictly an accurate representation of the system behaviour any

disadvantage of using this approximate method is far outweighed by the simplification
achieved in applying the equivalent viscous damper.

Commonly the damping in most structures can adequately be modelled by using Rayleigh

damping.

Rayleigh damping is a linear combination of both mass and stiffness proportional

damping so that,

C = ooM *Kcr,1 = cloM + crr(Mco2) = M(r,.,* a{2n1l2) (7.6.1)

= C/M = ob+ a[2úf2

By substituting C/l\4 = 4rf I the theoretical Rayleigh equivalent viscous damping

becomes,

I
ao

4ú +atÚ (7.6.2)

By comparison with experimental results presented in Section 6.4.6.3 and careful

selection of oo, and o,1, Rayleigh damping was found to best represent the physical nature

of the real non-linear system damping mechanisms. Figure 7.6.1 presents a compa¡ison
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of the experimental equivalent viscous damping versus frequency with that calculated

using a theoretical Rayleigh damping (Equation 7.6.2) for a 50 mm thick wall specimen

having no applied overburden.

Figure 7.6.1 Experimental I vs Rayleigh | - 50mm \üatl, No Àpplied Overburden

Although the mass and stiffness proportional damping coefficients were found to be

higher for both the 50 mm thick walls with overburden and the 110mm thick walls than

the coefficients shown in Figure 7.6.1 these provided a reasonable lower bound estimate

of the equivalent viscous damping. Thus to be conservative these coeff,rcients were

adopted for the parametric study presented in Chapter 8.

If system damping were truly of the linear viscous form then any set of m consecutive

cycles would give the same viscous damping ratio. For the case for rocking of URM

walls m consecutive cycles in a high amplitude response section will yield a different

damping ratio than that of m consecutive cycles in a lower amplitude section of free

response. The equivalent viscous damping ratio is therefore non-linear amplirude or

frequency dependent (refer Figure 7.6.1). Thus, we are unable to assume a linea¡ viscous

damping within the THA so that either an average proportional damping coefficient or an

iterative approach must be invoked into the THA.
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While adopting an average proportional damping coefñcient method for the entte
response is the simplest and least intensive method the main disadvantage is that it
requires an average response frequency,f, to be estimated prior to the THA. From this an

estimate of c/lM is made from Equation7.6.l. The consequence of this is that the analysis

outcome can be subjective as it is related to the assumed average response frequency.

For the iterative approach an initial estimate of the proportional damping is made at the

colffnencement of each haH cycle of the response. The instantaneous frequency is then

determined at the completion of each half cycle and the resulting proportional damping
calculated. This is then tested against the estimated proportional damping at the

beginning of the cycle. If the estimate and resulting proportional damping coefficient
match then the next half cycle is considered. If not the THA returns to the beginning of
the half cycle under consideration and the initial conditions are reset. Another estimate of
the proportional damping coefficient is made and the iterative process continues. This
iterative process is shown in Figure 7 .6.2. The only disadvantage of the iterative method
is that the computing time is increased, however, this was not found to be significant for
the SDOF system. Comparison of anal¡ical and experimentally response showed that
the iterative procedure was the most effective and least sensitive to initial assumptions.
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7 .7 . Event Based Time-Stepping Analysis

Since at any time the dynamic response is dependent on the instantaneous displacement

an event based time-stepping analysis was required to distinguish between the governing

dynamic equation of motion. As part of the time-stepping procedure the dynamic

response was considered by conversion of the static non-linear F-Â curve into a 'pseudo

static' F-A relationship. This procedure was based on the constant acceleration

assumption between time steps and takes into account the proportional damping. By

adopting the tri-linear F-A model, the 'pseudo static' F-Â relationship was made up of the

three 'pseudo static' stiffness' being ktsl, ktsp and kts2 (refer Figure 7.7.1). To permit

the use of the time-stepping procedure as described in Section 7 .5 the conversion factor

of 312 was applied to both the input ground acceleration, ac(t) and the three 'pseudo

static' stiffness'.

Re(1)

Re( 1 )+Â(2)Ke( I )+Â( I )ktsp

Re(1ÌrÂ(2)Ke(1

1

^(1) 
L(2)

Figure 7.7.1 'Pseudo Static' F-A relationship

Âioro¡lity

Mid-height Displacement, Â
c)o
ct
Ø
Ø
c)ú
oo
ho
l¡r
(d
ÈO

rl

s1

a\

/
ITrilinear'pseudo static'

stiffness

ktsp-4M +2p
at? ¿t

where dt is the time
increment

kts 1 =Re( 1 ÞÂ(2)Ke( 1 )+ktsp

^(1)kts2=ke(lþktsp
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The time-stepping procedure is then applied to the 'pseudo static' system. The first step is
to convert the input excitation, 312(ar(t)), to an incremental'pseudo static' force (dps)

which takes into account the previous incremental acceleration. Once this has been

determined it is used to calculate the incremental 'pseudo static' force displacement using

the respective 'pseudo static' stiffness. If 
^(tl) 

or 
^(+2) 

is reached within the time

increment this is recognised as an event and the dynamic equation of motion and the
'pseudo static' stiffness is updated. Any remaining 'pseudo static' resistance force is
then used to determine the remaining incremental displacement according to the new
'pseudo static' stiffness so that the displacement at the completion of the time increment
is determined. This process is continued until the incremental 'pseudo static' force and

thus the remaining system energy is reduced to zero. Alternatively, if the instability
displacemerìt, *Â¡s¡¿5¡¡ty, has been exceeded this indicates failure and the THA process is

terminated.

The Fortran 77 program developed to run the non-linear rocking LJRM wall THA is
presented in Appendix (G).

7.8. Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results

Conhrmation of the non-linear time history analysis (THA) softwa¡e developed for the
'semi-rigid' rocking response of URM walls has been conducted by comparison of
analytical results with both pulse and earthquake excitation shaking table test results
(refer Chapter 6). Figure 7.8.1 presents an indicative comparison of an analytically and

experimentally derived response for a 110mm thick, 1.5m tall wall with no overburden
having been subjected to a lHz,37mm amplitude pulse excitation. Further details of the

parameters used within the THA are presented in Appendix (H). Figure 7.8.1 (a) provides

a comparison of the experimental mid-height displacement, MWD, relative to the shaking
table compared with the THA, (u). Figure 7.s.1 (b) provides a comparison of the

experimental mid-height acceleration, MrilA, compared with the absolute mid-height
acceleration derived through THA, (at). Figure 7.8.1 (c) provides a comparison of
experimental and anal¡ical hysteretic behaviour.
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Figure 7.8.2 presents a comparison of the THA and experimental peak mid-height

displacements for a non-loadbearing simply supported 110mm thick, 1.5m tall LJRM

wall. For the THA the wall condition was assumed to be moderately degraded. Here it
is observed that the peak displacement response for the tested pulse frequencies and

amplitudes is well represented by the THA. It is observed that the maximum
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displacement amplification occurs for pulse frequencies of around lHz to 2Hz. Thus the
effective resonant frequency,fit, for the 110mm thick, 1.5m tall simply supported walls

with no applied overburden is also approximately lHz.

Figure 7.8.2 THA and Experinrental Peak Pulse Mid-height Disp. Response

Figure 7.8.3 presents an indicative comparison of an analytically and experimentally

derived response for a 110mm thick, l.5m tall wall with no overburden having been

subjected to an earthquake excitation representin g 80Vo of the Pacoima Dam earthquake

(refer Table 6.4.9). Further details of the parameters used within the THA are presented

ln Appendix (Ð. Figure 7.8.3 (a), (b) and (c) provide comparisons of mid-height
displacement, acceleration and hysteretic behaviour respectively.
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A representative cross section of analytical and experimental, pulse and earthquake

results is presented in Appendix (Ff¡. This shows that the THA is capable of accurately

predicting both the forced and free vibration rocking response provided that the non-

linear (F-À) and damping properties are adequately represented in the analytical model.
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8. LINEARISED DISPLACBMENT-BASBD

(DB)ANALYSIS

8.L. Linearised DB Analysis Methodology

The displacement-based (DB) analysis methodology provides a rational means for

determining seismic design actions as an alternative to the more traditional 'quasi-static'

force-based approach. In the DB procedure the dynamic lateral capacity of a structure is

determined on the basis of a comparison of a pre-determined failure displacement with

the displacement demand imposed on the structure by a seismic event.

To simplify the DB analysis procedure for highly non-linear systems the 'substitute

structure' methodology, proposed by Shibata and Sozen (1976), is often adopted. This

involves the substitution of the real structure's stiffness and damping properties with the

linear properties of a characteristic elastic SDOF oscillator. Here the characterising

linear properties are selected so that the linear and real non-linear systems are ftkely to

reach the failure displacement under the same applied excitation. The elastic system's

response to failure, as can be determined from the elastic response spectrum, is therefore

representative of the displacement demand on the real structure.

For elastic perfectly plastic systems (refer Figure 8.1.1) the bi-linear F-À relationship to

the failure displacement is characterised by the elastic stiffness related to the real

structure's secant stiffness at the in-elastic failure displacement (Priestly 7996:1997 ,Iudi
et al 1998, Edwards et aI 1999). Thus, the characterising SDOF oscillator stiffness

component is approximated by the lowest secant stiffness analogous with the real

structure's dynamic response and is associated with the lowest feasible response

frequency. Using this characteristic 'substitute structure' property for elastic perfectly

plastic systems and an appropriate level of equivalent viscous damping during the non-
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linear response, the linea¡ised DB analysis has been found to provide a reasonable

prediction of these system's dynamic lateral capacity.

Failure
Displacement

\ 'Substiu¡te
SEuch¡re'

Kubgi¡¡æ or¡ua¡rc

Mid-height Displacement ( A) A¡oitrrc

Figure 8.1.1 Lineadsed DB Analysis for Elastic perfectly plastic System

Unlike the more comprehensive non-linear time history analysis (THA), the linea¡ised
DB procedure does not provide an accurate representation of the complete dynamic
response but rather an indication of the excitation (load) required to reach the pre{efined
failure displacement. To illushate, during the elastic response phase the tangential
stiffrress is underestimated however during the in-elastic response phase the tangential
stiffness is overestimated. As a consequence of this a 'period lag' may deveþ between

the 'substitute structure' and the real system displacement response so that at the critical
response cycle the DB analysis initial conditions may not represent the real initial
conditions.

The DB analysis effectiveness is dependent on the probability that the 'substitute

structure' and real system will reach the predetermined failure displacement when
subjected to the same excitation. It is therefore evident that for the DB analysis to
provide a reasonable estimate of the excitation required to cause the structure to reach the

failure displacement an integral part of the procedure is the selection of the cha¡acteristic
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SDOF oscillator or 'substitute structure' Iinear stiffrress. To confirm that the selected

'substitute structure' properties represent the real system at the critical displacement for

any linearised DB analysis procedure an extensive comparison of the DB prediction with

experimental and THA results was required.

The following chapter presents a proposed linearised DB analysis procedure for the

ultimate limit state analysis of simply supported URM walls including a procedure for the

definition of the characterising linear SDOF oscillator stiffness. The displacement

capacity and damping properties of the simply supported walls are discussed in

conjunction with the implication on the modeling of the real structure as a characteristic

SDOF oscillator. An extensive comparison of the linearised DB analysis predictions of

dynamic lateral capacity with THA and experimental results is then presented to confirm

the procedure' s suitability.

Similar to the above, a comparison of THA predictions with the existing 'quasi-static'

rigid body and 'semi-rigid resistance threshold' force prediction of lateral capacity is also

conducted. This highlights the limitations of not considering 'dynamic stability' concepts

for the dynamic analysis of simply supported URM walls. He¡e the 'quasi-static'

analysis results are shown to often fall outside of the limiting tolerance assumed for the

DB anaþis.

8.2. Proposed Linearised DB Analysis

In accordance with the DB procedure, the 'substitute structure' displacement demand

relative to the top and bottom wall supports is determined from the response spectral

displacement (Aps¡), as obtained from the corresponding elastic displacement response

spectrum and characteristic 'substitute structure' frequency and damping. As is shown

by the typical relative elastic displacement response spectrum in Figure 8.2.1, for flexible

(low natural frequency) elastic systems the maximum relative displacement imposed by

an excitation is equal to the peak ground displacement (PGD). For elastic systems with

natural frequencies near to the excitations dominant frequency, displacement
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amplification and resonant effects increase the Ânso to a maximum greater than the PGD.

The displacement amplification is thus defined as Ânso,/PGD. For elastic systems with
natural frequencies greater than the excitation's dominant frequency ¡þs ÂRsp and

displacement amplification is reduced. For rigid elastic systems with large natural

frequencies (i.e. infinite stiffness), Ânsp approaches zero.
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This indicates that for ground motions where the dominant frequencies are much greater

than the elastic system's natural frequency the system will be safe from failure provided

that the PGD does not exceed Âinsrau¡iry. On the other hand should the dominant ground

motion frequency be nea¡ that of the natural resonant frequency, the Ans¡ may be

significantly amplified above that of the PGD depending on damping. In this case failure

may occur under excitations with much lower PGD.

THA and shaking table tests have shown the maximum relative mid-height displacement

amplification to be 1.5 to 3.3. This corresponds to a dynamic amplif,rcation of I to 2.2 at

the wall's effective mass, which is the point located at 213 of the free body height from

the point where the wall is stationary. This suggests that during ground motion with

dominant frequencies in the vicinity of the walls resonant frequency the wall will be safe

from overturning provided that the PGD does not exceed 0.3 of the wall thickness

(0.6612.2). For design, safefy factors would also need to be applied.

8.2.1. Derivation of Characteristic SDOF 6Substitute Structure' Stiffness

Provided that the selected SDOF 'substitute structure' stiffness, Kn (refer Figure 8.2.2)

linearly characterises the real structure for response at the incipient instability

displacement the real structure's displacement demand can be determined in accordance

with the relative elastic displacement response spectrum. The selection of Ç6 must

therefore be made so that it is probable that the 'substitute structure' and rocking wall

system will reach their respective displacement capacity under the same excitation.

Unlike the elastic perfectly plastic system presented in Section 8.1, where the lowest

secant stiffness analogous with the real structures dynamic response is used to

characterise the non-linear, this is not appropriate for rocking objects as at the failure or

instability displacement, Â¡s65¡¡¡y, the secant stiffness is zero. It was therefore necessary

to develop an alternative procedure for deriving the characterising linear stiffness for

rocking simply supported URM walls.
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For same excitation the 2 systems
reach instability displacement

'Substiûlte
SEuch¡re'

Mid-height Displacement ( A)

tr'igure 8.22 Linearised DB Analysis Characteristic StifÊress, K.¡

During the response of a simply supported URM wall subjected to a transient excitation,
it has been observed that incipient instability is most likely to be reached as a
consequence of the large displacement amplif,rcations associated with the effective
resonant frequency of the wall. This is because unrealistically large ground motions are

required at or near resonance to cause the wall response to reach incipient instability.
Consequently, the resonant behaviour of the simply supported URM walts should be

modelled by the linea¡ 'substitute structure' stiffness. Thus, the characteristic linear
stiffness that will most likely best model the real wall behaviour at instability is the real
structure's effective resonant frequency. As was discussed in Chapter 5, the effective
resonant frequency, ,Ên of a simply supported wall is associated with the aveÍage

incremental secant stiffrress, K"r", of the dynamic F-Â relationship. By again assuming

the tri-linear approximation of the static F-Â relationship K u"" is determined in generic

terms as,

o()
!ol¡.
ctkí)
ct
EIt)
o¡
Êr

A¡rr¡o6¡¡¿¡y

Krou" =K" r+2LQ)- L(r) 
+

Liwøøniry - LQ)
Â(2) + Â(1) Linsøbitiry + L(2)

Here Ç(1) is dehned by Table 5.2.1andÂ(l) and L(Z)by Tabte 7.5.1

Real Semi-rigid
Non-linear F-À
Relationship
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As the average dynamic secant stiffness, & ou" = 312 K" un" (again assuming a triangular

acceleration response relative to the wall supports) an estimate of the effective resonant

frequency without considering damping is therefore derived in accordance with

a=2nf=
M

3 K,o,"

lqr
2 M"

(8.2.2)
2n

Since this estimation of/.6 by Equation 8.2.2 does not consider the damping component,

the true effective resonant frequency is expected to be slightly higher than the estimation.

This is confirmed by comparison with THA in Section 8.3.1.

8.22. Simply Supported URM Walls Modelled as a SDOF Oscillator

Prior to DB analysis being applied to a simply supported URM wall the substitutions

required for the modeling of the rocking system as an SDOF oscillator must be

recognised. These substitutions are required as for SDOF oscillator it is assumed that

lÙOVo of the system mass is mobilized whereas for rocking bodies this is not the case. As

a result the effective mass location relative to the supports must be considered.

8.2.2.1. Modelled Displac eme nt Capacity

As discussed in Section 5.2.1, for rigid simply supported objects the instability mid-

height displacement, A¡r¡¿6i¡1y, is considered to have been reached when the resultant

vertical force above the mid-height crack, due to self weight and overburden, is displaced

outside of the back mid-height edge of the wall. The mid-height displacement at which

this occurs is dependent on the support conditions (Table 5.2.1). For simply supported

'semi-rigid' URM walls with relatively low levels of applied overburden the finite

vertical reaction stress blocks a¡e small atlarge mid-height displacements. Consequently,

the rigid incipient instability displacement, Â¡s¡¿6i¡¡y, can also be assumed for the analysis

of 'semi-rigid' simply supported URM walls.

âS'
e
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As was discussed in the development of the THA algorithm in Chapter 7, to represent a

simply supported rocking object as an SDOF oscillator a triangular acceleration response
is appropriate relative to the supports. Consequently, the effective masses of the two
rocking free bodies are located at the 213 of the free body heights as measured from the
supports. The effective displacement capacity of the modelled SDOF 'substitute

structure', 4r rsøuility, is therefore reduced to 2/3 of the wall's static mid-height
displacement capacity so that:

Anmstauitity = 2/3 A¡.¡¿5¡¡1,

8.2.2.2. Modelled Damping Appropriate During Rocking Response

To take into account the reduced response velocity at the effective mass the level of
damping associated with the elastic displacement response spectrum is taken as 213 that
determined experimentally from the mid-height response of the wall. As was presented in
Section 6.4.6.3, a lower bound mid-height experimental equivalent viscous damping,

€soo", of approximately 57o was observed for both the 50 mm and 110 mm thick wall
specimens (refer Figure 6.4.20 and Figure 6.4.21). For simplicity and to be slightly
conservative an equivalent viscous damping of 57o for all frequencies was adopted. The
proportional damping coeffltcient, c, therefore varies linearly with frequency. The
corresponding equivalent viscous damping assumed for the DB analysis to determine the
elastic RSD was therefore 3Vo (=2¡3 5Eo¡.

8.3. Effectiveness of the Linearised DB Analysis

To test the effectiveness of the proposed DB analysis for face loaded simply supported
URM walls an extensive analytical study was conducted using the non-linear THA
software ROWMANRY presented in Chapter 7. In this study wall configurations
selected for examination included simply supported URM walls l.5m tall, being
representative of the experimental study presented in Chapter 6, 3.3m tall, being a
common height found in Aust¡alian masonry construction and 4.0m tall, as permitted by
the South Australian Housing Code, 1996. For each wall height, wall thickness
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considered included 50mm, 110mm and 220mm. Iævels of applied overburden included

0MPa, 0.075MPa, 0.15MPa and 0.25MPa being representative of Australian masonry

construction. For all wall configurations having applied overburden, the top vertical

reaction was assumed to be pushed to the leeward face of the wall so that the mid-height

Ainstability was the thickness of the wall (refer Table 5.2.1) being representative of a

concrete slab above boundary condition. Finally, the three levels of mortar joint

degradation defined in Section 7 .5 were also examined for each of the wall configuration

considered. As the tri-linear F-A approximation is again used Table 7.5.1 presents the

defining displacements Â(1) and A(2) associated with each of the three levels of joint

degradation.

The first stage in testing the effectiveness of the proposed linearised DB analysis

procedure was to determine the estimated effective resonant frequency for each of the

wall configurations based on the average cycle secant stiffness to Â¡r¡u6¡¡¡r, without

considering damping in accordance with Equation 8.2.1. Following this, an extensive

THA study using gaussian pulse input was conducted to confi¡m that the estimate of the

effective resonant frequency derived was appropriate. A linearised DB analysis was then

conducted on each of the simply supported wall configuration subjected to the transient

excitations as presented in Table 6.4.9. Here the percentage of the normalised transient

excitations required to cause instability of the simply supported URM wall under

consideration was predicted. As part of the linearised DB analysis procedure the derived

estimate of effective resonant frequency using Equation 8.2.2 was used as the

characteristic 'substitute structure' frequency. As discussed in Section 6.4.7.2 the

earthquake excitations used were selected to provide a representative cross section of

frequency and amplitude contents of plausible ground motions.

Comparison of the DB analysis is then made with results derived using the

comprehensive THA softwa¡e. The following sections present each stage of the study.
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8.3.1. Effective Resonant Frequency of simpry supported URM walls
The first stage of the study was to determine the effective resonant frequency of the
simply supported wall configurations selected. Initially an estimate of effective resonant
frequency based on the average static secant stiffness determined from Equation g.2.1

was made from Equation8.2.2.

A THA study was then conducted to confirm the effective resonant frequency for the
selected wall configurations. This was achieved by running a series of 500 gaussian

pulse THA at frequencies ranging from 0.25Hzto l}Hz and amplitudes from 2.5mm to
11Omm for each of the wall configurations under consideration. From the resulting RSD
versus PGD plot the frequency associated with maximum displacement amplification was
identified as the effective resonant frequency. To illustrate, Figure 8.3.1 presents the
RSD versus PGD for a 500 gaussian point THA run for a non-loadbearing 3.3m tall,
l lOmm thick simply supported wall having moderately degraded rotation joints. From
this plot it is observed that the maximum mid-height displacement amplification of
lt0l40 = 2.75 is associated with gaussian pulse frequencies of between 0.75H2 and,

1.0H2. This is compared with the estimated effective resonant frequency derived in
accordance with Equation 8.2.2 for the 3.3m tall simply supported LIRM wall having
moderately degraded rotation joints of 0.81H2. For pulses with a much higher frequency
than the system natural frequency (>2.5H2) it can be seen that the plot converges to a
straight line where the PGD is equal to approximately 213 of the relative response mid-
height spectral displacement. Alternatively this line indicates where the pGD is

approximately equal to the Âns¡ measured at the 213 free body height being
representative of the effective mass location relative to the supports due to the triangular
acceleration response. This can be related to the lower part of zone (A) shown in Figure
8.2.1). For these higher frequencies it is evident that instability can only occur when the

PGD is equal to or greater than 213 of Â¡or¡u6¡1, (measured at the mid-height).
Accordingly, much higher forces can be withstood by the wall at the higher excitation
frequencies than at frequencies near to the effective resonant frequency. This illustrates
the dependence of the walls dynamic reserve capacity on the dominant excitation
frequency.
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Figure 8.3.lGaussian Pulse; 33m Tall, 110mm Thicþ Moderate Degradation TIIA

As a result of this study it was determined that the effective resonant frequency of simply

supported URM walls derived using THA was approximately that predicted from the

average secant stiffness to A¡5¡¡5i¡¡y (refer Equation 8.2.1). A slight va.riation was

predicted to be due to the small influence of including damping in the THA increasing

the response frequency slightly. In summary, it was found that the frequency derived

using Equation 8.2.1 provided a good assessment of the estimate of effective resonant

frequency derived from the THA study which itself correlated well with the experimental

results (refer Figure 7.8.2). Consequently, it was postulated that the approximate

effective resonant frequency for simply supported URM walls determined in accordance

with Equatto¡ 8.2.2 for use as the characteristic 'substitute sffucture' frequency is

adequate considering the approximations made within the linearisation procedure.

The estimated effective resonant frequency (Equation 8.2.2) determined for the 1.5m,

3.3m and 4.0m height walls at various levels of overburden stress and joint degradation
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are presented in Table 8.4.1 to Table 8.4.12. In most cases the effective resonant

frequency is associated with the secant stiffness at instantaneous displacements at around

30 to 40Vo of the incipient instability displacement. The wall thickness was found to have

little influence on the effective resonant frequency (the reasons for this are discussed in
Section 5.2.1).

By comparison with experimental results it was also found that the analytically derived

effective resonant frequencies correlated well with frequencies observed experimentally

as the minimum asymptotic frequency, friroit.

8.32. Linearised DB Analysis

The second stage of the study was to conduct the linearised DB analysis on each of the

simply supported tlRM wall configurations subjected to the transient excitations
presented in Table 6.4.9 including Elcentro, Pacoima Dam, Nahanni and Taft earthquake.

Here the effective resonant frequency determined in the fîrst stage of the study, and the

elastic displacement response spectrum at 3Vo damping (=2l3x5%o) were used to
determine the displacement demand on each of the modelled wall configurations. Using

the effective resonant frequency as the cha¡acterising elastic SDOF stiffrress the percent

normalised earthquake excitation required for the modelled displacement demand to
equal the modelled displacement capacity was determined. This therefore represented the

excitation required for ultimate instability of the wall to be reached. For illustrative
purposes the linearised DB procedure for the 3.3m tall, 110mm thick wall with 0.075MPa

applied overburden stress having moderately degraded rotation joints and subjected to the

ElCentro earthquake is described.

Figure 8.3.2 presents the relative elastic displacement response specfum (3Vo damping)

for the Elcentro earthquake comprised of displacement-normaltzed spectrum ranging

from 25Vo to 500Vo in 25Vo increments. The horizontal line shown at 73mm (ll0x2l3)
displacement is representative of the displacement capacity of the elastic SDOF
'substitute structure' representing the 110mm thick wall both with and without
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overburden. The estimate of effective resonant frequency, determined in accordance with

Equation 8.2.1 (refer Table 8.4.2) is l.23Hz. As frequencies gteater than the assumed

characteristic SDOF oscillator frequency are relevant to the response, to be slightly

conservative the lowest percent displacement normalised ElCentro earthquake is adopted

from all frequencies greater than the estimated effective resonant frequency. Thus, using

the characteristic 'substitute structure' stiffness compatible with the l.23Hz resonant

frequency the percent displacement normalised ElCentro earthquake predicted to cause

instability of the wall is determined as 7OVo.

Results of the linearised DB analysis for all of the considered wall conf,rgurations are

presented in Table 8.4.1 to Table 8.4.12.

Figure 8.3.2 Relative ElCentro Earthquake Elastic Response Spectrum (37o damp¡ng)

8.33. TIIA for Various Transient Excitation

The next stage of the study to test the effectiveness of the DB criterion \ryas to predict the

percent displacement normalised earthquake to cause ultimate instability using the non-

linear THA software described in Chapter 7. For each wall under consideration a THA

was performed gradually increasing the displacement-normalised earthquake by l7o at a
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time. Figure 8.3.3, Figure 8.3.4 and Figure 8.3.5 present the peak mid-height
displacement result, relative to the supports, for the 1.5m, 3.3m and 4m wall respectively

at va¡ious overburden and with moderately degraded bed joints subjected to the ElCentro
earthquake. From Figure 8.3.4 it can be observed that for the 3.3m wall with 0.0Z5Mpa
applied overburden stess the THA prediction for ultimate instability is 85Vo of the
displacement normalised ElCentro earthquake. This compares reasonably well with the
DB analysis prediction of 70Vo ElCentro as described in Section 8.3.2. Damping
assumed for all THA was Rayleigh damping with the mass proportional coeff,rcient of 1.0

and stiffness proportional coefficient of 0.002 as these represented the lower bound of the
experimental results presented in Section 6.4.6.3.
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The analysis results for the THA study are presented in Table 8.4.1 to Table 8.4.12.

8.3.4. Comparison of Predictive Model Results

The final stage of the study to test the effectiveness of the DB criterion was to compale

the linearised DB and non-linear THA predictions of the percent displacement

normalised eafthquake to cause ultimate instability as derived in 8.3.2 and 8.3.3

respectively. Figure 8.3.6 graphically presents these comparisons where it is observed

that almost all of the results fall within the bounds of the 1507o tolerance lines. That is,

the linearised DB analysis, using the estimate of effective resonant frequency derived in

accordance with Equation8.2.2 as the characterising 'substitute structure' frequency, will

provide an ultimate instability prediction not more than 1.5 times and or less than2l3 of

that predicted by the more comprehensive non-linear THA. The scatter of results

observed is a function of the linearisation of the real non-linear stiffrress and damping

components of the real rocking wall system.

Further to this comparison, the more traditional 'quasi-static' rigid body prediction of

lateral resistance capacity and the 'semi-rigid resistance threshold' acceleration (refer

Table 8.4.1 to Table 5.4.12) are compared with the THA predictions.
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Figure 8.3.7 presents graphically the compa.rison of the 'semi-rigid resistance threshold'

acceleration with the THA ultimate instability prediction. Here it is observed that for the

transient excitations with lower dominant frequencies (Taft, ElCentro and Pacoima Dam)

near to the wall's effective resonant frequency the 'semi-rigid resistance threshold'

acceleration provides a good prediction of the lateral acceleration capacity of the wall.
This is because at these dominant excitation frequencies there is little benefit gained

through 'dynamic stability' concepts so that the URM wall's reserye capacity is small.

Thus, this 'quasi-static' analysis provides a reasonable prediction oflateral capacity. For
excitations having dominant frequencies greater than the effective resonant frequency
(Nahanni) the dynamic reserve capacity is far more significant. As this is not accounted

for by the 'quasi-static' analysis the ultimate instability prediction is conservative.
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Figure 8.3.8 presents graphically the comp¿ìrison of the 'quasi-static' rigid body ultimate

instability prediction. Here it is observed that for the transient excitations 'with lower

dominant frequencies near to the wall's effective resonant frequency the 'quasi-static'

rigid body analysis provides an un-conservative prediction of the lateral acceleration

capacity of the wall. This is attributed to the overestimation of the 'semi-rigid resistance

threshold' force by the rigid assumption and ths in-significant wall dynamic reserve

capacity. For transient excitations with higher dominant frequencies than the wall's

effective resonant frequency, like the 'semi-rigid resistance threshold' force prediction,

the 'quasi-static' rigid body analysis provides a conservative prediction of the lateral

acceleration capacify of the wall.
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8.4. Conclusion

Linearised DB analysis using the wall's effective resonant frequency as the 'substitute

structure' natural frequency provides predictions of ultimate instability \ryithin + 5OVo of
the more comprehensive THA. Equation 8.2.1, which represents the generic average

secant stiffness to the incipient instability displacement, has been found to provide a
reasonable estimate of the simply supported IJRM walls effective resonant frequency.

The linearised DB analysis therefore provides a rational and relatively straight forward
prediction of the dynamic lateral capacity for simply supported URM walls. Since this

takes into account the true dynamic behaviour of the rocking wall system, the dynamic

reserve capacity for excitations having dominant frequencies greater than the effective
resonant frequency is accounted for.

In conclusion the linearised DB analysis using the wall's effective resonant frequency

determined in accordance with Equation 8.2.1 as the 'substitute structure' characteristic
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frequency provides predictions within limiting tolerances of + 50Vo of the more

comprehensive THA results. This method therefore provides the most rational and

simple approach for assessing the dynamic lateral capacity of simply supported URM

walls subjected to transient excitations.

Table 8.4.1 ElCentro Analysis Conrparison: 1.5m Height Wall

GEOMETRY OVER-
BURDEN

(MPa)

WALL CONDITION RIGID
BODY

(g)

SEMI
RIGID

G)

THA DBA
(t)

(mm)
(h)
(m)

(refer
Figure
6.4.12)

ag)
A^

&t
A*

ToEQ PGA
G)

l*
(Hz)

>FREQ
ToEQ

>FREQ
PGA
k)

50 1.5 0 NE}V 67o 287o 0.13 0.10 33Vo 0.11 1.45 307o 0. l0

50 1.5 0 MOD l37o 4OVo 0.13 0.08 197o 0.07 t.2t 25Vo 0.09

50 1.5 0 SEV 2O7o 5O7o 0.13 0.07 217o 0.07 1.04 20Vo 0.07

50 1.5 0.075 NEW 67o 28Vo 0.89 0.64 l3O7o 0.45 2.U l4OTo 0.49

50 1.5 0.075 MOD l3%o 4OVo 0.89 0.53 924o 0.32 2.X lOO9o 0.35

50 1.5 0.075 SEV 2O4o 5O7o 0.89 0.44 767o 0.26 LM 6OVo o.2t

50 1.5 0.15 NEW 6Vo 28Vo 1.64 1.18 5407o 1.14 t.74 2OOTo 0.70

50 1.5 0.15 MOD 13Vo 4OVo 1.64 0.99 LSO4o 0.52 3.r2 lSOTo 0.52

50 1.5 0.15 SEV 2OVo 5OVo 1.64 0.82 lXZ7o 0.42 2.69 ll57o 0.40

50 1.5 0.25 NE}V 6Vo 28Vo 2.65 1.91 NF NF 4.62 4001o 1.39

50 1.5 o.25 MOD l3Vo 4OVo 2.65 1.59 I{F NF 3.9 2OOVo 0.70

50 1.5 o.25 SEV 2OVo 5OVo 2.65 1.33 1939o 0.67 337 2NVo 0.70

110 1.5 0 NEV/ 6Vo 287o o.29 o.2l 80Vo 0.28 1.45 85Vo 0.30

ll0 1.5 0 MOD 13Vo 4OVo 0.29 0.18 457o 0.16 t2r 6OVo 0.21

110 1.5 0 SEV 2O7o 5O7o 0.29 0.15 457o 0.16 1.04 45Vo 0.16

110 1.5 0.075 NEW 67o 28Vo 1.95 l.4l 3757o t.3l 2.U 3tOVo 1. r5

110 1.5 0.075 MOD 13Vo 4O7o 1.95 t.t7 3257o 1.13 2.36 250Vo 0.87

110 1.5 0.075 SEV 2OVo 5OVo 1.95 0.98 2107o 0.73 2.M \23Vo 0.43

110 1.5 0.15 ' NEW 67o 287o 3.62 2.60 Nr. NF 1.74 425Vo 1.48

110 1.5 0.15 MOD 131o 4OVo 3.62 2.17 NF NF 3.12 3257o 1.13

110 1.5 0.15 SEV 2OVo 5OVo 3.62 l.8l 3854o 1.34 2.69 250/o 0.87

110 1.5 0.25 NEV/ 67o 28Vo 5.83 4.20 ¡m NF 4.62 NT' NF

110 1.5 0.25 MOD 137o 4OVo 5.83 3.50 NF NF 3.9 ASTo 1.48

r10 1.5 0.25 SEV 2O7o 5OVo 5.83 2.92 NF NF 337 4254o 1.48

220 1.5 0 NEW 6Vo 28Vo 0.59 o.42 1557o 0.54 1.45 lTOVo 0.59

220 1.5 0 MOD l3Vo 4OVo 0.59 0.35 85Vo 0.30 l.2l 125Vo 0.44

220 1.5 0 SEV ZOVo SOVo 0.59 0.29 N7o 0.28 1.04 85Vo 0.30

220 1.5 0.075 NEW 6Vo 284o 3.91 2.8r NF NF 2.U NT' NF

220 1.5 0.075 MOD I3Vo 404o 3.91 2.35 NF NF 236 NF NF

220 1.5 0.075 SEV 2OVo 5O1o 3.9t 1.95 4l5Vo 1.45 2.M 4707o t.&
220 1.5 0. l5 NEW 6Vo 28Vo 7.23 5.2r NF NF 3.74 NT' NF

220 1.5 0.15 MOD 13Vo 4O7o 7.23 4.34 I\F NF 3.12 NT' NF

220 1.5 0.15 SEV 2OVo 5O7o 7.23 3.62 NF NF 2.69 NF

220 1.5 0.25 NEW 61o 28Vo 11.66 8.40 NF NF 4.62 NF NF

220 1.5 0.25 MOD l31o 4OVo 11.66 7.00 NF NF 3.9 NT' NF

220 1.5 0.25 SEV 2OVo SOVo 1r.66 5.83 NF NF 3.37 NT' NF

*NF - No Fail within limits of study
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CHAPTER (8) - Lineørised Displacernent-based Arnlysis

Table 8.4.2 ElCenho Analysis Conrparison: 3.3m Height Wall

GEOMETRY OVER.
BURDEN

0\,rPa)

WALL CONDITION RIGID
BODY

G)

SEMI
RIGID

G)

THA DBA
(r)

(mm)
(h)
(m)

(refer
Figure
6.4.12)

a(1)
A^

&I
4^

VoEQ PGA
G)

l"n
(Hz)

>FREQ
loEQ

>FREQ
PGA
k)

50 3.3 0 NE\Y 67o 28Vo 0.06 0.04 2O7o 0.07 0.96 257o 0.09
50 3.3 0 MOD 13Vo 4OVo 0.06 0.04 tLVo 0.08 0,81 25Vo 0.(D
50 3.3 0 SEV 2OVo 5O7o 0.06 0.03 267o 0.09 t.7 25To 0.09
50 3.3 0.075 NEW 6Vo 28Vo o.22 0.r6 327o 0.1I t.46 3O7o 0. r0
50 3.3 0.075 MOD 13Vo 4OVo 0.22 0.13 27Vo 0.09 t.?.3 25y'o 0.09
50 3.3 0.075 SEV 2OVo 5OVo 0.22 0.11 2OVo 0.07 1.0ó 2OVo 0.07
50 3.3 0.15 NEW 6Vo 287o o.37 0.27 547o 0.19 1.82 45lo 0.16
50 3.3 0.15 MOD 13Vo 4OVo 0.37 0.22 377o 0.13 1.54 357o tJ.12

50 3.3 0.15 SEV 2OVo 5O7o 0.37 0.19 327o 0.11 r33 3O9o 0.r0
50 3.3 o.25 NEW 6Vo 28Vo 0.58 0.42 93Vo 0.32 2.72 TOVo 0.24
50 J.J 0.25 MOD l3Vo 4O7o 0.58 0.35 6Vo 0.23 SOVo o.t7
50 3.3 o.25 SEV 2O7o 5O7o 0.58 0.29 439o 0.15 L6¿ 4O7o 0.14
110 3.3 0 NEW 6Vo 28Vo 0. 13 0.10 457o 0.16 0.96 457o 0. ló
ll0 3.3 0 MOD l37o 4OVo 0.13 0.08 45Vo 0.16 0.81 451o 0.1ó
ll0 3.3 0 SEV 2OVo 50% 0.13 0.07 457o 0.16 0.7 457o 0. l6
110 3.3 0.075 NEW 6Vo 28Vo 0.48 0.34 üVo 0.28 1.46 EOVo 0.28
110 3.3 0.075 MOD 137o 4OVo 0.48 o.29 85Vo 0.30 t.?ß 7O7o 0.24
ll0 3.3 0.075 SEV ZOVo SOVo 0.48 o.24 5O7o 0.17 1.06 S54o 0.19
110 3.3 0.15 NEW 6Vo 28Vo 0.82 0.59 lffiVo 0.56 1.82 lOOTo 0.35
110 3.3 0.15 MOD l3Vo 4OVo o.82 0.49 l30Vo 0.45 1.54 917o 0.31
ll0 3.3 0.15 SEV ZOVo 5O7o 0.82 0.41 1257o o.44 1.33 EOVo 0.28
ll0 3.3 0.25 NEW 67o 28Vo 1.28 0.92 ttsvo 0.78 2.?:2 l5O7o 0.52
110 3.3 o.25 MOD l3Vo 4O7o 1.28 0.77 1757o 0.61 1.87 llïVo 0.38
110 3.3 0.25 SEV 2OVo 5OVo 1.28 o.& l45Vo 0.51 1.62 9O7o 0.31
220 3.3 0 NEW 6Vo 28Vo 0.27 0.19 7íVo 0.26 0;96 9OVo 0.3r
220 3.3 0 MOD 137o 4OVo 0.27 0.16 80Vo 0.28 0;81 9{Vo 0.31
220 3.3 0 SEV 2O7o 5O7o o.27 0.13 lA07o 0.35 0.7 9OVo 0.31
220 3.3 0.075 NEW 6Vo 28Vo 0.95 0.69 16OVo 0.56 1.46 16OVo 0.56
220 3.3 0.o75 MOD 13Vo 40Vo 0.95 0.57 lffiVo 0.56 1.23 l25lo 0.44
220 3.3 0.075 SEV 2OVo 5OVo 0.95 0.48 l05Vo 0.37 1:06 9X)7o 0.31
220 3.3 0. l5 NEW 67o 28Vo 1.64 1.18 3357o l.t7 1.82 2OOVo 0.70
220 3.3 0.15 MOD 13Vo 4OVo 1.64 0.98 2757o 0.96 1.54 17SVo 0.61
220 3.3 0.15 SEV 2OVo 5OVo 1.64 0.82 2357o 0.82 1.33 17SVo 0.ól
220 3.3 0.25 NEIW 6Vo 28Vo 2.55 1.84 4SSVo 1.58 2.X2 3507o 1.22
220 3.3 0.25 MOD 13Vo 4OVo 2.55 1.53 SOOVo 1.74 1.87 25O7o 0.87
220 3.3 o.25 SEV 2OVo 5OVo 2.s5 1.28 29n7o t.0r 1.62 17íVo 0.61

*NF - No Fail within limits of study
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CHAPTER (8) - Linearised Dßplacement-based Analysis

Table 8.4.3 ElCentro Analysis Comparison: 4.0m Height \üall

GEOMETRY OYER-
BURDEN

(MPa)

WALL CONDITION RIGID
BODY

G)

SEMI
RIGID

G)

THA DBA
(t)

(mm)
(h)
(m)

(refer
Figure
6.4.12\

4ú)
A^

AG)
4^

VoEQ PGA
G)

f*
(IIz)

>FREQ
ToEQ

>FREQ
PGA
G)

50 4 0 NEW 6Vo 287o 0.05 o.04 32Vo 0.1r O.EE 254o 0.09

50 4 0 MOD 13Vo 4O7o 0.05 0.03 3O4o 0.10 o.74 259o 0.09

50 4 0 SEV 2O4o 5OVo 0.05 0.03 33Vo 0.n 0.64 25(o 0.09

50 4 0.075 NEW 6Vo 28Vo 0. 16 0.ll 32Vo 0.11 1.26 257o 0.09

50 4 0.075 MOD 137o 4OVo 0.1ó 0.09 L9Vo 0.07 1.06 22Vo 0.08

50 4 0.075 SEV 2OVo 5O7o 0. ló 0.08 2lVo 0.07 0.92 22(o 0.08

50 4 0.15 NEW 6Vo 287o o.26 0.19 5O7o o.t7 1.55 4O9o 0.14

50 4 0.15 MOD l37o 4O7o o.26 0. 16 347o o.t2 1.31 35Vo o.t2

50 4 0. 15 SEV 2OVo 5OVo [J.26 0.13 22Vo 0.08 1.13 251o 0.u,

50 4 o.25 NEW 6Vo 287o 0.4{) o.29 62Vo 0.22 1.01 5O7o 0. 17

50 4 o.25 MOD l3Vo 4OVo 0..!0 0.24 417o 0.14 l.5E 4OVo 0.14

50 4 0.25 SEV 2OVo 5O7o 0.40 o.zo 377o 0.13 1.36 35To 0.12

ll0 4 0 NEW 6Vo 28Vo 0.11 0.08 757o tJ.26 0.8E 45Vo 0. 16

110 4 0 MOD 13Vo 4OVo 0.il 0.07 45Vo 0. l6 0.74 45Vo 0.16

110 4 0 SEV 2OVo 5OVo 0.ll 0.06 55lo 0.19 0.64 457o 0. 16

110 4 0.075 NEW 6Vo 287o 0.34 0.25 757o 0.26 70Vo o.24

110 4 0.075 MOD l3Vo 4OVo 0.34 o.2t 55Vo 0.19 l;06 5O7o 0.17

110 4 0.075 SEV 2OVo 5OVo 0.34 0.17 457o 0.16 0,92 457o 0.16

110 4 0.15 NEW 67o 28Vo 0.5E o.42 lO5Vo 0.37 1.55 ESVo 0.30

ll0 4 0.15 MOD l3Vo 4O7o 0.58 0.35 757o o.26 131 lSVo 0.26

110 4 0. 15 SEV 2OVo 5OVo 0.s8 0.29 TOVo o.24 1.13 60?o 0.21

ll0 4 0.25 NEW 6Vo 287o 0.89 o.g lEïVo 0.63 1.01 IIOVo 0.38

110 4 o.25 MOD l3Vo 4OVo 0.89 0.53 l35Vo o.47 1.sE 9OVo 0.31

110 4 o.25 SEV ZOVo 5O7o 0.89 o.44 9Oio 0.31 136 9O7o 0.31

220 4 0 NE}V 6Vo 281o 0.22 0.16 t457o 0.51 0.8E 9nVo 0.3r

220 4 0 MOD 13Vo 4OVo o.22 0.13 too% 0.35 0.74 9OVo 0.3r

220 4 0 SEV 2OVo 5OVo o.22 0.11 llSVo 0.,1{J 0.64 9O4o 0.31

220 4 0.075 NEW 6Vo 287o 0.69 0.49 l25Vo o.44 1.2Íi lSOlo 0.52

220 4 0.075 MOD 13Vo 4O7o 0.69 0.41 160Vo 0.56 1.06 9OVo 0.31

220 4 0.075 SEV 2OVo 5OVo 0.69 o.34 9O9o 0.3r 0.92 90?o 0.31

220 4 0.15 NEW 6Vo 28Vo l 15 0.83 2to?o o.13 1.55 17SVo 0.61

220 4 0.15 MOD 137o 4OVo 1.15 0.69 2207o 0.77 131 16O7o 0.56

220 4 0. 15 SEV 2OVo 5O7o l.l5 0.58 l35Vo o.47 1.13 llSVo 0.,1O

220 4 o.25 NEW 6Vo 28Vo 1.78 1.28 370Vo 1.29 1.01 2lO7o 0.73

220 4 0.25 MOD 13Vo 4OVo l.7E r.07 2E07o 0.98 l5E IEOVo 0.63

220 4 o.25 SEV 2O7o SOVo 1.78 0.89 lEOTo 0.63 136 lTOVo 0.59

*NF - No Fail within limits of study
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CHAPTER (8) - Linearised Displacement-based Analysis

Table 8.4.4 Taft Analysis Conrparison: l.5m Height \ilall

GEOMETRY OYER.
BURDEN

(MPa)

\ilALL CONDITION RIGID
BODY

G)

SEMI
RIGID

G)

THA DBA
(r)

(mm)
(h)
(m)

(refer
Figure
6.4.12)

ag)
4*

AQT
4^

TIEQ PGA
G)

.r"n
(Hz)

>FREQ
loEQ

>FREQ
PGA
k)

50 1.5 o NEIW 6Vo 28Vo 0.13 0.10 72Vo 0.13 1.45 öo"h 0.14
50 1.5 0 MOD 13Vo 4OVo 0.13 0.08 58% o.10 1.21 55Uo 0. t0
50 1.5 0 SEV 20% 50Vo 0.13 0.07 4OUo 0.07 1.04 45% 0.08
50 1.5 o.o75 NEI9V 6Vo 28Vo 0.89 o.M NF NF 2.84 190% 0.34
50 1.5 0.075 MOD l3Vo 4OVo 0.89 0.53 1360/o o.24 2.36 180ch 0.32
50 1.5 0.075 SEV ZOVo 5OVo 0.89 0.44 IOZYo 0.18 2.O4 95"/" o.17
50 1.5 o.15 NE}V 6Vo 28Vo '1.64 1.18 NF NF 3.74 410% o.74
50 1.5 0.15 MOD 13Vo 4OVo 1.64 0.99 NF NF 3.12 21OUo 0.38
50 1.5 0.15 SEV 2OVo 50% 1.64 0.82 19170 0.34 2.69 190% 0.34
50 1.5 o.25 NE\ry 6% 28Vo 2.65 1.91 NF NF 4.62 s00% o.90
50 1.5 0.25 MOD l37o 4OVo 2.65 1.59 NF NF 3.9 455% 0.82
50 1.5 0.25 SEV 2O7o 5O7o 2.65 1.33 NF NF 3.37 31O"/" o.56
110 1.5 0 NEW 67o 28Vo 0.29 o.21 155"h 0.28 1.45 190To o.34
110 1.5 0 MOD l3Vo 4OVo 0.29 0.18 145Vo o.26 1.21 12OYo o.22
110 1.5 0 SEV ?-OVo 5OVo 0.29 0.15 1OO"/" 0.18 1.04 120% o.22
ll0 1.5 0.075 NEW 6Vo 28Vo 1.95 1.41 NF NF 2.84 42Ùo/o 0.75
ll0 1.5 0.o75 MOD l37o 4OVo 1.95 1-17 4OOUI 0.72 2.36 350% 0.63
110 1.5 0.075 SEV 20Vo 5O7o 1.95 0.98 38OYo 0.68 2.O4 2OOe/o 0.36
110 1.5 0.15 NE}V 67o 28Vo 3.62 2.60 NF NF 3.74 1000% 1.79
110 1.5 o.15 MOD l3Vo 4OVo 3.62 2.11 NF NF 3.12 550o/" o.99
ll0 1.5 0.15 SEV 2OVo 5OVo 3.62 1.81 600"h 1.08 2.69 45O7o 0.81
110 1.5 o.25 NE\ry 6Vo 28Vo 5.83 4.20 NF NF 4.62 NF NF
r10 't.5 0.25 MOD 137o 4OVo 5.83 3.50 NF NF 3.9 NF NF
110 1.5 o.25 SEV 2OVo 5OVo 5.83 2.92 NF NF 3.37 TOVo o.13
220 1.5 0 NEIW 6Vo 28Vo 0.59 o.42 31OYo 0.56 1.45 390% 0.70
220 1.5 0 MOD 13Vo 4OVo 0.59 0.35 290% o.52 1.21 260% 0.47
220 1.5 0 SEV 2OVo 50Vo 0.s9 0.29 ZOOYo 0.36 1.04 22O'/o 0.39
220 1.5 0.o75 NEW 6% 28% 3.91 2.81 NF NF 2.84 8OO"/" 1.43
220 1.5 0.075 MOD 13Vo 4OVo 3.91 2.35 1050% 1.88 2.36 650% 1.17
220 1.5 0.075 SEV 2O7o 5O4o 3.91 1.95 725Yo 1.30 2.O4 400% 0.72
220 't.5 o.15 NEW 6Vo 28Vo 7.23 5.21 NF NF 3.74 NF NF
220 1.5 0.15 MOD 13Vo 4OVo 7.23 4.34 NF NF 3.12 NF NF
220 't.5 o.15 SEV 2OVo 5OVo 7.23 3.62 NF NF 2.69 81OYo 1.45
220 'L5 o.25 NEW 6Vo 28Vo 11.66 8.40 NF NF 4.62 NF NF
220 1.5 0.25 MOD 137o 4OVo 11.66 7.00 NF NF 3.9 NF NF
220 1.5 0.25 SEV 2O7o 5OVo 11.66 5.83 NF NF 3.37 NF NF

*NF - No Fail within limits of study
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CHAPTER (8) - Linearised Displncement-based Analysis

Table 8.4.5 Taft Analysis Comparison: 3.3m Height Wall

GEOMETRY OVER-
BURDEN

(MPa)

WALL CONDITION RIGID
BODY

G)

SEMI
RIGID

G)

THA DBA
(t)

(mm)
(h)
(m)

(refer
Figure
6.4.12)

Â(1)
A*

ae)
A*

loEQ PGA
G)

f"n
(Hz)

>FREQ
VoßQ

>FREQ
PGA
k)

50 3.3 0 NEW 6% 28V" 0.ott 0.04 53Vo 0.10 o.96 SOYI 0.09

50 3.3 0 MOD 13% 40% 0.06 0.04 46"/" 0.08 0.81 SOYI 0.09

50 3.3 0 SEV 2O"/o 50% 0.06 0.03 41Yo 0.07 o.7 5O"/" 0.09

50 3.3 0.075 NEV/ 6"/o 24"/" 0.22 0.16 91"/o 0.16 1.46 95% 0.17

50 3.3 0.075 MOD 13"/" 4OYo 0.22 0.13 66% 0.'t2 1.23 95"/o 0.17

50 3.3 0.075 SEV 2O"/o 5Oo/" 0.22 0.11 SAYI 0.10 1.0ö 5OV" 0.09

50 3.3 0.'t5 NEV/ 6% 24"/o 0.37 0.27 91"h 0.16 1.42 95% 0.17

50 3.3 0.15 MOD 13"/o 40% 0.37 o.22 66% 0.12 1.54 95% 0.17

50 3.3 0.15 SEV 2O"/o 5OTo 0.37 0.19 TOYo 0.13 1.33 95"/" o.'17

50 3.3 0.25 NEVT 6% zAV" 0.58 0.42 115"/o o.21 2.22 ro0% 0.'t8

50 3.3 0.25 MOD 13% 40% 0.58 0.35 104?/" 0.19 1.87 95"/o 0.17

50 3.3 0.25 SEV 2O"/" 50% 0.58 0.29 88e/o 0.16 1,62 95"/" 0.17

110 3.3 0 NEW 6"/0 28Y" 0.13 0.10 1O2"/o 0.18 0.96 11Oo/o 0.20

110 3.3 0 MOD 13o/" 40% 0.13 0.08 95% 0.17 0:81 11OYo 0.20

ll0 3.3 0 SEV 2O"/o 50% 0.13 0.07 SOUo 0.16 1,00% 0.18

110 3.3 0.075 NEIW 6% 28"/o 0.48 0.34 17sVo 0.31 1.46 190% 0.34

110 3.3 o.o75 MOD 'l3o/" 40% 0.48 0.29 1750h 0.31 1.23 145Yo

110 3.3 0.075 SEV 20% 50% 0.48 o.24 11sYo 0.31 1.06 11OYo o.20

110 3.3 0.15 NEV/ 60/" 28% 0.82 0.59 21OYo 0.38 1.82 190% 0.34

110 3.3 0.15 MOD 13o/" 40% o.a2 0.49 21O"/o 0.38 1.54 190% 0.34

110 3.3 0.15 SEV 20% 50% 0.82 0.41 175"/o 0.31 1.33 190% 0.34

ll0 3.3 o.25 NEV/ 6o/o 28% 1.28 0.92 365% 0.65 2.22 1 907o 0.34

110 3.3 0.25 MOD 13% 4OVo 't.28 0.77 27sVo 0.49 1.At 190% 0.34

110 3.3 0.25 SEV 20o/" 50% 1.24 o.64 210% 0.38 1.02 190% 0.34

220 3.3 0 NEV/ 6"/o 28Y" o.27 o.19 20O/" 0.36 0.96 21OYo 0.38

220 3.3 0 MOD 13"h 4oo/o 0.27 0.16 189"h o.32 0.81 240% 0.43

220 3.3 0 SEV 2O"/o 50% 0.27 0.13 2OO"/o 0.36 o,t 200% 0.36

220 3.3 0.075 NEW 6o/" 28% o.95 0.69 325o/o 0.58 1.46 370"h 0.66

220 3.3 0.075 MOD 13" 40% 0.95 0.57 ßOU. 0.77 1.23 300% 0.54

220 3.3 0.075 SEV 2OVo SOVI 0.95 0.48 300% 0.54 l.06 230% 0.41

220 3.3 0.15 NEW 6o/" 28% 1.64 1.18 44OYe 0.79 1.42 390% 0.70

220 3.3 0.15 MOD 13"/" 40% 1.64 0.98 525o/o 0.94 1.54 390% 0.70

220 3.3 0.15 SEV 2O"/o 5O"/o 1.64 0.82 360% 0.65 1.33 210% 0.38

220 3.3 o.25 NEIù/ 6o/" 28"/" 2.55 1.84 73OYo 1.31 2.22 390% 0.70

220 3.3 0.25 MOD 13% 40% 2.55 1.53 6250/" 1.12 1.87 3907o 0.70

220 3.3 0.25 SEV 2O"/" 5Oo/" 2.55 1.28 41OYo o.74 1.62 390% 0.70

*NF - No Fail within limits of study
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CHAPTER (8) - Linearised Displncement-bøsed Arnlysis

Table 8.4.6 Taft Analysis Comparison: 4.0m Height Wall

GEOMETRY OVER.
BURDEN

(MPa)

WALLCONDITION RIGID
BODY

G)

SEMI
RIGID

G)

THA DBA
(r)

(mm)
(h)
(m)

(refer
Figure
6.4.12)

AG)
A^ ^QlA^

ToEQ PGA
G)

f.n
(Hz)

>FREQ
ToEQ

>FREQ
PGA
k)

50 4 0 NEW 6Vo 28Vo o.05 0.04 4ïo/o 0.07 o.88 50% 0.09
50 4 0 MOD I37o 4OVo 0.05 0.03 4270 0.08 o.74 SOY' 0.09
50 4 0 SEV 2OVo SOVo 0.05 0.03 58Uo 0.10 0:64 4g7o 0.07
50 4 0.075 NEW 67o 287o 0. t6 0.11 TOYo 0.13 1.2õ 60% 0.11

4 0.075 MOD l3Vo 40Vo 0.16 0.09 60% o.11 1.06 sOVò 0.09
50 4 0.075 SEV 2OVo 50Vo 0.16 0.o8 SAYI 0.10 0.92 50o/o 0.09
50 4 0.15 NEW 6Vo 28Vo 0.26 0.19 Ez"/o 0.15 1.55 9OYo 0.16
50 4 0.15 MOD l3Vo 4O7o o.26 0.16 73% o.t3 1.31 85Yo 0.15
50 4 0.15 SEV 2OVo 50Vo 0.26 0.13 6AUo o.12 f.13 5O"/o 0.09
50 4 0.25 NEW 6Vo 28Vo 0.40 0.29 86Uö 0.15 1.01 SOYo 0.09
50 4 0.25 MOD 13Vo 4OVo 0.40 o.24 9Oe/o 0.16 1.58 95o/" o.'17
50 4 0.25 SEV 2OVo 5OVo 0.40 o.20 76"/o 0.14 1.36 9OYo 0.16
110 4 0 NEW 6Vo 28Vo 0.11 0.08 100"h 0.18 O¡EE 11'gUo 0.20
110 4 o MOD l3Vo 4OVo o.11 0.07 f05% o.19 o.74 1O5e/o 0.19
110 4 0 SEV 2OVo 5OVo 0.11 0.06 lOge/o 0.18 O:64 80% 0.14
110 4 0.075 NEW 6Vo 28Vo 0.34 0.25 1il.O"/o 0.30 1.2e 11O7o o.20
110 4 0.075 MOD l3Vo 4OVo 0.34 o.21 lV5"/o 0.31 1.O6 11O7o 0.20
110 4 0.075 SEV 2O7o 5OVo 0.34 0.17 125o/o o.22 0.92 1,100h 0.20
ll0 4 0.15 NEW 6Vo 28Vo 0.58 0.42 17Oo/" o.30 1.55 1900h 0.34
110 4 0.15 MOD 13Vo 40Vo 0.58 0.35 185c/o 0.33 1.31 19070 0.34
110 4 o.15 SEV 2OVo 5OVo 0.58 0.29 145o/o o.26 1 .13 0.20
il0 4 o.25 NEW 6Vo 28Vo 0.89 0.64 23O/o o.41 1.01 1'1Oo/e 0.20
ll0 4 0.25 MOD l3Vo 4O7o 0.89 0.53 21OUo 0.38 1.58 19O'/o o.34
ll0 4 0.25 SEV 2OVo 5OVo o.89 o.44 185Yo 0.33 1.36 r90% 0.34
220 4 0 NEW 6Vo 28Vo o.22 0.16 2D5o/o 0.37 O;EE 22OYo 0.39
220 4 0 MOD 13Vo 4OVo o.22 0.13 lVSVo 0.31 o.74 21O7o 0.38
220 4 0 SEV 2OVo 5O7o 0.22 o.11 185% 0.33 0.64 15O'/o o.27
220 4 0.075 NEW 6Vo 287o 0.69 o.49 285e/o 0.51 1.26 25O'/o o.45
220 4 0.075 MOD 13Vo 40Vo 0.69 0.41 315"/" o.56 1.06 22OYo 0.39
220 4 0.075 SEV 2OVo 50Vo 0.69 0.34 25OYo 0.45 0.92 21Oo/" o.38
220 4 0.15 NEW 6Vo 28Vo 1.15 0.83 380% 0.68 f .55 3AO7o 0.68
220 4 0.15 MOD 13Vo 407o 1.15 0.69 385% 0.69 1.31 3SO"h 0.68
220 4 0.15 SEV 2OVo 5O7o 't. t5 0.58 300"h 0.54 1 .13 38096 o.68
220 4 0.25 NEW 6Vo 28Vo 1.78 1.24 47Dch 0.84 1.0t 6OO"/o 1.43

4 0.25 MOD 13Vo 4O7o 1.78 1.O7 550% o.99 1.58 3AOYI 0.68
220 4 0.25 SEV 2OVo 5OVo 1.78 0.89 365% 0.65 1.36 38O"/" 0.68

*NF - No Fail within lirnits of study
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CHAPTER (8) - Linearised Displacement-based Analysis

Table 8.4.7 Pacoima Dam Analysis Conrparison: l.5m Height Wall

*NF - No Fail within limits of study

GEOMETRY OVER-
BURDEN

(MPa)

WALL CONDITION RIGID
BODY

G)

SEMI
RIGID

G)

THÄ DBA
(t)

(mm)
(h)
(m)

(refer
Figure
6.4.12)

4ú)
À."

ae)
A*

VoßQ PGA
G)

Í.n
(Hz)

>FREQ
VoEQ

>FREQ
PGA

(e)

50 1.5 0 NEW 6"/" 28o/" 0.13 0.10 43Yo 0.19 1.45 SgYo o.22

50 1.5 0 MOD 'l3Yo 4O"/o 0.13 o.08 33% 0.14 1.21 SOYo o.22

50 1.5 0 SEV 20% 50/. 0.13 0.07 48Yo o.21 1.04 35"/o 0.15

50 1.5 0.075 NEVT 6Vo 28o/" 0.89 0.64 118"h 0.51 2.4¿I 100% 0.43

50 1.5 0.075 MOD 13o/" 40% o.89 o.53 97% 0.42 2.36 7O7o 0.30

50 1.5 0.075 SEV 2Oo/" 50y. 0.89 0.44 67Uo o.29 2.O4 65"/c 0.28

50 '1.5 0.15 NEW 6"/o 28% 1.64 1.18 NF NF 3.74 25.O?/" 1.08

50 1.5 0.'t5 MOD 13% 40% 1.64 o.99 136% 0.59 3:12 140e/o 0.61

50 1.5 0.15 SEV 2Oo/" 50% 1.64 o.82 1sOYo 0.5tt 2.69 85"/" 0.37

50 't.5 0.25 NEW 6% 28"/o 2.65 't.91 NF NF 4.62 zfJlJ7o 1.21

50 't.5 0.25 MOD 13% 4Oo/o 2.65 1.59 NF NF 3:9 28OVo 1.21

50 1.5 0.25 SEV 2O"/o 50o/o 2.65 1.33 163% 0.71 3.37 175'h 0.76

ll0 'L5 0 NEW 6"/" 28"/o 0.29 0.2'l 105% 0.46 1.45 115% 0.50

110 1.5 0 MOD 'lSYo 40% 0.29 o.18 I 057c 0.46 1.21 125Vo 0.54

110 '1.5 0 SEV 2Oo/" 50/" 0.29 0.15 7veh 0.30 1.04 75o/o 0.33

110 1.5 0.075 NEW 6"/o 28% 1.95 1.41 340"h 1.48 2.84 22O"/" 0.95

110 1.5 0.075 MOD 13"/o 4OVo 't.95 1.17 28O"/o 1.21 2.3õ 0.65

ll0 1.5 0.075 SEV 20% 50"/" 1.95 0.98 2154/o 0.93 2.O4 13OYo o.56

110 1.5 0.15 NEW 6% 28% 3.62 2.60 NF NF 3.74 NF NF

110 1.5 0.'t5 MOD 13"/" 4O"/o 3.62 2.17 460"/o 2.00 3.12 300% 1.30

110 1.5 o.15 SEV 20% 50"/ 3.62 1.81 430"/" 1.87 2.69 2OO"/o 0.87

110 1.5 o.25 NEW 6Y" 28% 5.83 4.20 NF NF 4,62 NF NF

110 1.5 0.25 MOD 13"/" 40o/o 5.83 3.50 NF NF 3.9 NF NF

ll0 1.5 o.25 SEV 20% 50% 5.83 2.92 NF NF 3.37 4OO7o 't.74

220 1.5 0 NEVT 6Yo 28% 0.59 o.42 325"/" 1.4',1 1.45 225"h 0.98

220 1.5 0 MOD 13% 4Ùo/o 0.59 0.35 225Yo 0.98 1.21 27s%o 1.19

220 't.5 0 SEV 2O"/o 50% 0.59 0.29 135% 0.59 1.O4 14O"/" 0.61

220 1.5 0.075 NEVT 6% 2A7o 3.91 2.81 NF NF 2.44 425"/" 't.84

220 1.5 0.075 MOD 13% 4Oo/o 3.91 2.35 500% 2.17 2.36 28OYo 1.21

220 1.5 0.075 SEV 2O"/o 50o/o 3.91 1.95 43O"/o 1.47 2.Ott 260% 1.13

220 1.5 0.15 NEW 6% 28"/o 7.23 5.2'l NF NF 3.74 NF NF

220 1.5 o.15 MOD 13% 40% 7.23 4.U NF NF 3.12 NF NF

220 1.5 0.15 SEV 2O"/o 500/" 7.23 3.62 600% 2.60 2.69 375"/" 1.63

220 1.5 0.25 NEW 6% 2fj"/o 11.66 8.40 NF NF 4.62 NF NF

220 1.5 o.25 MOD 13% 40% 11.66 7.OO NF NF 3.9 NF NF

220 1.5 0.25 SEV 2Oo/" 50% 11.66 5.83 NF NF 3.37 NF NF
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CHAPTER (8) - Lineørised Displacement-bøsed Analysis

Table E.4.8 Pacoirm Dam Analysis Conrparison: 3.3m Height Wall

GEOMETRY OVER-
BURDEN

(MPa)

1VALL CONDITION RIGID
BODY

G)

SEMI
RIGID

G)

THA DBA
(t)

(mm)
ft)
(m)

(refer
Figure
6.4.12)

AG)
4* ^(2)A^

ToEQ PGA
G)

.f.n
(Hz)

>FREQ
ToEQ

>FREQ
PGA
k)

50 3.3 0 NEW 6Vo 28% 0.06 0.04 29"/o 0.13 o.96 35"/o 0.15
50 3.3 0 MOD 13o/o 4Oo/" 0.06 0.04 ¿ |"/c o.12 0.81 3Ùo/o 0.13
50 3.3 0 SEV 20% 50o/o 0.06 0.03 33Uo 0.14 o.7 SOUI 0.13
50 3.3 0.075 NEW 60/" 28"/" 0.22 0.16 4TYo 0.20 1.46 5O!/o 0.22
50 3.3 0.075 MOD 13% 4Oo/o o.22 0.13 36"/" o.16 1.23 50"/" o.22
50 3.3 o.075 SEV 2Oo/o 5O"/" o.22 0.11 33Yo 0.14 1¡06 35"h 0.15
50 3.3 0.15 NEW 6o/" zAVo 0.37 0.27 5BUo 0.25 1.82 6Ðolo 0.26
50 3.3 0.15 MOD 13% 40% 0.37 o.22 46"/o 0.20 1.54 55o/o 0.24
50 3.3 0.15 SEV 20% 5Oo/" o.37 0.19 49/" 0.21 1.33 50"/" o.22
50 3.3 o.25 NEW 6% 28% 0.58 0.42 ATUo 0.38 2.22 607o o.26
50 3.3 0.25 MOD 13% 40"/" 0.s8 0.35 63% o.27 1.87 6OVo 0.26
50 3.3 o.25 SEV 2oo/o SOVo 0.58 0.29 49"h 0.21 1.62 55"h o.24
110 3.3 0 NEW 6% 28% 0.13 0.10 6O."/o 0.35 0:96 7Oe/o 0.30
ll0 3.3 0 MOD 13Yo 4Oo/" 0.13 0.08 65% 0.28 o.81 TOYo 0.30
110 3.3 0 SEV 2Oo/" 5Oo/" 0.13 0.07 g7o o.22 o,7 70V" 0.30
ll0 3.3 o.075 NEV/ 6% 28o/" 0.48 0.34 Í05% 0.46 1.46 l:1Se./o 0.50
110 3.3 0.075 MOD 13o/" 40% 0.48 0.29 9.57o 0.41 1.23 1157o 0.50
ll0 3.3 0.075 SEV 20% 50% 0.48 o.24 75o/o 0.33 1:06 7Sc/o 0.33
110 3.3 0. t5 NEW 6% 28o/o 0.82 0.59 150% 0.69 1.42 135o/o 0.s9
110 3.3 0.15 MOD 13o/" 4oo/o 0.82 0.49 1zOYo 0.52 1.54 125Yo 0.54
ll0 3.3 0.15 SEV 2O"/o 5Oo/o 0.82 o.41 1OO7o 0.43 1.33 11iYo 0.50
110 3.3 0.25 NE}V 6% 28% 't.28 0.92 215o/o 0.93 2.22 135o/o 0.59
110 3.3 o.25 MOD 13% 4O"/o 1.28 o.77 ISOYo 0.78 1.87 f3O7o 0.56
ll0 3.3 o.25 SEV zOV" 50% 't.28 o.64 1sOUo 0.56 1.62 1sOYo 0.56
220 3.3 0 NEIù/ 6V" 284/o o.27 o.19 17O"/o 0.74 o.96 140c/c 0.61
220 3.3 0 MOD 13o/o 40o/o o.27 0.16 125o/o o.54 O:81 13Ùo/o o.56
220 3.3 0 SEV 20% 50% o.27 0.13 1OsYo 0.46 o.7 11sYo 0.50
220 3.3 0.075 NEW 6o/" zAV" 0.95 0.69 ZIOUo 0.91 1.46 220"h 0.95
220 3.3 0.075 MOD 13% 4Oo/" 0.95 0.57 2OOo/o 0.87 1.23 14Ùo/o 0.61
220 3.3 o.o75 sEv 20o/" 50"Â 0.95 0.48 15Ùo/o 0.65 1.06 150Y" 0.65
220 3.3 0.15 NEW 6o/o 28"/" 1.64 1. t8 325Yo 1.41 1.82 2607o 1.13
220 3.3 0.15 MOD 134/o 40o/o 1.64 o.98 29OUo 't.26 1.54 26OYo 1.13
220 3 o.15 SEV 2Oo/o SOVo 1.64 0.82 190U" o.82 1.33 26lJ7o 1.13
220 3.3 o.25 NEW 6/" zAVo 2.55 1.84 435?/o 1.89 2.22 275'/o 1.19
220 3.3 0.25 MOD 13"/" 4Oo/o 2.55 1.53 4257o 1.U 1.87 26OVo 1.13
220 3.3 0.25 SEV 2Oo/o 5O"/" 2.55 1.28 265% 1.15 1.62 26OYo 1.13

*NF - No Fail wirhin limirs of study
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CHAPTER (8) - Linearised Displacement-based AnøIysis

Table 8.4.9 Pacoinra Dam Analysis Conrparison: 4.0m Height Wall

*NF - No Fail within limits of study

GEOMETRY OVER-
BURDEN

(MPa)

WALL CONDITION RIGID
BODY

G)

SEMI
RIGID

G)

THA DBA
(t)

(mm)
(h)
(m)

(refer
Figure
6.4.12)

^(1)A^
a(2)
4^

ToEQ PGA
G)

f"n
(IIz)

>FREQ
VoEQ

>FREQ
PGA
(e)

50 4 0 NEW 6% 2a% o.05 0.04 36/" 0.16 0.88 SOYI 0.13

50 4 0 MOD 13o/" 40% 0.05 0.03 23"/o 0.10 o.74 zAYo o.12

50 4 0 SEV 2O"/o 50% 0.05 0.03 31% 0.13 0.64 28e/o 0.12

50 4 0.075 NEW 6"/0 28"/o o.1tt 0.11 40"/" 0.17 1.26 55Yo 0.24

50 4 o.075 MOD 13o/" 40% 0.16 0.09 32"/o 0.14 r.oõ 35"fo 0.1 5

50 4 0.075 SEV 2O"/" 50% 0.16 0.08 33"/" 0.14 0.92 3O"/o 0.13

50 4 0.15 NE\M 6"/o 28Y" o.2tt 0.19 53V" 0.23 1.55 55Yo o.24

50 4 o.15 MOD 13o/" 40% o.26 0.16 37Uo 0.1tt t.3t slJ"h 0.22

50 4 0.15 SEV 2O"/o s0% 0.26 0.13 47Vo 0.20 1.13 45Uo 0.20

50 4 0.25 NEVT 6"/" 28% o.40 0.29 60/" 0.26 t.0f 6O"/o 0.26

50 4 o.25 MOD 13"/" 40% 0.40 0.24 48Yo 0.21 1.58 55% 0.24

50 4 0.2s SEV 2O"/o 50% o.40 o.20 5O1" 0.22 1.36 50?/o 0.22

110 4 0 NEW 6% 28% o.11 0.08 70e/" 0.30 0.88 70% 0.30

110 4 0 MOD 13o/" 40% 0.11 0.07 50"h o.22 o.74 70% 0.30

110 4 0 SEV 2O"/o 50% 0.11 0.06 7Oe/o 0.30 0.64 7lJ"h 0.30

ll0 4 0.075 NEW 6o/o 28"/o 0.34 0.25 85"h 0.37 1.26 115"/o 0.50

110 4 0.075 MOD 13% 40% 0.34 o.21 lSYo 0.33 r.06 75% 0.33

110 4 0.075 SEV 2Oo/o 5O"/" 0.34 o.'t7 TQYo 0.30 0.92 TOYo 0.30

110 4 0.15 NEV/ 6Vo 28o/" 0.58 0.42 12O7o 0.52 1.55 125Yo 0.54

110 4 0.15 MOD 13"/" 40% o.58 o.35 99"/o 0.39 1.31 115"/o 0.50

110 4 0.15 SEV 2oo/o 5O"/o 0.58 0.29 80?/o 0.35 1 .13 100% 0.43

r10 4 0.25 NEW 6% 280/ 0.89 0.64 17sch 0.76 1.O1 130"/" 0.56

110 4 o.25 MOD 1sVo 4O"/" 0.89 0.53 130o/o 0.56 1.58 130% 0.56

110 4 o.25 SEV 20"/" 50% 0.89 o.44 105% o.4tt f .36 115% 0.50

220 4 0 NEW 60/" 28"/" o.22 0.16 135e/o 0.59 0.88 135e/o 0.59

220 4 0 MOD 13"/o 40% 0.22 0.13 125Vo 0.54 o.74 125Yo 0.54

220 4 0 SEV 2O"/o 50% o.22 0.11 13s% 0.s9 0.64 12O7o 0.52

220 4 0.075 NEIW 6Y" 2A% o.69 0.49 20O."/" 0.87 1.26 22OYo 0.95

220 4 0.075 MOD 13"/o 40% 0.69 0.41 155% 0.67 1.06 r50% 0.65

220 4 0.075 SEV 2O"/o 5O"/o o.ttg 0.34 135"/o 0.59 0.92 135% 0.59

220 4 0.15 NEV/ 6% 2A% 1.15 0.83 255"/" 1.'t 1 1.55 255% 1.11

220 4 0.15 MOD 13o/o 40o/o 1.15 0.69 225o/o 0.98 1.31 220"/" 0.95

220 4 0.15 SEV 2O"/o 5O"/o 1.15 0.58 165% 0.72 1.13 19OYo o.a2

220 4 o.25 NEW 6o/" 28"/" 1.18 1.24 345"/" 't.50 1.01 260% 1.13

220 4 o.25 MOD 13% 40o/o 1.78 1.07 31Oo/o 't.34 1.58 260% 1.13

220 4 0.25 SEV zOV" 50o/o 1.78 0.89 215V. 0.93 1.36 220"h 0.95
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CHAPTER (8) - Linearísed Displacement-based Analysis

Table 8.4.10 Nahanni Analysis Conrparison: l.Sm lleight Walt
GEOMETRY OVER.

BURDEN
(MPa)

\ryALL CONDITION RIGID
BODY

G)

SEMI
RIGID

G)

THA DBA
(r)

(mm)
(h)
(m)

(refer
Figure
6.4.12)

AG)
4^

AQ)
4^

VoEQ PGA
G)

l.n
(Hz)

>FREQ
ToEQ

>FREQ
PGA
G)

50 1.5 o NEW 60/o 28Y" 0.13 0.10 24Ùe/o 0.55 1.45 400% 0.91
50 1.5 0 MOD 13"/õ 4OV" 0.13 0.08 41Oe/o 0.94 1.21 400?/o 0.91
50 1.5 0 SEV 2Oo/" S0o/o o.13 0.07 500% 1.14 1.04 400"h 0.91
50 1.5 0.075 NEW 6Yo 28T" 0.89 0.64 33O"/" 0.75 2.84 475"/o 1.09

1.5 0.075 MOD 13o/" 4Ùo/o 0.89 0.53 32OYo 0.73 236 420% 0.96
50 1.5 0.075 SEV 20% 50% 0.89 o.44 41och 0.94 2.W 41Oe/o 0.94
50 1.5 0.15 NEW 6% 28o/o 1.64 1.18 38OYo 0.87 3.74 6007o 1.37
50 1.5 0.15 MOD 13/' 4O"/" 1.64 0.99 360% o.a2 3.1,2 550e/" 1.26
50 1.5 0.15 SEV 20% 50% 1.64 o.82 3$OYo 0.78 2.69 420"h 0.96
50 1.5 o.25 NETW 6Y" 28o/" 2.65 1.91 4OO"/" 0.91 4:62 900% 2.06
50 1.5 0.25 MOD 13Vo 40% 2.65 1.59 NF NF 3.9 750eh 1.71
50 1.5 0.25 SEV 20% SOT' 2.65 1.33 NF NF 3.37 6007o 1.37
110 1.5 0 NEW 6a/o 28Yo o.29 o.21 55OYo 't.26 1.45 900% 2.06
110 't.5 0 MOD 13% 40e/o 0.29 0.18 900% 2.06 1.21 900% 2.06
110 1.5 0 SEV zOV" SOY" 0.29 o.15 1050% 2.40 1-04 900e/o 2.06
110 1.5 0.075 NEW 6% 28o/o 1.95 1.41 7íOVo 1.71 2.84 900% 2.06
110 't.5 o.075 MOD 13% 4Oo/" 1.95 1.17 9OO"/" 2.06 2.36 900% 2.06
ll0 1.5 0.075 SEV 2Oo/" 50% 1.95 0.98 7sOYo 1.7'l 2.O4 900% 2.06
ll0 1.5 0.f 5 NEW 6"/o 28% 3.62 2.60 NF NF 3.V4 1500% 3.43
110 't.5 0.15 MOD 13% 40Yo 3.62 2_'t7 950e/" 2.'t7 3.1.2 1200"/o 2.74
ll0 1.5 0.15 SEV 2O"/o s0% 3.62 1.81 E50% 1.94 2.69 lOOO7o 2.24
110 1.5 0.25 NEW 6Vo 28% 5.83 4.20 NF NF 4.62 NF NF
ll0 1.5 o.25 MOD 13% 4Oo/" 5.83 3.50 NF NF 3.9 16O0e/¿ 3.66
ll0 1.5 o.25 SEV 2Oo/" 50% s.83 2.92 NF NF 3.37 1300% 2.97
220 1.5 0 NEW 6% zAVo 0.59 o.42 11OO/" 2.51 1.45 l76Oo/" 4.02
220 1.5 0 MOD 13Vo 40% 0.s9 0.3s IAOOUo 4.'t 1 1.21 17öO7o 4.02
220 1.5 0 SEV 2Oo/" 5Oo/" 0.59 o.29 2200yo 5.03 r.04 176OUo 4.O2
220 1.5 0.075 NEW 6% 28o/" 3.91 2.81 14OOYI 3.20 2.Vt NF NF
220 1.5 0.075 MOD 13"/o 4oo/o 3.91 2.35 r3u¡% 2.97 2.36 1800% 4.11
220 1.5 0.075 SEV 20% 50% 3.91 't.95 1600% 3.66 2.O4 IAOOYI 4.11
220 1.5 0.15 NEW 6% 28% 7.23 5.21 NF NF 3.74 NF NF
220 1.5 0.15 MOD 13"/o 4OV" 7.23 4.U zOltOTo 4.57 3.12 NF NF
220 1.5 0.15 SEV 20% 50% 7.23 3.62 1700ch 3.88 2.69 19OOYI 4.34
220 1.5 0.25 NEW 6% 28% 11.66 8.40 NF NF 4.62 NF NF
220 1.5 o.25 MOD 13y" 4Ùo/o 1 1.66 7.00 NF NF 3.9 NF NF
220 1.5 0.25 SEV zOVo 50% 11.66 5.83 NF NF 3.37 NF NF

*NF - No Fail within limits of study
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CHAPTER (8) - Linearised Displacement-based Annlysis

Table E.4.11 Nahanni Analysis Conparison: 3.3m lleight \{all

GEOMETRY OYER-
BURDEN

(MPa)

WALL CONDITION RIGII)
BODY

G)

SEMI
RIGII)

(e)

THA DBA
(t)

(mm)
(h)
(m)

(refer
Figure
6.4.12)

A(Ð
A^ ^3rA*

VoEQ PGA
G)

Í.n
(Hz)

>FREQ
ToEQ

>FREQ
PGA
G)

50 3.3 0 NEV/ 6o/o 28o/o 0.06 0.04 360% 0.82 0.96 4OO"/o 0.91

50 3.3 0 MOD 13"/o 4O"/o o.ott o.o4 500% 1.14 O;El 4OO7o 0.9'l

50 3.3 0 SEV 20% 50% 0.06 0.03 NF NF o.7 4OOYI 0.91

50 3.3 0.075 NEV/ 6Yo 28Yo o.22 0.16 360% 0.82 1.46 400"h 0.91

50 3.3 0.075 MOD 'l3Yo 40% o.22 0.13 42O/" 0.96 1.23 4OOe/" o.91

50 3.3 0.075 SEV 20% 50"/o o.22 0.11 44OYo 1.01 1.06 400?/o 0.91

50 3.3 0.15 NEW 6% 28T" 0.37 o.27 360% o.82 1.82 4OO"/o 0.91

50 3.3 0.15 MOD 131" 40% 0.37 0.22 340?/" 0.78 1.54 400% 0.91

50 3.3 0.15 SEV 2OVo 50% o.37 0.19 28o9h 0.64 1.33 4OOUo o.91

50 3.3 0.25 NEV/ 6Y" 28% 0.58 0.42 360% 0.82 2.22 41vch 0.94

50 3.3 0.25 MOD 13o/" 4Oo/" 0.58 0.35 NF NF 1.r 4OOo/o 0.91

50 3.3 0.25 SEV 20% 50% 0.58 0.29 360% 0.82 4OOe/o 0.91

110 3.3 0 NEW 6o/" 28% 0.13 0.10 1050e/o 2.40 t 900e/" 2.06

110 3.3 0 MOD 13"/o 4OYo 0.13 0.08 NF NF 90Oe/o 2.06

ll0 3.3 0 SEV 2O"/" 50% 0.13 0.07 NF NF o.7 900e/o 2.06

110 3.3 0.075 NEW 6% 28% 0.48 0.34 1O5OYI 2-40 1.¡ 9OO9/o 2.06

110 3.3 o.075 MOD 13% 40% 0.48 0.29 600% 1.37 2.06

110 3.3 0.075 SEV 2OV" 5O"/o o.48 o.24 ro00% 2.24 r.06 2.06

110 3.3 0.15 NEW 60/" 24" o.a2 0.59 1050% 2.40 9OOe/o 2.06

110 3.3 0.15 MOD 13% 40o/o 0.82 0.49 980% 2.24 1.54 900% 2.06

ll0 3.3 0.15 SEV 2O"/o 50% o.a2 o.41 1000% 2.28 Lr 9009/o 2.06

110 3.3 o.25 NEV/ 6Vo 24"/o 1.28 0.92 1050% 2.40 2.22 9OOe/" 2.06

110 3.3 0.25 MOD 13% 40% 1.28 0.77 75O"/o 1.71 1.87 900% 2.06

110 3.3 0.25 SEV 2O"/o 50"/" 1.28 0.64 1000% 2.28 1.1 2 2.06

220 3.3 0 NEW 6"/o 24"/o o.27 0.19 2O5O"/" 4.68 0.96 1.76070 4.O2

220 3.3 0 MOD '13"/o 40% o.27 0.16 2O5OVI 4.68 o.E1 1760% 4.02

220 3.3 0 SEV 2Oo/" 50% 0.27 0.13 NF NF o.7 176OUo 4.O2

2ZO 3.3 o.075 NEfW 6o/" 2Bo/" 0.95 0.69 2050% 4.68 L46 176OYo 4.O2

220 3.3 0.075 MOD 13% 40"/" o.95 o.57 1600e/o 3.66 1.23 176O0/" 4.O2

220 3.3 0.075 SEV 20% 50% 0.95 0.48 2OOO"/o 4.57 1.06 17607o 4-O2

220 3.3 0.15 NEV/ 6% 28"/o 1.64 1.18 2O5O"/o 4.68 1.82 1800% 4.11

220 3.3 0.15 MOD 13Vo 4O"/o 1.tt4 o.98 1800% 4.1'l f .54 1800% 4.'t1
220 3.3 0.15 SEV 2oo/o 50% 1.64 0.82 2000% 4.57 1.33 17607o 4.O2

220 3.3 0.25 NEW 6o/" 28% 2.55 1.84 2100% 4.80 2.22 1800% 4_11

220 3.3 o.25 MOD 13"/o 4O"/o 2.55 1.53 15007" 3.43 1.87 18000/" 4.'t1
220 3.3 0.25 SEV 20% 50% 2.55 1.28 2O5O"/o 4.68 1.62 1600% 4.',t1

*NF - No Fail within limits of study
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CHAPTER (8) - Linearised Displacement-based Annlysis

Table 8.4.12 Nahanni Analysis Comparison: 4.0m lleight rildl

*NF- No Fail within limits of study

GEOMETRY OVER.
BURDEN

(MPa)

WALL CONDITION RIGID
BODY

G)

SEMI
RIGID

G)

THA DBA
(t)

(mm)
(h)
(m)

(refer
Figure
6.4.12)

ag)
4^ ^(2\4^

ToEQ PGA
G)

f.n
(Hz)

>FREQ
VoEQ

>FREQ
PGA
G)

50 4 0 NEW 6% 28% 0.05 0.04 NF NF 0.88 4OOYI 0.91
50 4 0 MOD 13Y" 40% o.05 0.03 NF NF o.74 4OOYI 0.91
50 4 0 SEV zOVo 50% 0.05 0.03 24O'/o 0.55 0.il 4OO/o 0.91
50 4 0.075 NEW 6"/" 28% 0.16 0.11 3E096 o.87 1.26 4OO"/" 0.91
50 4 0.075 MOD 13% 4O/o 0.16 0.09 41OYo 0.94 1.06 4g0e/o 0.91
50 4 0.075 SEV 20% 50% 0.16 0.08 NF NF o92 4OOTI 0.91
50 4 0.15 NEV/ 60/o 28% o.26 0.19 SEO"/o 0.87 1.55 4OOYo 0.91
50 4 0.1s MOD 13o/" 4Oo/" 0.26 0.16 26O"/o 0.64 1.31 4OO"/o 0.91
50 4 0.15 SEV 20Io 50% o.26 0.13 420o/o o.96 1.13 4OOo/o 0.91
50 4 0.25 NEW 6"/o 28% 0.40 0.29 3E07ö o.87 1.01 4OOo/o 0.91
50 4 o.25 MOD 13Y" 40io 0.40 o.24 380o/o 0.87 1.58 4OO"/o 0.91
50 4 o.25 SEV 2Oo/" 5O"/" 0.40 0.20 3OOe/o 0.69 1.36 4OOo/o 0.91
ll0 4 0 NEV/ 6"/o 28"/o 0.11 0.08 fO5O7o 2.40 0.88 900% 2.06
110 4 0 MOD 13% 4Oo/" 0.11 o.o7 NF NF 0.74 900% 2.06
ll0 4 0 SEV 2Oo/" 5Oo/" 0.11 0.06 NF NF 0.õ4 900% 2.06
110 4 0.075 NEW 6/o zAVo 0.34 0.25 r050% 2.40 1.26 90O.e/o 2.06
ll0 4 0.075 MOD 13V" 40% 0.34 0.21 SOOYo 1.14 1.06 90070 2.06
110 4 0.075 SEV 20% 5Oo/" 0.34 o.17 1000e/o 2.28 o.g2 9POYo 2.06
ll0 4 0.'t5 NEIù/ 6o/o 28% o.58 o.42 1050e/o 2.40 r.55 90OYo 2.06
ll0 4 0.15 MOD 1sYo 40% 0.58 0.35 759'/o 1.71 1.31 9OO"/" 2.06
ll0 4 0. t5 SEV 2OYo 50% 0.58 o.29 55OYo 1.26 l.l3 900% 2.06
110 4 0.25 NEW 60/" 28% 0.89 o.64 1O5OYI 2.40 1.01 900% 2.06
ll0 4 0.25 MOD 13o/" 4OV" 0.89 0.53 11OOo/o 2.51 r.5E 90OYo 2.06
110 4 o.25 SEV 2OYo 50% 0.89 o.44 800% 1.83 1;36 900% 2.06
220 4 0 NEW 6% 28o/o 0.22 0. t6 NF NF 0.88 176OY" 4.O2
220 4 0 MOD 13% 4Oo/" Q.22 0.13 NF NF o.74 1760e/o 4.O2
220 4 0 SEV 2Oo/" 5Oo/" 0.22 0.11 NF NF 0.64 1760eh 4.O2
220 4 0.075 NErty 6"/o 28% 0.69 0.49 2000/" 4.57 1.26 176OYo 4.02
220 4 0.075 MOD 13o/o 40o/o 0.69 0.41 110070 2.51 r.0õ 17.6OU. 4.02
220 4 0.075 SEV 2Oo/" 50% 0.69 0.34 r950% 4.45 o.92 l76Ùyc 4.O2
220 4 0.15 NE\ry 6% 28o/" 1.15 0.83 2OOO/o 4.57 1.55 176o0/o 4.02
220 4 0.15 MOD 13% 4Oo/o 1.15 0.69 17OOYo 3.88 f .31 176lJ"h 4.O2
220 4 0.15 SEV 20% 50% 1.15 0.58 11OOo/c 2.51 1.13 176OYo 4.O2
220 4 o.25 NEW 60/" 28% 1-78 1.28 2OOOo/o 4.57 1.01 1800% 4.11
220 4 0.25 MOD 13% 4Oo/o 1.78 1.07 1600% 3.66 1.s8 176lJ"h 4.O2
220 4 o.25 SEV 2Qo/o 5Oo/" 1.78 0.89 1600% 3.66 1.36 176OYo 4.O2
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9. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS

This report has presented the findings of an investigation into the weak links in the

seismic load path of unreinforced masonry buildings specifically aimed at Australian

masoffy construction being:

(1) The limited force capacity of connections betvveen floors and walls, in particular the

friction dependent connections containing damp proof course (DPC) membranes and

(2) the out-of-plane failure of walls in the upper stories of URM buildings.

The two prime objectives of this investigation were thus to provide designers with the

appropriate tools to avoid these brittle 'weak link' failure modes in the design of new and

the assessment of existing URM buildings. Once adequate seismic load paths have been

developed and these 'weak links' successfully avoided it is expected that carefully

designed, detailed and constructed regular URM buildings will behave adequately during

moderate intensity earthquakes.

The first of the above objectives was fulfilled by an extensive series of shaking table tests

on URM connections containing DPC membrane typical found in Australian masonry

construction being aimed at providing data on the connections dynamic capacity

applicable (refer Chapter 4). The main purpose of these tests was therefore to evaluate

the connection performance under dynamic loading in order to assess their seismic

integrity. Dynamic friction coefficients determined from these tests were then compared

with quasi-static friction coefficients determined by previous research (Griffith et al

1998) to assess to what extent the quasi-statically determined friction coefficients

represented those which could be expected in seismic events. Here it was found that the

dynamic friction coefficients were not more than 20Vo less than those determined quasi-
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statically. Further with the exception of greased galvanised sheets no connection had a
friction coefficient less than the 453700-1998 code prescribed design value of 0.3.

The second of the above objectives was achieved by the development of a simplistic
rational analysis procedure for face loaded simply supported IJRM walls for practical

applications which considers the essence of the true dynamic response behaviour. Since

the simplified procedure was required to be both user friendly and readily codified it was

developed from the increasingly popular linea¡ised 'Displacement-based' method.

Various boundary conditions for URM walls are often encountered which can

significantly impact on the \ryall's dynamic behaviour. The analysis procedure therefore
needed to have the ability of easily accounting for these conditions. Also, with poor

quality masonry, lack of maintenance and poor workmanship arising as major issues from
previous earthquake reconnaissance documentation, the analysis needed to have the

capability of allowing for rotation joint condition over the life of the wall. Both of these

requirements were taken into account by modifications to the modelled F-A relationship
(refer Chapter 8). The following paragraphs briefly describe the steps undertaken to

develop this procedure:

To gain a better understanding of the physical process governing the out-of-plane

behaviour of URM walls an extensive series of out-of-plane static and dynamic tests were

undertaken on one-way spanning wall panels as presented in Chapter 6. Test variables
included the level of overburden stress and wall aspect ratio, however, only one set of
boundary conditions was examined. Joint degradation was also examined as pa-rt of the

experimental phase.

A comprehensive THA program was then developed to accurately model the dynamic

wall behaviour, as presented in Chapter 7. Here the rocking wall was modelled as a single

degree of freedom (SDOÐ system having a non-linear spring and frequency dependent

damper. The relationships between the real and SDOF systems were determined by

comparison of the dynamic equations of motion. The modelled non-linear spring and

frequency dependent damper were then calibrated by comparison with experimentally

determined F-Â and /-Ç relationships. Results of the THA were then confirmed by
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comparison with experimental results including free vibration tests, single pulse,

harmonic and transient excitation tests.

Following confirmation of the THA, results were used to undertake parametric studies to

further identify key properties of URM wall behaviour without the expense of continued

experimental testing. In total over two hundred thousand THA were completed as part of

this process.

The simplihed analysis procedure was based on the linearised 'Displacement-based'

procedure, used to predict the input excitation required to force the post-cracked URM

wall to incipient instability (refer Chapter 8). For the simplifred analysis, as most

realistic failures are associated with the large displacement amplifications associated with

resonance, the characteristic 'substitute structure' linear stiffness was related to the

effective resonant frequency of the simply supported wall to permit the wall's resonant

behaviour to be modelled. The effective resonant frequency was in turn related to the

average incremental secant stiffness of the failure half cycle. Damping was related to a

constant lowerbound observed during the experimental phase. As this method linearises

a highly non-linea¡ problem it has an inherent degree of inaccuracy for transient

excitations where a 'period lag' between the modelled linear SDOF oscillator and the real

system. Consequently, the suitability and accuracy of using the simplified method was

determined by comparison with THA and experimental results. Although, as expected

some result scatter was observed the correlation was substantially better than that of a

comparison with 'quasi-static' methods which are currently in use. Therefore, with the

provision of suitable safety factors it appears that the proposed linearised DB procedure

in conjunction with a 'quasi-statically' determined lowerbound force provides an

improved method for assessing the dynamic capacity for the design of new and the

assessment of existing URM buildings.
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APPENDIX (A): Band Pass Filter Program ForttanTT
Code

PROGRAM filtl
C Fourier Transform of single real function

INTEGER n, no, isign
REAL del, botd, ûopd
REAL a(0: I 63 84), ai(O: I 63 84), afdu(O: I 6384), afdf(O: 1 6384)
REAL freq(O:16384)
REAL del(0:16384)
CHARACTER *50 IG[¡, OFIIß

C

'Write(*,*) " BAND PASS FILTER PROGRAM"
\Vrite(*,*) " FILTI.
Write(*,*) " FILTERS I COLUMN OF DATA"
V/riæ(*,*)
V/riæ(+,x) "Type filename of input time domain data file (.csv)"
Read(*,'(a)') )GILE
V/rite(*,*) "Type filename for filtered data output (.csv)"
Read(*,(a)') OFII¡
Write(*,*) "Type input data time increment (secs)"
Read(*,*) del
rWrite(*,*) "Type bottom band pass filter frequency"
Read(*,*) botd
Write(*,*) "Type top band pass filter frequency @isplacements)"
Read(+,+) topd
Open(30,file=XFllE,staûrs='old',err= I I 0)
no=O

C
C Here the data array is read from external file XFILE

Do 1k=1,16384
Read(30,*,END=2) a(k)
ai(k)=a(k)
no=no+1

I Continue
c

Close(30)
2 Continue

n=1
3 Continue

If(no.gLn)then
n=2*n
goto 3

end if
C Anays are augmented with zeros to get a function of 2

Do 4 k=netl, n
a(k)=O-0
ai(k){.0
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APPENDD( (A)-Band Pass Filter Forrran hogram

4 Continue
C Transform to frequency domain compleæd giving data(n) array

isign=l
call realft(a,n,isþ)
Do 5 k=l,n

afdu(k)=¿(þ)
5 Continue

C Frequencies a¡e calculated
Do 6 j-l,n/2
Freq$=y'(n*del)

6 Continue
C Frequency domain daø is filæred
C acceleration band pass filær frequencies

call genfil(a,freq,n,botd,topd)
Do 7 k=l,n

afdf(k)=a(k)
7 Continue

C Realft is called to perform the inverse
C Eansform of the filtered data

isign = -1
ca-ll realft(a,n,isign)
Do 8 k=l,n
dell(k)-del*k
a(k)=2+¿1¡¡7n

8 Continue
C Data ouput

Open(35,file=OFILE,staüls='new',en= 1 20)
Write(35,*) "INPUT FILENAME : ",XFILE
Write(35,9) del

9 Format ('SAMPIÆ RATE USED IS =',F6.3,'seconds')
Write(35, l0) botd, topd

10 Format (tsand pass filter range',F5.2,' Hz -'
+,F5.2,TI2')
Wriæ135,*¡ "'
Write(3 5, *) "FREQUENCY DOMAIN,,,,,TIME DOMAIN"
Writ€(35, *) "No.,Frequency,Data,Data,,Time,Data"Data"
Write(35,*) ",,unfilt filt,,,unfilt filt"
Write(35, l2) afdu(1),afdf(l ),del( 1),ai( 1),a( l)

l2 Format ('1,0,'"F15.3,',',F15.3,',,',F15.3,',',F15.3,',',F15.3)
rWrite(35, I 3) freq(n2),afdu(2),afdf(2),detJ¡(2),u(2),a(2)

l3 Format (2,',F15.3,',',F15.3,','"Fl 5.3,',,',F15.3,',',F15.3
+,',',Fll.3)
Do 14 k=3,n-1,2

Write(3 5, I 5) Þ,,freq(kÍ2- I l2),afdu(k),afdf(k),del(k), ai(k), a(k)
rffrite(35, I 5) k+l,freq(V2- 1/Z),afdu(k+l ),afdf(k+ I ),denG+l )

+ ,ai(k+l),a(k+l)
15 Format (I4,',',F15.3,',',F15.3,',',F15.3,',,',F15.3,',',F15.3,',
+ ',F15.3)

14 Continue
lù[rite1*,*¡ " "
Wriæ(*,16) no

16 Forma('Number of inputdata lines =',I10)
Write(*,17) n

17 Format('Number of ouþut data lines = ',I10)
lVriæ(*, *) "PROGRAM RIJN COMPLETED"

100 Stop
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APPENDD( (A) - Band Pass Filter Fortran Program

110 Vtrire(*,*) 'ERROR OPENING INPUT FILE"
105 Stop
120 Wriæ(*,*) "ERROR OPENING OUTPUT FILE"

END

PROGRAM filtls
C Fourier Transform of single real function

INTEGER n, no, isign
REAL del, botd, topd, æmp
REAL a(0: 1 63 84), ai(O: I 63 84), afdu(0: I 6384), afdf(O: 1 6384)
REAL freq(0:16384)
REAL dell(O:16384)
CHARACTER *50)CITIF, OFTÍ F, TEXT

C
ìVriæ1*,x¡ " "
Wriæ(*,*) ¡---------------
Write(t,*) " BAND PASS FILTERPROGRAM"
Write(*,*) " FILTI"
Write(*,*) " FILTERS I COLUMN OFDATA"
Write(*,*)
Write(*,*) "Type filename of input time domain data file (.csv)"
Read(*,'(a)') )GILE
\Yrite(*,*) "Type filename for filæred data output (.csv)"
Read(*,'(a)') OFILE
Write(*,*) "Type input daø time increment (secs)"
Read(*,*) del
Wriæ(*,*) "Type bottom band pass filter frequency"
Read(*,*) botd
Write(*,*) "Type top band pass filter frequency (Displacemens)"
Read(*,*) topd
Open(30,file=XFILE,staülrs='old',err= I 10)
no=0

C
C Here the data array is read from external file )GILE

Do 20 i=I,8
read(*,*) TEXT
write(*,*) TEXT

20 Continue
Do I k=1,16384

Read(30,*,END=2) temP, a(k)
ai(k)=a(k)
no=noll

I Continue
C

Close(30)
2 Continue

n=l
3 Continue

If(no.gt.n)then
n=2*n
goto 3

end if
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C Arrays are augmented with zeros to get a function of 2
Do 4 k=noll, n

a(k)=0.0
ai(k){.0

4 Continue
C Transform to frequency domain completed giving data(n) array

isign=l
call realft(a,n,isign)
Do 5 k=l,n

afdu(k)=¿(ft)
5 Continue

C Frequencies are calculated
Do 6 j-l,nl2
Freq()=j(n*del)

6 Continue
C Frequency domain data is filæred
C acceleration band pass filter frequencies

call genfil(a,freq,n,botd,topd)
Do 7 k=l,n

afdf(k)=¿1¡¡
7 Continue

C Realft is called to perform the inverse
C hansform of the filtered data

isign = -1
call realft(a,n,isigrr)
Do 8 k=l,n
dell(k)del*k
a(k)=2*¿1¡¡¡n

8 Continue
C Data ouÞut

Open(35,fiIe=OFILE,stah¡s='new',err= I 20)
Write(35,*) "INPUT FILENAME : ",XFILE
Wriæ(35,9) del

9 Format ('SAMPll RATE USED IS =',F6.3,'seconds')
Vfriþ(35, l0) botd, topd

10 Format (tsand pass frlter range',Fí.2,'Hz -'
+,F5.2,TI2',)
Wriæ(35,*)'"
Write(35,+) "FREQIJENCY DOMAIN,,,,,TIME DOMAIN"
Write(35, *) "No.,Frequency,Data,Data,,Time,Daa,Daø"
Write(35,*) ",,unfilt filt,,,unfilt filt"
Write(35, l2) afdu(l),afdf(l ),dell(l ),ai( l),a(l)

l2 Format ('1,0,'¡l 5.3,',',Fl 5.3,',,',F15.3,',',Fl 5.3,',',Fl 5.3)
Write(35,13)freq(nl2),afdu(2),af df (2)dell(2),ai(2),a(2)

l3 Format (2,',F15.3,',',F15.3,','"F15.3,',,',F15.3,',',F15.3
+,""F11.3)
Do 14 k=3,n-1,2

Write(35, I 5) k,frq(H2-l 12),afdu(k),afdf(k),dell(k),ai(k),a(k)
Write(35, l5) k+l,freq(lc/2- l/2),afdu(k+l ),afdf(k+l ),dell(k+ I )

+ ,ai(k+l),a(k+l)
l5 Format (I4,',',F15.3,',',F15.3,',',F15.3,',,',F15.3,',',F15.3,',

+ ',F15.3)
14 Continue

Wriæ1*'*¡ " "
Wriæ(*,16) no

16 Format('Number of input data lines =',I10)
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Write(*,17) n
17 Format('Number of ouþut data lines =',I10)

Write(*,*) "PROGRAM RUN COMPLETED"
100 Stop
ll0 rWrite(*,*) "ERROR OPENING INPUT FILE"
105 Stop
l20Write(*,*) "ERROR OPENING OUTPUT FILE'

END

SIJBROUTINE genfilt(data,freq,n,bot"top)
INTEGER n
REAL daø(n), freq(n/2)

C Data in the frequency domain is filtered
Do22i=3,¡-1,2

IF (Freq(i2- I /2).LT.bot- 1.0) TmN
data(i)=0.0
daø(i+1)=0.0

ELSEIF (keq(l2-I l2).LT.bot-0.5) THEN
data(i)=(2.0* (Freq(tl2- U2)-bot+ 1.0) * *2) *data(i)
data(i+l )=(2.0*(Freq(i/2- l/2)-bot+1.0)**2)*data(i+1)

ELSEIF (Freq(tl2-I lZ).LT.bot) TI{EN
d ata(i)=((-2.0* (Fteq(il2- I l2)-boÐ * *2)+ I )*data(Ð
data(i+ I )=((-2.O*(Freq(i/2 - | l2)-bot)**2)+ I )*data(i+l )

ELSEIF (Frcq(il2-l lL).LT.top) TmN
data(i)=data(i)
data(i+1)dara(i+1)

ELSEIF (Fteq(rl2-l l2).LT.top+0.5) TIIEN
data(i)=((-2.0*(Frcq(rl2- I l2)-top)**2)+1 )*data(Ð
data(i+ I )=((- 2.0* (Freq(il2- I 12) -top)**2)+ 1 ) 

*data(i+ I )
ELSEIF (Freq(ú2-l l2)IT.topr 1.0) TIIEN

data(i)=(2.0* (Frcqbfz- il2)-toÞ 1.0)* *2)*data(i)
data(i+l )=(2.0*(Freq(i/2- 1/2)+op- 1.0)**2)*data(i+l )

ELSE
data(i)=0.0
data(i+l)=0.0

ENDIF
Data(l)=0.0
Data(2){.0

22 Continue
END
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SUBROUTINE realf(daø,n,isþ)
INTEGER isign,n
REAL data(n)

CU USES fourl
INTEGER i,it,i2,i3,i4,n2p3
REAL cl,c2,hli,hlr,h2i,h2r,wis,wrs
DOUBTE PRECISION theta,wi,\4,pi,r4,pr,wr,wremp
rhera=3. 1 4 I 5 9 265 3 5897 93 dO/dble(n/2)
c1{.5
if (isign.eq.l) then

c2=-0.5
call four I (daø,n12,+ l)

else
c2=0.5
theta=-theta

endif
wpr=-2.0d0*sin(O.5d0*the6)* *f
wpi=sin(theta)
wr=l.OdGrwpr
wi=wpi
n2p3=n+3
do ll i=2,n14
i1=2*i-1
i2=il+1
i3=n2p3-i2
i4=i3+1
wfs=sngl(wr)
wis=sngl(wi)
h lr+ I *(dara(i1 Þdata(i3))
h 1 i+ I *(data(i2)-data(i4))
h2r =- c2* (data(i2lrd ata(i4 ) )
h2i<,2+ (daø(i I )- data(i3 ))
data(i I )=h I r+wrs *h2r-wis *h2i
data(i2)=h I i+wrs*h2i+wis *h2r
data(i3 )=h I r-wrs *h2r+wis *h2i
data(i4)=-h I i+wrs*h2i+wis*h2r
wtÊmP=wr
wewr*wpr-wi*wpi+wr
wi=wi*wpr+wtemp *wpi+wi

1l continue
if (isign.eq.l) then
hlrdaa(l)
data(l)=hlr+data(2)
data(2)=hl¡-¿¿¡¿12¡

else
hlrdaø(1)
data( I )=c I *(h lr+daa(2))
daø(2)=c I *(h lr-daø(2))
call four I (data,nn,- l)

endif
feturn
END

C (C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recþs Softn'are 5lP.
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APPENDX (B): Representative DPC Connection
Test Results
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Direction of Shaking:
Normal Stress at Slip Face:
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Direction of Shaking:
Normal Stress at Slip Face:
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Direction of Shaking:
Normal Stess at Slip Face:
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APPENDIX (C): Representative Slip Joint
Connection Test Results

Direction of Shaking:
Normal Stress at Slip Face:
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Figure C 1- Slip Joint Two layers of Standard Alcor
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APPENDD( (C) - Representative Slip Joint Connection Test Results

Direction of Shaking:
Normal Stress at Slip Face:

Out-of-Plane
0.18 MPa (N=17.8k19

Figure C 2 Slip Jt¡int One layer of Standard Alcor
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APPENDD( (C) - Representative Slip Joint Connection Test Results

Direction of Shaking:
Normal Stress at Slip Face:

Out-of-Plane
0.18 MPa (N=17.8kN)

AhohcDl$æm r{boræCæcim
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Ë10
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Figure C 4- Slip Joint Orrc layer of Embossed Polythene (Dry-Cor)
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APPENDIX (D): Rigid F-A - Various Boundary
Conditions

o

R1

Ht4

w4

w4

co kN/m

O+W

Figure D 1 - Concrete Slab with DPC Connection Above

Taking moments about (A) to determine horizontal reaction forces

^

w12

I
O+W12
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APPENDX (D) - Rigid P-Á - Va¡ious Top C-onnection Types

o=ùh -wlr-Al-^"02 [2 2) ¿

R" =ry-Yú-¡)'22h')

n, =4*w lr-¡)'22h"
Taking moments about (B) top free body

Rearranging

0
8

Maximum resistance occurs when Å=0

ah2 o(, - t)+\(t i) :(i -*n- ^,

,=#(o.T\,.o,

8rf
'^* = lrll

w
2

O+

)

\ryith the rigid body assumption static instability occurs at a mid height displacement

which causes the mid height reaction to move outside of the thickness of the wall. At this

point or=0

O+ w
2

Rearranging

^

o+Y
2 _T

o+Y
2

t -Âr^)

,ß
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APPENDX (D)- Rigid P-Å - Various Top Connection Types

CONCRETE SLAB \ryITH DPC CONNECTION ABOVE - STATIC INSTABILITY

STATIC FORCE-DISPLACEMENT RELATIONSHIP

8ra^ =f, w
2

O+

z
J¿

!(g
o
€í)P

=-o
¡r
(t)

â

Bi-linea¡ rigid force - displacement

{ relationship

Real non-linear semi-rigid force
displacement relationship

Mid-height displacement, ÂAi^ = f

Figure D 2 - Rigid F-A Relationship Top Vertical Reaction at Leeward Face

(50-907o) ro"-.
Depending on wall
material and condition
of rotation joints
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APPENDX (D)- Rigid P-Å - Various Top Connection Types

o

R1

ol kN/m (A) R2

Figure D 3 - Tlmber Top Plate Above

)(B

^

w4

Hl4

w4

Hl4

O+W12

w
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APPENDX (D) - Rigid P-A - Various Top Connection Types

Taking moments about (A) to determine horizontal reaction forces

o=ùh -o' -w22
(Ðlt Ot W

(i-+)-.*
R2

À1

(r-¡)2 2h2h
(Dh Ot W, .\=_+_+_(r_^,12 2h 2h'

Taking moments about (B) top free body

o = 
@h2 * o( !-- ol*{11 - Al-¿8 [2 ) 212 2) 2

Rearranging

,=þl*r'-^) +o(T+2^)]

Maximum resistance occurs when A=0

eth _Ot _W
2 2h2h (r-¡)

0-* =#l*.,},of
With the rigid body assumption static instability occurs at a mid height displacement

which causes the mid height reaction to move outside of the thickness of the wall. At this

point co=O

o = þl*rt - L,^) + o(T+ za,^ l]

Rearranging

w+9
2Â,^ = (w -2o)
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APPENDD( (D) - Rigid P-Â - Various Top Connection T¡res

TMBER TOP PLATE - STATIC INSTABILITY
STATIC FORCE-DISPLACEMENT RELATIONSHIP

@-* = #lrur,.orT',f

z
.\4€(!
o
€
c)

-o
E.t)
A

Bi-linea¡ rigid force - displacement
relationship

Real non-linear semi-rigid force
di splacement relationship

(w -2o)
Mid-height displacement, Â 

^ IA

Figure D 4 - Rigid F-a Relationship Top vertical Reaction at centerline

(50-907o) ol,,--
depends on wall
material and
condition

2
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APPENDIX (E): Material Test Results
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Figure E I - Bond \ilrench Calibration Plot 110mm Brick Specinren Bond \ilrench

Figure E 2- Bond Wrench Calibration Plot 50mmBrick Specimen Bond Wrench
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APPENDD( (E) - Maærial Test Results

RESULTS OF BOND WRENCH TESTS

llOmm TwO BRICK PRISMS TESTED MARCH 1998 (SERIES l)

Brick thickress
Brick length
Mass bond wrench
Mass at lever arm
Brick and mortar mass above interface
Front brick face to center of gravity
Front brick face to notch
Elastic modulus
Bedded a¡ea
Total compressive force on bedded area

F"o =9.81(m"r+ fth+ %)

ll0
230
4.043

2s300

mm
mm
kg

mm
mm

1Illm-
mm2

250
't65

463833

lT;l Bending moment about rhe cenrroid of the bedded a¡ea

trt

oVERALL AVERAGE F.p FOR N-r- 4 BATCI{ES
OVERALL ST DEV FOR ALL 4 BATCITES
LOWEST BOND VALI.JE
HIG}IEST BOND VALI.]E

¡rI 
"r =o.zw,(a,-'/)*n tt^(a,-'ú)

Flexural sEength of the specimen

f*=*'/o-'"ú,

0.37
D.08

0.22
0.48

Specimen
No.

TEST
NO.

IIucro
strain

m"
kg

m"
ke

fsp
N

MP
Nmm

f"p
MPa

Ave
MPa

StDev
MPa

I I 23.5 3.3 302.57 t7t4t3.9t 0.36
2 14.3 3.17 ztt.o4 to't334.99 0.22 0.28 0.07
3 17.t 3.62 242.93 126837.27 o.26

2 I 27.2 3.09 336.81 t97184.78 0.41
2 24.4 3.05 308.95 177682.50 o.37 0.36 0.06
3 19.7 3.11 269.31 1M946.53 0.30

3 I 19.3 3 258.42 t42160.49 0.30
2 32.1 3.06 384.58 231313.77 0.48 0.40 0.10
3 28 2.99 343.67 202756.86 o.42

4 I 22.9 3.14 295.|t 167234.85 0.3s
2 28.8 3.5 356.52 208328.94 0.44 o.42 o.o7
3 32.1t 3.54 389.39 231383.42 0.48
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APPENDD( (E) - Maærial TestResults

l10mm PRE-DYNAMICALLY TESTED WALLS TESTED MARCH 1998 (SERIES 1)

I
110
230
4.M3

2$AO
fsp

F"o =9.81(mr+ nb+m!)

lT;l Bending moment about the centroid of the bedded a¡ea

Brick thickress
Brick length
Mass bond wrench
Mass at lever arm
Brick and mortar mass above inærface
Front brick face to center of gravþ
Front brick face to notch
Elastic modulus
Bedded area
Total compressive force on bedded area

250
765

Illm
mtn
kg

mm
mm

1mm-
mm'

463833

M,p = ssm,(a, -' ú). o .z rrn,(a, -' ú)
lTl Flexural süength of the specimen

Í,0=M'/,0-
F"o/
/Ao

Specimen
No.

TEST
NO.

micro
sÍain

m2
ke

lll3
ke

Fsp
N

[rfsp
Nmm

fP
MPa

Ave
MPa

St Dev
MPa

I I 48.01 3.8 347.92 342128.51 0.72
2 35.17 3.64 420.39 252696.62 0.53 o.g 0.10
3 44.34 3.18 505.90 316566.59 0.66

2 1 25.99 3.8 331.90 188757.01 0.39
2 31.09 3.5 378.99 224279.02 0.47 0.47 0.07
3 36.19 4.O3 434.22 259801.03 0.54

3 I 35.t',l 3.5 419.01 252696.62 0.53
2 28.03 3.t4 345.44 202965.81 o.42 0.47 0.05
3 31.09 3.97 383.60 224279.02 o.47

4 I 56.57 3.763 631.53 401749.76 0.84
2 40.27 3.72 471.20 288218.63 0.60 0.6r 0.22
3 25.99 3.925 333.r3 188757.01 0.39

OVERALL AVERAGE F"P FOR ALL 4 BATCIIES
OVERALL ST DEV FOR ALL 4 BATCTIES

LOWEST BOND VALUE
HIGIIEST BOND VALI]E

0.55
0.14

0.39

D.E4
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APPENDX (E) - Material Tesr Results

l lOmm TWO BRICK PRISMS TESTED JUNE 1998 (SERIES 2)

Brick thickness
Brick length
Mass bond wrench
Mass at lever arm
Brick and mofar mass above interface
Frontbrick face to center ofgravity
Front brick face to notch
Elastic modulus
Bedded area
Total compressive force on bedded a¡ea

F"r=9.9I(mr+m2+m3)

110
230
5.36

25300

0.52
J.t2
ù.37
D.7t

fllm
fltm
kg

mm
flrm
mm'
mm2

2W
765
463833

li4-;l Bending moment about the centroid of the bedded area

t-_l Flexural strength of the specimen

¡'I 
"r =o.um,(a,-'/)*, tt (0,-'ú)

r,o=*'/,0-''/n

OVERALL AVERAGE F,P FOR ALL 4 BATC}IES
OVERALL STDEV FOR ALL4 BATCI{ES
LO\ryESTBOND VALI.JE
HIGITEST BOND VALI]E

Specimen
No.

TEST
NO.

nucfo
sEain

m"
kq

m'
ke

Fsp
N

Mp
Nmm

fP
MPa

Ave
MPa

StDev
MPa

5 I 750 25.78 2.984 334.75 187183.33 0.39
2 1260 43.31 3.058 507.45 309283.45 0.65 0.s8 0.16
3 1360 46.75 3.551 546.01 333224.65 o.70

6 I 770 26.47 2.982 341.48 t9r9'n.57 0.40
2 770 26.47 2.985 341.51 191971.57 0.40 0.42 0.oÍ
3 900 30.94 2.974 385.24 223095-13 o.47

7 I t200 41.2s 2.982 486.48 294918.73 o.62
) 1300 44.69 2.984 520.21 318859.93 o.67 0.59 0.09
3 950 32.65 35W 407.28 23565.73 o.49

8 I 700 24.06 2.977 317.83 175212.73 o.37
2 1050 36.09 3.546 ut.43 259m6..93 0.54 0.44 0.09
3 800 27.50 3.013 351.90 199153.93 o.42
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APPENDD( (E) - Material Test Results

t
I

lIll
lll2
IIì3

dr
dz

Z¿

A'd

l10mm PRE-DYNAMICALLY TESTED TWALLS TESTED JUNE 1998 (SERIES 2)

Brick thickness
Brick length
Mass bond wrench
Mass at lever arm
Brick and mortar mÍrss above interface
Front brick face to center of gravity
Front brick face to notch
Elastic modulus
Bedded area
Total compressive force on bedded area

ll0
230
5.36

2N
765

fllm
mm
kg

IIlm
mm
mm3

mm2

463833
25300

Fsp

F,o =9.81(mr+ mr+ m.)

l-ìrf-;l Bending moment about the centroid of the bedded a¡ea

t--ç-l

OVERALL AVERAGE FspFOR AJ-L4 BATCIIES
OVERALL ST DEV FOR ALL 4 BATCTMS
LOWEST BOND VALIJE
HIGI{EST BOND VALUE

¡1,'I 
"r = o .zw"(a, -' /)*, rr^(0, -''/)

Flexural sfrength of the specimen

f ,o=*'o/o '"/o,

D.57

t. l7
D.27

0.99

Specimen
No.

TEST
NO.

micro
strain

m'
ke

m'
ke

fsp
N

Mp
Nmm

f"p
MPa

Ave
MPa

StDev
MPa

5 I 1050 36.91 2.984 443.92 2@693.30 0.55
2 1100 38.67 3.058 461.89 276934.68 0.58 0.71 o-25

3 1900 66.79 3.551 742.59 472796.75 0.99

6 1 1000 35.15 2.982 426.66 252451-92 o.53
2 1300 45.70 2.985 530.14 325W.t9 0.68 0.s6 0.11

3 900 3r.64 2.974 392.tO 227969.16 0.48

7 I 800 28.12 2.982 357.70 203486.40 0.42
., 500 17.58 2.984 254.27 130038.13 o.n 0.41 0.13
3 1000 35.15 3.502 43t.76 25245r.92 0.53

8 1 1000 35.15 2.977 426.61 2s245t.92 0.s3
2 1200 42.18 3.546 501.16 301417.44 0.63 0.59 0.05
3 I 150 40.42 3.013 478.69 289t76.06 0.ó0
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APPENDIX (E) - Material Test Results

1l0mm TWO BRICK PRISMS TESTED SEPTEMBER 1998

Brick thiclness
Brick length
Mass bond wrench
Mass at lever arm
Brick and mortar mass above interface
Front brick face to notch
Front brick face to center of gravity
Elastic modulus
Bedded a¡ea
Total compressive force on bedded area

F"o =9.81(mr+ nb+ m3)

Flexural strength of the specimen

ll0
230
5.36

mm
lItm
kg

2OO mm
765 mm
463833 mm3

253W mm2

f-M--l

l--r'"-l

Bending moment about the centroid of the bedded area

¡vI 
"e 
=o.tua(a,-'/)., rt^(a,-'ú)

r* M "o//Zo
F"o '//Ao

Specimen
No.

TEST
NO.

nucro
strain

m'
kg

m'
kg

psp

N
Msp

Nmm
frP

MPa
Ave
MPa

StDev
MPa

ll I 300 10.55 2.984 185.30 8to72.61 o.l7
2 1050 36.91 3.058 444.65 264693.30 0.55 0.32 0.20
3 450 15.82 3.551 242.59 ltj't96.75 o.24

t2 I 600 2r.o9 2S82 288.73 154520.88 o.32
I 500 17.58 2.985 254.28 130038.13 0.27 0.30 0.03
3 550 19.33 2.974 271.41 142279.50 0.30

l4 I 750 26.36 2.982 340.46 t9lu5.o2 0.40
2 450 t5.82 2.984 237.03 rt1796.75 o.24 0.29 0.10
3 400 14.06 3.052 220.45 10s555.37 o.22

II

I

rII I

I r IIIrI

OVERALL AVERAGE Fsp FOR 3 BATCIIES
OVERALL ST DEV FOR 3 BATCTIES
LOWESTBONDVALUE
HIGIIEST BOND VALI.]E

0.30
).1 I
0.tr
0.55
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APPENDIX (E) - Material Test Results

50mm TV/O BRICK PRISMS TESTED SEPTEMBER 1998

Brick thickness
Brick length
Mass bond wrench
Mass at lever arm
Brick and mortår mass above interface
Front brick face to notch
Front brick face to center of gravity
Elastic modulus
Bedded area
Total compressive force on bedded area

F,o =9.81(mr+ nh+ m))

50
230
3.5

nìm
mm
kg

192
592
95833
11500

mm
nìm
mm'
mm2

l-Çl Bending moment about the centroid of the bedded area

t-?-t
¡r 

"n 
= s.tw,(a, -' /)*, rt^(a, -' ú)
Flexural stength of the specimen

r,o=*'/o-''/n

fIl3
kg

Fsp

N
1ylsp

Nmm
f"p

MPa
Ave
MPa

St Dev
MPa

Specimen
No.

TEST
NO

TruCfO

sfrain
IIl2
kg

0.9 184.16 85680.95 0.8810 I 300 14.3'.1

0.9 184.16 85680.95 0.88 0.70 0.302 300 14.37
35047.85 0.363 ll0 5.27 0.9 94.86

55034.60 0.56t3 1 185 8.86 0.9 130.11
o.r714.r3 0.9 181.81 84348.50 0.86 0.762 295

295 t4.13 0.9 181.81 84348.50 0.863

OVERALL AVERAGE F,P FOR 2 BATCTIES
OVERALL ST DEV FOR 2 BATCIIES
LOWEST BOND VALUE
HIGTIEST BOND VALUE

0.73
0.22

0.36
D.88
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APPENDIX (E) - Material Test Results

RESULTS OF MODULUS TESTS

SPECMEN No. (2) - 110mm THICK TESTED MARCH 1998

Estimate Modulus

SPECIMEN No. (3) - 110mm THICK TESTED MARCH 1998

15,000 MPa

3,300 MPa

STRESS
MPa

0
0.99
l.98
2.96
3.95
4.94
5.93
0.66
4.37

COMB
STRAIN

0
0.0000072
0.0001398
0.0001688
0.000203

0.0002911
0.0003982

Â(comb)

0
0.Nr2457
0.024057
0.029040
0.034941
0.050084
0.0ó8554

L(2)
brick/morta¡

0
0.002032
0.0264t6
0.034s44
0.046736
0.065024
0.o87376

^(1)brick
0

0.00128
0.00384
0.00896
0.0192

0.02432
0.03072

N
N

STRATN (2)
brick/mortar

0
0.00001
0.00013.
0.0w17)
0.00023
0.00032
0.00043

16,600
l10,556

STRATN (l)
brick

0
0.0000252
0.00007s6
0.0001764
0.000378

0.0004788
0.0006048

57o ULTMATE
337o ULTIMATE

DEMEC (2)
bricl/morta¡

943
942
930
926
920
911
900

DEMEC (1)
brick
782
781
7'.|9

775
767
763
758

T]LTIMATE

LOAD
(N)
0

25000

7s000
100000
125000
150000
332000

STRESS
MPa

0
0.99
1.98
2.96
3.95
4.94
5.93
0.66
4.42

COMB
STRAIN

0
0.0006935
0.0007953
0.0010152
0.001256
0.00r538
0.00r697

A(comb)

0
0.1t9295
0.136797
0.174619
0.216178
0.264619
0.29t954

L(2)
bricl/morta¡

0
0.113792
0.13208

0.170688
0.215392
0.266192
0.296672

^(l)brick
0

-0.00896
-0.00768
-0.0064

-0.00128
0.00256
0.00768

N
N

STRATN (2)
briclc/mortar

0
0.00056
0.00065
0.0@84
0.00,101
0.00131
0.00146

16,800
11 1 ,888

STRATN (1)
brick

0
-0.0n01764
-0.0001512
-0.000126

-0.0000252
0.0000504
0.0001512

SVoIJLTG,ÃATE
33VoULTIMATE

DEMEC (2)
bricl/morø¡

911
855
846
827
805
780
765

DEMEC (I)
brick
988
995
994
993
989
986
982

ULTIMATE

LOAD
(N)
0

25000

100000
125000
150000
336000

Estimate Modulus
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5.93
0.66
4.38

STRESS
MPa

0
0.99
1.98
2.96
3.95
4.94

COMB
STRAIN

0
0.0003380
0.0006051
0.0008677
0.001102
0.001360
0.001684

0.1492549
0. l 89568
0.2339452
0.289728

Â(comb)

0
0.0581417
0.1040914

L(2)
bricl/mortar

0
0.058928
0.105664

0.1524
0.195072
0.241808
0.300736

0
0.00128
0.00256
0.00512
0.00896
0.0128
o.0r792

N
N

A(1)
brick

0.00119
0.00148

16,650
110,889

STRATN (2)
bricl/mortar

0
0.00029
0.00052
0.00075
0.000960.0001764

0.w252
0.0003528

STRAIN (1)
brick

0
0.0000252
0.0000504
0.0001008

843
820
791

5VoULTIJ'VIATE
33VaULTIMATE

DEMEC (2)
brick/mortar

939
910
887
864

789
786
782

LILTIMATE

DEMEC (1)
brick
796
795
794
79275000

100000
125000
150000
333000

(N)
LOAD

0
25000
50000

SPECIMEN No. (a) - 110mm THICK TESTED MARCH 1998

Estimate Modulus

SPECMEN No. (5) - 110mm THICK TESTED JUNE 1998

Estimate

MPa

16,000 MPa

STRESS
MPa
0.00
0.99
1.98
2.96
3.9s
4.94
5.93
6.92
7.91
o.7t
4.74

COMB
STRAIN

0
1.90565E-05
3.81131E-05
6.441228-05
0.000166r66
0.000182194
0.w0279377
0.00038113 r
0.000490128

Â(comb)

0
o.æ3277726
0.006555451
0.011078903
0.028580629
0.03t337337
0.048052789
0.065554515
0.084301966

L(2)
brick/mortar

0
0.004064
0.008128
0.014224
0.032512
0.0M704
0.062992
0.08128
0.10r6

0.0051
0.0064
0.0218
0.0243
0.0256
0.0282

N
N

A(l)
brick

0
0.0013
0.0026

18,000

STRAIN (2)
brick/morør

0
0.00002
0.00004
0.00007
0.00016
0.ñ022
0.00031
0.0004
0.m05

119,880

0.000504
0.000554

STRAIN (1)
brick

0
2.528-05
5.04E-05
0.000101
0.000126
0.000428
0.000479

57o ULTIMATE
337o ULTMATE

DEMEC (2)
bricl/mortar

812
810
808
805
796
790
781
772
762

777
775

T.JLTIMATE

DEMEC (I)
brick
797
796
795
793
792
780
778150000

175000
200000

360000

(N)
LOAD

0
25000
50000
75000
100000
r25000
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APPENDIX (E) - Maærial Test Results

SPECMEN No. (6) - 110mm THICK TESTED JUNE 1998

Estimaæ Modulus

SPECIMEN No. (7) - 110mm THICK TESTED JUNE 1998

Unreliable Data No Estimate

13,900 MPa

STRESS
MPa
0.00
0.99
1.98
2.96
3.95
4.94
5.93
0.67
4.45

COMB
STRAIN

0
-3.6571E-05
-1.7514E-05
-5.8657E-0s
-0.000r0437
-0.00051312
-0.00043577

Â(comb)

0
-0.00629019
-0.m.301247
-0.01008894
-0.01795168
-0.08825691
-0.07495182

L(2)
brick/mortar

0
0

0.004064
0.004064
0.004064
0.006096
0.016256

^(l)brick
0

0.0102
0.0115
0.023

0.0358
0.1536
0.1485

N
N

STRATN (2)
brick/mortar

0
0

0.00002
0.00002
0.00002
0.00003
0.00008

16,900
1t2,554

STRATN (l)
brick

0
0.0æ202
0.0æ227
0.000454
0.000706
o.æ3024
0.002923

5VoIULTIJvIATE
33VoULTIJvIAT]E

DEMEC (2)
bricl/mortar

918
918
916
9r6
916
915
910

DEMEC (l)
brick
911
903
902

883
79t
795

ULTIMATE

LOAD
(N)
0

25000
50000
75000
100000
125000
150000

338,000

STRESS
MPa
0.00
0.99
1.98
2.96
3.9s
4.94
5.93
6.92
7.9t
0.62
4.12

COMB
STRAIN

0
4.725588-05
5.25983E-05
0.000107097
0.000189794
0.000246964
0.w03Mt47
0.000460386
0.000569383

Â(comb)

0
0.008128

0.009046903
0.018420629
0.032644629
0.042477806
0.059193257
0.079186434
0.097933886

L(2)
brick/mortar

0
0.008128
0.0t2192
0.022352
0.036576
0.048768
0.067056
0.089408
0.109728

^(1)brick
0
0

0.0051
0.0064
0.0064
0.0102
0.0128
0.0166
0.0192

N
N

STRAIN (2)
brick/morør

0
0.00004
0.00006
0.000r I
0.00018
0.00024
0.00033
0.00044
0.00054

15,650
t04,229

STRATN (r)
brick

0
0

0.00010r
0.000126
0.000126
0.000202
0.000252
0.000328
0.000378

57o IJLTIMATE
337o ULTMATE

DEMEC (2)
bricl/mortar

95r
94'.1

945
940
933
927
918
907
897

DEMEC (1)
brick
8r2
812
808
807
807
804
802
799
797

ULTIMATE

LOAD
(N)
0

50000
75000
100000
125000
150000
175000
200000

313000

Estimate Modulus
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SPECIMEN No. (8) - 110mm THICK TESTED JUNE 1998

Estimaæ Modulus 5,400 MPa

SPECIMEN No. (10) - 50mm THICK TESTED SEPTEMBER 1998

Average Modulus 9,800 MPa

STRESS
MPa
0.00
0.99
1.98
2.96
3.95
4.94
5.93
6.92
7.91

0.48
3.22

COMB
STRAIN

0
0.000107097
0.000254207
o.ooo4032r7
0.000564041
0.000755735
0.w0975629
0.001210008
0.o01463443

Â(comb)

0
0.018420629
0.043723532
o.069353257
0.097014983
0.129986434
0.16780816

0.208121337
0.25t71224

L(2)
briclc/morta¡

0
0.022352

0.0508
o.o77216
0.105664
0.140208
0.178816
0.22t488
o.268224

^(l)brick
0

0.0064
0.01l5
0.0128
0.0141
0.0r66
0.0179
0.0218
0.0269

N
N

STRAIN (2)
briclc/monar

0
0.00011
0.00025
0.00038
0.00052
0.00069
0.00088
0.00109
0.00132

t2,250
81,585

STRAIN (I)
brick

0
0.000126
0.@0227
o.o0f252
o.æ0277
0.000328
0.000353
0.000428
0.000529

57o ULTMATE
3370 ULTMATE

DEMEC (2)
brick/mortar

9r8
907
893
880
866
849
830
809
786

DEMEC (l)
brick
840
83s
831
830
829
827
826
823
819

ULTIMATE

LOAD
(N)
0

25000
50000
75000
100000
125000
150000
175000
200000

245000

Stress
MPa
0.00
1.30
2.6r
3.9r
s.22
6.52
7.83

1.33
8.89

STRAIN (1)
brick/mortar

0.000000
0.000076
0.040227
0.000403
0.000529
0.000756
0.000857

9,l00MPa

DEMEC (I)
briclJmortar

898
895
889
882
877
868
864

Test 4 Modulus
Estimate

STRAIN (1)
bricl:/mortar

0.000000
0.000176
0.000277
0.000328
0.000580
0.000756
0.000756

10,400MPa

895
888
884
882
872
865
865

Test 3 Modulus
Estimate

DEMEC (1)
brick/mortar

N
N

STRAIN (I)
brick/mortar

0
0.0000756
0.0002268
0.000378

0.000s796
0.0007056
0.0009324

8,400MPa

15,350
toz,23r

864
Iest 2 Modulus
Estimate

DEMEC (1)
brick/mortar

901
898
892
886
878
873

0.000693

57o ULTIMATE
33% ULTIMATE

STRATN (l)
brick/morør

0
0.0000r26
0.0002016
0.0003528
0.0004536
0.0006048

11,300MPa

880
874

870.5
Iest I Modulus
Estimate

DEMEC (1)
brick/mortar

898
897.5
890
884

ULTIMATE

(N)
LOAD

0
15000
30000
45000
60000
75000
90000

307000
I I
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APPENDIX (E) - Material Test Results

SPECMEN No. (11) - 110mm THICK TESTED SEPTEMBER 1998

Estimate Modulus 6,600 MPa

SPECMEN No. (12) - 110mm THICK TESTED SEPTEMBER 1998

11,600 MPa

STRESS
MPa
0.00
0.99
1.98
2.96
3.95
4.94
5.93
0.7r
4.73

COMB
STRAIN
0.000000
0.00016r
0.000343
0.000502
0.000646
0.000795
0.000909

Â(comb)

0.000000
0.027662
0.058994
0.086263
0.1 1 1 106
0.136736
0.156336

L(2)
brick/mortar

0.000000
0.028448
0.060960
0.089408
0.115824
o.t42240
0.164592

^(l)brick
0.000000
0.001280
0.003200
0.005121
0.007681
0.008961
0.013442

N
N

STRAIN (2)
bricl/mortar

0
0.00014
0.0003

0.00044
0.00057
0.0007

0.00081
17,950

119,547

STRATN (r)
brick

0
0.0m,0252
0.000063

0.0001008
0.0001512
0.0001764
0.w2646

5% ULTIMATE
S3ToIJLTIMATE

DEMEC (2)
bricVmorør

901
887
871

857
844
831
820

DEMEC (I)
brick
812
811

809.5
808
806
805

801.5
I.JLTIMATE

LOAD
(N)
0

25000

100000
125000
r50000
359000

STRESS
MPa
0.00
0.99
1.98
2.96
3.95
4.94
5.93
0.78
5.23

COMB
STRAIN
0.000000
0.000054
0.000137
0.0ú226
0.00031r
0.000394
0.000478

Â(comb)

0.000000
0.009210
0.023501
0.038807
0.0535s7
0.067847
0.082204

L(2)
briclc/mortar

0.000000
0.0r r 176
0.027432
o.ou704
0.062992
0.079248
0.097536

^(1)brick
0.000000
0.003200
0.006401
0.00960r
0.015362
0.018562
0.024963

N
N

STRATN (2)
bricl/morør

0
0.000055
0.000135
0.0nn.22
0.00031
0.00039
0.00048

19,8s0
132,200

STRATN (t)
brick

0
0.000063
0.000126
0.000189
0.ñ030u
0.0003654
0.0004914

57o ULTMATE
33/oULTIJvLAI]E

DEMEC (2)
briclc/mortar

914
908.5
900.5
892
883
875
866

DEMEC (l)
brick
807.5
805

802.5
800

795.5
793
788

ULTIMATE

LOAD
(N)
0

25000
50000
75000
I
I
150000
397000

Estimate Modulus
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SPECIMEN No. (13) - 110mm THICK TESTED SEPTEMBER 1998

Estimate Modulus Unreliable Data No Estimate

SPECIMEN No. (10) - 50mm THICK TESTED SEPTEMBER 1998

Average Modulus 6,700 MPa

STRESS
MPa
0.00
0.99
1.98
2.96
3.95
4.94
0.78
5.23

COMB
STRAIN
0.000000
-0.000027
-0.000045
-0.000026
0.000005
0.000060

À(comb)

0.000000
-0.004718
-0.007796
-o.oo44s2
0.M924
0.010364

L(2)
brick/mortar

0.000000
0.000000
0.002032
0.008128
0.016256
o.028448

^(1)brick
0.000000
0.007681
0.016002
0.020483
0.024963
0.029444

N
N

srRArN (2)
brick/mortar

0
0

0.00001
0.00004
0.00008
0.00014

19,850
r32,2@

STRATN (1)
brick

0
0.0001512
0.000315

0.0004032
0.0004914
0.0005796

57o ULTIMATE
33ToIJLTIvIATE

DEMEC (2)
brick/mortar

9t6
9t6
915
912
908
902

DEMEC (I)
brick
900
894

887.5
884

880.5
877

ULTIMATE

LOAD
(N)
0

25000
50000
7s000
100000
125000
397000

Stress
MPa
0.00
1.30
2.61
3.91
5.22
6.52
7.83
9.13
10.43

1.32
8.77

STRATN (1)
brick/mortar

0.000000
0.000025
0.000050
0.000151
0.0cp227
0.000328
0.000403
0.000454
0.000529

Unreliable
Data

DEMEC (1)
bricL/mort¿r

803
802
801

797
794
790
787
785
782

Iest 4 Modulus
Estimate

STRATN (1)
brick/mortar

0.000000
0.000554
0.001058
0.001336
0.001638
0.001814
0.001991
0.a02369
0.002621

4,000MPa

DBMEC (1)
bricL/mort¿r

867
845
825
814
802
795
788
773
763

Test 3 Modulus
Estimate
N
N

STRAIN (1)
brick/mort¿r

0
0.0000756
0.0402268
0.0403024
0.0004158

0.00063
0.0007308
0.0007812
0.000882
11,800MPa

r5,150
100,900

DEMEC (I)
brick/mortar

811
808
802
799

794.5
786
782
780
776

Test 2 Modulus
Estimate

5VoIJLTNIATE
33VoUI-TIIúATE

STRAIN (1)
bricVmortar

0
0.000378

0.0007308
0.0012096
0.001386
o.oot5624
0.0017136
0.0019908
0.0023688

4,400MPa

DEMEC (I)
briclc/mortar

873
858
844
825
818
811
805
794
779

Test 1 Modulus
Estimate
ULTIMATE

LOAD
N)
0

15000
30000
45000
60000
75000
90000
105000
120000

303000
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APPENDX (E) - Maærial Test Results

RESULTS OF COMPRESSTVE MORTAR CI]BE TESTS

Series Specimen
No.

Specimen
Thickness

(mm)

Cube Number
(l00xl00x100mm)

Compressive
Strength
(MPa)

Marchl998 1 ll0 I 5.20
2 5.02
J 6.82

Marchl998 2 110 I 5.88
2 6.18
3 5.62

Marchl998 J 110 I 7.16
1 6.84
J 6.42

March1998 4 ll0 I 7.16
2 6.34
3 6.r4

June 1998 5 ll0 1 6.02
2 4.30

June 1998 6 110 I 6.06
2 4.O4

June 1998 7 ll0 I 4.02
2 4.98

June 1998 8 110 I 5.06
2 4.32
3 4.16

September 1998 l0 50 I 5.00
2 5.20
3 s.48

September 1998 l1 ll0 I 4.68
2 4.22
3 4.90

Sept€mber 1998 t2 lt0 I 5.28
2 4.94
3 5.08

Sepæmber 1998 t3 ll0 I 3.76
2 4.M
3 3.84

September 1998 t4 50 I 4.08
2 3.56
3 4.44

AVERAGE 5.17
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APPENDIX (F): Simply Supported \ü/all Test Results

MARCH 98
SPECIMEN 3

JUNE 98
SPECIMEN t

Figure F 1- Static Push Test - Un-cracked, 110mn¡ No Overburden

Height t.485tm
Ihiclness 110bnm
Lensttr 95rlmm
Density I80?t/r;ghl¡i

'Figure F 2- Static Push Test - Un-cracked, L10mrn' 0.15MPa Overburden

Applied Overburden 0 MPa
460 kPaFlexural Tensile Süength, f,

Linear Elastic Analysis Prediction 2.ø4 KN

0.406 KNRieid Bodv Analysis P¡ediction

1.485[mHeight
fhiclmess I10hr,m

9501l¡,¡ÍtLængttr
Density 1800

STATIC PUSH TEST _ MID HEIGTIT FOINT IOAD

35

3
I 3.18

---i

-FEXPERTMENTAL 
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! r.t
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Þ.1

É
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d
FìIrJ

0.5

0

0 20 Q 60 80 100
MIDHEIGHT DEFI-ECTION (lvilvÍ)

Applied Overburden 0.15lMPa
Flexural Tensile SEength, f, 46|kPa
Linea¡ Elastic Analysis Prediction 4.S212lkr{
Risid Bodv Analvsis Prediction 5.3Iólkl.I

STATIC PUSH TEST. MID HEIGHT POINT LOAD

1

6

2ð
F
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I

5
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1

0
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APPENDD( F : Out-of-plane Simply &tpported WaIl Test Results

ÉIeight l.485lm
Ihickness lI0lr.urr
ænsth 950
Density 1800[rslm'

JUNE 98
SPECIMEN 8

SEPIEMBER9S
SPECIMEN 10

Figure F 3. Static Push Test - Cracked, 110mm,O.l5Mpa (Þerbu¡den

Figure F 4- Static Push Test - Cracked" 50mnD No Overburden

Applied Overburden 0.15 MPa
Flexural Tensile Stengú" f, 0 kPa
Linea¡ Elastic An¿¡lysis Pr,ediction 2.322 KN
Rigid Body Analysis P¡ediction 5.it6 KN

STATIC PUSH TEST - MID HEIGIIT FOINT LOAI)

6

5

2
è9*
üz
t¡l&F
U)¡
d
Hf

4

3

2

I

0 20 40 60 80 100 120

MID-HEIGIIT DEFLECTION (MM)

EXPERJMENTAL K)RCE (KN)
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ADDITIONI
/

LLATERAL STRI NGTTIABOVE
t-
I

rlut vrÃ
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FOTJNDTO

JIU DUE TL' IIìL]
!¡OFOVERBIIRX
¡ESIGNIFICANT

ENÐùIÂIIL
]N SPRINGS
0R f lOnm

WALLS

Heieht
Ihichess 50
Lengtlr

2300

Applied Overburden 0lMPa
Flexural Tensile SEength, f, 0[rPa
Linear El¿stic Analysis Prediction 0.07[lkN
lieid Body Analysis Prediction 0.1071kr{

STATIC PUSH TEST.MID HEIGITT FOINTI,OAD

l5

0.r2

0.1

0.08

0.06

0.04

0.o2

0

2
t9
Foz
B]úF6
-l
ú
l¡lFf

0 5 l0 20 25 30 35
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q 45
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\,
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APPENDIX F: Out-of-plane Simply Supponed Woll Test Results

Heisht 1.485 m
rnmThiclness 50

Lænsth 950 mm
ks/ÍfDensity n0a

SEPIEMBER9S
SPECIMEN 10

SEPTEMBER93
SPECIMEN 10

Figure F 5 - Static Push Test - Urcracked, 50mnu 0.Û75MPa Overburden

Figure F G Static Push Test - Cracked, 50mq 0.075 Overburden

Applied Overburden 0.075llvlPa
Flexural Tensile Stensth, f, 750kPa
Linear Elastic Analysis Prediction I.07Ilkl.I
Risid Bodv Analysis Prediction Ø.587lklr

STATIC PUSHTEST - MID MIGI{T POINT LOAD

zJ
h
zlI]úFU)
J
ú
laF
J
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0.8
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F--- --i.
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.-a\

L
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Ihiclness 50 mm

mmLeneth 950
ÞnsiW 2300 ks/n:

Aoolied Overburden 0.075lMPa
Flexural Tensile Srength, f, 0[rPa
Lineár Elastic Analvsis Prediction Ø.28ólkl.I
Rigid Bodv Analysis Prediction 0.órSlktI

STATIC PUSH TEST - MID HEIGIIT POINT IJOAD
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APPENDIX F: Out-of-plane Simply Supponed Wall Test Results

Height 1.48s m
Thickness 1r0 mm
ængth 950 nm

DensiW 1800 ks/m'

SEPTEMBER93
SPECIMEN 11

SEPTEMBER93
SPECIMEN 11

Figure F 7- Static Push Test - Cracked, lfOmnr, No Overburden

Figure F E - Static Push Test - Urrcracked, 110mnr, 0.l5Mpa Overburden

Applied Overburden 0lMPa
Flexural Tensile Sfrength, f, 0[Pa
Linear Elastic Analysis Prediction o.27rlkl.l
Rigid Body Analysis Prediction 0.4061k1:{

STATIC PUSH TEST - MID HEIGIIT POINT I]OAD
0.45

0.4

^ 0.35z,4I 0.3FoÁ o.zs
ú
F

fr o.rs

Fl o.l

0.05

0
0 20 40 60 E0 100

MID-ITEIGHT DEFLECTION (MM)

-{tsEXPERIMENTAL FORCE (H{)

--+RIGIDBODY (kN)

r
/ \* -\

\-\
MORTARDR
EFFECTTVB \

)POUTREDUCIN(
.IDTHOFTHE RIC

THE
DBODY

ÉIeieht 1.485 m
Ihiclness 110 mm
læneth 950 film
Density I 800 ks/m'

Applied Overburden 0.IíllvfPa
Flexural Tensile Strength, f, 460lWa
Linea¡ Elastic Analysis Prediction 4.82121kt{
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APPENDIX F : Out- of-plnne Simply Supported Wall Test Results

Heisht t.48slm
Thickress 110k¡l'm
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Density 18007ù;s,lm
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Figure F 10- Static Push Test - Cracked, llûmrn, No Overburden
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APPENDIX F : Out- of-plane Simply Supponed WaII Test Results

Heieht l.485lm
fhickress ll?h¡tm
ængth 950
Density I80Ìks,lm'

SEPTEMBER93
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Figure F 11- Static Push Test - Uncracked, f10mn, No Overburden

Figure F 12- Static Push Test (Hysteretic) - Cracked, ll0rrun, No Overburden
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SEPIEMBER9E SPECIMEN 13 - RF,SONANT ENERGY LOSS PER CYCLE
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APPENDIX F : Out of-plane Simply Supported Wall Test Results

Heieht 1.485 m
Ihickness 50 mm
.eneth 950 nm

Density x0a kslm'

SEPITMBER9S
SPECIMEN 14

SEPTEMBER9E
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Figure F 14 - Static Push Test- Un-cracked, 110mn, No Overburden

Figure F 15 - Static Push Test - Cracked, 50mrq 0.15MP¡ Overburden
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APPENDIX F : Out- of-planc Simply S upported Wall Te st Re sults
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APPENDIX F : Out-of-plnnz Simply Supported WaII Test Results

MIDIIEIGIIT RESPONSE DISPLACEMENT
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APPENDIX F : Out- of-plane Simply Stryported WaII Test Results
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APPENDD( F : Out of-plnne S imply Supp orted WaIl Te s t Re s ults

SEPfEMBER 98 - Specimen (111 - Release Test (4)

Figure F 19 - Release Test (4) - 110mn, No Overburden
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APPENDD( F : Out- of-plme Simply Supported Wall Test Results
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APPENDD( F : Out-of-plnne Simply Supported Wøll Test Results
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APPENDIX F: Out-of-planc Simply Supported Wall Test Results
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APPENDIX F: Out-of-pløw Simply SupponedWallTest Results
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APPEND IX F : Out- of-plane Simply Supp oned Wøll Te s t Re sults
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APPENDIX F : Out- of-plane Simply Supported Wall Test Results
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APPENDIX F : Out- of-plane Simply Supp orted WaIl Te st Re sults
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SEPIEMBER 98 - Specimen (1.01 - 1.0H2 llalf Sine Displacement Pulse
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SEPTEMBER 98 - specimen (10ì - 2.0H2 Half sine Dispracement putse
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Figure F 36- 1.0H2 Gaussian Displacenrcnt Pulse, 110nur¡ No Overburden
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APPENDIX F : Out- of-plane Simply Supported WalI Test Results

SIMPLY SUPPORTTD IIRM WALL TRANSIENT EXCITATION TEST S

Figure F 4! Transient Excitation Test - 667o E;lcentro, 110nrn, No overburden
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X'igure F 44 - Transient Excitation Test - 1ü)7o Nahanni' 110mrrD No Overburden
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Figure F 47 - Transient Excitation TesJ - 4007o Naharmi, 110mn, No Overburden
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APPENDIX (G): Non-linear Time History Analysis
ROWMANRY FortranTT Code

Program rowrnanry
c lilriüen February 1999
c Program "ROWMANRY" was derived from the original progr¿ìm "romain"
c to determine the rocking behaviour of both rigid and semi rigid
c objects making allowance for various support conditions
c The main program drive subroutine is "Row-ray" which
c determines the displ. time-history of a rocking model
c using a tri-linear dynamic force displacement profile approximation
c Rayleigh damping is assumed with an iterative half cycle process used
c to ensure the proportional damping assumed at the start of each half cycle is appropriate
c at the end of the half cycle (where the instantaneous frequency is known)
c An initial damping coefficient of 3 is adopted however with the iterative process
c generally is not critical to the successful running of the program
c Uniform wall properties are assumed
c The acceleration data filename ACTIVE, time-step dt and the analysis time
c segment ta are required as input.
c The program will produce time-history arrays of the relative
c displacement u, relative velocity v, and total acceleration at
c at the top of a free standing object or mid height of a propped cantilever.
c Maximum u, v and at will be displayed on screen at run time.
c There is an option to writ€ the time-history series to a new file
c with the filename designaæd by the user (char variable ofile)-

character *50 ACTIVE,TEXT,ofile,type
character *1 yesno
character *60 code
integer NN,NTP,NT,NK,k
inæger IOS,ERL,X,Y,L
real ts(O: I 2000),as(0: I 2000)
real alpha, dt, ta, ag(0:16384)
real u(0: 16384), v(0: 16384), at(O: 16384)
real agmax,umax,vmax, aÍnax
real ke(-l: l), re(-1: l),ulirnit(-l: l),uy(-2:2),pi,g
real scale
real h,t,m
real HEFFR,ÌIEFFS, gam,PC
real a0, al, aOm, alm

c real EM,rd
real PCF
real PDM
real ulim¡b
parameter(pi=3.1 41 59265 4)
paramet€r(g=g.806)

c Rocking is independent of the mass of the object. Thus, a
c unit mass (l.Okg) has been assumed in subroutine roïvray.

m=I.0
c

writel*,*¡"*********************tc************r.*t<t *r.r.******r<*****rr
writel*,*¡" hogram ROTWMANRY"
wriæ1*,x¡" For time history rocking analysis of'
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APPENDD( G: N0n-linear Time History Arutysis ROWMANRy FortranTT Code

write(*,*)" Free Standing or Simply Supporæd Objecs"write(*,*)" LatestVersion: FEBRUARy1999"
wfitel*,*¡******************************************************n
wriæ1*,*¡" Units in length - rL time - secs, "
write(*,*)" Force - N, Density - kd^t "
write(*,*)" Stress - MPa unless shown otherwise "
write(*,*¡" "

c Inpuaing accelerogram daø into ag(t) array
write(*,*)"fype filename for accel. data [<= 8 Characters]:"
read (*,'(a)')ACTIVE
L=INDEX(ACTIVE,')
ACTIVE(L:L+4)='.csv'

c wrir€(*,2000) ACTIVE(1:L+4)
write(*,*¡ " "
write(*,*)" --- FORDEFAIJLT VALUES I I TYPE 0 ---"
writelr',*¡ " "
write(*,*)"Type scaling factor for ground accel. [1.0]:"
read(*,*)scale
if(scale .eq.0.O)then

scale=1.0
writel*'x¡ " "
writelx,*¡"-- DEFAIJLT SCALINGFACTOR [1.0] ADOPTED -- "
writel*,*¡ " '

end if
5 write(*,*)"Type time step interval dt [0.01]:"

read(*,*þt
if(dt.eq.0.O)then

dt{.01
write(*,*) " "
write(*,*) "-- DEFAIJLT TIME INCREMENT [0.01] SECS ADOPTED --"
wriæ1*'*¡ " "

end if
open(25,file=ACTIVE,staü¡s='old',iostaFIOS,ere I 000)

c Go passed 8 header lines in datafile
ERL=l
do l0 k=I,8

read(25,'(a)',iostat=IOS,err= I 0 I O)TEXT
ERL=ERL+1

l0 continue
c read (25,*,iostat=IOS,en=101O)NN
c ERL=ERL+I

NN=O
do 20 k=0,16384

read(25, *,iostat=Ios,er=l 0l 0,END=3) ts(k),as(k)
NN=NN+l
as(k)=5salls*asg¡
ERI=ERL+l

20 continue
3 continue

close(25)
wriæ1*'*¡ " "
wriæ(*,45) NN

45 format("NUMBER OF DATA POINTS IN INPUT prI F = ",lJ)
writel*,*¡ " "

c Data inærpolation
call linter(NN, ts,as,dt"NTP,ag)
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write(*, *) "Record time is ",rea(NTP)*dt, " seconds"
wriæ(*,*)"Type analysis time [Record time]:"
read(*,*)ta
if(ta.eq.0.0)then

ta=eal(NTP)*dt
wriæ(*,2010) ta
writel*,*¡ " "

2010 forma('-- DEFAULT : IRECORD TIME',F6.3,'secs] ADOPTED -')
writelx,x¡ " "

end if
NT=in(taldt)
if (NT.gr16384)then

write(*,x)"Required no. of time steps exceed limit of 16384"
write(*,*)"Retype longer time step or shorter analysis time"
goto 5

else
end if
if(NT.gt.NTP)then

c Augment ag(k>=NTP) with zeros
do 30 k=NTP,NT-l

ag(k)=0
30 continue

else
end if

4l continue
writel*,*¡"---
wriæ1*',*¡" OBJECTRIGIDITYCLASSIFICATION"
write(*,*)' Is the object to be analysed either :"
writc(*,*)" (Typecorrespondingnumber)"
write(x,*¡" "
writ€(*,*)"(l) RIGID eg steel library bookshelves"
write(*,*)"(2) SEMI RIGID eg simply supported URM wall"
wriæ(*,*)" parapetURM wall"
writelx,*¡"---
read(*,*) X
if(X.ne. 1.AND.X.ne.2)goto 4 1

4 continue
c Definition of support conditions

wriæ1*,x¡"
WTitC(*,*)" DEFINTTION OFVERTICAL SI.JPPORT CONDITIONS"
wriæ1*,*¡" V/hat support conditions exist:"
write(*,*)" (Type corresponding number)"
writel*,*¡" "
write(*,*)"(l) Free standing object, base reaction at LF"
write(*,*)"(2) SS non loadbearing, base reaction at LF"
write(*,*)"(l) SS loadbearing, top & bottom reactions at CL"
wriæ(*,*)"(4) SS loadbearing, top reaction at CL, bottom reaction

+ atthe LF"
write(*,*)"(5) SS loadbearing, top & bottom reaction at LF"
writel*,*¡" "
write(*,*)"where SS = simply supported"
write(*,*)" LF = leeward face of object"
wriæ1*,*¡" CL = center line of object"

read(*,*) Y
if(Y.ne. l.AND.Y.ne.2.AND.Y.ne.3.AND.Y.ne.4.AND.Y.ne.5)goto 4
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c
c

c

Inputing structural parameters
gam=O.0

wriæ(*,*)"Type total height of the object (m) :"
read(*,*)h
wriæ(*,*¡"Type total thickness of the object (mm) :"
read(*,*)t
t=t/1m0.0

c
if(Y.ge.3)then

c Loadbearing simply supported requires overburden sfress and density
wriæ(*,*)"Type the overburden stress at top of object (Mpa),'
read(*,*)PC

write(*,*)"Type object densiry [1800 kg/m3] :"
write(+,x)"[Masonry density approximarely 1500 - 2500 kg/m3]"

read(*,*) gam
if(gam.eq.0.0)then

gam=1800.0
wriûe1x,x¡ ' "

writelx,*¡"-- DEFAIJLT OBJECT DENSITY [l800kg/m3] ADOPTED --"
wriæ1*'*¡ " "

end if
c Calculation ofoverburden stress facûo¡

pCF=2.0*pC* lE6(h*gam+g)
else

PC{.0
PCF{.0

end if
c

if(Y.eq.1)then
type="Free standing object base reaction at LF"

c Stiffness and resistance acceleration conversion factors
ÍIEFFS=1.0
HEFFR=I.0
writel*,x¡ " "
write(*,1)HEFFS
write(*,2)ruFFR
writelr"*¡ " "

I forma(" Stiffness coefficient (IIEFFS) = ",fl 3)
2 forma(" Resistance coefficient (IIEFFR) - ",n 3)

end if
if(Y.eq.2)then

type="Ss non loadbearing G,F)"
ÍIEFFS=4.0
HEFFR=4.0
write(*'r'¡ " "
write(*,1)IIEFFS
write(*,2)IIEFFR
writel*'*¡ " "

end if
if(Y.eq.3)then

type="Ss loadbearing top & bocom (CL)"
ÍIEFFS=4.0*(t+pCF)
IßFFR=2.0*(1+PCF)
wriæ1*'*¡ " "
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write(*,1)HEFFS
wriæ(*,2)IIEFFR
writelx,x¡ " "

end if
if(Y.eq.4)then

type="Ss loadbearing top (CL) bouom (LF)"
IIEFFS=4.O*(l+PCF)
I{EFFR=4.0*( 1+0.7 5 *PCF)
write(*'*¡ " "
write(*,1)IIEFFS
write(*,2)HEFFR
wriæ1*'x¡ " "

end if
if(Y.eq.5)then
type=" SS loadbearinC top & bottom (LF)"

IIEFFS=4.0*(l+PCF)
ffiFFR=4.0*(1+PCF)
wriæ1*'x¡ " "
wriæ(*,1)IIEFFS
writo(*,2)I{EFFR
writelx'*¡ " "

end if
c Apply SDOF conversion fac0or to ag which does not include the factor

do 60 k=O,NTP-1
ag(k)=1'5x¿t1¡¡

60 continue
c
3000 Continue
c Set first half cycle iteration approx proportional damping

alpha=3.0
c Set the propofional damping experimental to SDOF conversion factor

PDM=2.0ß.0
write(*, +) "Type mass proportional damping coefficienl : "
read(*,*)a0

c Modify a0 to fit SDOF model
aOm=PDM*a0
write(*, *) "Type stiffnes s proportional damping coefficient. : "
read(*,*)al

c Modify al to frt SDOF model
alm=PDM*al

Rigid body complete instability displacement (mm)
ulimrb=t* 1 000.0*IIEFFR/I{EFFS
Side eccenEicities are t/2 as uniform properties assumed
Calculation of the rigid body resistance acceleration
re( I )= I . 5 *[IEFFR* g*t/tt
re(- 1)=- 1.O*re(1 )
Calculation of the rigid body negative stiffness
ke(1)=- 1.5*tfrFFS*c/h
ke(-l)=ke(1)

Completely rigid objecs
if(X.eq.1)then
Setting the rocking displacements to a nominally small value (>0)

uY(l)=l.E-4

c
c

c
c

c

c
c
c

c
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c
c

uy(-l)=l.E-4
uY(2)=t.f,-4
uy(-2)=l.E-4
ulimi(l)=ulimrb
ulimi(- I )=- | *ulimit( I )

end if

Semi rigid objocts
if(X.eq.2)tben

wriæ1*'*¡ " "
write(*,*)"Type disp.rocking expected to commence (mm)"
writ€(*,*)"(This disp. dictates the initial rocking stiffness"
writelx,*¡" and must be greîrur than zero)"
read(+,*)uy(l)
uy(l)=uy(1)/1000'0
uy(-l)=-1.O*uy(l)
write(*'*¡ " "
wriæ(*,*)"Type disp. at start negative stiffness (mm)"
wriæ(*,*)"(1his disp. dictates the peak rocking resistance',

wriæ(*,*)" plateau as it is the point of inærsection of'
wriæ1*,*¡" the semi rigid and rigid body force disp profiles)"
read(*,*)uy(2)
uY(2)=uY(2)/1000.0
uY(-2)=- I .0*uY(2)
write(*,*)"Type complere insøbiliry disp (mm) IRIGIDI"
u'dte(*,71) ulimrb

Format("I-ess than or equal to 'f6.2," (mm) - RIGID -")
read(*,*) ulimi(l)
if(ulimit( I ).eq.0.O)then
ulimit(l)=ulimrb
wriæ1x,*¡ " "
\4,rite(*,72) ulimrb

forma('--DEFAULT INSTABILITY DISP|,F6.2,'I mml ADOPTED--')
wriæ1*,*¡ " "

end if
ulimi( I )=ulimi( I Yl 000.0
ulimi(- I )=- | *ulimit( I )

end if

Doing the achral computations
call rowray( l .0, alpha,re, uy,ke,ulimit NTdÇ ag,u, v,at code, aOm
+,alm)
Finding the maximum out of each array
call fndmax(NT, I 6384,ag,agmax)
call fndmax(NT, I 63 84,u, umax)
call fndmax(NT, I 6384,v,vmax)
call fndmax(NT, I 6384,at,aunax)

Oupuning the key results ûo screen(system output)
write(*,*¡' "
wnte(*,22þúe
format("ANALYSIS CONCLUSION : ",a60)

If the code message does not begin with "M" for "Model"
go straight to the end of the program.
if(icha(code(l : l)).ne.77)goûo I 100
write(*,*)"Analysis results summary: "

7l

72

22

c
c

c

c
c

c
c
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c
c

write(*,21)"Max. rel. displ. = ",umax
write(*,21)"Max. rel. velocity = ",\'max
write(x,21¡"tax. total accel. = ",atmax

2l format(a21,1x,f9.6)

Setting effective parameters back to original
uy(1)=1000.0*uy(1)
uy(2)=1000.0*uY(2)
t=t*1000.0

I7

Reporting the time-history ouÞut
wriæ(*,*)"Time-history results can be written to a file"
write(*,*)"Type y/n to indicaæ if hle is wanûed:"
read(*,'(a)')yesno
if(ichar(yesno).eq. 1 1O)goto 30 10
write(*,*)"Specify output filename [<= 8 characters]:"
read(*,'(a)')OFTÍ F
ÞINDEX(OFil-E,' ')
OFILE(L:L+4)='.csv'
wdte(*, *) OFILE( 1 :L+4)

open( I 5,file=ofile,iostat=IOS,ERR=l 020)
write(*,*)"Type no. of time steps for every reported results"
read(*,*)NK
write(15,*)'***t *4c**********ll****r<*****'F**************d'**t'********
¡** ***** * ** **** * *r. ** * n

write(ls,*)" ProgramROWMANRY"
*,rite(15,*)" For ti¡ne hisûory rocking analysis of'
wriÞ(I5,*)" Free Sønding or Simply Supported Objects"
wriæ(15,*)" Latest Version : FEBRUARY 1999"
wriæ115,*¡"*t t<*** ****t<*******r<****t*****************t<****t *r.***1.1c

¡****** **i<* ** * ** * rc * * *rr

wriæ(15,+)"Ouþut filename : ",ofile
wriæ( 15, l7)"Accelerogram data from : ",ACTIVE
format(a23,lx,al3)

wriæ(15,18)scale
format("Accelerogram scaling factor selected - ',f7.3)

write(15,t)'"
Echo input data
write(15,*)"INPUT DATA SUMMARY FOR: "
write(15,*)type
write(Is,*)" "
write(15,11)h

format("Height of object = ",f7.3," m")
wriæ(15,13)t

format("Object width = ",f7.3," mrn")
write(15,9)PC
forma("Overburden sEess at top of objec¡ = " ,f7 .3," MPa")
write(15,*)" "
write( I 5, *) "Tri-linear force disp profile data"
wriæ(15,16)uy(l)

format("Disp I selected for initial stiffness = ",f5.2," mm")
write(15,26)uy(2)
format("Disp 2 selecæd for maximum force plateau = ",f5.2," mm")

wriæ(15,1)HEFFS
write(15,2)IIEFFR
write(15,*) " "

18

c
c

c

c

ll
l3

9

l6

26
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wriæ( I 5, *) "Proportional damping data"
wriæ(15,27)a0

27 format(" Mass proportional damping coeff. = ",f7.4)
write(15,28)a1

28 format(" Stiffness proportional damping coeff. = ",17.4)
wriæ1t5,*¡" "
write(15,*)" "
wrire(15,22þode
wriæ(15,12) ø, dt

12 forma('Analysis time =',f7.4,'secs time inc =',f5.4,'secs')
write( 1 5, *) "Iæ gend :, ag = input ground acceleration "
write( I 5, *) ",u = relative displacement"
write(I 5,*)",v = relative velocity"
write( I 5, *) ",at = total acceleration"
write(15,*)" "
write( I 5, *)"Time,ag(m/s/s)

+,u(m),v(m/s),at(m/s/s)"
c Printing the maximum out of each array

wriæ( 15,42)"Maxim :",agmax,umax,vmax,aÍnax
42 format(a6,',',f7 .3,',',f9 .6,',',fl .3,',',f8.4)

write( I 5, *) "Tirne, ag(m/s/s)
+,u(m),v(m/s),a(m/s/s),experimental u(m)"

c Printing the time-history ¡urays
do 40 k{,NT-l,NK
wriæ( I 5,5 1 )rea(k) *dt"ag(k),u(k),v(k), at(k)

5 I forma(f6.3,',',f7.3,',',f9.6,',',f7.3,',',f8.4)
40 continue

close(15)
3010 write(+,*)"Type y/n to continue analysis:"

read(*,'(a)')yesno
if(ichar(yesno).eq. 1 I O)then

goro 100
else

c Re-Setting effective parameters
t=t/1000.0
goto 3000

end if
100 wdte(*,*)"Program completed"

stop

Error messages
0O0 write(*,1001)"opening file ",ACTWE

l00l format("Error in ",al3,al2)
goro ll00

I 0 I 0 wriæ(*, I OO2)"reading fiIe",ACTIVE,ERL
goto I100

1002 format("Error in ",al3,al2,"atline ", i5)
1020 wriæ(*,I001)"opening hle ",ofile

goto ll00
I 100 \r,rite(*,*)"Program aborted"

stop
end

c
c
1
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c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c

Subroutine rowray(mrpcrreruyrkerulimrNTrdtragrufrvratrcoderaOm
+,alm)
Rowray was originally derived from Rotha including a
trilinear static force displacement relationship
Iterative half cycle procedure to determine Rayleigh damping
coefficient for current instantaneous frequency
uy(1) is the initial positive rocking displacement
uy(-l) is the initial negative rocking displacement
uy(2) is the secondary positive rocking displacement
uy(-2) is the secondary negative rocking displacement
re(l) is the completely rigid positive rocking resistance
re(-1) is the completely rigid negative rocking resistance
ke(l) is the rigid body stiffness for +ve rocking
ke(-l) is the rigid body stiffness for -ve rocking
ulim(l) is the +ve ultimate displacement
ulim(-l) is the -ve ultimate displacement

Declaration of parameters
character*60 code
integer NT
real m, pc
real ke(-l:1), re(-1:1), W(2:2), ulim(-l:l)
real ag(0:16384),dt
real u(0: 16384), uf(O:16384)
real v(0: ló384),at(O: I 6384)
Decla¡ation of local variables
integer Jevenq k, j, p, e, d, X, Y
inæger f, I, I, px
real ry(-1:1)
real du, dv, da, a, dag, dps
real ktsl, ktsp, kts2
real fl,f2,f3
rcal t0,tl,AJj,t4
real pi, pl
real alm, aOm
real dpsx, dpsy, nc, jx, jy
real ay, ax
parameter(pi=3 . I 41 59265 4)

c

c
c Initialise conditions

u(0)=0.
uf(0)=0.
v(0)=0.
a{.
ag(O)=0.
at(O)=0.
Jevent=0
UYY=O.0
tO=O.0
tl=0.0
t2=0.O
ß=0.0
t4d).0
j{
e=0
d=0
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c
5

c

P=O
xd)
y{
f{
I=1
px=O
code="Model did not rock"

continue
if(e.eq.l)then
Reset time st€p at start of iteration

I=y
end if
if(d.eq.l)then
Reset time step at start of iteration

I=x
end if

open(unit= l,file='out. dat',status='new')
write(I,*) "NT I(=x) pc"
write(I,*) NT, I, pc

u(k) is the displ. obtained at the end of each time sæp, and
uyy is the displ. calculated and updated within the time step.
Time history computation do-loop

do 10 k=I,NT-l
if(f.ne.l)then

c Determine pseudo-static force for each time-step except
c on iteration where returned ûo previous zeroed conditions

dag=¿g1¡¡- ag(k-l)
fl = m*dag
f2 = m*((4.*v(k-l)/dt)+2.*a)
f3 =2. * pc * v(k-l)
dps = f2+f3-f1
uyy=u(k-l)

else
c Reset flag for refurned ûo previous zeroed conditions

f{
end if

Time sæp counter for time between zero crossings
t0=0+dt
if(dps.eq.0.0)then

u(k)=uYY
goto 25

end if
BEGINEVENT ITERATION:

Determine the dynamic stiffness profile for the
particular proportional damping coefficient

Determine pseudo-static stiffness (Jevent I rocking stiffness)
ktsp=(4. *nr(d t* * 2.))+ (2.* pc I dt)

Rocking threshold acceleration
ry( I )=re( I )+ke( I )*uy(2)+kæp*uy( I )
ry(-l)=re( l)+ke(- I )*uy(-2)+ktsp*uy(- l)

Determine Jevent 0 rocking stiffness

c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c

c
c
c
c
c
c

c

c
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c
ktsl=ry(l)/uy(1)

Determine Jevent 2 rocking stiffness
kts2=ktsprke(1)

write( l,*)"kts 1 ktsp kts2"
wriæ(1,*) ktsl, ktsp,kts2

continue
NON ROCKING (DISP INCREASING ORDECREASING)

if(Jevent.eq.0)then
du=dps/ktsl
UYY=uyy+du

POSITIVE DIRECTION
if(dps.gt.0.0)then

ROCKING NOT COMMENCED-NO EVENT
if(uyy.lt.uy( I ))then

u(k)=r¡YY
STAGE I ROCKING LEVEL REAC}IED-WITH EVENT

else
dps=kts1*(uyy-uy(l))
uyy=uy(1)
Jevent=1
code="Model rocked within limits"
goto 15

end if
NEGATIVE DIRECTION

else
ROCKING NOT COMMENCED-NO EVENT

if(uyy. gt.uy(- 1 ))then
u(k)=uYY

STAGE I ROCKING I-EVEL REACMD-ìWITH EVENT
else

dps=kts I *(uyy-uy(- I ))
uyy=uy(-l)
Jevent=-1
code="Model rocked within limits"
goto 15

end if
end if

else
POSITTVE STAGE 1 ROCKING

if(Jevenleq.l)then
dudps/ktsp
uYY=uYY+du

INCREASING DISPLACEMENT
if(dps.gt.0.0)then

STAGE 2 ROCKING LEVEL NOT YET REACMD
if(uyy.lt.uy(2))then

u(k)=¡Yt
else

STAGE 2 ROCKIN LEVEL REAC}IED
dps=ktsp*(uyy-uy(2))
uyy=uy(2)
Ievent=2
code="Model rocked within limits"
goto 15

end if

c
c
c
15
c

c

c

c

c

U

c

c

c

c

c
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c
c

else
DECREASING DISPLACEMENT
NOEVENT

if(uyy.gt.uy(l))then
u(k)=uYY

else
WTTH EVENT

dps=ktsp*(uyy-uy(l))
uyy=uy(l)
Jevent{
code="Model rocked within limits"
goto 15

end if
end if

end if
NEGATIVE STAGE I ROCKING

if(Jevent.eq.- 1)then
du_Jps/ktsp
uYY=uYY+du

INCREASING DISPLACEMENT
if(dps.lr0.0)then

STAGE 2 ROCKING I.EVEL NOT YET REACTIED
if(uyy.gt.uy(-2))then

u(k)=¡Yt
else

STAGE 2 ROCKING LEVEL REACMD
dps=ktsp*(uyy-uy(- 2))
uyy=uy(-2)
Jevent=-2
code="Model rocked within limis"
goto 15

end if
else

DECREASING DISPLACEMENT
NOEVENT

if(uyy.ltuy(-l))then
u(k)=¡YY

else
\ryTTH EYENT

dps=ktsp*(uyy-uy(- I ))
uyy=uy(-l)
Jevent=O
code="Model rocked within limits"
goto 15

end if
end if

end if
POSITIVE STAGE 2 ROCKING

if(Jeventeq.2)then
if(kts2.le.0.0)goro I 000
dudps/kts2
uYY=uYY+du

INCREASING DISPLACEMENT
if(dps.gt.0.0)then

COMPI-ETE INSTABILITY NOT REACHED
if(uyy.lt.ulim( 1))then

c

c

c

c

c

c
c

c

c

c

c
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u(k)=uYt
else

c COMPLETE INSTABILITY REACÍIED
c Update pc and return to initial conditions

if(px.eq.0)then
pl=pc

end if
c Vary proponional damping to try and achieve convergence

if(px.lt.5O)then
pç=pl -real(px)*O.02+p1

end if
if(px.eq.50)then
pc=pl

end if
if(px.gt.50)then
pc=pl +(real(px)-50.0) *0.02*p I

end if
if(px.eq.101)then

write(*, *) " Iteration limit reached- NO CONVERGENGE "

u(k)=uYY
v(k)=O'0
at(k)=0'0
do 38 l=I'k
uf(l)=u(l)

38 continue
c Set remaining final displacement store to zero

do 41 l=k+l,NT-l
uf(l)=0'0
v(l)=0'0
a(Ð=0'0

4l continue
goto 1000

end if
dps=dpsx
j=jx
a=ax
uYY=o'0
jevent=O
px=px*1
d=1
f=1

c write(1,*)"dpsx initial cond at"
s write(I,*) dpsx, x
c Resta¡t iteration with new predicted proportional damping coefficient

goto 5
end if

c DECREASING DISPLACEMENT
else

c NOEVENT
if(uyy.gt.uy(2))then

u(k)=uYY
c WTTHEVENT

else
dps=kts2*(uyy-uy(2))
uyy=uy(2)
Jevent=l
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code="Model rocked within limits"
goto 15

end if
end if

end if
c NEGATWE STAGE 2 ROCKING

if(Jevent.eq.-2)then
if(ks2.Ie.0.0)goro I 000
dudps/kts2
uyy=uyy+du

c INCREASINGDISPLACEMENT
if(dps.lt.0.0)then

c COMPLETE INSTABILITY NOT REACIIED
if(uyy.gt.ulim(- I ))then

u(k)=uYY
else

c COMPI-ETE INSTABILITY REACTIED
c Update pc and return to initial conditions

if(px.eq.0)then
pl=pc

end if
if(px.lt.5O)then

pç=p1 -real(px)*0.02 *p I
end if
if(px.eq.5O)rhen
pc=p1

end if
if(px.gt.50)then
pç=p 1+(real(px)-50.0)*0.02*pl

end if
c write(1,*)"Complete instability"

if(px.eq.l0l )then
wrire(*,*)"Ireration limit reached-NO CONVERGENGE"
u(k)=uYY
v(k){.0
at(k)=O'0
do 35 l=I,k
uf(l)=r¡(l¡

35 continue
c Set remaining final displacement store to zero

do 42I=k+l,NT-l
uf(l)=Q'9
v(l)=O'0
a(l){.0

42 continue
goto 1000

end if
dps=dpsy
j=jv
a=ay
uyy{.0
jeventd)
px=px+l
e=l
f=1

c write(1,*)"dpsy initial cond at"
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c
c
c
c
c

c write(l,*) dpsy, y
c Restart iteration with new predicted proportional damping coefficient

goto 5
end if

c DECREASINGDISPLACEMENT
else

c NOEVENT
if(uyy.lt. uy(- 2))then

u(k)-uyy
c WITHEVENT

else
dps=ks2*(uyy-uy(-2))
uyy=uy(-2)
Jevent=-l
code="Model rocked within limits"
goto 15

end if
end if

end if
end if

Zero crossings, instantaneous frequency and
Rayleigh damping

Identify zero crossing from neg to pos
if(tO.ne.t2)then
if(u(k).gt.0.0.AND.u(k- I ).1e.0.0)then

write(1,*) "neg pos zero cross"
tl =dt*u(k- I )(u(k- I )-u(k))
t2dt*u(k)/(u(k)-u(k- 1 ))
tO=t0-dt+tl
j=j+l
if(.gt.l)then

if(d.ne.1)then
Provided not prior to first half cycle or reiteration determines
Rayleigh damping of compleæd half cycle response

nc=(aOm+a I m*pi*pil(tO* *2))
Setting the maximum proportional damping coefficient for
Frequency range of interest

if(nc .gt. 10.0)then
nc=10.0

end if
wriæ(1,*) "period outcome predicted iteration k"
wriæ(1,*) t0, nc, pc, p, k

if(nc.gt. 1. I *pc.OR.nc.lt.0.9*pc.AND.p.lt. 1O(Ð)then
Limit on iterations t0 1000
Compares Rayleigh damping with initial prediction
ff out of the specified bounds a reiteration is required
with new predicæd proportional damping coefficient predicted below

wriæ(I,*) "REITERATE - new pc"
pc=0.5*nc+0.5*pc

write(1,*) pc
Reset the initial conditions to the start of the current cycle

dps=dpsy
j=jy
a=ay

c

c
c

c
c

c
c

c
c
c
c
c

c
c
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c write(1,*)"dps j a"
c wrire(l,*) dps, j, a

uyy=O'0
jevent{

c Iteration number
p=pll
e=l
f=l

c Restart iteration with new predicæd proportional damping coefficient
goto 5

else
c write(I,*) "PC-NC within limis"

if(p.gt.99)then
c write(*,*)"Iteration limit exceeded"

end if
P=0
px=0
e=0

c Setting the predicted proportional damping for the next half cycle
c to the successful proportional damping of the current half cycle

pc=3.0
c Transfer successful iteration to final displacement store

do 20I=I,k-l
uf(l)=r¡11¡

20 continue
end if

end if
else

c Transfer displacements prior to first half cycle to final disp store
do 2l l=I,k-l

uf(l)=¡1¡¡
2l continue

end if
û=A

c Set the initial conditions for the next half cycle
c The zero value for the dps depend on the new u(k) location

if(u(k).lt.uy( I ))then
dps=ktsl*u(k)

else
if(u(k). lt. uy(2)) then

dps=uy( I )*krs t+(u(k)-uy( I ))*ktsp
else

dps=uy( I )*kts I +(uy(2)-uy( I ))*ktspr(u(k)-uy(2))
end if

end if
uyy=O'0
Jevent=0

c Store the initial conditions for the next half cycle
dpsx=dps
jx=j-l
ax=a
x=k

c write(l,*) "dpsx jx x k u(k)"
c write(I,*) dpsx, jx, x, k, u(k)

goto 15
end if
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c
c

end if

Identify zero crossings from pos to neg
if(t0.ne.t4)then
if(u(k).lt.0.0.AND.u(k- I ).ge.0.O)then

write(1,*) "pos neg zero crossing"
t3dt*u(k- 1)(u(k- 1)-u(k))
t4{r*u(k)(u(k)-u(k- 1 ))
t0=t0-dt+B
j=j+1
if(.gt.l)then
if(e.ne.l)then

Provided not prior to fftst half cycle or reiteration determines
Rayleigh damping of compleûed half cycle response

nc=(a0m+a I m*pi*pi(t0* *2))
if(nc.gt.10.O)then

nc=10.0
end if

write(1,*)"t0 nc pc p k"
write(l,*) t0, nc, pc, p, k

if(nc. gt. I . I *pc.OR.nc.lt.0.9 *pc.AND.p.lt. I 000)then
Limit on iterations to 1000
Compares Rayleigh damping with initial prediction
If out of the specified bounds a reiteration is required
with new predicæd proportional damping coefficient predicæd below

wriæ(l,*) "REITERATE - new pc"
pc=0.5*nc+O.5*pc

write(1,*) pc
Reset the initial conditions to the start of the current cycle

dps=dpsx
jjx
a=ax

write(1,*)"dps j a"
write(l,*) dps, j, a

uyy{.0
jevent=O

Iteration number
p=pt_l
d=l
f=1

write(1,*) "new dps j x d f"
write(1,*) dps, j, x, d, f

Resørt iæration with new predicted proportional damping coefficient
goto 5

else
write(1,*) "PC-NC within limits"

if(p.eq.100)then
, w¡iæ(*,*)"Iteration li¡nit exceeded"

end if
P=0
px4
d{

The successful predicted proportional damping for the current halfcycle
becomes the fnst approximation for the next haH cycle

pc=3.0
Transfer successful iteration to final displacement store

c

c
c

c
c

c
c
c
ç
c

c
c

c
c

c

c
c
c

c

c
c

c
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do22l-\k-l
uf(l)=u0)

22 continue
end if

end if
else

c Transfer displacements prior to first half cycle to final disp store
do 23 l=I,k-l

uf(l)=u(l)
23 continue

end if
t0=t4

c Set the initial conditions for the next half cycle
c The zero value for the dps depend on the new u(k) location

if(u(k).gt.uy(- I ))then
dps=ktsl*u(k)

else
if(u(k). gt.uy(-2))rhen

dps=uy(- I )*lfs I +(u(k)-uy(- I ))*ktsp
else

dps=uy(- I )*kts 1 +(uy(-2)-uy(- I ))*ktspr(u(k)-uyC2))
end if

end if
uyy=o'0
Jevent=0

c Store the initial conditions for the next half cycle
dPsY=dPs
jy=j-l
îY=a
Y=k
goto 15

end if
end if

Sub-step iteration ends
du =u(k)-u(k-l)

dv = 2.*(du/dt) - 2.*v(k-l)
v(k)=v1¡-1¡*¿'tt
da=-2.*a+(2.*dv/dt)
a =a+da
at(k)= ¿g(lç¡ .r u

if(k.lt.NT)then
write(1,*)'Jpku(k)"
wrire(I,*) j, p, k, u(k)

end if

10 continue
return

1000 code="Model beyond timits - possible iterative instability"
feturn

I100 code="Invalid results, dtûoo large"
feturn
end

c
c
25

c
c
c
c
c
c
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c
c
c
c

subroutine frrdnnx(Nrdin¡x,max)
c Subroutine to hnd the absolute max. value of a
c single dimension ilray x
c decla¡ation of parameters

inæger N,dim
real x(O:dim),max

c decla¡ation of local va¡iables
integer I
maxd).
do l0 I=0,N-l

if(ab s(x(I)). ge.abs(max))then
max=abs(x(t))

else
end if

10 continue
return
end

subroutine linter(NNTTTA,DT,NG'G)
This subroutine interpolates linearly between uneven sample points.
The interpolated data are then generated at a specified sample inærval

declaration of parameters
inægerNN,NG
real T(0: 1 2000),4(0: 12000),DT,G(0: 163 84)
declaration of local variables
integer J,K
real S

NG=int((T(NN- 1 )-T(0))/DT)+ I
G(0)=A(0)
J{
do 50 K=l,NG-1

55 if(K*DT.lt.T(J+1))then
s=K*DT_T(J)
G(K)=A(J)+S*(A(J+ I )-A(J))(T(J+ 1 )-T(J))
else
Jd+l
goto55
end if

50 continue
rehlfn
end

c

JJI
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APPENDIX (H): Non-linear Time History Analysis Experimental Confirmation
t *t(**********{c*r!*t ***t :ß:ß********{.**********************

Program ROWMANRY .

For time history rocking analysis of
Free Standing or Simply Supported Objects
Latest Version : FEBRUARY 1999

***********r<**:1.:t<***********t *********************1.***r<*
Accelerogram data from I Hz 16mm Amplitude Pulse
Accelerogram scaling factor selected = 1.000
INPUT DATA SUMMARY FOR:
SS non- loadbearing base reaction at LF
Height ofobject = 1.500 m
Object width = 110.000 mm
Overburden stress at top of object = 0.000 MPa

Trilinear force disp profile data
Â(1) selecæd for initial stiffness = 7.00 mm
Â(2) selected for mædmum force plateau = 33.00 mm

Stiffness coefficient (IIEI'FS) =
Resistance coefficient (ÌIEFFR) =

Prooortional damping data
Mass proportional damping coeff. =
Stiffness proportional damping coeff. =

I-egend:
aB = input ground acceleration
v = relative velocity

1.5000
0.0050

u = relative displacement
at = total acceleration

v(t) (m/s) a(t) (m/s2)
0.471 3.6385

4.0
4.0

ANALYSIS CONCLUSION : Model rocked within limits
Analysis time = 4.0l00secs time inc =.0100secs

Time q(t) (m/s2) 
^(t) 

(m)
Maximum 3.545 0.038978
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*** *** * **** **** ***** ******* ***d< **** *** ** **** *** ****** **

Program ROWMANRY
For time history rocking analysis of
Free Standing or Simply Supported Objects
Latest Version : FEBRUARY 1999

*********+****:ß********+***********t ********+t***{.*t(***
Accelerogram data from I Hz 24mm Amplitude Pulse
Accelerogram scaling factor selected = 1.000
INPUT DATA SUMMARY FOR:
SS non- loadbearing base reaction at LF
Heightofobject= 1.500m
Object widrh = 110.000 mm
Overburden stress at ûop of object = 0.000 MPa

Trilinear force disp orofilé data
Â(1) selected for initial stiffness = 7.00 mm
À(2) selecæd for maximum force plateau = 33.00 mm

Stiffness coefficient (IIE¡PS) =
Resistance coefficient (IIEI,¡'R) =

Proportional damoine data
Mass proportional damping coeff. =
Stiffness proportional damping coeff. =

Iægend:
aB = input ground acceleration
v = relative velocity

1.4000
0.0040

u = relative displacement
at = ùotal acceleration

v(t) (m/Ð a(Ð (m/s2)
0.471 3.638s

4.0
4.0

ANALYSIS CONCLUSION : Model rocked within limits
Analysis time = 4.0l00secs time inc =.0100secs

Time ar(t) (m/s2)
Maximum 3.545 ^(t) 
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*****************:ß******:le*****d.**'r*************+*i.{.**t {.

Program ROWMANRY
For time history rocking analysis of
Free Sønding or Simply Supported Objects
Latest Version : FEBRUARY 1999

**'r **** * *** ** *** * **** *** * **** * *** ********* ***{c *<*{.** **t<:1.

Accelerogram data from I Hz37nm Amplitude Pulse
Accelerogram scaling factor selected = 1.000
INPUT DATA SUMMARY FOR:
SS non- loadbearing base reaction at LF
Heightofobject= 1.500m
Object width = 110.000 mm
Overburden sEess at top of object = 0.000 MPa

Trilinear force diso orofile data
Â(1) selected for initial stiffness = J.50 mm
Â(2) selecæd for maximum force plateau = 25.00 mm

Stiffness coefficient (IIEFFS) =
Resistance coefficient (IIEFFR) =

4.0
4.0

Prooonional dampine data
Mass proportional damping coeff. =
Stiffness proportional damping coeff. =

Legend:
ag = input ground acceleration
v = relative velocity

1.5000
0.00s0

u = relative displacement
at = total acceleration

ANALYSIS CONCLUSION: Model rocked within limits
Analysis time = 4.0100secs time inc =.0100secs

Time ar(t) (m/s2)
Maximum 7.516
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APPENDIX H: Non-linear Time History Analysis Experimental Confirmation

*** ***** *** * *************+*** ***:r:ß******+* **** **** *****
Program ROWMANRY
For time history rocking analysis of
Free Standing or Simply Supported Objects
Latest Version : FEBRUARY 1999

*'ß* *t<.** ********:ß**************t* ****** ** ***** **** **** **

Accelerogram data from YzHz 4Ùmm Amplitude Pulse
Accelerogram scaling factor selected = 1.000
INPUT DATA SUMMARY FOR:
SS loadbearing top & bottom reaction at LF
Height of object = 1.500 m
Object width = 50.000 mrn
Overburden stress at úop of object = 0.075 MPa

Trilinear force diso profile data
Â(1) selecæd for initial stiffness = 5.00 mrn
Â(2) selected for mærimum force plateau = 15.00 mm

Stiffness coefficient(IlE¡fs) = 21.735
Resistance coefficient (HEFFR) = 21.735

Proportional damoine data
Mass proportional damping coeff. =
Stiffness proportional damping coeff. =

Iægend:
ag = input ground acceleration
v = relative velocity

3.0000
0.0060

u = relative displacement
at = total acceleration

AÀIALYSIS CONCLUSION : Model rscked within limits
Analysis time = 3.0l00secs time inc =.0100secs

Time as(t) (m/s2)
Maximum 4.78

v(t) (m/s) a(t) (m/s2)
0.202 7.6747^(t) 
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*********{.*******{c***'1.************1.*,1.{.*******{<*t<t **1.*r.d.

Program ROWMANRY
For time history rocking analysis of
Free Standing or Simply Suppoted Objects
Latest Version : FEBRUARY 1999

**¡lc*¡lc**t(******t *********rl.**+*****{.******{<*{<*1!***1 1.****:tc

Accelerogram data from r/zHz 60mm Amplitude Pulse
Accelerogram scaling factor selected = 1.000
INPUT DATA SUMMARY FOR:
SS loadbearing top & bottom reaction at LF
Heightofobject= 1.500m
Object width = 50.000 mm
Overburden sEess at top of object = 0.075 MPa

Trilinear force disp Eofile data
Å(1) selecæd for initial stiffness = J.00 mm
Â(2) selecæd for maximum force plaûeau = 15.00 mrn

Stiffness coefficient (HEFFS) =
Resistance coefficient (HEffR) =

Prooortional dampine data
Mass proportional damping coeff. =
Stiffness proportional damping coeff. =

2r.735
21.735

3.0000
0.0060

: Model rocked within limits' time inc =.0100secs

u = relative displacement
at = total acceleration

^(t) 
(m) v(r) (m/s) a(t) (m/s2)

0.007558 0.285 8.3396

Analysis time = 3.5100secs

Legend:
aB = input ground acceleration
v = relative velocity
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APPENDIX H: Non-linear Time History Analysis Eryerimental Confirmation

'1.**********1ê**************t **{<*************************
Program ROWMANRY
For time history rocking analysis of
Freæ Sønding or Simply Supported Objects
Latest Version : FEBRUARY 1999

*** ***** *** **:N.** ******** ********* +**X:N.* *** ******** *****
Accelerogram data from I Hz 30mrn Amplitude Pulse
Accelerogram scaling factor selected = 1.000
INPUTDATA SUMMARYFOR:
SS loadbea¡ing top & bottom reaction at LF
Heightofobject= t.500m
Object width = 50.000 mm
Overburden shess at top of object = 0.075 MPa

Trilinea¡ force disp orofile data
Â(1) selected for initial stiffness = 415 nrnrt
Â(2) selected for maximum force plateau = 14.00 mm

Stiffness coefficient (IIEFPS) =
Resistance coefficient (I{EFFR) =

Proportional damoine data
Mass proportional damping coeff. =
Stiffness proportional damping coeff. =

Iægend:
ag = input ground acceleration
v = relative velocity

3.0000
0.0060

u = relative displacement
at = ûotal acceleration

v(t) (m/s) a(Ð (m/s2)
0.283 9.4s62

2t.735
21.735

ANALYSIS CONCLUSION : Model rocked within limits
Analysis time = 2.0100secs time inc =.0100secs
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******t **1.*******+******t *+t<************t<******'F*têrêt ***
Program ROWMANRY
For time history rocking analysis of
Free Standing or Simply Supported Objects
Latest Version : FEBRUARY 1999

,1.'1.***t(********{.**d<***{<**t<**t *******'1.***r!*{<*******1.*****

Accelerogram data from I Hz 50mm Amplitude Pulse
Accelerogram scaling factor selected = 1.000
INPUT DATA SIJMMARY FOR:
SS loadbearing top & bottom reaction at LF
Heightofobject= 1.500m
Object width = 50.000 mm
Overburden stress at top of object = O.075 MPa

Trilinear force disp orofile data
À(1) selected for initial stiffness = 4.75 mm
Â(2) selecæd for maximum force plateau = 13.50 mm

Stiffness coefficient (HEFFS) =
Resistance coefficient (IIEfpR) =

Prooortional damoine data
Mass propofional damping coeff. =
Stiffness proportional damping coeff. =

Iægend:
aB = input ground acceleration
v = relative velocity

3.0000
0.0025

u = relative displacement
at = total acceleration

^(Ð 
(m) v(Ð (m/s) a(t) (m/s2)

0.030496 0.575 9.2466

21.735
21.735

ANALYSIS CONCLUSION : Model rocked within limits
Analysis time = 3.9400secs time inc =.0l00secs

Time ar(Ð (m/s2)
Maximum 8.531
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APPEN DIX H : Non- linear Tirne History Analy sis Exp e rtmcntal C onfirmation

*** **** *+** ************* ********* ***** +*** **** **** *****
Program ROTWMANRY
For time history rocking analysis of
Free Standing or Simply Supported Objects
Latest Version : FEBRUARY 1999

*** ****:t*** *** ** ** ** ***+ ***** ******** *******'ßi. **** * ****
Accelerogram data from 2Hz l5mm Amplitude Pulse
Accelerogram scaling factor selected = 1.000
INPUT DATA SUMMARY FOR:
SS loadbearing top & bottom reaction at LF
Heightofobject = 1.500 m
Object width = 50.000 mm
Overburden stress at top of object = 0.075 MPa

Trilinear force disp profile data
Â(1) selected for initial stiffness = {.75 mm
Â(2) selected for manimum force plateau = 13.50 mm

Prooortional damoing data
Mass proportional damping coeff. = 3.0000
Stiffness proportional damping coeff. = 0.0060

ANALYSIS CONCLUSION : Model rocked within limits
Analysis time = 2.2100secs time inc =.0100secs

Stiffness coefficient (IIEFFS) =
Resistance coefficient (IIEnfR) =

Iægend:
aB = input ground acceleration
v = relative velocity

Time ar(t) (m/s2) 
^(t) 

(m)
Maximum 6.972 0.023191

21.735
21.735

u = relative displacement
at = ûotal acceleration

v(t) (m/s) a(Ð (m/s2)
0.479 10.1605
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*** **{r* ***{. * *{<** *** * **{. *1.*r<** +*** ** ** ***** **** *ts:lc * ***ic*

Program ROWMANRY
For time history rocking analysis of
Free Standing or Simply Supported Objects
Latest Version : FEBRUARY 1999

**********:*:1.**:1.:1.*rß**t(**********¡1.*r¡**t ,1.*****+********r<t *
Accelerogram data from I Hz 30mm Amplitude Pulse
Accelerogram scaling factor selected = 1.000
INPUT DATA SUMMARY FOR:
SS loadbearing top & bottom reaction at LF
Heightofobject= 1.500m
Object width = 50.000 mm
Overburden shess at top of object = 0.15 MPa

Trilinear force diso nrofile data
Â(1) selecæd for initial stiffness = 7 mm
Â(2) selecæd for maximwn force plateau = 2l mm

Stiffness coefficient (HEFFS) =
Resistance coefficient (IIEFFR) =

Propgrtional dampine data
Mass proportional damping coeff. =
Stiffness proportional damping coeff. =

Iægend:
aB = input ground acceleration
v = relative velocity

2.0000
0.00s0

u = relative displacement
at = total acceleration

^(Ð 
(m) v(t) (m/s) a(t) (m/s2)

0.008301 0.306 12.0173

39.47t
39.47r

ANALYSIS CONCLUSION : Model rocked within limits
Analysis time = 1.6600secs time inc =.0l00secs

Time ar(Ð (m/s2)
Maximum 6.266
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AP P EN D IX H : N on- line ør Time H i s t ory Analy s i s Exp e rime nt al C onfi rmat ion

*1.t ************{.********************:F******************
Program ROWMANRY
For time history rocking analysis of
Free Standing or Sirnply Supported Objects
Latest Version: FEBRUARY 1999

************:F************:¡:t i.***************+***{.***,tc*,ß*
Accelerogram data from I Hz 50mm Amplitude Pulse
Accelerogram scaling factor selected = 1.000
IMUT DATA SUMMARY FOR:
SS loadbearing top & bottom reaction at LF
Heightofobject= 1.500m
object width = 50.000 mm
Overburden shess at top of object = 0.15 MPa

Trilinea¡ force diso profile data
Â(l) selecæd for initial stiffness = 8 mm
Â(2) selected for maximum force plateau = 23 nrn

Stiffness coefficient (IIEFFS) =
Resistance coefficient (IIEFFR) =

39.471
39.471

ANALYSIS CONCLUSION : Model rocked within limits
Analysis time = 2.0500secs time inc =.0100secs

Proportional damoine datå
Mass proportional damping coeff. =
Stiffness proportional damping coeff. =

Iægend:
aB = input ground acceleration
v = relative velocity

2.0000
0.0050

u = relative displacement
at = total acceleration

^(t) 
(m) v(Ð (m/s) a(0 (m/s2)

0.020974 0.535 12.966
Time ag(t) (m/s')
Maximum 7.487
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****{.*!.1.'**{<r.*************t ******************************
Program ROV/MANRY
For time hisory rocking analysis of
Free Standing or Simply Supporæd Objects
Latest Version : FEBRUARY 1999

********:t ***********{.r.************dc*****ds****:1.*¡lc***t :k**

Accelerogram data from 2Hzã0rll.n Amplitude Pulse
Accelerogram scaling factor selected = 1.000
INPUT DATA SUMMARY FOR:
SS loadbea¡ing top & bottom reaction at LF
Height ofobject = 1.500 m
Object widrh = 50.000 mm
Overburden súess at top of object = 0.15 MPa

Trilinear force disp profile data
Â(1) selecæd for initial stiffness = 7.2 mm
Â(2) selected for maximum force plateau = 23 mm

Stiffness coefficient (IIEFFS) =
Resistance coefficient (IIEFFR) =

hooortional dampine data
Mass proportional damping coeff. =
Stiffness proportional damping coeff. =

Iægend:
aB = input grouqd acceleration
v = relative velocity

2.0000
0.0060

u = relative displacement
at = total acceleration

39.471
39.47t

v(t) (m/s) a(Ð (m/s'?)
0.567 12.532

ANALYSIS CONCLUSION: Model rocked within lirnits
Analysis time = 1.7600secs time inc =.0100secs
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Maximum 7.605 ^(t) 
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APPENDIX H: Non-linear Time History Analysis Eryerimental Confinnntion

*************************r.*'*:t *:t *********1.**'F****+*t****
Program ROWMANRY
For time history rocking analysis of
Free Standing or Simply Supporæd Objects
Latest Version : FEBRUARY 1999

{.****¡ß*+********************************:**.***t<**t t *****
Accelerogram data from 807o Pacioma Dam E/Q
Accelerogram scaling factor selected = 1.000
INPUT DATA STJMMARY FOR:
SS non- loadbearing base reaction at LF
Heightofobject= 1.500m
Object width = 110.000 mm
Overburden stress at top of object = 0.000 MPa

Trilinear force diso nrofile data
Â(1) selecæd for initial stiffness = 15.00 mm
Â(2) selecæd for maximum force plateau = 35.00 mm

Stiffness coefficient (HEFFS) =
Resistance coefficient (IIEFFR) =

4.0
4.0

hoportional damoine daø
Mass proportional damping coeff. =
Stiffness proportional damping coeff. =

lægend:
aB = input ground acceleration
v = relative velocity

1.000
0.0030

u = relative displacement
at = total acceleration

ANALYSIS CONCLUSION : Model rocked within limits
Analysis tirne = 34.9600secs tirne inc =.0l00secs

Time ag(t) (m/s2)
Maximum 3.545 ^(t) 

(m) v(t) (m/s)
0.038978 0.471
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******.i;ffiiåüffiåi*++' ***1'*"'F{<*¡

For time history rocking analysis of
Free Standing or Simply Supponed Objects
Latest Version : FEBRUARY 1999

*,1ê******{<*****,1.*******{<**:*:N<{.***********{<**t rlÊ*******'tr(X{<

Accelerogram data from 507o Pacioma Dam E/Q
Accelerogram scaling factor selected = 1.000
INPUT DATA SIJMMARY FOR:
SS non- loadbearing base reaction at LF
Heightofobject= 1.500m
Object width = 110.000 mm
Overburden sfress at top of object = 0.000 MPa

Trilinear force disp profile dat¿
A(1) selected for initial stiffness = 12.00 mm
Â(2) selected for maximum force plateau = 35.00 mm

Stiffness coefficient (IIEFFS) =
Resistance coefficient (HEFFR) =

4.0
4.0

ANALYSIS CONCLUSION : Model rocked within limits
Analysis time = 34.9600secs time inc =.0100secs

Prooortional damoins data
Mass proportional damping coeff. =
Stiffness proportional damping coeff. =

Legend:
ag = input ground acceleration
v = relative velocity

1.500
0.0050

u = relative displacement
at = total acceleration

^(t) 
(m) v(t) (n/s) a(t) (m/s2)

0.044787 0.453 3.52r
Time ar(t) (m/s2)
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APPENDIX H: Non-linear Time History Analysis Experimentøl Confirmation

*** ******* ***** {< **** *{.*********** **** *****:ß*** *********

hogram RO\ryMANRY
For time history rocking analysis of
Free Standing or Simply Supported Objects
Latest Version : FEBRUARY 1999

*** ******** ************* ***.*:t **** **** ***** **t(* *********
Accelerogram data from 667o ElCentro E/Q
Accelerogram scaling factor.selected = ' 1.000
INPUT DATA SUMMARYFOR:
SS non- loadbearing base reaction at LF
Heightofobject= 1.500m
Object widrh = 110.000 rnm
Overburden súess at top of object = 0.000 MPa

*Trilinear force diso orofile data
Â(l) selected for initial stiffness = 15.00 mm
Â(2) selected for maximum force plateau = 35.00 mm

Stiffness coefficient (HEffS) =
Resistance coefficient (IIEFFR) =

hooortional dampine data
Mass proportional damping coeff. =
Stiffness p,roportional damping coeff. =

Iægend:
48 = input ground acceleration
v = relative velocity

1.750
0.0060

u = relative displacement
at = total acceleration

4.0
4.O

ANALYSIS CONCLUSION : Model rocked beyond limits
Analysis time = 22.4600sæ,s time inc =.0100secs

Time ag(t) (n/s2)
Maximum 3.986 ^(t) 
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*t<***{e*************:***t :***:1.******{<*******************rc*

Program ROWMANRY
For time history rocking analysis of
Free Standing or Simply Supported Objects
Latest Version : FEBRUARY 1999

**rr***1.*:{ê*:1.***rs***t t {.*******r<r<******t+**{<*r<t!**********+
Accelerogram data from 1007o Nahanni Aftershock
Accelerogram scaling factor selected = 1.000
INPUT DATA SUMMARY FOR:
SS non- loadbearing base reaction at LF
Heightofobject= 1.500m
Object width = 110.000 mm
Overburden stress at top of object = 0.000 MPa

Trilinear force diso orofile data
Å(1) selected for initial stiffness = J.00 mm
Â(2) selecæd for maximum force plateau = 25.00 mm

Stiffness coefficient (IIEITS) =
Resistance coefficient (HEffR) =

4.0
4.0

Proportional damoine data
Mass proportional damping coeff. =
Stiffness proportional damping coeff. =

Iægend:
aB = input ground acceleration
v = relative velocity

4.000
0.0060

u = relative displacement
at = total acceleration

ANALYSIS CONCLUSION: Model rocked within limits
Analysis time = 12.4200secs time inc =.0100secs

Time ae(t) (Ír/s2) 
^(t) 

(m) v(r) (m/s) a(t) (m/s2)
Maximum 6.413 0.012088 0.248 4.6692
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